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Abstract 

This paper focuses on how businesses that employ knowledge workers can use change of 

physical workplace as a tool to catalyse or support wider business improvement programmes.  

Previous studies of the workplace have tended to use a Tayloristic, individual productivity-centric 

view, focusing on how attributes of physical space affect the satisfaction of workers with their 

environment.  This approach does not necessarily measure factors that lead to beneficial results at 

firm level, nor does it acknowledge the role of workplace renewal as a potential change agent.  Given 

that real estate is the second largest expense for companies after payroll it is essential that periodic 

investment in the workplace is well judged, so businesses need guidance on how to use workplace 

change to best effect. 

In order to develop a firm-level approach, a very wide literature review is undertaken to assess 

which attributes of office space appear to be most impactful on worker performance.  Original 

research is then carried out by studying the cases of thirty-one companies that have renewed their 

workplaces in the last ten years.  In-depth interviews have been conducted and performance metrics 

analysed to ascertain how the renewals were implemented and whether they had a recognised causal 

effect on a business outcome.  I find that there are examples of significant changes in performance 

that can be traced to change of workplace and that the processes that accompany these had a critical 

moderating role; as important as the attributes of the new space.  I also find that these positive effects 

diminish over time and that businesses should consider a major new investment in offices every five 

years.  Finally, a method of categorising workplace change projects is suggested and used to provide 

a further layer of analysis demonstrating the principal strategies of the case studies that were judged 

to be successful. 
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1 Introduction 

This thesis presents research into how businesses that employ knowledge workers use office 

relocation to enable, catalyse or reinforce wider change processes to generate overall performance 

improvement.  Such events have traditionally been viewed in terms of the design and specification of 

the new workplace and the way that these might impact the behaviour of the occupants.  In reality, 

an office move consists of far more than a simple change of interiors: for instance, different sets of 

people are involved before, during and after (Figure 1), there is often a change of geographic location 

and a wide range of management processes may be deployed.  Because of this complexity it has 

proved to be difficult to provide reliable guidance for relocating businesses as to how to extract the 

greatest return from what can be a significant investment. 

 

Figure 1:  A workplace change event affects those involved and others in the future 
 

I started my company, Workplace Futures Group, in late 1991 from a personal background in 

manufacturing engineering and management consultancy, and a developing interest in the role that 

physical environment can play in human behaviour.  The business was set up to provide a basket of 

consultancy, design, management and construction services for organisations that were preparing to 

relocate their offices1; the proposition being that this was a valuable - although often squandered - 

opportunity to implement or catalyse a wider transformation agenda. 

 
1 Workplace Futures Group specialises in offices as opposed to other types of workplace such as hospitals, factories or 
shops.  This thesis will focus solely on offices and will use the words “office” and “workplace” interchangeably. 
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Some twenty-eight years later the company has delivered about six thousand of these projects 

involving around fifteen million square feet of office space and the relocation of well over one hundred 

and fifty thousand people.  In that time, we have witnessed numerous examples of businesses 

experiencing significant positive effects from such events; from demonstrable culture change through 

to greatly increased revenue.  Figure 2 below shows an example of one of this research’s case studies 

whose head office was relocated in 2014 and experienced significant sales growth thereafter, with a 

flattening-out only in the most recent year (2018). 

 

Figure 2:  Case study FPE01 sales performance 2005 - 2018 
 

Whilst these case studies are valuable touchstones for my business, the exact alchemy that 

can produce such positive effects is tantalisingly hard to codify.  Every renewal event2 exposes the 

workforce to a new physical space that is, in essence, an assembly of components – walls, technology 

and furniture – arranged and finished in a way that presents a distinct layout and appearance and an 

environment that can be considered to be simultaneously divided, controlled, imposed and 

hierarchical, productive, personalised, symbolic, and social (Chanlat 2006).  This space is housed within 

a building, often one that has other occupants, and the location of the space within this structure may 

be significant; for instance, the specific floor or orientation.  The building itself has recognisable 

attributes: appearance, location, status, the quality of its common parts3, who the other tenants are, 

how well it works in terms of environmental systems, quality of daylight, depth of the floor plates, 

ceiling heights and a host of other subliminal cues and signifiers that can greatly influence how visitors 

 
2 Throughout this thesis a significant change of workplace through relocation or refurbishment will be referred to as a 
“renewal event”.  Whether or not specific events involve a new location, they invariably mean a different layout and look.  
Given the practical difficulty of implementing significant change in situ our experience is that interventions that are 
sufficient to be classed as “renewals” are achieved through relocations in nine out of ten cases. 
3 “Common parts” are those areas of a multi-tenanted building that are used by all the occupants: typically ground floor 
reception, lifts, stairs and washrooms. 
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feel when they arrive for the first time, and staff when they come to work day after day.  The 

geographical location of the building is inseparable and speaks of commuting and connections; it 

probably also brings neighbours, recreation, shops and restaurants. 

Beyond the physical properties of the office and its location there is the complex interaction 

with its occupants: the actual “work-place” is essentially co-created by the physical space, the people 

who work in it, and the external actors who visit.  Furthermore there is the context of the nature of 

the business itself, how it went about transitioning to the new space, the degree to which the 

employees were involved, how they feel treated pre- and post-occupancy, and whether they believe 

that the space reflects who they are and what they do. 

FPE01 and many other cases demonstrate that there is great potential for performance 

improvement catalysed by change of workplace.  However, there are also many projects of this 

nature that appear to have similar ingredients yet do not lead to positive results and why this 

happens is the central issue that this thesis seeks to explore.  Nearly forty years ago Becker (1981) 

observed that “the way the physical setting is created in organizations has barely been tapped as 

a tangible organizational resource” and yet – as the literature review contained in this document 

will demonstrate - there is still little understanding of the potential that physical environment has 

to support business objectives (see also Haynes et al. 2000, Nutt 2000). 
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1.1 What makes a workplace work? 

The level of interest in this field is intense as can be inferred by looking on the internet: a 

Google search on “productive workplace” in early 2020 yielded 117 million results, and the same on 

Google Scholar, 1.6 million papers and publications.  This thesis itself has nearly 500 references.  Yet, 

despite the enormous interest in the interaction between workplaces and the organisations that 

occupy them, there is little consensus in the resulting research as to what effects might be expected 

and why they occur.  As Haynes and Price (2004) observed: “despite well-publicised successes and 

failures, the evidence base for the impact of a workplace on an organisation’s business performance 

remains small and confused.” 

The body of literature stretches back over a hundred years to the work of Frederick Winslow 

Taylor on Scientific Management and continues the themes established then: that performance 

improvement can be found through the optimisation of the labours of individuals.  To this day, the 

tradition established by Taylor of focusing on worker productivity is by far the dominant mode of 

research.  Notable authors include, for instance, Frank Duffy (layout and design), Jacqueline Vischer 

(environment quality, hierarchy of needs, status), Derek Clements-Croome (environment quality), 

Kerstin Sailer (spatial arrangements), Rianne Appel-Meulenbroek (corporate real estate 

management), Thomas Allen (the role of distance), Barry Haynes (measurement of productivity), 

Jeremy Myerson (aesthetics), and Christina Danielsson (wellness).  Whilst many useful insights emerge 

from this work there is still a lack of any coherent system of analysis or method that practitioners can 

use to design workplaces that will improve performance. 

Notwithstanding the lack of consensus about what happens at individual level, the most 

significant gap in the existing literature is where the performance of the organisation itself is 

concerned.  The implicit assumption of workplace research is that productive workers will contribute 

towards a successful organisation.  Lacking the means to measure productivity of office workers, the 

industry instead relies on worker satisfaction as a proxy.  The research therefore assumes that if the 

attributes of an office make workers more satisfied in some way, they will be increasingly productive 

and therefore the organisation they work for will prosper.  However, the link between individual 

worker satisfaction and organisational performance is not sufficiently established to make the results 

of existing research capable of extrapolation to firm-level. 

Furthermore, the assumption that specific attributes of the working environment will always 

lead to greater or less satisfaction, for every worker, is Tayloristic and implies that architectural 
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determinism (AD) is the way the workplace works.  This thesis will show that there is insufficient 

evidence in literature to support AD. 

These issues compound, and mean that existing research is far from reliable from the 

practitioner’s standpoint: it should be helping organisations make investment decisions yet it is based 

on a potentially faulty model (AD), is attempting to assess something that isn’t necessarily measurable 

(productivity), and uses a proxy (satisfaction) that hasn’t reliably been shown to correlate with the 

measurement it seeks to make.  To make matters worse, even if all the assumptions above were well-

founded, there is little evidence that any of this leads to better performance of the organisation itself.  

      

Figure 3: Workers in both these pictures are writing code.  The group in the left-hand picture will probably 
report that they are more satisfied so academics would claim that they are more productive.  The 
accommodation costs for the company on the right will be much lower.  How can we decide which 

workplace is better for the firm or whether transitioning from one to the other would be beneficial? 
 

Yet it is the organisation that rents the space and employs the workforce; it is the organisation 

that seeks a return on the investment in a new office.  There is therefore a significant and important 

requirement for new research that looks at how workplace affects performance at firm-level, and how 

organisations seeking improvement might use change of workplace as a catalysing event. 
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1.2 This research 

The principal research questions that this thesis seeks to answer are: 

• Can workplace change be used to improve business performance? 

• If so, what factors are influential in achieving beneficial results? 

 

There are other subsidiary questions that are addressed through the course of this research 

including: 

• Does prior research conclusively demonstrate that there are workplace attributes that reliably 

improve (or worsen) the performance of workers? 

• What business outcomes might be expected from workplace change? 

• How should one measure these outcomes? 

• Are there alternative methods of analysis to the employee-level, questionnaire-based research 

that has historically been used in this field? 

• Are there practical ways of categorising workplace change projects to assist in planning and 

running them? 

• Is there an optimum renewal periodicity indicated? 

 

The work presented in the following sections is produced for a DBA, and although structured 

in the same way as a PhD it seeks practical as well as academic outcomes.  To fulfil the practical 

aspirations of a DBA, the overarching objective is to develop a process or set of guidelines that can be 

used to assist corporates in defining and executing the relocation of their offices to achieve more 

dependable outcomes consistent with wider strategic goals. 

In response to the research gap identified above, this thesis seeks evidence at firm- rather 

than individual-level and focuses on workplace change events as the means by which organisations 

might expect to leverage performance improvement.  The research is restricted to for-profit 

businesses - as opposed to public sector and charities - employing knowledge workers (Drucker 1999) 

who work in offices - as opposed to other workplaces such as laboratories.  The methods used are 

novel: a relatively large number of case studies (n = 31) are examined in detail, across many attributes, 

looking for positive outcomes, at firm-level, in several dimensions.  Configurational comparative 

analysis (specifically fsQCA) is then used to find configurations of conditions that appear to be 

important for positive outcomes.  Set-theoretic methods such as fsQCA have not been used in 
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workplace research before but prove to be highly effective at structuring investigations and providing 

evidence of causal relationships that might previously have only been suspected. 

The research finds significant evidence that performance improvement – at firm-level, and in 

several cases – has emanated directly from relocation to a new office.  The study shows that significant 

change in the quality of the workplace is a pre-requisite for success but also that the manner in which 

the project was implemented is at least as important: involvement of workers in design decisions, 

good communications and use of change management are all significant causal factors.  Furthermore, 

this research finds that it is useful to distinguish between change of attributes intrinsic to the 

workplace (for instance interior design and spatial arrangements), and those extrinsic, such as the 

geographic location and quality of the building itself.  By establishing a two-dimensional landscape for 

a workplace change event in terms of the degree of movement along the intrinsic and extrinsic 

attribute axes, it is possible to suggest guidelines for specifying and implementing workplace change 

projects.  Lastly, the optimum periodicity of change events is examined, and it is found that the size 

of the specific office and nature of the organisation are important considerations, but in general 

companies should consider workplace change every five years.  

The thesis is structured as follows: 

• Section 2, the Literature Review, follows this section.  A very wide range of literature is 

considered because this thesis is necessarily cross-disciplinary in that it does not presume that 

the effects of workplace change belong to a specific domain such as interior environment.  The 

first part of the Literature Review considers the history and provenance of workplace studies 

and goes on to seek any consensus in existing research about conditions sufficient or necessary 

to cause positive performance outcomes.  The prevailing method of studying individual worker 

productivity (usually via satisfaction as a proxy) is also considered with evidence sought for its 

validity at firm-level.  Lastly, literature on change management is briefly reviewed to find 

whether there are general lessons that might be used in workplace renewal projects. 

• Section 3 introduces the case study research by outlining the methodology used to select the 31 

companies that were interviewed, the questions used, and variables assessed and scored.  Use 

of fsQCA is discussed here as the main analytic tool, together with a method invented for this 

thesis: the shift diagram.  Lastly the recruitment of the case studies is described. 

• Section 4 presents a summary of the case studies, the types of organisations, details of their 

renewal events, observed outcomes and possible causal factors together with qualitative 

commentary on attributes and moderators versus outcomes as perceived by the interviewees.  

This section is organised into groups of case studies in descending order of positive outcomes.  

The fsQCA calibration of 1.0 for most successful to 0.0 for least is used. 
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• Section 5 presents the fsQCA and other configurational comparative methods (CCM) of analysis 

to derive apparent necessary and sufficient conditions that lead to observed outcomes. 

• Section 6 presents further analysis and validates the shift diagram introduced earlier in 

preparation for using it to present the results in a more practical way.  Time is also assessed here 

to see whether there is an optimum periodicity of renewal event. 

• Section 7 uses the corporate relocation process as context and utilises the shift diagram to look 

again at the principal outcomes and conditions, providing anecdotal details about successful 

case studies to assist in understanding how these companies managed to create beneficial 

outcomes.   

• Section 8 concludes the thesis by summarising all the results, exploring the contributions of this 

work and suggesting areas of future research. 
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2 Literature Review 

Locating a theoretical domain for this research is problematic: literature on workspace design 

and its impact lacks a unifying theoretical approach (Davis, Leach, and Clegg 2011).  There are no 

existing studies which provide a complete summary of the field, for instance by identifying which 

known attributes of the working environment have been studied in relation to which known employee 

outcomes, nor which methodologies were used to do so and by which academic disciplines (Appel-

Meulenbroek, Clippard, and Pfnür 2018).  There are many comprehensive literature reviews, but they 

tend to focus on a limited, specific subset of input or output variables, for example, indoor air 

combined with comfort, health and performance (Wolkoff 2013), broad effects on stress as the only 

outcome variable (Rashid and Zimring 2008) or the effects of office concepts on health and 

performance (De Croon et al. 2005). 

Furthermore, there are very few studies that look at the impact of workplace at the level of 

the organisation (Alexander and Price 2013, Berg and Kreiner 1990, Chanlat 2006, Clegg and 

Kornberger 2006, Inalhan and Finch 2011, Pepper 2008, Taylor and Spicer 2007) - the focus has been 

on the individual worker, or samples of individuals, as opposed to the businesses they work for.  Effects 

at firm-level are implicit, with an underlying assumption that higher levels of worker satisfaction will 

lead to improved business performance, and the inverse.  The literature is particularly poor in relation 

to the workplace renewal process although there is acknowledgement that office change can be an 

effective mechanism for catalysing organisational change (McElroy and Morrow 2010). 

Even defining who contributes to workplace research is uncertain.  The field is crowded 

because it touches so many disciplines and is an area where almost anyone with experience of office 

work can claim some insight - over a thousand papers, books and articles were reviewed during this 

research and around five hundred are referenced.  Contributors range from the time and motion men 

of the early twentieth century, through the socio-psychological studies of the mid-century, to the 

present day where papers are published from widely varied sources: research scientists working for 

manufacturers of products such as furniture and information technology, architects, building services 

engineers, facilities managers, economists, demographers, geographers, sociologists, psychologists, 

management consultants, and any number of practitioners many of whom are active in marketing 

their ideas on social media and in the press.  A cursory search for “productive workplace design” or 

similar yields a bewildering range of results. 
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Figure 4:  There is a large, and growing, body of practitioner literature that claims to hold 
the key to the design of the productive workplace 

 

There is a significant gap between academia and practice with very few architects and 

designers aware of any academic research into workplace design (Sailer 2018).  As a practitioner, and 

like many in my industry coming from a position of relative ignorance of the body of academic 

literature, it was therefore important for this thesis that a thorough and wide-ranging review was 

undertaken to see whether research provides any guidance for design decisions or project 

implementation methods. 

The literature review that follows, then, has four main objectives: 

• To provide a comprehensive resource for other practitioners – such a breadth of cross-

disciplinary review has not been produced before; 

• To show that this is an important field since it deals with the two most expensive business 

resources: people and real estate;  

• To demonstrate that there is a significant gap for firm-level research and for a method of 

conducting workplace studies beyond worker surveys; 

• To establish the conceptual framework and – where available – theoretical underpinning of the 

case study research that follows.  

 

The review is set out in the following sections and is structured in three principal parts.  The 

outline contents and objectives of these are: 
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Section 2.1 - Context: workplace research and the corporate perspective - seeks to establish the 

importance of this research by: 

• Providing an overview tracing the history of workplace studies from Scientific Management in 

1911 to the present day and giving a context for the literature review that follows and an 

appreciation of the breadth of the field. 

• Looking at the cost of real estate and its perceived role as a business resource.  Establishing how 

businesses think about the real estate their employees work from and trying to find any 

indicators that management considers workplace as an investment rather than overhead. 

• Examining the nature of knowledge work and discovering whether there are different types of 

knowledge workers and how they might be affected by physical workplace. 

• Finding whether there is any prior research into results emanating from workplace change, and 

if the process itself has been studied. 

 

Section 2.2 - Methods seeks to identify the shortcomings of current methods, establish the research 

gap that this thesis seeks to fill and provide structure for the remainder of the review by: 

• Assessing the dominant architectural determinism (AD) model and critically examining the use 

of individual productivity as the most-used metric in workplace research. 

• Introducing the methods that are used in the case study research. 

• Introducing the idea of intrinsic and extrinsic attributes and moderating management processes 

that are then used to group the subsequent review. 

 

Section 2.3 – Intrinsic attributes – reviews the very large body of workplace research that seeks to 

correlate spatial arrangements and the interior design of offices with the performance of workers; or 

at least to their level of satisfaction.  These attributes are defined as intrinsic for the purposes of this 

research because they are in a sense internal to the company; they are designed and procured by the 

business for its own use. 

 

Section 2.4 – Extrinsic attributes – examines literature covering location and the qualities possessed by 

the building that houses the office.  These attributes are defined in this research as extrinsic and are 

selected but not specified by the organisation.  Extrinsic attributes belong to a wide set ranging from 

the geographic location to the quality of the light and views in the building. 
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Section 2.5 – Moderators – seeks to provide support for the moderated workplace change model that 

is used in the case study research by investigating whether research has shown that the processes 

around workplace renewal events have played a part in their success and whether there are guidelines 

on best practice. 
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2.1 Context: workplace research and the corporate 
perspective 

This section sets the scene for workplace research firstly by examining the history of 

workplace studies, particularly noting how Tayloristic thinking has come to dominate the methods 

used by researchers.  The section then goes on to look at how businesses consider their real estate in 

relation to their other resources, what is known about what office workers need from their working 

environments, and whether there is research into how change of workplace might be used as a 

catalytic process. 

 

 The history of workplace studies and ubiquity of Taylorism 

Human performance in the workplace has been a subject of intense interest since 

Frederick Taylor (1856 – 1915) published his seminal monograph, The Principles of Scientific 

Management (1911) (Duffy 1997).  The central idea of Taylorism - that work activities can be 

deconstructed to a series of repetitive, optimisable actions – has dominated the study of 

workplace performance (Baron 1994b, Becker 1981, Brennan, Chugh, and Kline 2002, Oldham, 

Cummings, and Zhou 1995, Sundstrom and Sundstrom 1986, Waber, Magnolfi, and Lindsay 2014).  

It places great emphasis on the concept of individual productivity and the sense that this can be 

improved through redesign of the job, the tools and equipment used to perform the tasks, and 

the working environment.  It also contains the implicit assumption that organisational output is 

the aggregate of the productive activities of the individuals involved.   

Taylor’s ideas were tremendously successful at driving up the productivity of low-skilled, 

manual workers.  This success quickly extended to higher skilled, artisan trades by deconstructing 

and optimising repetitive tasks, and led to research into how the work environment itself might 

affect performance: for instance, lighting, temperature and ventilation (e.g., Morgan 1916, 

Vernon 1919), and relationships were established in the early twentieth century, for example, 

between excessive noise and workers' health and productivity and ventilation rates and sickness 

(reported in Baron 1994b). 

The oft-quoted Hawthorne experiments marked a turning point in organisational 

research.  This long-running field study failed to establish a link between changes to the physical 

environment and worker productivity (Roethlisberger and Dickson 1939) although changes in 
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productivity were observed.  The general conclusion – that it was the study itself that created the 

effects rather than the changes to physical environment – was followed by a general decline in 

interest in the workplace that would last until the 1960s (Oldham, Cummings, and Zhou 1995).  

There were some exceptions, for instance the spatial configuration of furniture was found to 

influence the amount and nature of conversation between individuals (Osmond 1959, Sommer 

1959), and the location of people within a building helped determine with whom they interacted 

and formed friendships (Festinger, Schachter, and Back 1950). 

Interest in office design and its relationship with performance really started with the 

widespread introduction of open-plan and Bürolandschaft (landscaped) offices in North America 

in the 1960s and 1970s (Brookes and Kaplan 1972, Hundert and Greenfield 1969, Zeitlin 1969) 

and a desire to see whether transitioning workers from traditional cellular environments to these 

new open offices was beneficial or detrimental.  Fred Steele’s work in 1973, for instance, saw the 

emergence of a new line of thinking about the impact of place on the worker, couched in terms 

more familiar to industrial organisational psychology.  In his seminal paper, Steele (1973) 

identified six subjective functions that the workplace provides to users: 

• Security and shelter (which includes protection from stress); 

• Social contact; 

• Symbolic identification - the ways in which messages about the organisation are transmitted 

by the design of the space; 

• Task instrumentality - how well the workplace supports the user in their job; 

• Pleasure or gratification derived from the facilities provided; 

• Growth – or more precisely the stimuli that the space provides for learning and 

development. 

 

Becker (1981) built on Steele’s work some eight years later and identified two categories 

of effects – first and second order – that influenced organisational behaviour.  Firstly, the 

attributes (e.g. furniture) and qualities (e.g. temperature and noise) of the working environment 

can help or hinder the users to carry out their tasks (see also, Vischer 2005).  The second order 

effects are subtler: this is where the setting of the work can catalyse behavioural reactions (e.g. 

autonomy, collaboration, innovation). 

Frank Duffy, the founder of pioneering architectural practice DEGW, was one of the first 

to recognise that employers would increasingly have to consider the workplace in holistic terms, 

as a key corporate resource (see e.g., Duffy 1974, 1992, Duffy 2000, Duffy 2005, Duffy, Craig, and 
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Gillen 2011).  He saw that the rise of knowledge workers and the changing nature of the work 

they carried out had great implications for the offices they worked in.  Employers could no longer 

count on the forbearance of their employees with respect to the conditions in their workplaces: 

successful companies would use workplace as a tool to attract, motivate, empower and retain 

staff. 

However, despite Duffy’s ideas, during much of the 1980s and 1990s research 

concentrated in two main areas: how buildings should be specified to provide environmental 

conditions that most people find comfortable and do not make them sick (e.g., O'Neill 1992, 

Vischer 1989, Clements-Croome and Baizhan 2000, Abdou and Lorsch 1994), and what impact 

the roll-out of open plan working was having on office workers (e.g., Canty 1977, Oldham and 

Brass 1979, Hedge 1982b, Marans and Spreckelmeyer 1982, Zalesny and Farace 1987). 

By the turn of the millennium open plan working had prevailed and debates about 

environmental conditions seemed largely concluded.  Thus, office buildings in major cities of the 

developed world are now specified to provide good quality light (both natural and artificial), 

reasonable control of thermal conditions (typically to within 2oC of an acceptable comfort level), 

some level of acoustic damping and quiet engineering systems, plentiful fresh, filtered air, good 

washrooms and common parts.  Vischer (2005) categorises these aspects as providing physical 

and functional comfort (see Figure 10) and are necessary to make space habitable and tolerably 

effective at supporting the required tasks.  The next level was to discover how one should design 

and equip the physical space inside the building to create inspirational conditions for work – 

Vischer’s next level, psychological comfort - and thence the biggest payback for the firm. 

Alongside this, as Duffy predicted, the nature of work itself was transforming as 

developed nations moved from industrial to service economies, and office work was changing 

from clerical processing to something more: the creation and use of ideas and knowledge.  As 

Vischer (2005a) says: “changes in the world of work are characterised as shifting from the 

production of objects to the manipulation of abstractions, of ideas and concepts.”  This meant 

that as the world moved into the twenty-first century the workplace became something not just 

of interest to time and motion studies, disciplines as diverse as organisation and management 

studies, industrial sociology, environmental psychology, ergonomics, geography, and 

architecture all made attempts to understand the relationship between space and organisation 

(Sailer 2010).  
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Despite this breadth of research conducted by so many different disciplines, there is a 

commonality of method: the idea that the dependent variable in a workplace study is the productivity 

of the worker.  This is clearly a Tayloristic notion and analogous to the original ideas of Scientific 

Management where redesign of tasks and environment could be tested against the productivity of the 

worker.  The other implicit assumption of most workplace research is that environment directly 

determines outcome (architectural determinism (AD)4) and that attributes repeated between 

different workplaces and organisations will have the same effect wherever they are used.  These ideas 

are examined in more detail in Section 2.2. 

Thus, over a hundred years after Taylor first proposed the principles of Scientific 

Management, the dominant method of research remains the investigation of individual worker 

productivity, with an underlying model that assumes that changes in productivity stem from attributes 

in the worker’s environment.  In 2020 these methods are prevalent in all active research areas, 

which include: 

• Corporate Real Estate Management:  The ways that businesses consider their corporate 

real estate, the processes they use to evaluate its effectiveness and the manner in which 

they form workplace strategy is of fundamental interest, especially in the light of changing 

tenure patterns (Lindholm, Gibler, and Leväinen 2006, Haynes and Nunnington 2010, 

Haynes and Haynes 2012, Appel-Meulenbroek and Haynes 2014, Kämpf-Dern and Pfnür 

2014). 

• Spatial analysis:  Sophisticated ideas for the analysis of spatial arrangements first emerged 

in the late 1970s with so-called “Space syntax” (Hillier and Hanson 1984).  Since then - with 

the increasing capability of computers to model three-dimensional spaces and the 

development of sensors to track movements and interactions – there has been significant 

research into how spatial arrangements affect the ways in which people move, connect and 

transfer knowledge in organisational settings (e.g., Hillier 1996, Allen and Henn 2007, Sailer 

2010, Sailer and McCulloh 2012, Koutsolampros et al. 2015, Waber, Magnolfi, and Lindsay 

2014). 

• Sustainability:  The “green” movement peaked around ten years ago with significant 

interest in achieving environmental standards for both buildings and the workplaces within 

them (e.g., EPC, LEED, BREEAM, Ska5) and attempting to show that these were of benefit to 

 
4 Architectural determinism (sometimes referred to as environmental determinism (ED), which has a broader meaning) is a 
theory employed in urbanism, sociology and environmental psychology which claims that the built environment is the chief 
or even sole determinant of social behaviour (Paul-Alan Johnson, The Theory of Architecture Concepts, Themes and 
Practices, 1994. 
5 EPC certificates indicating the energy efficiency of buildings are mandatory for commercial premises in the UK.  LEED and 
BREEAM are, respectively, US and UK standards for sustainable and energy efficient development of commercial buildings.  
Ska is a UK environmental rating for sustainable, low energy and waste, internal fit out of buildings. 
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business tenants and their workers as well as the environment (e.g., Wiley, Benefield, and 

Johnson 2010, Leishman, Orr, and Pellegrini-Masini 2012, Thomas 2010).  

• Indoor Environment Quality:  Covered in detail in Section 2.4.1, the ways in which the 

sensory environment - and control of it - affect workers, is of continuing interest to 

researchers (e.g., Vischer 2008b, Katafygiotou and Serghides 2014, Arif et al. 2016, Bunn 

and Marjanovic-Halburd 2017). 

• Activity-Based Design:  Covered in detail in Section 2.3.1.2, this trend towards free-address, 

multi-purpose work settings is creating a similar level of interest to the transition to open 

plan at the end of the twentieth century, and is attracting a significant amount of research 

(e.g., Wohlers and Hertel 2016, Keeling, Clements-Croome, and Roesch 2015, Arundell et al. 

2018, Candido et al. 2018). 

• Virtuality:  A relatively recent development made possible by technology, the idea that a 

significant number of members of an organisation may be physically working at some other 

geographic location but able to collaborate using ICT creates opportunities and challenges 

for organisations (e.g., Bell and Kozlowski 2002, Axtell, Fleck, and Turner 2004, Venezia and 

Allee 2007, Fayard 2012). 

• Wellness:  A current trend, similar to the “green” movement ten years ago.  Workplaces can 

now be “WELL” accredited6 (meaning that they promote and sustain health) and the 

practice side of the industry is making significant investment in approaches to this.  Subsets 

such as biophilia and ergonomics are important (e.g., May, Reed, and Schwoerer 2004, 

Margaritis and Marmaras 2007, Dravigne et al. 2008, Kellert, Heerwagen, and Mador 2011, 

Browning 2015). 

• Demographics:  The idea that different generations, genders, and ethnicities may respond 

to workplace designs in different ways is of increasing interest (e.g., Haynes and Appel-

Muelenbroek 2011, Rothe et al. 2012, Haynes, Suckley, and Nunnington 2017, Cucina et al. 

2018). 

 

Appendix 1 contains a summary timeline and tables setting out the number of papers 

written on the various workplace subject areas. 

 

 
6 WELL certification was launched in 2014 by the International WELL Building Institute (IWBI) and purports to be “the first 
to be focused exclusively on the ways that buildings, and everything in them, can improve our comfort, drive better choices, 
and generally enhance, not compromise, our health and wellness”.  
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 What do businesses think about their real estate? 

Most employees in developed countries work in some form of office environment (Duffy 

1997, Becker 1981) and offices are expensive buildings, located in areas where rent7 and 

associated costs are high (Lindholm and Leväinen 2006).  Despite the high cost of this office 

accommodation – and it is the second largest corporate cost (McCoy 2005a) - it is significantly 

less than the payroll costs of the workers who occupy it; the ratio being perhaps 8:1 for most 

knowledge work businesses (Pfnür 2014). 

It can also be argued that corporate real estate should be considered to be an investment 

class in that it has the potential to add to shareholder value in many different ways through 

revenue and profitability growth, as Lindholm and Leväinen (2006) show in Figure 5 below.  

Despite these many mechanisms to add value through real estate, there is a fundamental 

difficulty in predicting the return that may be achieved; as Lindholm and Leväinen (2006) state: 

“…corporate leaders in many firms still do not recognize the strategic potential of their real 

estate…they classify property as a cost of doing business rather than a value adding opportunity” 

(see also, Stadlhofer 2010, Gibson and Lizieri 2001). 

On the cost side of this argument, there is a significant amount of literature that finds 

waste, lack of efficiency and opportunity to reduce costs through more intensive utilisation; for 

instance the reported £18 billion a year overspent in the UK through poor use of space highlighted 

by the RICS’s report “Property in Business – a Waste of Space?” (2002) and £6.5 billion a year that 

could be saved by adopting systems such as hot desking (Bootle and Kalyan 2002). 

On the value-adding side of the debate, there is a substantial amount of research that 

concludes that the real waste lies in lost productivity through poorly designed working 

environments.  For instance, Vischer (2005) states that effectiveness can be improved by anything 

up to 50% through better designed workplaces, and the median research estimate of the impact 

of workplace on occupants’ personal productivity is around 20% (Leaman and Bordass 2005).  The 

“lost productivity” views are sometimes extrapolated to create extraordinary, headline-grabbing 

 
7 Throughout this thesis “rent” will be used as a proxy for the cost of real estate.  It is implicitly assumed that most 
businesses rent their commercial real estate, but even if owned, the cost of the money tied up in property can be broadly 
equated to the equivalent rent and additional charges.  It has been estimated that rent is 35% of the total cost of leased 
property ((2015)  The lease versus buy decision for corporates has been widely researched and in the UK has been found to 
be highly locational with a very significant bias towards leasing in cities; (Barkham and Park 2011) 
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claims such as the alleged £135 billion a year of productivity improvements that could be 

achieved in the UK through better workplace design (Gensler 2005). 

 

 

Figure 5:  How real estate decisions support strategies and core objectives (Lindholm and Leväinen 2006) 
 

The fact that the most accessible metric for corporate real estate management (CREM) is cost 

makes it unsurprising that when managers were asked how real estate could add value to their 

organisations (see Figure 6), the most common response was “by decreasing costs” (Lindholm, Gibler, 

and Leväinen 2006).  This picture had barely changed in the most recent large survey (Advanced 

Workplace Associates 2018) which reported very similar numbers, and cost is the dominant criterion 

found by Kämpf-Dern and Pfnür (2014) in their studies of the CREM functions in European corporates. 
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Figure 6:  Responses to "The way to add value through corporate real estate is?" (Lindholm, Gibler and 
Leväinen 2006) 

 

Even though “increase productivity” is the second choice in Figure 6, how this might be done 

is, at best, unclear to businesses; it’s also not obvious that the term “productivity” has any useful 

meaning in this context, as this review will show.  In Figure 5, for instance, the recipe for increasing 

employee productivity is to “provide environments that enhance productivity” yet, as this review will 

show, guidance for how to do this, if it exists at all, is contained in arcane academic papers, and it is 

often hard to decide whether results in one industry, possibly years ago, are applicable now, to a 

company – possibly in another sector - contemplating a workplace change. 

In fact – in the search for the attributes of workspace that can improve performance – it 

becomes clear that there is a stark disconnect between academia and practice.  Research effectively 

trails in the wake of business, studying the effects of workplace changes after they occur but not 

influencing the direction of travel (Myerson 2010, Sailer 2018).  Equally, practice seems disinterested 

in research: in a 2018 survey of 420 architects and designers it was found that 70% never reviewed 

literature and only 1% carried out rigorous post-occupancy surveys of their projects; none published 

papers on their work (Sailer 2018). 

The most obvious example of practice leading research is the dominant shift to open plan 

workplaces over the last three or four decades; despite the academic evidence, not because of it (see 

e.g., Vischer 2005a).  The overwhelming conclusion from studies carried out in the last two decades 

of the twentieth century was that open plan working is negative for employee satisfaction, and, 

theoretically therefore, for the organisation (this supposedly causal link is examined in section 2.3.1).  

However, employers and practitioners argue that open plan is positive for all concerned: lower capital 

and operating costs make the organisation more profitable, greater flexibility and more openness 
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promotes better communications and benefits employees.  The debate goes on: there is still research 

that claims that cost saving is behind the imposition of open plan, teleworking and home-working 

(Cascio 2000, Felstead, Jewson, and Walters 2005, Ng 2010), however open plan is now, by far, the 

dominant arrangement for corporate offices (see e.g. Leesman 2018b and section 2.3.1).  The open 

plan debate is emblematic of the tensions and trade-offs that surround decision making in the field 

(Elsbach and Pratt 2007). 

Most corporates in the UK rent their offices rather than own them (Property Industry Alliance 

2017) but the objectives of the commercial real estate industry that creates and owns these buildings 

do not generally align well with the demands of the businesses that are its tenants (Middlehurst et al. 

2018).  The problem is that where the former desires dependable, long-term income, the latter seeks 

flexibility and commitment only in the short-term.  Thus, whether they own or rent, businesses have 

historically found that even if they wanted to renew their workplaces, switching costs (from one 

building to another) can be very high, and relocation – which is the simplest, and probably the most 

effective renewal mechanism (Schwede, Davies, and Purdey 2008) – has therefore not always been 

easily or cost effectively achieved.  It should be that businesses seek dynamic alignment of their CRE 

with planned and unforeseen changes and that this should manifest itself in trends towards shorter 

leases.  However, Cooke, Appel-Meulenbroek and Arentze (2019) found that this could not be shown 

amongst FTSE 350 companies, even in a period of relative buyer strength, demonstrating how power 

in the tenancy relationship sits generally with the landlord.  The extraordinary rise of co-working in 

major cities is partly explicable by this asymmetry. 

Fifty years ago, the design of a workplace might remain unaltered for the length of the twenty-

five-year lease and thus the practice of office design evolved relatively slowly, changing mainly in 

response to the increasing requirements of technology integration (Duffy and Battle 2000) and latterly 

the drive to reduce costs as discussed above.  More recently, in the last twenty years, the pace of 

change has increased dramatically as the workplace is forced to confront the changing nature of work 

itself coupled with an ever more diverse, demanding and mobile workforce (e.g., Laing 2006).  Gillen 

(2006) says: "Work environments are in a state of transition from something familiar and predictable 

to something not yet defined, multi-locational, virtual and physical", and Usher (2018a) reinforces this 

view: “space is a journey not a product, a permanent beta trial, which means you are enabling change 

long after the space is finished.”  This has created a commercial pressure that has forced the supply 

side of the market to recognise that shorter, more flexible leases are necessary, and the rapid rise of 

the co-work sector in the last three years has shocked the industry into providing more flexible tenure 

choices (Cushman and Wakefield 2018). 
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Heerwagen, Kelly and Kampschroer (2010) listed a number of trends in the structure, content 

and process of work, and argued that compared to a decade previously it was “…more complex, team-

based and collaborative, dependent on social skills and technological competence, time pressured and 

mobile”.  Nevertheless, whilst businesses are still not necessarily aligning CRE strategy with corporate 

strategy in any formal way (Langford and Haynes 2015) they are responding to pressures to provide 

workplaces that assist in recruitment, and to seek flexibility in their lease terms.  These factors and 

the issues discussed previously lead to the observed trends in the corporate office market in the UK 

in recent years (which seem, anecdotally, to be reflected in other developed countries): 

• Relocation back into city centres, reversing a trend of moving to lower rent, out-of-town 

locations in the second half of the twentieth century (Jones Lang LaSalle 2013). 

• Notwithstanding the findings of Cooke, Appel-Meulenbroek and Arentze (2019), there has been 

a reduction in lease periods from the “institutional” standard of 25 years which prevailed 

throughout most of the twentieth century, to an average of seven years by 2016, often with 

break clauses (Hamilton, Cheng Lim, and McCluskey 2006, MSCI and Parker 2016).  It is important 

to note here that optimum lease length is a concept that has not been studied and one aim of 

this research is to see if renewal events have a “shelf-life”.  Such a finding would greatly assist 

corporates when negotiating the length of their leases. 

• A dramatic rise in the use of “serviced offices” – now rebranded “co-working”.  Witness the 

growth of WeWork (Instant 2018), and the fact that tenancy take-up by the co-work sector was 

around 20% of all London lease completions in 2017 (Cushman and Wakefield 2018). 

• As the following sections of this review show, the prevailing principles of office design have 

trended through open plan, to hot desking, to activity-based design (sometimes – probably 

mistakenly - called “agile”). 

• Although technology gives the capability of working anywhere, in my experience most 

organisations have discounted virtualisation (no physical office: workers online but 

geographically separated) as a business model and see the benefit in requiring workers to attend 

physical places (Kraut et al. 2002).  Equally, the workers themselves value the social aspects of 

the office and largely prefer not to work from home (Plunket-Checkemian 2017). 

• Companies increasingly recognise that if attracting and retaining talent is important to them, 

then the workplace is an important weapon in their armoury (Schwede, Davies, and Purdey 

2008). 

 

It can be concluded therefore that cost remains a key driver of corporate real estate decision 

making, with flexibility of tenure becoming an important consideration.  Whilst firms seem to 

understand that the workplace has the potential to affect performance, there is little evidence, either 
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in literature or in my experience, of companies or their advisers referring to research findings when 

briefing or specifying an office renewal project.  This begs the question: does the research not exist, 

or is there simply a lack of communication across the academia/practice divide? 

 

 Do we know what office workers need? 

The locus of this thesis is office space used by “knowledge workers” (Drucker 1999); the 

primary physical venue for knowledge work in modern economies (Price 2007).  Furthermore, this 

research is focused on for-profit businesses meaning that their workers operate in the context of 

needing to create value and competitive advantage for their employers. 

Knowledge workers account for a significant and growing proportion of the workforces of 

advanced economies (Hvide and Kristiansen 2012).  This type of work cannot typically be described in 

terms of repetitive processes which lend themselves to Tayloristic deconstruction and optimisation, 

but deals more with ideas and creativity; its output cannot easily be measured because it is not 

generally defined by quantities, and the value is often created by teams rather than individuals 

(Heerwagen et al. 2004).  In essence, this type of work is characterised by being more flexible, 

distributed and collaborative than what has gone before (Schriefer 2005), and workers are more 

diverse, highly skilled and less easily replaced.  More highly prized workers have choices and are able 

to make demands with implications for the location of the workplace and the facilities it contains 

(Schriefer 2005).  Businesses understand that it is highly desirable to provide working conditions that 

attract and retain knowledge workers and fully support them in doing their jobs, interacting and 

transferring knowledge.  The question is whether assessments of satisfaction or productivity are any 

guide as to how to specify such conditions. 

Knowledge work uses high cognitive skills and social interaction (Heerwagen et al. 2004) and 

consists of a range of activities, all of which might occur during a working day (Harrison and Morgan 

2006, Davis, Leach, and Clegg 2011) and each of which might require a different work setting: 

• Thinking – “prop-free”, involving only the individual; 

• Concentrated work – typically involving paper or electronic screens; 

• Routine processing – which might be low concentration activities such as some email 

correspondence, filing etc; 

• Collaborative thinking – meetings with others with the goal of co-creating some sort of output; 

• Other meetings – communications, procedural, presentations, disciplining etc; 
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• Ad hoc interactions – informal, unplanned contact with others. 

 

Knowledge work benefits from the development and exchange of ideas – processes 

underpinning organisational learning - and the workplace should play a key role (Haynes and Price 

2004).  “[knowledge work] depends less on following a repeating formula or script, and more on 

applying theoretical knowledge and learning in an unpredictable culture of collaboration, exploration, 

autonomy and initiative” (Greene, Haynes, and Myerson 2011).  Going further, Schriefer (2005) states 

that collaboration “is critical to innovation, efficiency and quality”.  In this respect there is an 

undoubted tension since a level of openness in the workplace is essential to foster planned and chance 

interactions between co-workers, but lack of privacy and noise distraction are the most cited causes 

of stress and dissatisfaction.  Haynes and Price (2004) believe that the most effective workplaces for 

knowledge workers might operate “on the edge of chaos”: environments that provide the maximum 

potential for interaction without creating chaotic stress and reversion that cause individuals to 

attempt to recreate safety. 

Haynes (2008b, 2009) in later papers distinguishes between four generic types of knowledge 

worker: 

• Individual process (low flexibility (high repetition)/low interaction with colleagues) 

• Group process (low flexibility/high interaction) 

• Concentrated study (high flexibility (high autonomy)/low interaction) 

• Transactional knowledge (high flexibility/high interaction) 

 

Greene et al. (2011) also attempt to categorise types of knowledge workers based on their 

typical pattern of activity during the day and conclude that there are groupings that mirror the Haynes 

results (Figure 7): anchors (mostly at their desks, key to knowledge transfer), connectors (mobile 

within the office, connecting people together), gatherers (often out of the office visiting clients and 

networking), and navigators (largely out of the office – for instance consultants working on client 

sites). 
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Figure 7:  Broad categories of knowledge workers (Greene et al. 2011) 
 

Haynes and Greene et al. conclude that office environments are often not specified to suit the 

nature of the work patterns that will be conducted there.  For instance, a “one size fits all” approach 

may result in low interaction workers accommodated in high interaction (noisy) environments, 

potentially distracting them and damaging their performance.  This implies that workplace design 

should be contingent on factors such as the type of work and the individual worker.  For instance, 

whereas on average 34% of people in a workplace are interacting face-to-face at any one time, this 

ranges from 46% in software development down to 29% in law firms (Sailer 2018).  Clearly if colleagues 

need and want fewer interactions, the requirements for their office space must be different to a 

business that thrives on inter-worker communications. 

There are significant conclusions that can be drawn from this section on knowledge work: 

• It is unlikely that any measures of individual productivity, objective or self-assessed, will provide 

reliable means of judging how a workplace might support knowledge work except possibly for 

individual process workers (Haynes 2008b, 2009) conducting repetitive tasks (see also the 

following section); 

• Interaction and knowledge transfer are key activities for many knowledge workers and highly 

beneficial for the organisation.  Workplaces should therefore provide adequate facilities for 

formal and informal meetings with thought given about how to maximise the opportunities for 

chance interactions;  

• The range of activities (Harrison and Morgan 2006, Davis, Leach, and Clegg 2011) and different 

types of knowledge workers Greene et al. (2011) imply that a spectrum of workplace solutions 

would be more appropriate than one-size-fits-all, and this tends to reinforce the trend to ABW 

environments (Section 2.3.1.2).  Supporting this view, Appel-Meulenbroek, Le Blanc and de Kort 

(2019) expand on the notion of Person-Environment fit theory (Edwards, Caplan, and Van 
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Harrison 1998) which proposes that a suboptimal fit creates stress in the occupants.  This 

suboptimality could result from any number of causes; for instance, lack of privacy, poor 

aesthetic design or low levels of comfort. 

 

 What is known about using workplace change as a business tool? 

The main thrust of this thesis is to study how workplace change can be used to good effect by 

organisations seeking to revitalise their businesses, change behaviours and create competitive 

advantage.   Use of renewal events to catalyse change is not a new idea; for instance, through my 

career I have several examples of incoming client CEOs deliberately relocating their HQs to signal 

something to their markets and to let employees know that “things are not the same” (see also O'Mara 

1999, Price 2007). 

In a survey of over 1,000 respondents in 27 offices, 70% answered “important” or “very 

important” when asked "compared to other influences on your personal productivity how important is 

your working environment?” (Haynes et al. 2000).  It is therefore hardly surprising that workplace 

renewal might have significant impact on performance if the changes can be properly aligned with 

corporate objectives.  This is supported in literature where there is evidence that office redesign has 

the potential to have a significant effect on how individuals or teams go about their work (Laing et al. 

1998), can affect the frequency and nature of interactions and communications (Festinger et al., 1950; 

Oldham & Brass, 1979; Zalesny & Farace, 1987), can act as a forceful catalyst for effecting wider 

organisational change (Inalhan and Finch 2011, Allen et al. 2004), and is consistent with change 

management literature (Todnem By 2005, Kanter, Stein, and Jick 1992, Luecke 2003, Pettigrew, 

Woodman, and Cameron 2001, Weick 1979). 

Turner and Myerson (1998) argue that “office environments have struggled to keep pace with 

what has been happening to organisations in terms of technology, business processes, customers and 

markets”.  They suggest that companies seeking to make their cultures less bureaucratic or 

hierarchical make changes in the physical environment to communicate desired changes in 

organisational identity -  a view supported by others (e.g., Higgins and McAllaster 2004, Higgins et al. 

2006) - although it has also been noted that there has been little research into how effective this can 

be (Hatch 1990, McElroy and Morrow 2010). 

Skogland and Hansen (2017) state that the “implementation of a new workspace will, in 

theory, open up a new socio-material reality” which they argue becomes the origin of a new period of 

stabilisation (see also, Hernes, Bakken, and Olsen 2006), yet it has also been observed that when it 
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comes to office design and management, psychological factors tend often to be considered only as an 

adjunct to business interests rather than exerting any influence over them (Furnham 1990, Statt 2004). 

Renewal is not a panacea however and there are many examples of unintended consequences 

of such projects (Fayard and Weeks 2007, Grajewski 1993, Horgen et al. 1999) such as the high profile 

failure of Chiat Day’s 1994 LA office that had to be abandoned in 1998 because it was destroying the 

organisation (Berger 1999).  The possible key to the differences between success and failure - even 

with very similar organisations occupying almost identical space – is the manner in which change is 

implemented:  as Haynes and Price (2004) state “those [organisations] who have implemented new 

office and workplace initiatives without changing old cultures will see less value (and perhaps negative 

returns) from the investment”. 

McElroy and Morrow (2010) provide further evidence for use of renewal as an effective 

change agent, and also clues to the reasons that variable results are obtained.  In a questionnaire-

based survey (n = 350) they looked at the attitudes of workers who had recently experienced a change 

of workplace (to a more open, modern design) compared to those of users who were not moved.  They 

found that the former group perceived the organisation as more innovative and egalitarian, 

collaborated more and had better attitudes towards their co-workers.  They also found that resistance 

to change was less in younger staff.  These findings support the proposition that workplace change 

can be good for organisations seeking to alter the perceptions of their workforce but introduce a 

moderating factor: workforce demographics.  

Schwede et al. (2008) conducted a large study of Australian workers (n > 5,000) who had 

undergone workplace change and categorised their satisfaction according to the provenance of the 

offices that they occupied.  They found that the most satisfied users were those working in a new 

workplace in a new building, followed by those who had reoccupied offices following a refurbishment 

of an existing building.  This would tend to suggest that renewal created more satisfaction, however 

their results for other situations were less clear; possibly because their method did not consider the 

moderating factors examined later, and that they used categories that did not really distinguish 

between buildings and their fit outs.  

The impact of a new workplace is undoubtedly going to be influenced by the way it has been 

designed and introduced to the workforce (e.g., Laframboise, Nelson, and Schmaltz 2002).  Brunia, De 

Been and van der Voordt (2016) describe a large study (n = 7,140) of employee satisfaction in “agile” 

workplaces (see 2.3.1.2) and selected four offices that were relatively new and similar in terms of 

workplace attributes, but where the transition processes from the previous offices were handled 
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differently, particularly the level of managerial buy-in.  They found significant differences in employee 

satisfaction with the more successful schemes having much greater degree of employee involvement 

in the design phase, with fully supportive management (including adopting the same working practices 

as everyone else instead of allocating themselves superior accommodation).   

This pattern of obtaining unclear or mixed results is a repeating theme of the literature as will 

be shown in later sections.  McElroy and Morrow (2010) observe that since workplace renewal 

inevitably affects all of the main elements of office space – physical structure, physical stimuli and 

symbolic artefacts – it is hardly surprising that changes are often resisted and results sometimes 

unpredictable.   

The conclusion of this section is that workplace renewal undoubtedly features in literature, 

has been recognised for its potential, and studied in its effects - for instance, by McElroy and Morrow 

(2010), Schwede et al. (2008), Brunia, De Been and van der Voordt (2016).  However, such research 

has been conducted using traditional methods (worker satisfaction questionnaires) and there has 

been no study of any scale that has looked at workplace change at the level of the organisation.  

Furthermore, even using traditional worker satisfaction as a metric, studies show significant variability 

in results; this supports a key proposition of this thesis: that the world is not deterministic in this 

regard – the efficacy of a workplace renewal event is not only about the design features and attributes 

of the space but is contextual – related to the organisation itself, its circumstances, management and 

culture – and strongly moderated by the way that the project is managed, designed and implemented, 

and the nature of the post-occupancy processes. 

 

 The importance of this research 

Section 2.1.2 demonstrates that services form the major part of modern economies and 

knowledge work conducted in offices is the largest subset of those.  Payroll is the greatest expense for 

knowledge work businesses and real estate is second; if the latter can make the former more effective 

this would be very significant for the businesses involved.  The opportunities exist to enact workplace 

change: in London alone the take-up8 of office space is around 12 million ft2 per annum (Avison Young, 

2019) meaning that in this single city at least 120,000 workers each year go through the process of 

 
8 Take-up is the amount of office space for which new leases are written in a period, typically quarterly.  Take-up is a 
reasonable measure of the amount of workplace change but does not include companies that refurbish existing offices.  
However, it probably does include some level of lease renewal where no change occurs.  Since occupational density is at 
least 1 person per 100 ft2 in London, the number of people involved is easy to estimate. 
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workplace renewal in transactions where the collective investment in fit out and furnishing is probably 

approaching £2 billion pa. 

Furthermore, section 2.1.4 gives examples of enhanced worker satisfaction (if not actual 

business improvement) emanating from workplace change and provides some theoretical support for 

this effect.  From this, and the real-life experience of any office worker who has undergone a 

workplace renewal, there can be little doubt that changing physical environment can, and does, affect 

the behaviour of the workers involved.  However, because cost is the only hard metric available to 

businesses, real-world, corporate real estate decisions are often cost rather than benefit focused; to 

date there is no other way to evaluate the potential impact of a workplace change project. 

Section 2.1.1 shows that despite the opportunity, academia has not provided businesses the 

tools they need to evaluate the potential returns from workplace investment projects.  Instead 

research has focused on a deterministic, Tayloristic universe that has sought correlations between 

workplace attributes and worker productivity even though this is a metric more suited to factories and 

is not generally recognised by knowledge work organisations. 

Therefore, there is a compelling need for research that establishes that workplace change can 

be used to improve business performance, and furthermore provides some guidance as to how to 

maximise the probability of achieving beneficial results.  The next section seeks evidence from 

workplace research for attributes of the physical environment that have been found to affect the 

performance of those who work there. 
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2.2 Methods 

“We shape our buildings; thereafter they shape us.” Winston Churchill (1943). 

Winston Churchill’s statement seems obvious – of course we are shaped by our buildings; in 

fact, my career is predicated on the idea that companies need great physical workplaces that will 

support their operations and assist their people to work in the most effective way they can.  The idea 

is universally supported in literature.  However, it is one thing to recognise that environment 

influences behaviour, yet another to believe that specific attributes can be varied in ways that will 

produce repeatable results.  The Hawthorne Effect (Roethlisberger and Dickson 1939) should have 

made researchers wary of creating models that assume a predictable causal link between 

environment and performance; yet that is the dominant assumption in modern workplace research. 

Jacqueline Vischer (2008a), one of the most prolific academic contributors, criticises this 

assumption for overly favouring an “environmental determinism” (ED) model of the built environment 

(Figure 8) over a “social constructivism” (SC) approach.     

 

Figure 8:  User-centred theories of the built environment (Vischer, 2008a) 
 

Although Vischer uses the term environmental determinism it might be more accurate to 

describe this as architectural determinism (AD) since ED is broader in scope, potentially referring to 

any aspect of the environment including geography and weather.  The AD model supposes that effects 

of workplace design flow entirely from its physical qualities and ignores the social and organisational 

context.  Implicit in the AD school of thought is the proposition that there exists an optimum way of 

arranging working space and that one should expect repeatable results from the same attributes 

applied to different organisations.   

Social Constructivism sits at the other end of the spectrum and somewhere in the middle is 

the idea that context and subjectivity must be important for the individual in their place of work.  In 

pursuit of a method to encompass this, Edwards, Caplan and Van Harrison (1998) propose a Person-

Environment Fit Theory which implies that the most appropriate design of workplace varies from 
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person to person: they predict that workers will suffer personal stress and strain depending on 

complex interplays of the objective and subjective dimensions for both them as individuals and their 

personal experience of the environment.  Unfortunately, this theory, whilst entirely plausible, is 

difficult to utilise in practice; the logical conclusion for employers is that workplaces would have to be 

endlessly varied and changing to suit every personality in their workforce. 

Despite the efforts of authors such as Edwards et al., almost all workplace studies sit at the 

AD end of the spectrum (Figure 9).  These try to relate independent condition variables (analogous to 

the lighting variable in Hawthorne) to dependent behavioural or performance outcomes, typically 

some measure of productivity.  These studies are generally at the individual rather than team or 

organisational level (Appel - Meulenbroek, Clippard, and Pfnür 2018).  The approach is Tayloristic and 

results in a preoccupation with the concept of worker productivity.  The notion that greater output 

can be extracted from a human worker by modifying external factors is so ingrained that, of the 

thousand or so papers on design of the workplace reviewed for this thesis, well over 50% studied 

features explicitly purporting to affect productivity and almost all (over 95%) use the word 

“productivity” at some point in the context of workplace design. 

 

Figure 9:  The chain of assumptions behind traditional workplace research 
 

 Traditional workplace research 

Figure 9 sets out the chain of assumptions implicit in traditional workplace research.  

Taylorism and architectural determinism lead to a quest to find designs that can be shown to make 

workers more productive in the belief that these can then be universally applied. 

This literature review will show that the dominant method for judging a workplace (step 4 in 

Figure 9) is to consider its effect on the productivity of the workers who use it, normally utilising some 

form of self-assessment as a yardstick.  However, there is agreement in literature that no generalised 

methods exist to measure knowledge worker productivity efficiently (Drucker 1999, Knight and 
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Haslam 2010a, Ramírez and Nembhard 2004).  In fact, finding a satisfactory objective measurement 

of productivity has been described as “the search for the Holy Grail” (Mawson 2002).  There are several 

reasons for this given by Ramirez and Nembhard (2004): 

• Knowledge work tasks are typically not fixed, have no standard production times and can be 

performed differently by different people. 

• Knowledge work is not easily observable or measurable. 

• There is not necessarily a direct correlation between units of labour and units of output. 

• The nature of knowledge work is complex and hard to evaluate, often involving several 

dimensions such as quality, outcome and cost. 

 

For instance, even in measurable environments such as call centres, increasing the volume of 

an activity (for instance, call numbers) might not lead to better firm-level performance.  Nieuwenhuis 

et al (2014) had ambiguous results when studying the impact of biophilic design on call centre workers: 

the employer valued short call times in order to process more transactions, but the researchers felt 

that this missed the point of the customers’ experience and could actually be counter-productive 

leading to fewer sales. 

Equally, formal business performance measurement (BPM) systems lack a coherent and 

generalisable theoretical method (Franco-Santos et al 2007, Marr and Schiuma 2003).  For instance, 

in their meta-analysis of papers on BPM Franco-Santos et al (2007) found a wide range of definitions 

and that the only necessary (in the set theory sense) features of a BPM were “performance measures” 

and “supporting infrastructure”.  The authors acknowledge the tautology of concluding that a 

performance measurement system should measure performance, but also that, of the 300 papers 

reviewed, none provided more detail to assist with the assessment of productivity. 

To attempt to fill this gap, in their development of a specific tool for knowledge work 

performance analysis, Palvalin et al (2014) propose the use of employee self-assessment on several 

dimensions and provide these 5-point Likert scale statements to rate the productivity of the 

respondent: 

• I achieve satisfactory results in relation to my goals 

• I am usually able to carry out my work tasks efficiently (smoothly, without problems) 

• I am able to use the majority of my working time for conducting relevant tasks related to my 

goals 

• My job mainly includes tasks in which I am able to exploit my knowledge and skills efficiently 

• I am able to meet customers’ expectations 
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• The quality of my work outputs is high 

• The work group I work in works efficiently as a whole 

 

Although these items seem entirely reasonable, it is also possible to conceive of individuals 

providing positive responses even when the business considers that their contribution to be poor or 

misaligned with the company’s goals.  Being sufficiently objective, self-aware and mindful of business 

context to provide a useful individual metric may be difficult for most people; indeed, in the 

organisations that tested the tool, the vast majority of scores were between 3 and 4 indicating that 

everyone considered themselves to be performing adequately but not as well as they might. 

Nonetheless, the workplace research industry has adopted a similar method to assess the 

productivity of workers in that, except for the rare pieces of work that study performance of a 

cognitive task under closely controlled conditions, the general research method is to measure 

productivity using questionnaires, often assessing satisfaction as a proxy.  This method is repeatedly 

questioned in the literature, but it is also argued that in the absence of an objective productivity 

measurement, a self-assessed metric is justifiable (Haynes 2008).  Indeed, as Raw and Aizlewood 

(1996) put it: “in buildings people are the best measuring instrument: they are just harder to 

calibrate”.  To assist with calibration there have been efforts (see e.g., Coenen et al. 2019) to provide 

methods for correcting over- and under-reporting of activities at work, albeit not productivity per se.  

However, reporting activity levels as a proxy for productivity is clearly problematic because the activity 

being assessed is not necessarily “productive” as far as the organisation is concerned.  This issue is 

highlighted by Drucker (1999) in his ongoing studies of knowledge workers where he noted that 

“busyness” (the act of being busy – attending meetings, answering emails) gets confused with 

productivity.   

The most egregious use of self-assessed productivity is when workers are asked questions 

involving a numeric estimate of their own performance, a method developed in the Office 

Environment Survey (Wilson and Hedge 1987) and still used today.  A good example is the previously 

mentioned Gensler (2005) research where a sample (n = 200) of office workers were asked the 

question “a better working environment would increase my productivity by…?”.  The average answer 

was 19% (the options were in steps of 10%) and is clearly completely unreliable, but Gensler treated 

this as a valid measure, scaled it to represent the entire UK service sector (also invalid since many 

service sector jobs are not in offices) and made the - then much-publicised - claim that UK GDP was 

£135 billion less than it might be if industry had better designed workplaces. 
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Batenburg and Van der Voordt (2008) in their study of the link between facilities and 

productivity, posit that the level of perceived productivity for an individual actually stems from four 

components: satisfaction with the organisation, satisfaction with facilities (workplace), job 

satisfaction, and personal and job characteristics (see also, Feige et al. 2013).  Thus, reports of high or 

low perceived productivity really flow from an amalgam of sentiment on several dimensions, not just 

the workplace.  There is also a feedback effect so that low satisfaction with the organisation for 

instance will result in a worse perception of the facilities than would otherwise be the case. 

Leaman and Bordass (1999) acknowledge disadvantages of the self-assessed approach: 

• The real possibility that there is really no correlation between perceived and actual productivity; 

• The obvious difficulty for those being surveyed to make any kind of assessment of their 

productivity, or even to know what it means; 

• The potential role of extraneous factors.  

 

However, they, like Haynes (2007), believe that these problems are outweighed by the 

advantages of measuring productivity by asking workers for a personal assessment: 

• It uses a single question to cover the topic; 

• The same question is used throughout, allowing comparisons between groups of respondents, 

including in different buildings and across time and datasets; 

• Large samples can be surveyed easily and cheaply. 

 

More common than use of self-assessed productivity in the evaluation of workplace attributes 

are surveys of worker satisfaction.  Satisfaction surveys explicitly or implicitly relate scores to 

individual productivity thus treating satisfaction as a proxy for performance.  Whilst the advantages 

of using this method are clear in terms of ease and cross-comparison, there is little evidence that 

satisfaction is really proportional to useful output, let alone to a desirable business outcome, even if 

it feels logical.  As Vischer (2008a) states: “little effort has been expended to understand exactly what 

users are reporting when they rate themselves satisfied (or not) with the built space they occupy, nor 

the influences of other, non-space factors on the ‘satisfaction’ that is being reported”. 

The weakness of the “productivity proxy” approach is starkest in research of open plan work 

settings (see 2.3.1).  Numerous studies in the 1980s and 1990s concluded that productivity decreased 

when workers were moved from cellular to open plan work settings.  This was because they used 

satisfaction as a proxy and the users surveyed were not happy about the change.  However, as Vischer 
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(2005) points out, these studies were universally flawed, and it could not be concluded that in the 

round the move to open plan was wrong for the businesses involved.  From an organisational 

standpoint there were actually considerable cost benefits in reducing occupied area and build cost, 

whilst such layouts also tended to improve collaboration and social cohesion.  There have also been, 

latterly, many studies finding positive results, although conclusions are still mixed.   

Notwithstanding the above, use of general satisfaction as a predictor of organisational 

performance, rather than individual productivity, is not entirely without merit.  For instance, studies 

of employee morale for two organisations, Gallup and Fortune, found positive correlations with the 

financial returns of their employers (Grant 1998).  The US department store, Sears, also found that 

revenue growth was partly driven by employee morale translating into customer satisfaction (Rucci, 

Kirn, and Quinn 1998).  Shortly after these studies, Maister (2001) carried out a broad research study 

of twenty-nine firms across different countries and found that employee satisfaction correlated with 

improved revenues and profits of firms regardless of industry and location.  Therefore although 

“happy worker = productive worker” is probably a flawed concept for workplace studies, “happy 

workforce = productive workforce” has credibility and will be relied upon to some extent when judging 

the research reviewed in the following sections.   

 

 Methods used in this research 

Moving to the level of the firm, Ramirez and Nembhard (2004) provide a comprehensive 

review of different methods of measuring the productivity of knowledge workers; also highlighting 

the difficulty of the subject and that a broad range of approaches is required given that workers could 

be anything from computer coders to lawyers.  They provide this summary from literature of the 

dimensions that might be used to assess knowledge worker productivity: 

• Quantity – which might include quantifiable outputs and the quantification of qualitative 

variables such as customers satisfaction. 

• Costs and profitability. 

• Timeliness. 

• Autonomy – which can include how many things a worker can do at once. 

• Efficiency. 

• Quality. 

• Effectiveness. 

• Customer satisfaction. 
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• Innovation and creativity (see also Davenport and Bruce 2002). 

• Project success. 

• Responsibility or importance of the work. 

• Self-perception of the knowledge worker’s productivity. 

• Absenteeism. 

 

The list above gets closer to the multi-dimensional complexity of knowledge worker 

performance.  However, since companies are most interested in the aggregate productivity (in the 

classic sense of outputs over inputs) of their workforces and their competitive positioning, other 

literature suggests there could be some further important contextual factors that should be valued: 

• The quality of the knowledge workers employed by a company – in other words management 

should want to recruit well in the context of their circumstances and the competitive landscape 

(Horwitz, Heng and Quazi 2003).  This includes the ability to recruit high quality workers in the 

future. 

• The morale, loyalty and commitment of employees (Kinnear 2000, Maister 2001). 

• The retention of staff since recruitment is expensive, and the loss of valued workers will damage 

prospects, leak intellectual property and potentially provide high quality employees to 

competitors (Horwitz, Heng and Quazi 2003). 

• The ability of workers to apply their knowledge effectively, supported and unhindered by other 

aspects of the business, including the working environment (Greene, Haynes and Myerson 2011, 

Peponis et al 2007). 

• The efficient transfer of knowledge between workers (Ipe 2003) and the ability of the 

organisation to learn. 

• Effective collaboration of knowledge workers both in a formal, planned sense and in an informal, 

serendipitous manner through chance interactions (Davenport 2005). 

 

The Ramirez and Nembhard list and the factors above cannot be evaluated by individuals 

assessing themselves, except where they can express opinions about the supportiveness or otherwise 

of their environment, and such judgements will necessarily be subjective.  Indeed, only absenteeism 

and attrition rates are easily and objectively measurable; the other items need far more sophisticated 

approaches.  However, despite the fact that these factors do not explicitly include the productivity of 

an individual worker, they do, in aggregate, say something about the productivity of all the workers; 

in that they combine to affect the sales output of the organisation and the costs of producing that 

output. 
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It is also possible to see how workplace might impact many of these factors.  For instance, it 

could be that a high quality, well-located office that offers a good range of supportive environments 

will create a competitive advantage for a company by attracting and retaining good people and helping 

them to do their best work.  It could also be that the reverse is true: that a poor environment could 

hinder the work of employees and result in higher attrition rates and lower recruitment success.  To 

test these possibilities the case study research presented from Section 3 onwards uses a different 

method from the typical workplace research shown in the rest of this literature review.  This method 

is introduced here in order to provide structure for the review that follows. 

The case study research considers the outcomes of workplace change projects for 31 different 

companies.  Six outcome variables (dependent variables) are assessed: financial performance 

improvement (FIN)9, functional improvement (FCT), positive change in personnel issues such as staff 

retention (PER), improved reputation (REP), successful culture change (CUL), and, most importantly, 

overall business performance improvement (BPI).  It is the main proposition of this thesis that, to some 

extent, any and all of these can be obtained through a change of workplace.  In the case study 

research, the outcomes are judged through interviews with management and empirical evidence such 

as accounts, rather than using traditional employee questionnaires. 

By assessing the outcomes of the case study projects they can be categorised by success in 

several dimensions.  In order to decide which factors were instrumental in that success or otherwise, 

a configurational method called fsQCA is used (see Section 3.1.1) which seeks to find the conditions – 

either by themselves or acting together – that lead to a particular outcome.  Importantly, there is no 

assumption of determinism or universality of results, nor any enquiry into individual worker 

productivity; the interest is in how overall business performance can be influenced by change of 

physical environment and the management processes surrounding such projects. 

 

 Review structure 

Previous literature reviews have tended to be narrowly based so this thesis attempts to 

provide a broad, cross-disciplinary view of workplace research, and the first challenge is to organise 

the review into logical categories.  Traditionally, research into offices has been carried out either from 

the perspective of spatial organisation and function (Hillier, 1996; Hillier & Hanson, 1984), or 

 
9 The three letter codes used for outcomes and conditions are introduced here and used throughout the case study 

report and subsequent analysis. 
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environment (Söderberg 1993, Wolger and Wiedling 1970).  Bitner (1992) introduces the notion of 

“servicescape” and states that employees and customers (where the latter come into contact with a 

business’s premises) perceive a workplace holistically, as a composite of three dimensions: ambient 

conditions; spatial layout and functionality; signs, symbols and artefacts.  Davis (1984) also proposed 

that the physical setting within organisations consists of three elements: physical structure (such as 

design, location and layout), physical stimuli (things that actually happen such as physical and 

electronic communication, the nature of tasks, the experience of noise and smells), and symbolic 

artefacts (such as aesthetics, materiality and décor). 

Although workers experience, or are exposed to, all of the above, they do not automatically 

identify all of these as attributes they consider important.  It is generally the case that in well-

functioning buildings workers are largely oblivious to basic “hygiene” conditions such as air quality 

and temperature control (the physical and functional levels of Figure 10) and instead believe that 

agreeable working surroundings, adequate privacy and inspiring office design have the most marked 

effect on their productivity (Batenburg and Van der Voordt 2008).  Nor can occupants necessarily 

disaggregate attributes and instead experience an environment as a whole, with all its complexity 

(Pearce 2018), making it hard to single out the characteristics of a workplace that affect performance 

or satisfaction. 

To provide some distinct categories for workplace experiential variables, Haynes (2008a) used 

some large surveys to collapse the range into four major groups: 

• Comfort - ventilation, heating, natural lighting, artificial lighting, décor, cleanliness, overall 

comfort, physical security; 

• Office layout - informal meeting areas, formal meeting areas, quiet areas, privacy, personal 

storage, general storage, work area - desk and circulation space; 

• Interaction - social interaction, work interaction, creative physical environment, overall 

atmosphere, position relative to colleagues, position relative to equipment, overall office layout 

and refreshments; 

• Distraction – interruptions, crowding, noise. 

 

In a similar vein, the oft-cited “killer variables” according to Leaman and Bordass (1999) are: 

• Comfort (including personal control); 

• Responsiveness to need; 

• Ventilation type (IAQ); 

• Workgroups and their layout in space; 
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• Design intent and how it is communicated. 

 

To attempt to fit worker experience into a conceptual model, Vischer (2005) suggests three 

principles underpinning her notion of a “socio-spatial contract” between employer and 

employee: territory, job performance and environmental control.  This leads to a useful model - 

in the manner of Maslow’s hierarchy of needs - for how the workplace should provide a bare 

minimum level of physical comfort to be habitable, but can – through increasing functional 

comfort, and eventually, psychological comfort – support worker engagement, satisfaction and 

wellbeing. 

 

Figure 10:  Environmental comfort model of workspace quality (adapted from Vischer, 2005) 
 

In Vischer’s model, perceived comfort extends beyond light, temperature and noise through 

to location, ease of transportation, parking (if appropriate), safety between transport hub and 

building, quality of common parts (particularly toilets), maintenance regimes, access to catering both 

inside and outside the building, and even efficiency of elevators all feed into the workers perception 

of comfort (Vischer 2005). 

Budie et al. (2019) expand on Vischer’s ideas in Figure 11 and provide useful subsets under 

the three main headings: 
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Figure 11:  Hierarchy of employee needs (Budie et al. 2019) 
 

Whilst acknowledging the attribute groupings provided by authors such as Vischer and Budie, 

the research presented later in this thesis uses a different analytical approach (configurational 

methods) and starts with the proposition that workplace is unlikely to be deterministic, but that 

observed changes stem from a wide range of factors.  Therefore, the research looks at the “recipe” 

for each project: the situation of the old office, the way the company decided what it needed, the 

qualities of the new workplace, where it is, and the way the project was managed.  These factors are 

termed “conditions” (independent variables) in the parlance of qualitative comparative analysis and 

the method is to examine if they do or do not contribute to the outcomes listed in the previous section.  

The choice of these conditions is derived from literature and practical experience, and is discussed in 

more detail in Section 3.  However, in advance of that it is useful, briefly, to consider what lies ahead. 

Firstly, there are contextual conditions to do with the nature of the company and its situation 

prior to the workplace change project:  

• the size of the office in question in terms of number of workers in that location (LRG), the 

significance of the office in the company’s portfolio (SIG) 

• the predominant nature of the workforce (MTW) 

• the level of issues (complaints) that the company had with the old workplace (ISS). 

No literature directly relating to these in the context of this research has been found; the 

nature of the workforce is occasionally mentioned in papers about layout (for instance), but these 

occurrences are adequately covered under other headings.  
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The next sets of conditions are to do with the change of those attributes of the workplace that 

the workers experience when they transition from the old office to the new.  Workplace attributes are 

extensively covered in literature and form the bulk of the review in the following sections.  Since all 

the case studies involve relocation there are two major dimensions to these projects: change of 

workplace design and change of location.  Grouping attributes in this way is useful in the case study 

research, therefore this is also the way that the attribute section of the literature review is organised: 

• Intrinsic attributes are the set of characteristics experienced by a worker once they enter the 

office – for instance the interior design, furniture and layout.  For companies that carry out their 

own fit outs (all those in the case studies), the intrinsic attributes are the product of their design 

choices and should be customised to the requirements of the occupants.  Conditions that will be 

considered under this heading are: 

o changes to the subjective quality of the interior and facilities (IQU) 

o the dominant workstyle (WKP) 

o the openness of the spatial arrangements (OFW). 

• Extrinsic attributes are the set of characteristics provided by the building containing the office 

and its location.  These are extrinsic because they are literally outside the workplace, but also 

because the company has no say in their design; although it has made a conscious choice to 

locate its office there.  Conditions that will be considered under this heading are: 

o changes in the quality of the building (BQU) - which includes its subjective appearance and other 

aspects such as lighting and temperature control 

o the geographic location (GEO). 

 

Thus, intrinsic attributes are those which a company has considerable control over, since it 

designs and procures these itself, whilst extrinsic attributes come with the choice of location that is 

made; the company has no control beyond the choice it makes.  For the purposes of this thesis the 

internal environment (artificial lighting, ventilation and temperature control) are defined as extrinsic 

because they come with the building rather than the fit out; this could be viewed as an arbitrary 

distinction since these are clearly “internal”, however it is consistent with the idea of intrinsic = 

specified, extrinsic = chosen. 

Lastly, it is an important proposition of this thesis that the effects of workplace change are 

strongly moderated by conditions that are to do with the way the project is conceived and managed 

and that these are just as important as the physical changes involved.  For the purposes of this 

research, four such moderators are included:  

• workplace strategy analysis and the setting of clear objectives for the renewal (OBJ) 
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• inclusion of staff in decision-making (DEC) 

• use of change management processes during the transition (CHG) 

• use of external communications about the project (ECM). 

 

The review of workplace research that follows has thus been organised as far as is possible to 

correspond with the structure described above: intrinsic attributes, extrinsic attributes and 

moderators. 
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2.3 Intrinsic attributes 

For the purposes of this research intrinsic attributes are defined as those physical 

characteristics of the workplace that are experienced by a user once they enter the office.  These 

attributes have typically been created by the employing company through their design and 

procurement choices and are unique to that business; although, of course, they might be very similar 

to other companies.  The term “intrinsic attribute” has been invented for this thesis and has not been 

used previously in workplace research.  Although temperature control and lighting are internal 

characteristics, they are classed as extrinsic in this research because they are typically specified by a 

landlord.  

The main components of intrinsic attributes are the allocation and arrangement of space 

(space planning), and interior design. 

 

 The allocation and arrangement of space 

The layout of office space is the most obvious physical attribute of a workplace and is bound 

to have a significant impact on the experience of the occupants.  It is often seen in a negative light 

however; for instance, Haynes (2008c) found that only transactional knowledge workers (those with 

high autonomy and interaction) reported that layout supported their productivity; all other categories 

of worker perceived that their office layouts had a negative effect. 

The ways that people experience and navigate through physical space is key to understanding 

how interactions are likely to occur in the workplace and thence shape the activities of individuals, 

and the teams and organisations they are a part of (Burt 2004, Hansen 1999).  Sailer (2014) describes 

spatial layout in terms of the affordance it offers the organisation; she echoes Hillier in talking about 

the “potentiality and field of probabilistic co-presence and encounter” that physical space affords. 

Despite the fact that formation and outcomes of social relationships in the workplace can be 

significantly influenced by spatial layouts (Kabo et al. 2015), research often ignored this dimension 

(Kono et al. 1998).  Prior to the twenty-first century, ideas on spatial arrangements were often based 

on wider architectural ideas of city planning; for instance studies in urban environments identified 

four factors that affected how people internalised ways of traversing space: the means, the linearity, 

the perceived complexity, and the desirability of the goal (Lee 1968).  In some respects, the lack of 

research in this area might reflect the static nature of many offices in the twentieth century.  However, 
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with the advent of mobility, massively increased computing power and the capability of electronic 

systems to track movement, this pattern changed with the millennium and sophisticated analyses, for 

instance using “Space Syntax” techniques have become possible (Sailer and McCulloh 2012) and 

yielded interesting results. 

Appel-Meulenbroek (2010) found that co-presence (workers being physically within sight or 

aural contact) increased the probability of knowledge transfer – a desired organisational outcome.  

Allen and Henn (2007), in their seminal book on the subject, argue that physical space should be 

configured in a way to aid communications and support workflow.  They showed that the probability 

of face-to-face interaction with a co-worker falls precipitously with distance and is effectively zero 

beyond 50m (Figure 12).  In fact, such is the nature of the asymptote, it was found that it doesn’t make 

much difference to probability of communication if co-workers are thousands of kilometres apart or 

only 100m.  To counter this effect, they recommend spatial arrangements to increase the probability 

of interaction where this would be useful – for instance cross-departmental collaboration on project 

work.  Furthermore, they advise businesses to engineer mechanisms for getting people to move 

around the workplace to increase the chances of interaction.  This almost certainly means the inclusion 

of “activity magnet areas” (Becker and Steele 1995) such as cafes and breakout spaces where workers 

can relax, but also hold informal meetings.  Further to this, McCoy (2005b) also recommends the 

placement of different meeting spaces close to teams to foster impromptu meetings and chance 

interactions.  Waber et al. (2014) have updated Allen’s 2007 work using better technology, and in the 

light of the dominance of email as a means of communication.  They found that the “Allen curve” still 

holds true: the greatest amount of interaction – including electronic communication – is between 

workers who are physically proximate.  

 

Figure 12:  The Allen Curve (2007) showing how communications drop with separation distance 
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In recent years increasingly sophisticated sensor technology and spatial modelling software 

has provided the opportunity to conduct significant research into the ways that interactions in the 

workplace can be influenced by distance and path (Cowgill, Wolfers, and Zitzewitz 2009, Liu 2010, 

Sailer and McCulloh 2012).  Much of this analysis uses space syntax techniques which convert physical 

layouts into networks (Hillier 1996, Hillier and Hanson 1984), and seeks to correlate dyadic (one-on-

one) interactions – and thus opportunities to collaborate - with proximity.  Data gathered by studies 

in the last five years have positively correlated the frequency of chance encounters between 

knowledge workers with performance (Waber, Magnolfi, and Lindsay 2014).  

Danielsson (2013) advanced the methods used in spatial analysis by applying Lynch’s (1960) 

theory of architectural analysis to the workplace.  She categorised office features as landmarks, nodes, 

paths, edges and districts which is useful in that it affords a codified perspective of the workplace 

landscape from the workers viewpoint.  Similarly Skogland and Hansen (2017) identify ways in which 

organisational space may be understood and managed: 

• Physical - In terms of functional distance, the objective separation of elements. 

• Hierarchical - as a manifestation of power, structure and control. 

• Social – experiences completed by the imagination and meaning-making processes of the users. 

Kabo et al. (2015) in their study of two life science research buildings extended the 

conventional analytical tools to include path overlap – being the section of route shared by a pair of 

researchers in their potential travel to and from common locations, such as restrooms or stairwells.  

They advanced three hypotheses for the spatial features of potential dyads that would correlate 

positively with collaboration: shorter overall distance separating their work areas, fewer turns en 

route, and greater path overlap.  The study included several thousand potential dyads and used 

internal data from the employer organisations to judge whether pairs collaborated or not.  They found 

significant support for their hypotheses, whilst acknowledging that there were potential issues with 

the analysis: for instance, that work areas had been pre-assigned on the basis of existing relationships.  

Nonetheless, this is an important piece of empirical research that supports the intuitive ideas that 

organisations seeking collaboration between workers should design spatial arrangements that 

maximise the chances of individuals sharing common pathways and reduce distances where possible, 

although it is still the case that most interactions occur at someone’s desk (Sailer 2018). 

Kabo et al. (2015) also concluded that the shape of buildings is important and that compact 

as opposed to linear (square vs rectangular) floorplates provided shorter travel distances and 

therefore greater collaboration indices.  Predictably, creating barriers to movement such as having to 
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go to another floor in a building has the same effect as imposing greater separation distance so that 

on average 78% of workers’ dyads exist on the same floor (in multi-floor situations) (Sailer 2018). 

The way that the organisation is mapped into the physical space is highly relevant.  For 

instance, functional departments could be grouped together in assigned neighbourhoods, multi-

disciplinary “cells” could be defined to tackle projects and potentially improve efficiency (e.g., 

Durmusoglu and Kulak 2008), or work positions could be entirely unassigned.  The size of workstation 

groupings can have profound effects on the behaviour of workers and particularly their perception of 

leadership (Danielsson, Wulff, and Westerlund 2013): medium-sized open plan (Table 20) 

environments have been found (n = 5,358) to foster the most positive perceptions of management 

compared to other configurations. 

 

2.3.1.1 Cellularisation and open plan 

One of the attributes of the office workplace that has had the greatest attention over the last 

four decades is the degree of openness (as opposed to enclosure) where it is argued that lower cost, 

greater flexibility and enhanced interaction is worth the price of loss of privacy.  Traditional offices for 

knowledge workers tended to house one or two individuals in private rooms, enclosed by walls, often 

containing most of the amenities required for their job.  The trend over the last forty years, however, 

has been for most businesses to transition to open plan accommodation (Brennan, Chugh, and Kline 

2002) which is characterised by a lack of interior walls, and individual workstations arranged in groups 

representing teams or departments (Brookes and Kaplan 1972), with rationalisation of support 

elements and centralisation of assets such as filing (Foland, Rowlen and Watson 1995).  At the turn of 

the century, over 70% of office workers in the UK worked in what would be considered to be open 

plan layouts (Brill, Weidemann, and Associates 2001) and as long ago as 1996 Vischer concluded that 

the dominant choice of design for new workplaces was open plan (Vischer 1996).  In my experience 

and from empirical evidence (see e.g. Leesman, 2018b) it is now relatively rare to see workplaces 

where a significant number of occupants have designated private offices. 

As discussed previously, the shift to open plan created significant debate in academic 

literature comparing “traditional” (cellular) accommodation with open plan (Danielson and Bodin 

2008).  The drivers for this shift were identified as primarily economic (Brookes and Kaplan 1972, Duffy 

1997, Laing 2006) since it is less expensive to construct open plan accommodation, and occupation 

densities are typically higher (Marquardt, Veitch, and Charles 2002, Vischer 2005a).  In addition, 

downstream flexibility is greater: space can be reconfigured without knocking down walls.  Costs are 
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therefore lower generally: both capital and revenue.  Consequently providing open-plan 

configurations has become an important method by which organisations attempt to reduce overheads 

(Duffy 2000, Veitch et al. 2007, Vischer 2005a), but there is evidence that it also aids inter and intra-

team communication (Lee and Brand 2005, Brookes and Kaplan 1972, Pile 1976), is a means to initiate 

and support more open and collaborative working practices, to integrate business functions and 

reflect a lack of hierarchy (e.g., Brennan et al., 2002; Brookes & Kaplan, 1972) and leads to increased 

interpersonal relations, reduced conflict, increased job satisfaction and motivation (Zalesny and 

Farace 1987).  Furthermore, open plan configurations have been found to affect the pattern of 

interaction, with less time spent in formal meetings and an increase in informal communication 

observed following its introduction (Brennan et al., 2002). 

However, despite its proponents and the dominance of open plan in recent years, it has 

received steady and relentless bad press (literally in some cases: "The trouble with open offices," 1978, 

cited in Oldham (1988) or more recently “Open plan offices may discourage communication” reported 

in Insight (2018)).  Negative academic papers have concluded: 

• Unit efficiency was perceived to fall (Brookes and Kaplan 1972); 

• Workers reacted negatively to the decrease in privacy and increase in noise with reduced levels 

of concentration (Oldham and Brass 1979); 

• Open plan workers can become overloaded (Cohen 1980) and overstimulated (Desor 1972, 

Paulus 1980); 

• Negative effects on cognitive processes and task performance with risks of stress (Baron 1994b, 

Cohen 1980, Evans, Johansson, and Carrere 1994, Oldham, Cummings, and Zhou 1995, Paulus et 

al. 1976, Stokols, Smith, and Prostor 1975, Sundstrom et al. 1994); 

• Moves to open plan were associated with lower motivation and decreased work performance 

(Becker, Gield, Gaylin, and S 1983, Brennan, Chugh, and Kline 2002, Marans and Spreckelmeyer 

1982, Oldham and Brass 1979); 

• Workers are exposed to a lack of psychological privacy with consequent risks for stress and 

wellbeing (Hedge 1982a, Kupritz 1998, O'Neill 1994, Oldham 1988, Oldham and Rotchford 1983); 

• After a move to open plan, users report less satisfaction with the physical environment (Marans 

and Yan 1989, Zalesny and Farace 1987); 

• In a similar vein, Carlopio and Gardner (1992) found that there was stronger preference for 

cellularisation amongst managers than their clerical colleagues; 

• Decreased communications (Hatch 1990); 

• Increased noise distraction (Sutton and Rafaeli 1987).  Bordass and Leaman (2005) report that 

noise is the issue that workers in open plan would most like to control; 

• Decreased status difference (McCoy and Evans 2002); 
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• A survey of 38,000 workers found that productivity was lost in open plan through colleague 

interruptions (Craig 2010). 

 

And the debate goes on in academic journals (Purdey and Leifer 2012, Kim and De Dear 2013), 

and online, continuing through to the present day: 

• Open plan desking comes with a reduction in privacy which can lead to negative relationships 

between co-workers due to territoriality issues (Brown and Baer 2015); 

• At two organisations that moved to open plan, face-to-face interactions (measured by sensors) 

decreased by 70% whilst email transactions between the dyads increased to compensate, with 

the conclusion that open plan does not improve communications as claimed (Bernstein and 

Turban 2018). 

 

With hindsight, there are problems with many of the older studies – for instance Becker et al 

used an academic institution for their research which therefore represented a narrow use class.  The 

bigger problem though is that the research almost always studied a situation where employees were 

relocated from cellular accommodation to open plan, with self-reported satisfaction surveys 

conducted before and, typically, six months after.  The strong likelihood was therefore that people 

who were very used to working in private or shared offices were moved to open plan and then asked 

about their relative satisfaction.  These studies were typically American where there is a strong 

tradition of working in private or shared offices or, at least, cubicles and where job status is very much 

linked to accommodation.  Sample sizes were also often small: Brennan et al studied the reaction of 

just 20 employees of an oil and gas company being moved from private offices to open plan.  Oldham 

and Brass looked at 81 employees of a US company moving from completely private offices to totally 

open plan (e.g. without any partitions) and found significantly lower satisfaction after the move. 

Marans and Spreckelmeyer, whose work is now over thirty-five years old but still cited, studied 

a new federal building in Ann Arbor where a mixture of open plan and cellular space was constructed.  

Unsurprisingly given the year and country, those who were relocated to open plan gave poorer 

satisfaction feedback than those in cellular accommodation; demonstrating again that it is the 

relativism of these studies that is often the problem: workers compare the perceived standard of their 

accommodation with that of others, or with what they had previously.  Loss of status is extremely 

important in these subjective judgements, particularly in the United States where a strong and lasting 

value for private offices appears to exist (Dean, Pugh, and Gunderson 1975). 
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Emblematic of the tension between specifiers and users over open plan working is a case 

discussed by Hatch (1990) recounting a post-occupancy study at the American Institute of Architect’s 

(AIA) headquarters facility, four years after a move to open plan.  These are the architects who were 

designing open plan offices for their clients, yet two-thirds of those questioned expressed a preference 

for their previous, cellular accommodation. 

However, there were some notable successes in the early migration to open plan working.  In 

the Denver offices of Amoco in the early 1990s a move to open plan working and team structured 

space showed how cost cutting and productivity improvements were not necessarily mutually 

exclusive.  The changes achieved a 43% decrease in facilities costs, with dramatic enhancements in 

performance: the cycle time of certain key team tasks reduced by as much as 90% (Vischer, 2005).  

Attempts to reproduce these achievements in other Amoco offices were less successful, although 

these results were concluded to be largely down to process rather the system itself and were blamed 

on poor implementation and lack of worker acceptance. 

More recently, McElroy and Morrow (2010) reported on a post-intervention study which 

followed a group who underwent a workplace change, compared to a control group who did not.  

The renewal involved new furniture arranged in a much more open manner, greater density of 

occupation, and use of brighter décor.  Whilst no changes were observed in the control group, 

workers in the renewed office reported several positive effects: the culture of the organisation 

was perceived to be more innovative and less formal, and there was a sense of more professional 

control and enhanced collaboration between co-workers.  This generated greater satisfaction 

ratings and commitment to the employer.  As recently as July 2018, a significant, sensor-based study 

found 32% higher levels of activity with open plan workers compared to others in private offices and 

cubicles, and nearly 10% lower stress levels (Lindberg et al. 2018). 

Drawing conclusions from the large number of studies about open plan working is difficult as 

the paragraphs above demonstrate.  If anything can be concluded it is that results appear to be mixed; 

certainly not that cellular is better than open plan or vice versa.  There is undoubtedly a suggestion 

that culture and task appropriateness are relevant, and that moderating factors in the introduction of 

a change play a part.  Nonetheless, the academic view of open plan working is pragmatically beside 

the point; businesses have for many years, and continue to, almost universally adopt open styles in 

their workplaces. 
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2.3.1.2 Density 

In parallel with the transition to open plan, the drive to reduce the cost of office space has 

inevitably meant that businesses try to do more with less; generally, a combination of reducing the 

area allocated to each workstation (increased density) and providing fewer desks than workers 

(reduced assignment).  The former was the first mechanism to be used in a wave of cost-cutting 

starting in the 1980s as distances between neighbouring desks were tightened, desk sizes reduced, 

and circulation space sacrificed for "efficiency" gains (Laing, 2006).  This created substantial savings in 

rental and associated costs, lower services (e.g., heating and ventilation) and security charges (e.g., 

Duffy, 2000; Zeitlin, 1969). 

UK workplace regulations state that the minimum space for an individual should be 11 m3 - 

which equates to around 4.5 m2 at typical ceiling heights – although the industry standard for 

specification of office buildings is to allow for 10 m2 per person on average.  Historically, UK businesses 

had occupied office space at much lower densities than this, but there has been a 50% increase in 

average density since 1997 from 16.6 m2 per person to 10.9 m2 in 2013 and 9.6 m2 in 2018 (British 

Council for Offices 2018, 2013).  My recent experience in the co-working sector has found that the 

industry leaders are providing around 3 m2 per person in rented rooms, which nets to around 4.5 m2 

per person when ancillary spaces are included.  It is interesting to note that these most densely 

occupied working environments result in people sitting within the “personal space” of others as 

proposed by Edward Hall in his science of “proxemics” (Hall 1966).  Hall defined personal space as 

ranging from 0.45 m to 1.2 m (an area of up to 4.5 m2). 

This “densification” of space has been the subject of considerable research, often in the 

context of wider transitions from cellular to open plan working (see e.g., Brennan et al., 2002; Oldham 

et al., 1995) and the density of workers housed within the office, the proximity of co-workers to one 

another, and the openness of the office (De Croon et al. 2005).  The typically increased density of 

workplace positions in open plan, coupled with the lack of physical divisions in the space brings a 

consequent loss of acoustic privacy, and underlies much of the debate around the benefits or 

otherwise of the open plan system.  An important concept here is the distinction between density and 

crowding.  Whereas the former is an objectively measurable variable, the latter is a subjective 

psychological response to a perceived spatial restriction which undoubtedly depends on density (May, 

Oldham, and Rathert 2005) but on other variables as well; such as the nature of the task, relationships 

with co-workers and the personality of the subject (Stokols 1972).  Aiello et al. (1977) found that 

individuals differ in their preferences for interpersonal space, and that those with “far” preference 

were stressed by being seated close to co-workers and performed worse in tasks requiring creativity.  
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May et al. (2005) found that there is a high correlation between the sense of crowding and the 

combined workload and degree of physical movement, so that high-workload/high-movement 

workers did not experience crowding at densities that other workers considered crowded. 

Notwithstanding the risks of crowding, Usher (2018) points out that as well as too little space 

per person, there is a concept of too much: over 15 m2 and workers start to feel isolated and 

opportunities to create community atmosphere will be lost.  Increased separation also attenuates 

opportunities for interaction between co-workers since the frequency of communication has been 

shown to drop exponentially with distance (Allen and Henn 2006), although there is some evidence 

that collaboration actually increases with distance (Hua et al. 2010) when considering a worker’s 

closest neighbours; in other words crowding can decrease interaction (as predicted by social 

interference theory (Oldham et al. 1995)). 

All the above suggests a contingency approach should be adopted to spatial layout by taking 

account of tasks, processes, and prevailing personality types.  The potential stressor of close proximity 

can be allayed by giving individuals control through using activity-based design. 

 

2.3.1.3 Ownership 

Regardless of the design philosophy an important concept in recent years is the degree to 

which workspace is assigned to specific workers (Brown 2009, Camille and Verna 2007, Venezia and 

Allee 2007) as alluded to in sections on spatial arrangements.  The drive to lower costs and the 

realisation that assigned desk locations in offices are typically only 50-60% occupied at peak and 44% 

on average10 (Sailer 2018), has led corporates and public sector employers to shift to unassigned 

workspace whereby there are fewer desks than employees (Elsbach 2003).  Taking advantage of the 

typical statistics for office worker utilisation of workstations, employers with many workers set ratios 

of 1.2 employees per desk for office-based staff, and 2 or more per desk for mobile workers (National 

Audit Office 2006). 

A survey of companies in 2017 (n = 142) representing a very large number of workers (n = 2.3 

million) found that businesses employing tens of thousands had a very small percentage of employees 

with assigned seats, but mid-sized enterprises still mostly allocated workstations to workers 

(Advanced Workplace Associates 2018): 

 
10 Although average desk occupancy is well below 50% in workplaces where there is a 1:1 desk/person ratio, the average 
occupancy judged by workers surveyed is almost 70% - a significant misconception that can make it harder for 
management to impose unassigned desking and ratios below 1:1 ((Sailer 2018) 
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Figure 13:  Percentage of employees in assigned seats from a sample of 142 businesses (AWA 2018) 
 

Offices where employees do not have their own workstation or area assigned to them can be 

criticised for failing to provide adequate personal control or territory for individual workers (e.g., 

Danielsson & Bodin, 2008), which in turn can lead to counterproductive work behaviours (Brown, 

Lawrence, and Robinson 2005).  This can be mitigated if the workplace is activity-based because 

workers can exercise control over their environment through their autonomy of location and hours 

(Wohlers and Hertel 2016). 

Vischer (2005) talks of a “socio-spatial contract” that is established between the worker and 

the employing organisation.  Traditionally that contract implied that not only would the worker be 

kept safe and comfortable in the workplace, but would be allocated space to call their own, and that 

the perceived quality of that space – its size, location and level of privacy – would be enhanced with 

years of service and seniority.  This sense that even the lowliest worker deserved some dedicated 

place at work and could then earn higher status space, is potentially completely undermined by the 

shift to unallocated work settings. 

Indeed, there have been a number of high-profile failures in the road to non-territorial, “agile” 

space: for instance, the Chiat-Day offices in Los Angeles and New York in the early nineties, and before 

that the National Association of Home Builders offices in Maryland in the 1980s.  In these cases, staff 

effectively rebelled against their loss of assigned work areas and equipment and “gamed” the system 

by sequestering facilities for their long-term use (Vischer, 2005).  Nevertheless, there is very limited 

evidence with which to evaluate the effects that workspace concepts such as teleworking, desk 

sharing or hoteling might have on individual or organisational outcomes (De Croon et al. 2005, Ng 
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2010, Vos and van der Voordt 2001), although De Croon et al (2005) also noted that evidence that was 

available suggested that desk sharing may improve communication between workers.  Furthermore, 

a study by (Millward, Haslam, and Postmes 2007) of workers who had been randomly assigned fixed 

desks or hot-desking found relatively neutral reactions to the practice of hot-desking.  

A factor that should be considered when designing operating systems and whether to allocate 

workstations to individuals, teams or not at all, is “spillover”: the effect that workers have on those 

located near to them.  A two-year study carried out by Harvard Business School and Bloomberg of 

2,000 workers at a technology company found that behavioural traits were picked up and shared 

between workers within an 8m radius of each other (Greenfield 2016).  Good or bad traits might be 

shared but it was found that positive influences tended to prevail and could even persist for a month 

or so after a “good role model” left the area.  The conclusion was that spillover should be understood 

and used by management, for instance, to improve the performance of certain workers by deliberately 

locating them near high performers. 

Another consideration in the debate about whether to try to guide where people locate 

themselves in the workplace is the role of spatial arrangement in the forming of relationships.  It is 

recognized that having close contacts at work increases employee satisfaction (Roth and Mirchandani 

2016) and that social cohesion is a strong predeterminate of group performance (Chiocchio and 

Essiembre 2009).  

 

2.3.1.4 Activity-based workplaces (ABW) 

It is now broadly accepted that it is in the interest of organisations to require workers to travel 

to a location where they work alongside their co-workers; and this is largely to promote collaboration, 

which is seen as key to organisational effectiveness in most work contexts – from service organisations 

to scientific research and development groups (Kraus 1980, Beyerlein et al. 2002).  Therefore, 

providing spatial arrangements that support such interactions is essential, and purely open plan or 

cellular does not appear to do so reliably, given the findings of the previous section.  Along with this 

are the facts that workstations in most offices are notoriously underutilised (so can potentially be used 

by more than one person), and different forms of work self-evidently need different types of space to 

conduct them optimally (Haynes and Price 2004).  Now that technology has unshackled workers from 

their desks, there has been great interest over the last ten years in developing new workplace 

concepts, spaces, tools and furnishings intended to support collaborative activities (Heerwagen et al. 

2004).  As Haynes et al. (2017) say “…a range of different spaces are key to perceived productivity 
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rather than one large open-plan environment.  By having a range of different spaces, office occupiers 

can choose the most appropriate space to best undertake that particular work task”. 

This is the essence of Activity-Based Workplaces (also Activity-Based Design (ABD), Activity-

based Flexible Offices (A-FO), Non-Territorial Working (NTW), Combi and Flexi Office).  It is included 

here under Spatial Arrangements although in many respects it is a version of open plan.  However, the 

traditional open plan office has only large swathes of open (and typically assigned) desking with some 

support facilities.  ABW is different in landscape and operation.  It is typically manifested as 

predominantly open plan, unassigned (possibly bookable) workstations surrounded by or 

intermingled with a range of other facilities such as quiet rooms, collaboration booths, touch-down 

areas, and formal meeting rooms.  These differing facilities are referred to as “settings” that can be 

used depending on the activity or task that the worker is engaged in at the time.  For instance, standard 

desks for routine computer-based work, quiet rooms for focused work and confidential calls, 

conference rooms for formal meetings, breakout space for informal collaboration and diner booths 

(the single most popular alternative setting according to Usher (2018)) for informal meetings.  The 

idea has its roots in a paper by (Stone and Luchetti 1985), was initially developed in Sweden through 

the concept of “combi-offices” (De Been and Beijer 2014) and by 2019 has become the most important 

concept in the design of new workplace, alongside the principle of “agility”.  As Bradley and Hood 

(2003) say “workplace design needs to cater for perpetual change of occupancy, organisation, work 

processes and messages about the business” and ABW is an important component of this approach. 

ABW does not necessarily imply non-assignment of workstations – this is an operating policy 

choice - but this is by far the most common usage since the system becomes wasteful in the sense of 

consuming too much space if every worker has their own workstation in addition to access to other 

facilities.  The number of workstations and other settings to provide is critical: too few and workers 

are effectively turned away, damaging their effectiveness and limiting their ability to collaborate.  Too 

many means the business is renting too much space.  Cost of too much space is easy to calculate, 

whereas the cost of too little is much harder, but the relative expensiveness of salary versus rent 

means that calculation of the optimum capacity should skew towards accommodating unusually busy 

days, rather than matching the average.  Fawcett and Rigby (2009) have suggested a mathematical 

formula using average attendance, standard deviation and relative cost ratio (cost of people versus 

cost of property) to find the optimum capacity by minimising cost.  Their model suggests, for instance, 

that an office for 100 people with average attendance rate of 0.5, high uncertainty and high cost ratio, 

should provide 70 positions.  Usher (2018) takes a simpler approach and states that most working 

environments are best able to support activity-based principles when they provide around 14 seats 
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for every 10 people using the space.  The mix of these will vary with the nature of the organisation 

and tasks: perhaps 8 traditional desks with 6 alternative settings (including meeting rooms) for a 

reasonably flexible space.  The two approaches will result in very different capacities and thus long-

term cost commitments, highlighting that this an area where robust techniques will need to be 

developed.  Non-workstation facilities provide opportunities for chance and planned encounters, 

although the idea that the former are likely to happen in circulation routes is weak: only 4% happen 

this way.  50% of interactions – both planned and chance – occur at workstations, 38% in meeting 

rooms and only 9% in other facilities (Fayard and Weeks 2007). 

The obvious benefits to the organisation of ABW include cost (renting a smaller area for the 

same number of workers because workstations are not assigned on a one-to-one basis), better 

support of workers carrying out specific tasks, greater potential for collaboration between workers, 

and support of agile working methods (particularly in software development).  There is also a wellness 

aspect to ABW: activity-based working environments are predicated on movement (Sargent, Nurse, 

and Warner-Lacey 2017) and many recent schemes include features such as staircases and sit/stand 

desks that encourage workers away from their previous sedentary work patterns.  They combine 

several objectives:  

• reducing the traditionally sedentary behaviour of office workers with assigned workstations thus 

contributing to the wellness agenda; 

• creating space efficiency by allocating fewer work positions than workers therefore reducing 

costs; 

• providing work settings tailored to specific tasks or functions (e.g., concentration, 

contemplation, collaboration, congregation), thus improving performance. 

 

However, there are risks of imposing ABW, particularly because of the loss of territoriality 

experienced by workers that can lead to stress and low satisfaction.  Wohlers and Hertel (2016) 

conducted a thorough analysis of literature around A-FO environments and have produced an 

important model that recognises how issues such territoriality can have short and long term 

consequences, but also how any outcome is the result of the specific workplace attributes moderated 

by sets of variables, some of which are specific to the individual (Figure 14); in other words, every 

worker will differ in their experience of the environment and their response to it. 
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Figure 14:  Activity-based Flexible Office Model proposed by Wohlers and Hertel (2016) 
 

Van Diermen and Beltman (2016) provide a comprehensive literature review that also 

supports this analysis and a central tenet of this thesis: that the success of the implementation of a 

new workplace is largely contingent on the way in which it is done.  They list a number of issues with 

new ABW schemes that they ascribe to behavioural or protocol problems which could be solved or 

improved by better processes.  Examples are: 

• Increased distractions and uncertainty how to deal with other workers who might be the cause; 

• Risk of exhaustion because it’s not clear when to stop working; 

• Occasional loss of social contact with previous colleagues; 

• Poor training of middle management who continue to focus on attendance and employee 

visibility; 

• Fear of abusing new freedoms creating a lack of trust; 

• Loss of territory and ability to personalise. 

 

Other studies have found mixed outcomes for implementation of ABW with instances of low 

satisfaction echoing many of the complaints recorded for workers transitioning to open plan (see 

Section 2.3.1): lack of privacy, poor support for quiet, focus work and insufficient storage (see e.g., 
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Van Der Voordt 2004, Maarleveld, Volker, and van der Voordt 2009, Blok et al. 2009, Gorgievski et al. 

2010, Appel-Meulenbroek 2011).  The fact that work positions are generally unassigned (see Section 

2.3.1.3) can also lead to perceived territorial infringement and generate strong emotions including 

anger (Brown and Robinson 2011); and there are significant risks that if the transition is from a 

workplace where desks were assigned, workers will feel deprived.  Vischer (2005) presents a table of 

perceived losses that ABW can imply and this is revisited in Section 2.5.2 where positive messaging 

around the same issues is explored: 

 

Table 1:  Perceived losses of ABW (adapted from Vischer, 2005) 

Proposed change Negative interpretation 

Flexible furniture layouts Being “homeless” 

Shared file storage Losing one’s “history” 

Shared offices/open plan No rights to privacy 

Low partitions/open plan Being watched 

Informal meeting places Not serious work 

Mobility Impermanence, replaceability 

Participation Chance to grab territory 

 

Good outcomes have also been recorded, particularly when physical movement is deemed to 

be a beneficial objective, and where workers value higher contact rates with co-workers, especially 

around recreation and eating (Arundell et al. 2018).  However, it must be borne in mind that 

movement in workplaces is not the norm regardless of the design philosophy: on average only 6% of 

workers are on the move at any one time, and 85% are sitting (Sailer 2018).  The fact that ABW tends 

to come with free-address (unassigned seating) means that there is opportunity for workers to 

broaden their contact base and experience a higher proportion of face-to-face interactions compared 

to fixed seating arrangements (Orbach et al. 2015).  Being in open environments, coupled with the 

greater mobility of ABW can increase knowledge sharing (Appel-Meulenbroek 2010, Appel-

Meulenbroek, Kemperman, and van Susante 2015) and support the organisational interaction culture 

(Rashid, Wineman, and Zimring 2009).  Candido et al. (2018) found that workers who moved from 

conventional offices to ABW environments rated their workspaces much higher on space for 

collaboration, interaction with colleagues, space for breaks, comfort of furnishing, personalization of 

work area and workspace aesthetics.  Ilozor et al (2002) found that where settings were perceived to 
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be innovative, there was a significant increase in perceived productivity and other behaviours – such 

as greater interaction - of benefit to the company.  Utilisation rates are also generally higher with ABW 

(average 60%) than with traditional office space (average 46%) (De Bruyne and Beijer 2015) indicating 

increased efficiency and lower property costs. 

Another key aspect of ABW is the control it provides to workers to alter their environment by 

relocating within the office which provides an answer to the problem identified in Section 2.2 when 

discussing Person-Environment Fit Theory (Edwards, Caplan, and Van Harrison 1998).  Myerson et al. 

(2010) stated that workers need to control their own work environment and therefore, since control 

of IEQ is hard to achieve in open layouts, autonomy over work setting should be an important benefit 

of ABW.  As an example, Ekstrand et al. (2015) describe how zoning of work areas, particularly in 

designating customer-facing vs back-of-house, helped employees to exercise control over their work, 

with positive outcomes.  As Keeling et al. (2015) stated by providing control to the user “[ABW] 

renegotiates the trade-off between interaction and privacy”. 

 

2.3.1.5 Spatial Arrangements: Summary 

Spatial attributes of the workplace form a complex set of variables which has been extensively 

studied but without consistent conclusions.  A table of the type produced for IEQ is therefore not so 

conclusive for spatial arrangements, however a summary is provided below: 

 

Table 2:  Spatial arrangements summary 

Feature Range or quality Supporting references 

Distance and 
connection 

Interaction is correlated with proximity so where collaboration 
is required, teams or individuals should be co-located.  Chance 
interactions are desirable, and their probability is increased by 
providing attractors in the space and planning circulation 
routes.  Workstation groupings should be twenty or fewer. 

Danielsson, Wulff and Westerlund (2013), 
Allen and Henn (2007) Kabo et al. (2015), 
Sailer (2018), Becker and Steele (1995) 

Open plan vs 
cellular 

Academia seems set on showing the open plan leads to low 
performance, but it is the dominant model for cost and cultural 
reasons, and this is unlikely to reverse.  Issues around noise 
distraction can be partially compensated through design and 
provision of more private facilities. 

Vischer (1996, 2005), Brookes and Kaplan 
(1972), Duffy (2000), Zalesny and Farace 
(1987), McElroy and Morrow (2010) 

Density Commercial office buildings are typically designed to 
accommodate maximum coincident populations of 100 to 125 
people per 1,000 m2 on average.  Local “hot spots” of one 
person per 2.5 m2 or less are not uncommon in open plan 
although this should be considered to be maximum density 
before overly stressing workers.  There is evidence that densely 
occupied environments actually reduce verbal communications 
and certainly increase stress levels. 

Duffy (2000), Zeitlin (1969), British Council 
for Offices (2018), Hall (1966), De Croon et 
al. (2005), May, Oldham and Rathert (2005) 
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Feature Range or quality Supporting references 

Ownership Territoriality is important for humans and loss of workstation 
ownership can create stress.  ABW can mitigate by providing 
control over choice of work setting.  Organisations should be 
mindful of concepts such a social cohesion and spillover. 

Wohlers and Hertel (2016), Brown, 
Lawrence, and Robinson (2005), Greenfield 
(2016), Roth and Mirchandani (2016), 

Activity-based 
working (ABW) 

ABW is becoming commonplace in new offices.  The system 
provides far greater user control, scope for interaction and 
support of tasks.  It also generates higher levels of physical 
activity.  Because it tends to imply loss of territory and certainly 
introduces new complexity into the workplace, there are risks 
with implementation which can be mitigated through 
management and communications. 

Fawcett and Rigby (2009), Usher (2018), 
Sargent, Nurse and Warner-Lacey (2017), 
Wohlers and Hertel (2016), Van Diermen 
and Beltman (2016), Appel-Meulenbroek 
(2010), Candido et al. (2018) 

 

 

 Interior Design 

A third of office workers say the design of an office would affect their decision to work at a 

company (Browning 2015).  The appearance of an office space – the three-dimensional landscape, 

materiality, colouring, detailing, display of graphics and art, installation of furniture, fittings and 

equipment – can have profound effects on visitors and occupants through the way it defines space, 

suggests use or affordances (Gibson 2014), provides aesthetics and messaging.  Each of these topics 

has been significantly researched: taking the latter case for example, the use of design to 

communicate meaning in this way has been subsumed under several labels including object language 

(Lewis 1987), atmospherics (Kotler 1973), servicescape (Bitner 1992), and organisational artefacts 

(Rafaeli and Pratt 2006). 

There has been a marked trend in the last ten years to attempt to design spaces that will in 

some way foster creativity.  This will often mean open, colourful offices, probably including playful 

elements and spatial arrangements that may seem domestic, with artefacts and symbols that are 

anything but corporate (De Paoli and Ropo 2017).  However, DePaoli and Ropo also note that there is 

no evidence that these environments encourage creativity and instead suggest a number of attributes 

that should be included where creativity is a desired outcome: 

• Open, interactive spaces should be balanced with enclosed ones to provide support for the full 

range of creative work. 

• Workplaces should have a combination of spaces for planned creativity, but also for 

spontaneous innovation.  They note that spaces for the preparation of visual or performing arts 

are typically not “trendy” or colourful but could be quite “grungy”. 

• The space should include physical tools that support creative processes. 
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• Spaces need to be flexible and reconfigurable by the users. 

 

Knight and Haslam (2010a) ran experiments with lean and enriched (decorated) workplaces 

and found that the latter promoted superior outcomes in terms of worker performance.  Furthermore, 

they found that where the workers had input into the manner of the decoration, the results were even 

better.  They conclude that when employees are included in decisions about the space they work in 

they come to identify more with that space and with the organisation itself. 

It is notable that ideas that were particularly influential in the promotion of the lean office 

as the key to efficiency and productivity (Hirano 1996, Hobson 2006, Louis 2007, Tapping and 

Shuker 2002, Zalesny and Farace 1987) have been discredited in recent years since they spawned 

a generation of “plain vanilla” workplaces which are deeply uninspiring for the occupants and say 

nothing about the organisations that own them.  There is an undeniable trend towards 

attempting – often less than successfully – to create office spaces that are anything but boring; 

companies know that their spaces should say something about them and their culture and should 

help with attracting and retaining the talent they need. 

 

2.3.2.1 Acoustics and noise 

The issue of noise and acoustic distraction in the workplace is the subject of a great deal of 

research.  In particular, studies of transition from cellular accommodation to open plan (see e.g., 

(Becker, Gield, Gaylin, and Sayer 1983, Brennan, Chugh, and Kline 2002, Marans and Spreckelmeyer 

1982, Oldham and Brass 1979) found that loss of privacy and distraction caused by overhearing other 

people’s activities resulted in lower satisfaction – from which it is concluded that performance drops.   

It has also been found that some types of sound are particularly distracting: for instance 

hearing one side of a telephone conversation (referred to as a “halfalogue”) where the overheard 

speech is discernible, causes a significant drop in performance of tasks requiring concentration 

(Emberson et al. 2010).  This effect disappears when the overheard speech is not intelligible, hence 

the effectiveness of sound masking systems that inject white noise.  

Noise is a subjective experience and the effect on individuals varies with task and work 

activity, context and attitude, perceived control and predictability, personality and mood (Oseland 

and Hodsman 2015, Mehrabian 1977) and even gender (Danielsson et al. 2015).  This adds weight to 

the idea that office design must be contingent on the nature of the company, the teams in question 
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and the tasks they are carrying out rather than there being some absolute “one-size-fits-all” set of 

attributes that works for everyone.  For instance, noise distraction is probably a considerable issue for 

lawyers attempting to draft complex documents but provides positive energy to extrovert telesales 

teams.  From their extensive review of relevant literature Oseland and Hodsman (2015) provide a 

useful list of acoustic-related items to consider when designing a workplace which distil down to two 

main points: 

• Introverted and extroverted personality types cope with noise differently (extroverts are more 

tolerant) and some understanding of dominant traits in different teams would help to design 

suitable environments. 

• Activity-based working, if designed correctly, should bestow the combined benefits of providing 

a range of environments, some of which will be acoustically isolated, together with the 

psychologically important sense of control.  They make the important point that education in 

the etiquette around the use of these facilities is essential to obtain maximum utility. 

 

Here we see a pattern that will repeat through this review: the twin conclusions that design should 

be contingent on situation and that moderating factors such as training and management are 

influential. 

 

2.3.2.2 Aesthetics 

Colour and its impact on mood and productivity has been studied many times over the years.  

Browning (2014) provides a summary from a meta-analysis study (the emotion is increased by the 

colours that follow it): 

• Motivation: blue, green and white 

• Productivity: blue, green, yellow, orange, and white 

• Inspiration: yellow, green and white 

• Happiness: green, blue, brown and white 

• Creativity: yellow, green and white 

• Enthusiasm: green, blue and white 

• Stress: grey 

 

In his “Savanna Hypothesis” Browning states that there is a clear preference in colour schemes 

for the blue of water, greens, tawny golds, tans, browns, and earth colours found on the African 
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savannas; although humans are tuned to seek out fruit and flowers so that the inclusion of some bright 

accents is attractive. 

 

2.3.2.3 Affordance 

The concept of affordance (Gibson 1986) – that the perception of behavioural possibilities is 

co-created by the nature of the perceived object and the social context – is important in workplace 

design.  Fayard and Weeks (2007) studied how facilities in a space plan, a photocopier area for 

instance, could afford social interaction, which they claim is beneficial to the organisation.  They point 

out that there must be a balance between privacy and propinquity11, and that not only must 

management culture allow the desired affordance, but rules for that specific facility might have to 

encourage or discourage certain behaviours explicitly.  Thus, providing wide “street-style” circulation 

space linking all the important facilities in a building will not necessarily improve interactions since 

propinquity is offset by lack of privacy and without features that afford interaction, it is unlikely to 

happen.  As Sailer (2018) points out, only 4% of interactions occur in corridors in any case; thus the 

focus should be on nodes and hubs rather than the spokes connecting them. 

 

2.3.2.4 Biophilia 

“Biophilic design is the theory, science and practice of creating buildings inspired by nature, 

with the aim to continue the individual’s connection with nature in the environments in which we live 

and work every day” (Kellert, Heerwagen, and Mador 2011).  The subject is well researched and 

benefits from the ability to take objective measurement of human physiological responses to specific 

stimuli; thus the conclusions are reliable indicators of which aspects of interior design are likely to 

promote desirable responses in terms of stimulation or stress reduction. 

Perceptions of well-being have been reported to increase by up to 15% when people work in 

surroundings that incorporate natural elements, in contrast to those who have no contact to nature 

in their workplace (Browning 2015).  For instance, a significant study in 2014 found substantial 

enhancements to employee perception of their workplace when natural elements (plants) were 

introduced (Nieuwenhuis et al. 2014).  The same report goes further and measured productivity (time 

 
11 Propinquity – literally the physical or psychological proximity between people – is used in its theoretical sense here which 
hypothesises that centrally located, open spaces foster informal interactions; as opposed to theories of privacy that posit 
that people interact most comfortably when they can control the boundaries of their conversation.  (Fayard and Weeks 
2007) 
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to complete set tasks) between workers in environments with and without biophilic elements.  They 

found a significant improvement in the performance of workers in the former. 

Ryan et al. (2014) discuss Cramer and Browning’s (2008) work which established three 

categories that help to define biophilia in buildings: nature in the space, natural analogues and nature 

of the space.  They carry out a meta-analysis of 500 papers to identify fourteen patterns of biophilic 

design and go on to expand on a number of these under Cramer and Browning’s original headings: 

• Nature in the Space – describes elements of the natural world incorporated within the built 

environment, for instance: 

o Visual connection with nature – there is very significant evidence of humans preferring views of nature, 

even if these are artificial.  Such views promote beneficial physiological and psychological responses; 

o Non-visual connection with nature – similarly, auditory, haptic, olfactory, or gustatory stimuli that 

connect with nature in some way engender positive responses; 

o Non-rhythmic sensory stimuli; 

o Access to thermal and airflow variability – there is significant evidence that it is better to vary the airflow 

and temperature environment rather than seek uniformity; 

o Presence of water – seeing, hearing or touching water enhances the user experience of space; 

o Dynamic and diffuse light; 

o Connection with natural systems. 

• Natural Analogues – are materials, art and biomorphic architectural forms that form elements 

of the interior design, for instance: 

o Biomorphic forms and patterns; 

o Material connection with nature; 

o Complexity and order – there is evidence that humans are drawn to visual cues that contain both 

complex geometries, such as those produced by fractals, but with underlying order. 

• Nature of the Space – refers to different configurations that engender psychological and 

physiological responses, for instance: 

o Prospect – this is to do with human preference to see reasonable (6m plus, ideally 30m) distance; 

o Refuge; 

o Mystery – provision of partially obscured views that have the promise of something beyond; 

o Risk/Peril. 

 

2.3.2.5 Branding and messaging 

Company branding “represents a firm’s efforts to promote, both within and outside the firm, 

a clear view of what makes it different and desirable as an employer” (Backhaus and Tikoo 2004) and 

the office setting has long been recognised as a physical representation of an organisation’s culture 

(Becker 1981, Davis 1984).  The physical environment can and should communicate information about 

the organisation and its values (e.g., Davis 1984), it capabilities and qualities (Bitner 1992), and 
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therefore supports or undermines the desired culture and working practices (Allen and Henn 2007, 

Becker and Steele 1995, Higgins and McAllaster 2004, McElroy and Morrow 2010, Turner and Myerson 

1998) and affects employee attitudes (Parish, Berry, and Lam 2008). 

Change of workplace therefore should provide a significant opportunity to catalyse wider 

culture change within, alter the perception of the organisation by other actors, and use of narrative 

and storytelling expressed through artefacts and branding can be an effective support for change 

processes (Stegmeier 2008).  However, the mechanisms by which people assign meanings to 

organisations’ physical settings are not well understood (Berg and Kreiner 1990).  Thus projects that 

use change of workplace to promote culture change are often more challenging than is assumed 

(Myerson 2013) and ignoring organisational context and complexity is a recipe for failure 

(Kampschroer and Heerwagen 2005). 

Skogland and Hansen (2017) list a number of issues that may reduce or negate the impact of 

change of spatial settings or interior design intended to promote cultural change: 

• Misunderstanding of the ways that employees interpret the physical changes alongside other 

organisational events; 

• Mismatch of perceptions of the workplace between employees, management and external 

actors; 

• Lack of appreciation of how employees think about the organisation; 

• Mixed messages sent during the design and implementation processes. 

 

A measure of how poorly companies have understood these issues is given by Sailer (2018) 

who reports that in a large survey, less than 15% of workers felt that their workplace reflected the 

identity of the company and the vast majority reported that their space was “bland, neutral and 

faceless”. 

Notwithstanding the difficulties and risks, the ways that employees relate and behave can be 

significantly influenced by the narratives they have adopted from the space they work in (Airo and 

Nenonen 2014) and in practice, artefacts, symbols and aesthetics are increasingly being used to 

support change programmes (Hancock 2005).  Managed the right way, symbolic use of space is not 

only a powerful tool for change management but can actually increase a company’s value (Bjerke, Ind, 

and De Paoli 2007, Khanna, JM van der Voordt, and W. Koppels 2013).  
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2.3.2.6 Interior Design Conclusions 

This is a short section reflecting the relative volume of research in this area compared to 

others in the field.  This is partly because interior design is harder to codify, and largely that the debate 

has tended to be elsewhere in IEQ and spatial arrangements. 

Nonetheless, there is good evidence in the studies cited above that design elements in the 

workplace - particularly those that introduce nature in some respect, and others where the concept 

of affordance has been cleverly incorporated in the design - are well received by occupants.  Colour 

schemes have been convincingly shown to engender responses in users and it is certainly true that 

bland and monochromatic is not (currently) welcome.   

There is also evidence that this set of workplace attributes is gaining more interest.  

Researchers such as Derek Clements-Croome have been publishing papers linking IEQ and 

performance for many years and are now turning their attention to the more esoteric interior design 

attributes; linking health, wellness and latterly, “flourishing”.  The aim of the Flourish Model 

(Clements-Croome and Turner, 2019) is to provide spaces that go beyond keeping people well and 

allow them to flourish by energising and inspiring them.  The proposal is that this is a three-level 

process: 

• A normal layer – satisfying Vischer’s physical comfort level by providing appropriate 

temperature, ventilation, light and sound. 

• An individual or proportional layer – where control is bestowed on the individual over aspects 

of their environment, from temperature through to privacy and territoriality. 

• A “Sparkle” layer – in common parlance, the “Wow Factor” - which are the attributes covered in 

the preceding section.  It is the challenge now to take the dependable conclusions – such as 

those around biophilia – and build them into design standards.  

 

Part of the difficulty with interior design is that is strongly influenced by what is fashionable 

at the time the office is fitted out.  For instance, the industrial look - removal of ceilings and exposure 

of air conditioning - has been vogue for the last five years, but there is a sense (in 2020) that this 

fashion is on the wane.   

Businesses understand the crucial role of branding and messaging in their spaces and how 

interior design can support (or indeed fight) the cultural norms of the organisation.  Being fashionable, 

understated, democratic, modern, traditional, high-tech, cool, green, disciplined, sociable, 

dependable, creative, resourceful and any number of other adjectives that can be used to describe a 
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business, can all be represented in design.  However, it has been noted in the preceding sections that 

there should be consistency: workers are quickly cynical about employers who provide space that says 

one thing, but a culture that is diametrically opposed. 
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2.4 Extrinsic attributes 

For the purposes of this research extrinsic attributes are the broad set of characteristics that 

come with the choice of where the office is: the qualities of the building that contains the office and 

its geographical location.  These attributes are chosen by the employing company as opposed to being 

specified and procured by them.  This is a broader set than the intrinsic attributes incorporating factors 

from the employees’ commute, to their subjective experience of the building housing the office.  The 

term “extrinsic attribute” has been invented for this thesis and has not been used previously in 

workplace research.  Although temperature control and lighting are internal characteristics, they are 

classed as extrinsic in this research because they are typically specified by a landlord.  

The main components of extrinisic attributes are the geographic location of the office and the 

interior environment provided by the building together with aspects such as daylight and views. 

 

 Does it matter where the office is? 

There is very little published academic research on the role of location in the performance of 

the workplace, and only a modest amount examining how new locations are chosen and how this can 

affect employees.  Businesses might relocate locally, for instance at the end of a lease, or they may 

choose to move a more significant distance to achieve something else: downsizing, upsizing, proximity 

to suppliers, customers, or talent, to reduce costs in rents, utilities, labour or taxes (Feldman and 

Bolino 1998) or even increase the chances of venture capital investment (De Prijcker et al. 2017).  

Sanderson and Edwards (2016) found that businesses seeking to rent office space assign most value 

to the building itself, its location and amenities. 

Appel-Meulenbroek et al. (2010) identify two aspects of location that are important with 

respect to corporate branding: accessibility and typology.  Under the former they include 

transportation linkages, whilst the latter includes a wide range of factors about the nature of 

neighbourhood and the quality of the building.  Even when relocation is a short distance the effects 

on employees can be significant (Rothe, Sarasoja, and Heywood 2015) and businesses are advised to 

be careful not to assume that all workers will feel the same way about the move.  Feldman and Bolino 

(1998) counsel businesses that are relocating to consider more fully their current employees’ concerns 

in making their final choice of site. 
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Nunnington, Appel-Meulenbroek and Haynes (2011) believe that businesses often decide on 

a new building first and then try to retrofit a solution, or are too tempted by a good rent deal and 

make an inappropriate choice.  They suggest a comprehensive set of factors that should be considered, 

grouped into layers as shown in Table 3. 

 

Table 3:  Location and building selection factors (Nunnington, Appel-Meulenbroek and Haynes 2011) 

Strategic layer Factors to consider 

Macro locational factors Easy access to markets, customers or clients, availability of qualified staff, the quality of 
telecommunications, transport links with other cities and internationally, value for money of 
office space, cost of staff, availability of office space, the climate governments create for 
business, through tax policies or financial incentives, languages spoken, ease of travelling 
around within the city, the quality of life for employees, and freedom from pollution  

Micro locational factors Accessibility to motorway, traffic flow – congestion, access to main railway station, bus and 
tram services, public security – lighting, etc., proximity to hotel accommodation, proximity to 
shops/services, e.g, cash dispenser/dry cleaning, proximity to restaurants/coffee shops/cafes, 
parking standards – on-site, distance to public parking, security; and infrastructure – internet, 
gas, electricity, alternative energy sources. 

Building level factors BREEAM (or equivalent) rating, EPC rating, lighting specification, controllability of air handling, 
lift capacity – average wait time at peak periods, reception facilities, access control and security, 
toilet capacity – number of cubicles per employees per floor, solar shading, fire safety system, 
access of daylight: distance from furthest work area to an elevation, horizontal flexibility – 
structural planning grid, vertical flexibility – floor to ceiling height, building reflects desired 
company image, 24/7 operational availability, broadband; fibre optic and wireless connectivity 
– communications infrastructure, ease of maintenance and cleaning of building, showers (for 
cyclists), etc.; and ability to brand and signage policy. 

 

The subject of messaging is covered in Section 2.3.2.5 in the context of interior design.  

However, it should be remembered that before one even enters a workplace, locational factors 

provide powerful signals to both non-occupants and occupants about the status of a business and the 

behaviours it might expect (Baldry 1997). 

 

 Interior environment 

Office workers spend 80%-90% of their working time indoors according to ASHRAE (2011) 

guidelines and their sense of comfort largely emanates from the sensory quality of the environment 

they experience.  The basic dimensions of indoor environmental comfort according to Vischer (2005) 

are: air quality (IAQ), thermal comfort, spatial and workstation comfort, privacy, lighting (and 

daylighting), and acoustics (see also Appendix 3:  Components of Indoor Environment Quality).  Vischer 

also makes the useful point that a workplace that fails in one or more of these dimensions is, in a 

sense, sapping the energy of the people who work there.  Such a workplace will be less effective than 
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one that is more satisfactory in all these dimensions because, in the former, workers are using some 

of their energy combatting issues in their environment.  Studies of users’ work behaviour, through 

observation and questioning, provide rich data on the degree to which workspaces are supportive 

(good fit) or unsupportive (bad fit, or mismatch).  Applying this framework, the energy a user expends 

to overcome mismatched or unsupportive spatial elements is expressed as coping behaviour and can 

be measured as such.  
Arif et al. (2016) carried out a thorough review of literature about IEQ and found a dramatic 

increase in interest from 2000 onwards as sick building syndrome (SBS) became recognised, and 

building systems more complex; they found that the most complained about features of the workplace 

fall under the IEQ umbrella because these are the things that have the potential to make people feel 

physically uncomfortable.  As Abdou et al. (2006) state: “ While there is no proof that maximum 

comfort leads to maximum productivity, there is ample evidence that an improved environment 

decreases worker complaints and absenteeism, thus indirectly enhancing productivity”.  For instance, 

where buildings have been designed to be “green” (accreditation under the US LEED system or British 

BREEAM) there is some evidence that the enhanced IEQ that these buildings provide leads to 

decreased sickness and improved (self-assessed) productivity (Singh 1996).  Thus, recognition that the 

quality of these comfort factors is fundamental for a well-functioning organisation is an area where 

research and practice are agreed, and employee perception of environmental issues has been a key 

feature of the design process for several decades (McCoy and Evans 2002, Sundstrom, Burt, and Kamp 

1980). 

Research findings about the subsets of IEQ are discussed in more detail below and 

summarised in Table 4, Section 2.4.2.4, which serves as a good guide for the conditions that a new 

workplace should provide and is an area of research for which there is broad consensus. 

 

2.4.2.1 Air 

Indoor air quality (IAQ) is important for the health of workers (Wargocki et al. 2002) and 

consequently there are regulations governing the supply of fresh air to buildings and well-understood 

guidelines for the filtration and treatment of that air.  In the UK it is expected that air-conditioned 

office buildings provide at least 10 litres per second of fresh, filtered and thermally treated air per 

occupant (buildings are typically specified to accommodate 1 person in every 10m2 of space).  
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Figure 15:  Steady state CO2 concentration (typically after about 4 hours) in air-conditioned buildings vs fresh 
air provision with external concentration of 450ppm; typical for a city.  The purpose of the fresh air is really 

to reduce pollutants by providing replacement, low CO2 concentration air to replace extracted stale air, 
rather than to supply adequate oxygen to breathe. 

 

The basis of the 10 litre number appears to be that this level of air change keeps CO2 levels 

below those that are known to cause problems since raised CO2 even at the 600ppm levels seen on 

city streets can impact performance, and levels over 2500ppm lead to significant impairment in 

judgement and sense of wellbeing (Satish et al. 2011).  Nevertheless, experiments where ventilation 

rates have been dramatically increased often have not led to occupants with SBS symptoms feeling 

better (Abdou, Kholy, and Abdou 2006).  On the other hand Tham et al. (2003) found that increasing 

ventilation rate to 23 litres/s/p in a call centre improved productivity (average talk-time) by 8.8%.  

Myhrvold, Olsen and Lauridsen (1996) also reported that SBS symptoms were reduced when CO2 levels 

were lowered through increased ventilation. 

Many studies have shown a strong correlation between increased absenteeism and decreased 

relative humidity (RH) (Abdou, Kholy, and Abdou 2006) and as a result it is recommended that air 

conditioned buildings maintain RH between 40% and 60% where influenza spread rates are minimised 

and conditions are fatal for dust mites. 

There are a large number of potential air-borne problems - moulds, dust mite, allergens, 

indoor aldehydes, Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC), airborne fungi, pesticides, tobacco smoke, 

lighting, air exchange or circulation rates, carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide - any of which can lead to 

SBS (Takigawa et al. 2009).  Abdou et al. (2006) review a large number of papers that examine IEQ 

factors and conclude that poor IAQ can be responsible for a fifth of the workforce performing below 
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par, although the literature they reviewed tended to be quite old; typically from the nineteen-eighties 

and there is evidence that office buildings perform better now.  There is also good evidence that poor 

IAQ caused by emission of pollutants from building materials (such as carpets) can cause significant 

reduction in performance and increase in complaints and feelings of ill-health (Lagercrantz 2000, 

Wargocki et al. 1999). 

Although controlling scent in the workplace is technically challenging, it is known that 

olfactory experience can have a measurable impact on cognitive function.  For instance, rosemary and 

peppermint have been shown to improve memory and attention whilst jasmine and lavender can aid 

relaxation (Moss et al. 2008).  It has also been demonstrated that positive affect (environmental 

conditions leading to better performance, greater effort and less conflict – after positive affect theory 

(Baron 1994a)) can be induced using fragrance (Baron 1990, Baron and Thomley 1994). 

Takenoya, H. (1999) reports on experiments carried out in the KI Building in Tokyo where 

parameters of part of the air conditioning system were varied whilst employee satisfaction was 

gauged.  Particularly positive results were achieved when cycles of fragrance treating were 

implemented to coincide with certain times of the day: citrus in the morning and early afternoon to 

stimulate, floral mid-morning and afternoon to aid concentration, and wood (forest) late morning and 

afternoon to assist relaxation. 

Regardless of the above, there is actually little that companies in multi-tenanted buildings can 

do about air quality (the ventilation equipment is owned and managed by the landlord) other than 

seek better specified buildings when they relocate and ensure that they use low emission materials in 

their fit outs.  The fit out of new office space should also ensure that fresh air systems are adapted to 

the new layout, and where appropriate CO2 sensing should be used to increase ventilation rates where 

necessitated by high occupancy, for instance in conference rooms (Clements-Croome 2017). 

 

2.4.2.2 Light, windows and views 

Natural light is one of the most highly rated features of the workplace in many surveys, yet a 

major study in 2015 found that 47% of the of nearly 8,000 workers surveyed, reported no natural light 

at their workstation (Browning 2015).  Indeed, being within sight of windows has been found to be an 

important factor for health and wellbeing and conversely being in a windowless environment is 

detrimental (Hassard and Cox 2013).  Because of the need for natural light, the dimensions of typical 

work settings and the constraints of construction, a depth of around 12m across the building seems 
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to be optimal for human performance (Leaman and Bordass 1999) and economically viable for 

construction. 

The development of the LED light for use instead of fluorescent luminaires in offices has 

brought significant environmental benefits in terms of power usage and longevity, and is also 

associated with increased alertness and visual efficiency, and lower fatigue (Hawes et al. 2012).  

However, whatever the artificial lighting conditions it is unlikely that the illumination level will satisfy 

more than half of the occupants at any one time (Newsham and Veitch 2001).  Official UK guidance 

calls for 500 lux for office-related tasks whereas recent studies show that a variety of light levels is 

preferable, particularly if controlled by the occupants, with a general level of 200-300 lux and ability 

to use task lighting where appropriate (Usher 2018). 

 

2.4.2.3 Temperature 

Thermal comfort is the most complained about aspect of IEQ (Kim and de Dear 2012) and is 

influenced by a number of external factors such as absolute air temperature, radiant heat sources, 

humidity, and air movement; all of these are moderated by the characteristics and clothing of the 

individual who experiences them (Katafygiotou and Serghides 2014).  Furthermore, the situation is 

made even more complex by the fact that judgements about temperature comfort are highly 

subjective, being greatly affected by gender (Kim et al. 2013), age, outdoor climatic conditions (Nicol 

and Humphreys 2002) and the nature of the building itself: occupants of naturally ventilated buildings 

are far more tolerant of thermal issues than those in air conditioned buildings (Kim and de Dear 2012).   

Work by Bennett (1977) shows that humans can withstand a broad range of temperatures for 

long periods, however most workers will start to complain about thermal discomfort outside of a 21oC 

to 25oC range with distinct gender bias: females prefer warmer temperatures than men in general.  

The standard deviation of “individual neutral temperature” is estimated to be 1.17Co (Wyon and 

Sandberg 1996), suggesting that 95% of workers could be made comfortable if they were able to adjust 

the temperature they experience within a range of 4.6 Co; some of which could be achieved by 

adjustments of clothing.  Of course, providing individual workers with control over temperature is 

generally infeasible unless they occupy their own private offices. 

The relationship between temperature and productivity is complex.  For instance, in an 

experiment it was found that normally clothed young Americans were most comfortable at 27oC - but 

this was actually the temperature at which they exerted least effort – whilst they performed the most 

work at 20oC although they were uncomfortably cold at this temperature (Seppanen, Fisk, and Lei 
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2006).  Witterseh, Clausen and Wyon (2002) conducted controlled task performance experiments at 

varying temperatures and background noise levels.  They found that temperature effects interact with 

noise effects but not vice versa.  Warmth gave workers the impression of poor IAQ and significantly 

increased error rates, although interestingly this effect reduced when workers were already distracted 

by noise. 

 

2.4.2.4 IEQ Summary 

Clements-Croome (2015) listed a number of features of the workplace that are conducive to 

health and well-being.  These are shown below along with suggested quantitative or qualitative ranges 

and supporting literature. 

Table 4:  IEQ conducive to health and well-being (based on Clements-Croome, 2015) with references   

Feature Range or quality Supporting references 

A fresh thermal environment 21oC – 25oC Bennett (1977), Wyon and Sandberg 
(1996), Wargocki et al. (2008) 

Good ventilation rates providing 
sufficient fresh air and keeping CO2 
levels down 

At least 10 litres of fresh air per person per 
second.  CO2 below 1000ppm although these are 
not necessarily compatible (10 l/s/person leads 
to steady state 1200ppm) 

Satish et al. (2011), Myhrvold, Olsen and 
Lauridsen (1996), Abdou et al. (2006), 
Wargocki et al. (2008), Clark (2013) 

Good natural light Workers within sight of windows Hassard and Cox (2013), Leaman and 
Bordass (1999), Fisk and Rosenfeld (1997) 

Acceptable acoustic environment Access to privacy when required, design to keep 
background noise down 

Oseland and Hodsman (2015), Mehrabian 
(1977), (2002) 

No lighting glare Design to reduce strain generally and specifically 
looking at computer screens 

See CIBSE SLL Code for Lighting for 
guidance 

Minimum pollution from exterior 
including noise 

Building to have effective acoustic screening and 
adequate air filtration 

Takigawa et al. (2009) 

Control over as many of the above 
as possible 

Workers to be able to exercise control using 
equipment or altering their location 

Myerson et al. (2010), (2005) 
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2.5 Moderators 

Despite the enormous amount of academic research carried out in this field, it is also 

acknowledged that there is little crossover into practice (Sailer, 2018).  This could be because of 

ignorance of the literature (for instance in my case) or that the research is not particularly helpful in 

practice.  For instance, when open plan working has become the norm, studies that appear to show 

issues with open plan will lack a receptive audience. 

A key proposition of this thesis in the original research that follows is that the reason that 

change of workplace attributes appears to have different results across organisations is the effect of 

moderating factors in the transition to, and ongoing use of, the new workplace and differences in the 

organisations themselves (Section 3.1.2).  For instance, there can be significant employee resistance 

to change of workplace and this might negatively affect the success of such a project if not managed 

sensitively (Laframboise, Nelson, and Schmaltz 2002).  Thus, the attributes of a workplace cannot be 

considered in some static sense to be equally influential on performance - whoever occupies the space 

and regardless of other factors - as so much of the literature seems to suggest.  From my experience 

this would be the dominant view of practitioners. 

For instance, Rolfö (2018) suggests a sophisticated model (Figure 16) for transition to an A-FO 

(ABW) office based on literature and on a small case study where she followed an IT company of 50 

people moving from a conventional semi-cellular environment to an activity-based one. 

 

 

Figure 16:  Rolfö’s (2018) process-outcome map for a move to an A-FO environment 
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Rolfö carried out in depth interviews with a sample of employees (n = 28) who had been 

employed for at least three months before the move and concluded that the success of the project - 

judged by statistically significant improved employee ratings on several dimensions – was heavily 

influenced by a number of factors: 

• The processes surrounding the project (see Figure 16) which were deemed by 26 of the 

interviewees to have positively influenced their impressions of the finished environment; 

• A long time period (3 years) leading up to the move gave the business the luxury of carefully 

investigating the needs of its workers, and matching the design solution to them; 

• A set of declared objectives for the project that was well communicated and appeared to 

prioritise the staff, their working conditions and their wellbeing; 

• A generous budget was allocated for the move; 

• The company was perceived to have taken the project very seriously and great care was taken 

over the design, the selection of products, and also the protocols that would operate in the new 

building; 

• A great deal of employee involvement and perceived ownership of the process with a real sense 

that opinions mattered; 

• The approach was systematic and involved much analysis of work processes, workshops and 

visits to other sites, and, importantly, validation that A-FO was an appropriate solution for this 

business; 

• Excellent communications throughout the process; 

• Management energy, commitment and buy-in (managers were treated no differently to other 

staff in the way they used the new office); 

• The perceived competence of the external consultants who were used. 

 

In a similar vein, Van Diermen and Beltman (2016) note that pitfalls associated with transitions 

to ABW schemes were all linked to behavioural aspects, and that the building environment itself and 

the technology it contained merely created the necessary boundary conditions; the success or 

otherwise stemmed from the manner in which the transition was carried out and the way that the 

new workplace was managed. 

Laframboise et al. (2002) also give useful advice around the project moderators, for instance: 

• Setting up an appropriate project team with clearly defined roles; 

• Crucially, understanding how the project is likely to be received and the role of senior 

management: 

o Understand the prevailing culture; 
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o Assessing how receptive the organisation is to change; 

o Identifying any recent events that might colour employees’ perceptions of the project; 

o Assessing employee views of senior management, their level of buy-in and ability to run a successful 

project; 

o Appreciating how the project might affect employees at an individual level. 

• Devising communication strategies to deal with all the project phases shown in Figure 17: 

 

Figure 17:  Project Timeline: A Framework for Managing Change (Laframboise et al. 2002) 
 

Taking a step back and considering workplace renewal as a corporate change process it should 

be useful to review what steps are typically recommended.  Hayes’s (2018) change management 

manual is a reference for academics, businesses and practitioners; in it he sets out an idealised change 

process: 
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Figure 18:  Change Process Model (Hayes, 2018) 
 

The process model of Figure 18 has clear parallels with stages in a workplace change project, 

so that in this context Hayes’s process would be: 

• Recognition – reaching a decision point due to a lease event, or other driver(s) that a change of 

workplace could solve; 

• Diagnosis – carry out studies and other information and opinion gathering activities in order to 

formulate a brief; 

• Plan – decide how the brief maps into a building, and organise all the other activities that are 

necessary for a corporate relocation; 

• Implement and review – carry out the construction and other necessary activities to prepare the 

site, and relocate the business; 

• Sustain change – embed review processes, respond to maintenance and other real estate issues, 

make adjustments to the new workplace in response. 

 

In parallel with the above, Hayes recommends a learning stream – which would be particularly 

useful for any practitioners involved in the project – and crucially, a people leadership and 

management stream which – as the literature reviewed in previous sections suggests - might be a key 

component in the success or otherwise of a renewal project. 

A corporate relocation event typically progresses in a number of phases; some of them 

concurrent.  During each phase the organisation has choices about how to manage the process and 

the degree to which staff should be involved.  In Section 3.1.2 it is proposed that these choices amount 

to moderators of the overall process and are key to the outcomes obtained.  For the remainder of this 
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section there is a review of the literature whose domains are relevant to change management, 

workplace transition and post-occupancy policies. 

 

 Running the design process 

The almost infinite permutations of layout, décor, and functional specification of workplaces 

make the generation of a brief for a new office problematic at best.  It is essential to understand how 

an organisation intends to use its physical space, its goals for issues such as job satisfaction (Veitch et 

al. 2007), individual work motivation (e.g., Oldham and Brass 1979), patterns of interactions (see e.g., 

Boyce 1974, Ives and Ferdinands 1974, Sundstrom and Sundstrom 1986), and the demographics of its 

current and target workforce (Haynes 2011).  From there one needs to be able to predict the level of 

user satisfaction with the various elements of the space that is being designed (Lindahl, Hansen, and 

Alexander 2012).   

However, it is symptomatic of the lack of a broadly accepted framework for office design that 

workplace specification is often based upon managers' own interpretations and experiences of 

employee work patterns (Laing 2006), often without any specific research or professional input.  

Unfortunately, this is a subject area where all opinions seem to have equal weight and professional 

design is seen to be required only for aesthetic or engineering reasons.  Even where consultants are 

used, they are usually generalists who work in design and construction of a wide range of facilities and 

frequently lack specific expertise in the workplace (Vischer 2005). 

Notwithstanding the above, the literature on change of workplace reviewed for this thesis 

often highlights the lack of involvement of the workforce in the design process and it has been 

concluded that workplaces are often being designed without a detailed appreciation of the occupiers’ 

proposed use of the space (Haynes 2008c, Peterson and Beard 2004).  There are also documented 

projects where staff have felt that the design solution was imposed on them and was in some way 

inappropriate; for instance, Vischer (2005b) describes a relocation that had culture change as an 

objective, but actually achieved negative results for perceptions of openness (which had been an 

objective) because of the autocratic manner in which the design process had been managed. 

The CABE report (2005) provides a series of “Business Factor” categories with notes on how 

elements of the workplace might be specified and delivered in their support (Table 5).  Such a 

framework might form a practical basis to guide a systematic design process. 
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Table 5:  Business Performance Factors and associated measures (CABE 2005) 

Categories of Business 
Factors 

Business Performance Factors Associated Building Performance Measures 

Efficient provision of 
accommodation 

optimise cost of occupancy total cost of occupancy; 

capital costs; 

operational expenses; 

ratio of property costs to business operations costs 

Adaptability (external) responsiveness to external business or 
technological change 

sub-divisibility; 

subletting potential 

Flexibility (internal) responsiveness to internal business or 
technological change 

flexibility of layouts and infrastructure; 

ability to accommodate relocation 

Health and comfort support staff productivity 

motivate and retain staff 

develop staff knowledge and skills 

stimulate innovation and creativity 

access to daylight; 

air quality and quantity; 

temperature control; 

ambient and task lighting quality; 

ergonomic factors 

Alignment of workplace 

with work processes 

 access to business information to facilitate decision 
making; communication between and within workgroups; 

network communication effects; 

ad-hoc interaction; 

distraction-free solo and group work; 

places for breaks; 

provision of acoustic control; 

effectiveness of information sharing with and between 
departments; 

extent of cross-functional teamwork; 

extent of organisational learning 

Internal expression  support cultural change 

motivate and retain staff 

extent to which information is communicated effectively 
to employees; 

degree to which shared values are subscribed to by 
employees; 

adherence by the workforce to core values; 

extent to which employees are informed about business 
goals and objectives 

External expression attract and retain customers extent to which customers are clear about the firm’s goals 
and objectives 

consistency between different divisions, departments and 
locations 
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Categories of Business 
Factors 

Business Performance Factors Associated Building Performance Measures 

 

 

Interserve (2015) provide a reasonable list of criteria that should be considered when creating 

the brief for a new workplace from an FM viewpoint: 

• Business drivers – how the workplace should support the organisation’s aims. 

• Culture – how the space should maintain and reinforce the prevailing culture and brand. 

• Audience – identify the various users and visitors to the space and the experience they should 

expect. 

• Cost. 

• Consistency – the downstream management of the space to ensure a consistent experience. 

• Adaptability – how flexible the space should be. 

• Segmentation – the degree to which the space should offer different experiences to different 

groups. 

• Productivity – how the space can support the various tasks that workers have. 

• Collaboration – how the space should support interactions between its users. 

 

In a later report, Interserve usefully point out that workers should be treated as consumers of 

the workplace, and therefore can be considered in a similar manner to users of retail or hospitality 

spaces (Interserve 2018).  This implies that the design process should seek to understand and segment 

the target populations and tailor workplace experiences accordingly. 

Understanding the present and intended demographics of the workforce could be of 

fundamental importance.  For instance, in studies of age it has been shown that there are significant 

differences in preferences regarding personal services, commuting, collaboration, restaurant services, 

and adjustability of indoor climate (Rothe et al. 2012, Joy and Haynes 2011), although on the 

dimensions of privacy and virtual environment there seems to be little difference between age groups.  

Other papers include these actions for a successful design and specification phase: 

• A systematic analysis of the organisation’s work processes, and critique of the current 

accommodation.  This should generate a list of drivers for change, but importantly also highlight 

where the potential resistance may lie (Hoendervanger et al. 2016). 

• Set clear, unequivocal objectives for the project (van der Voordt 2003). 
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• Managers should share commitment and obtain buy-in from staff (Beer, Eisenstat, and Spector 

1990, Klein and Knight 2005). 

 

Following on from the third point above, it is now recognised that some involvement of 

employees in aspects of design is helpful to the process and has the potential to achieve better results.  

However, participative design can be an incredibly difficult process to manage (Usher 2018) since it 

often the case that a democratic process will select a scheme from a range of choices, but that 

selection is only supported by a minority.  “Design by committee” rarely creates good results. 

Equally, top-down design can be disastrous, for instance in an example reported by Warren 

and Fineman (2007) where an organisation created a new “playful” workplace which included 

elements such as large Lego bricks, games, and creative rooms with flexible furniture.  However, staff 

were not involved in the design, there was a mismatch between the messages that management were 

trying to convey with these ideas and the perceived culture of the business, and the changes coincided 

with budget cutbacks and redundancies.  Staff found the design superficial and that the playful 

elements did not create a fun place to work.  They also resented the expenditure when other cutbacks 

were taking place and thought the underlying organisational messages to be insulting, resulting in 

inappropriate behaviour.  Pepper (2008) describes a similar situation where a new workplace was 

appreciated by the employees for its appearance, but the general openness in the building “seemed 

to be in contrast with the existing culture, norms, hierarchies and social practices” which ultimately 

prevented organisational change and the project was deemed to be a failure. 

Vischer (2005) therefore counsels controlled participation and provides a list of principles that 

should underpin a workplace transformation, particularly the design phase: 

 

Table 6: Seven principles of workspace transformation (adapted from Vischer, 2005) 

Issue Strategy 

Transformation as imperative Stakeholders should whole-heartedly embrace the potential of workplace transformation 

Play out the process Don’t allow naysayers and conservatives to constrain the possibilities 

Embrace conflict Conflict is inevitable – be prepared for it and make it work constructively 

Avoid the default Don’t default to re-creating the status quo – seek change 

Not a zero-sum game Compensate people for anything they lose, but be aware that losses are felt 
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Issue Strategy 

immoderately whereas gains can take time to be recognised 

Empowerment is key Users should be empowered during the process, and with the final result 

Change is positive Change of workplace can have significant implications for change of social order, 
processes, culture and behavioural norms – these should be anticipated and embraced. 

 

 Transition 

It is broadly accepted that the success or otherwise of a workplace renewal is heavily 

influenced by the process of implementation (De Bruyne 2007).  In addition, for a renewal event to be 

used successfully as a catalyst for change it is important for the process to be managed properly in 

order to avoid the new offices being rejected by disaffected workers or undermined by 

counterproductive work behaviours (Chapman et al. 1995, Vischer 2005).  Vischer (2005a) sets out a 

number of criteria for successful implementation of a renewal project: 

• User involvement is mandatory. 

• Leadership is essential – someone in the senior management team must champion the 

proposals. 

• Appropriate use of consultants; necessary to bring knowledge from the outside world, but 

informed and moderated by experienced participants who provide leadership, information and 

process management. 

 

She also revisits the “losses” presented in Table 1 to show how the presentation of changes 

in a workplace renewal project can alter the perception of the audience.  Thus: 

Table 7:  ABW losses revisited with positive messaging (adapted from Vischer, 2005) 

Proposed change Perceived as a loss Presented as a gain 

Flexible furniture layouts Being “homeless” Having access to more space and therefore 
a bigger “home” 

Shared file storage Losing one’s “history” Easy way of disseminating information and 
sharing knowledge 

Shared offices/open plan No rights to privacy Sharing the work and working together; 
mentoring 
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Proposed change Perceived as a loss Presented as a gain 

Low partitions/open plan Being watched Watching, listening and learning 

Informal meeting places Not serious work More freedom in how and where work is 
done 

Mobility Impermanence, replaceability Autonomy; trust 

Participation Chance to grab territory Empowerment and sense of control 

 

Kreitner and Kinicki (2007) provide a more tactical list and state that the process should be 

founded on sound communication to affected employees, including: 

• Information about the change (see also, Finch 2011). 

• Information about the rationale and goal. 

• Opportunities for discussion and feedback. 

• Information about how the change will affect individual workers. 

 

Usher (2018) believes that it is a fundamental myth that people do not like and resist change 

but recognises the risks of poor implementation and sets out these criteria: participants should: 

• Know what’s happening. 

• Feel an emotional connection. 

• Be involved, with a meaningful role. 

 

Management should appreciate that transition to a new workplace (particularly an ABW one) 

may drastically change the “sociospatial contract” between employer and employee (Vischer 2005a).  

Hirst (2011) cautioned that employees may not feel that the benefits of individual and organisational 

flexibility compensate for having to give up their own desks.  Skyrme (1994) argues that social and 

organisational factors pose the main obstacles to the successful implementation of new working 

practices.  It is fundamental to the full realisation of activity-based working that workers must give up 

personal space to gain locational freedom and better alignment of work setting with task.  For this to 

be truly successful, management has to give up any desire to control employee time and the space 

they wish to use, they must also whole-heartedly adopt the new workstyle (Ekstrand and Karsten 

Hansen 2016).  An employee’s perception of management has a significant impact on their 

performance and commitment to the organisation (Edmondson and Boyer 2013) and the spatial 
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arrangements of the workplace and assignment of work settings can be powerful signifiers of status 

and management style. 

Bull and Brown (2012) discuss the relevance of change management theory in dealing with 

workplace renewal.  They recognise that culture can act to restrain change and that for such projects 

to be successful existing behaviours have to be “unfrozen”, moved to a new state and then “refrozen” 

(Figure 19).  This underlines their conclusion that communication (as opposed to a one-way flow of 

information) is an essential component of renewal projects. 

 

Figure 19:  Communication needs during the three stages of Lewin's (1951) change acceptance model (Bull 
and Brown 2012) 

 

 

Kotter (1995) sets out eight key steps for a business transformation process in Figure 20 and 

in his paper for Harvard Business Review he explains that the reason that so many transformations do 

not succeed is because of failure in one or more of these steps.  It could be argued that workplace 

renewal – which may indeed be a catalyst for wider transformation – should follow a similar process, 

especially when the change is a significant departure from the previous accommodation (Miciunas 

2016). 
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Figure 20:  Eight steps to transform a business (Kotter 1995) 
 

 

 Operating Policies 

Unfortunately, Tayloristic thinking has dominated the way that offices have been 

designed and managed for decades; as Duffy (1997) says “Taylorism led to the dehumanization 

of work, first in the factory and then in the office”.  The Taylorist approach to office space 

management (Pruijt 2003, Tapping and Dunn 2006) includes recommendations such as tight 

managerial control of the workspace, which are fundamentally at odds with findings of research 

presented elsewhere in this review.  These manifest themselves in a set of rules (many of which 

make no sense to the users) for use of the office, and can, at worst generate a culture of being 
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monitored – both for behaviour and attendance - and the modern-day problem of presenteeism12 

(Boyer 2003, Duffy 1997, Harris and Harris 2006). 

Vischer (2005) makes the distinction between management of workspace (the rational 

allocation and administration of physical space) and workplace which is a more abstract concept 

representing the meaning that people attribute to the space they occupy; symbolism that is 

moderated by a large range of hard to codify qualities and features.  Although it might be obvious 

that the efficacy of workplace attributes in influencing behaviour must be significantly affected 

by the way the organisation manages the space, this is typically influenced far less by 

psychologists than by architects, interior designers, facility managers, corporate real estate 

agents, and popular management theorists (Cohen 2007, Stegmeier 2008) and emphasis is 

generally on corporate return rather than psychological welfare (Bain and Taylor 2000, Handy 

1990). 

Knight and Haslam (2010b) reach an important set of conclusions from their survey-based 

research: that tight managerial control of office space was found to be associated with reduced 

psychological comfort and organisational identification which both are predictors of work 

experience.  They conclude that this is exacerbated by generic, open plan spaces where there is 

already a risk of loss of identity and sense of value to the organisation.  The conclusion must be 

that whilst it is important to provide rules by which the workplace must run – especially where 

there is no ownership of work settings – draconian enforcement will be alienating and counter-

productive.  Wohlers and Hertel (2016) found that in ABW environments employees were often not 

trained in their use, particularly that they ought to move location if the task, or their need for privacy, 

suggested it.  As a result, the additional control benefits that workers should experience were lost. 

Laframboise et al. (2002) describe Canada’s public sector “Workplace of Choice” principles 

which, sixteen years later, still provide a strong and relevant foundation for workplace design and 

management decisions, most of these containing elements of user choice and control: 

• Base an individual’s accommodation on their job function not status; 

• Don’t confine workers to fixed workstations but provide a range of task environments; 

• Provide individual control: height of desk, temperature, lighting and privacy; 

• Present and enable opportunities to work away from the office: teleworking, satellite offices, 

and flexi-time; 

 
12 Presenteeism: The practice of being present at one's place of work for more hours than is required, especially as a 
manifestation of insecurity about one's job (dictionary.com). 
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• Provide access to other amenities through the organisation or partnerships with external 

providers: travel agents, restaurants, fitness centres, day-care and dry cleaning. 

 

Harris (2016) argues that the workplace should be managed as a resource rather than as an 

asset.  The ramifications of this are that the new workplace must be managed less as a static backdrop 

to routine solitary work, and more as a service and support to workers – in the way that co-work 

centres operate (vis the new WeWork offering: “Powered by We” where corporates outsource the 

design, fit out and community management of their offices).  Harris goes on to say that it is reasonable 

to compare offices now to hotels whose guest (workers) demand a high level of service, amenity and 

experience.  This means that management must focus on these issues: 

• Recognising that space is a medium for expressing corporate culture and values. 

• Providing a workplace where people can forge a sense of shared objectives. 

• Allow adaption to change in requirements and response to patterns of usage. 

• Creating and managing a memorable experience to attract talent. 

• Providing amenities and services such as food and recreational activities. 

• Create and maintain activity-based space for collaboration, concentration, creativity and 

confidentiality. 

 

2.5.3.1 Control 

The idea of giving control of aspects of the workplace to its occupants is distinctly non-

Taylorist but has been growing in prominence in research over the last thirty years, particularly 

currently with the rise of activity-based working and consequent loss of ownership (see also Section 

2.3.1.2).  Previous research agrees that loss of control of one’s environment has the potential to create 

psychological stress and if conditions are in some way not comfortable, the inability to adjust them 

will undoubtedly affect worker performance adversely (Vischer 2005).  Preller et al. (1990) found in 

Dutch offices that where workers had control of their own thermal environment absenteeism due to 

SBS dropped by 34%. Conversely, stress can be a major cost to business: for instance, stress-related 

claims cost Australian businesses over $200 million annually (Browning 2015).  Leaman and Bordass 

(1999), when considering employee surveys, state: “the more occupants perceive that they have some 

control over their personal environment, the better the ratings for productivity, health and comfort” 

and that people are more forgiving of uncomfortable conditions when they have perceived personal 

control. 
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The degree of “job strain” suffered by workers has been shown to be a product of the 

combination of task complexity and degree of control (Karasek and Theorell 1990) with greatest strain 

being experienced by workers with high job demands but low control over their environment: 

Table 8:  The four categories of job satisfaction (adapted from Karasek and Theorell, 1990) 

 High Job Demands Low Job Demands 

High control/decision latitude Active Low strain 

Low control/decision latitude High strain Passive 

 

Elements of control could be thermal comfort (absolute and radiant temperature, air velocity 

and humidity), lighting levels (and colour temperature), and noise; both absolute and perceived (Usher 

2018) and privacy.  Providing personal control in ABW environments is a challenge that workplace 

practice is currently wrestling with, although the ability to choose where one works to suit the task in 

hand should be a benefit and has been shown to be effective (Ekstrand et al. 2015). 

 

 Post-Occupancy 

Harris (2016) notes that for a workplace to be as successful as it can be, employers should 

provide excellent aftercare and feedback mechanisms (see also, Vos and van der Voordt 2001, van der 

Voordt 2003) to allow continuous improvement.  There are two elements to these post-occupancy 

activities: periodic evaluation and day-to-day facilities management. 

Post-occupancy evaluation (POE) is generally a questionnaire-based process where occupants 

of a new workplace are asked about its efficacy and their satisfaction.  POE is an essential tool to 

provide feedback about how well the new office space is actually [perceived to be] working 

(Middlehurst et al. 2018).  The POE is defined as ‘an appraisal of the degree to which a designed setting 

satisfies and supports the explicit and implicit human needs and values of those for whom a building 

is designed’ (Friedmann, Zimring, and Zube 1978).  The process should be systematic with a large 

sample size and ideally benchmarked against preceding polls such as the method used by the Leesman 

Index (www.leesmanindex.com).   

It is worth noting that there is a strong correlation between perceived productivity and 

perceived speed of response to complaints about IEQ issues post-occupation (Leaman and Bordass 

1999). 

http://www.leesmanindex.com/
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2.6 Principal conclusions from the Literature Review 

The review in the preceding sections was divided under four main headings.  The first of these, 

Section 2.1 looked at the context and history of workplace research and the corporate perspective.  

The review showed that this is a much-researched field which is still strongly influenced by its origins 

in Taylor’s scientific method which considers humans to be factors of production who carry out tasks 

which can be optimised; thus, a preoccupation with productivity.  It also favours an architectural 

deterministic model of the world where workplace attributes can lead directly to behavioural 

outcomes. 

Section 2.1 went on to look at how businesses think about corporate real estate and 

concluded that although the language of increased productivity is known well enough to feature in 

surveys, companies would not know how to create more productive workplaces and thus tend to 

prioritise cost as their only hard metric. 

The next subsections focused on knowledge workers operating from offices.  Literature shows 

that these tend to carry out a number of different and non-repetitive activities during a working day 

with varied levels of interaction with colleagues and others.  Although there are broad categories of 

knowledge worker that can be identified, it must be concluded that there is no silver bullet for the 

design of ideal space for knowledge workers: each case must be contingent on its use, its occupants 

and the organisation they work for. 

Lastly, Section 2.1 looked for evidence of the study of workplace change in literature; 

specifically, as a tool for business improvement.  It was found that there is a paucity of formal research 

of this nature, however there is significant evidence that this is a valid strategy to catalyse change. 

This first section of the literature review establishes workplace as an important issue.  

Corporate real estate is the second biggest overhead for businesses after payroll.  Companies 

understand that the workplace can be influential in many areas and that change of workplace might 

be a catalyst; but they lack evaluation tools.  Therefore, workplace decision-making considers projects 

based on cost rather than return on investment.  There is a pressing need for more evidence of 

business performance changing with a workplace renewal event, and guidelines to assist companies 

in decision-making. 
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Section 2.2 looked at the principal research method and found that workplace research 

predominantly uses a Tayloristic, deterministic, causal model.  The vast majority of workplace studies 

consider, or at least comment on, worker productivity and how attributes of the work environment 

affect it.  Since knowledge worker productivity is hard to measure, studies tend to use self-assessment 

(“how productive are you?”) or treat satisfaction as a proxy (“how satisfied are you?”).  Some 

prominent researchers such as Jacqueline Vischer, question the worth of this methodology, although 

there is some evidence that high morale correlates with better company performance.  Except for 

specialist functions such as call centres, it is unlikely that individual productivity is a consideration for 

businesses when contemplating design of a new workplace although satisfaction probably is for 

morale reasons.  Thus, it is established that the established method cannot claim to be robust, merely 

practical.   

Section 2.2.2 goes on to discuss the methods used by this research which seek to identify firm-

level outcomes from a workplace change project, and then identify conditions that appear to be 

necessary or sufficient to create those outcomes.  Using qualitative comparative analysis (QCA), sets 

of conditions can be analysed and shown to influence the presence or absence of outcomes. 

Lastly, section 2.2.3 introduces the main body of the literature review that contains workplace 

attribute research.  In an attempt to provide some structure to what is otherwise a very wide set of 

topics, this section introduces the idea of intrinsic and extrinsic attributes and the management 

processes that can act as moderators in change projects. 

 

Section 2.3 contains research grouped under the heading of intrinsic attributes, which for the 

purposes of this research are defined as the elements of the workplace that the occupying 

organisation would typically specify and procure themselves: the interior design and spatial 

arrangements of the furniture and other work settings.  The allocation and arrangement of space is 

probably the area of workplace with most recent and active research.  Spatial arrangements have 

been found to influence the level of interaction between workers and there is a strong correlation 

between the probability of communication and proximity.  The efficacy of different office fit out 

philosophies - such as open plan vs cellular - have not been found to be consistently good or bad, 

leading to the conclusion that their use should be contingent on context.  Activity-based design (ABD) 

is extremely popular for new fit outs supporting the variety of tasks that workers need to carry out 

during a day and providing efficiencies in utilisation, although literature finds that there are risks in its 
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implementation and employers must be mindful of the increased occupational densities that may 

result. 

Although it is undeniable that humans are influenced by the appearance of a space and the 

elements within it, literature does not provide consistent findings to act as a guide for designers 

beyond linking some colours with emotions and noting that biophilic design is generally popular.  It is 

noted that interior design can provide messaging either explicitly (through pictures and words) or 

implicitly (through design cues) that will influence the way that workers and visitors might think about 

a business. 

 

Section 2.4 contains research that can be grouped under the heading of extrinsic attributes, 

which for the purposes of this research is defined as those characteristics of the workplace that are 

chosen but not specified by the employing company; the geographic location and the building that 

contains the office.   It is noted in this section that that a key feature – the location of the space – has 

not been widely researched.  Interior environment quality (IEQ) - a key feature of the chosen building 

- on the other hand has been studied for many years; in a sense this was the subject of the original 

Hawthorne studies.  The review found that there is considerable and robust research demonstrating 

that workers operate optimally within certain environmental bounds, and can suffer reduced 

performance, stress and even illness when these bounds are breached.  The provision of space that 

conforms to these standards is generally considered to be a requisite and modern office buildings in 

major cities are typically designed to this level.  The lesson for businesses occupying these buildings is 

not to compromise these standards through poorly considered fit out and over-occupancy. 

 

Less well-researched by academics, but extensively discussed by practitioners are the 

moderating factors surrounding workplace renewal, principally staff engagement during design, 

transition and change management processes and post-occupancy support.  Section 2.5 includes 

useful practical guidelines for running design and change management processes.  Confirmation of 

this is sought in the case study research. 

 

Further to the summary above, it is also useful to review some fundamental questions at this 

stage: 
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 Attributes 

Question: Which attributes of the workplace have been reliably shown to affect worker 

performance either adversely or favourably, and which have been proved to produce firm-level 

results? 

The only attributes that have been shown unequivocally to affect the performance of all 

workers in similar manners are those under the heading of Indoor Environment Quality, which broadly 

includes air quality, light (particularly daylight and views), temperature and noise.  Studies in this area 

have reliably demonstrated that – notwithstanding the fact that people have varying tolerances and 

preferences - humans perform optimally when in an environment that most would consider 

“comfortable”, and that when conditions vary significantly from this performance will suffer.  The 

summary of these results is shown in Table 4 and can be considered to be relevant at firm-level, 

implying that companies can be confident about investment in these attributes. 

All other attributes of the workplace – which are largely to do with spatial arrangements and 

interior design – produce very mixed results in studies.  Findings are generally inconsistent, especially 

around spatial arrangements: “… research reveals no common elements of the physical environment 

(e.g., enclosures and barriers in work spaces, adjustable work arrangements, personalized work 

spaces, and ambient surroundings) that are consistently and exclusively associated with desired 

outcomes in these work settings.  Instead, these elements are routinely associated with both desired 

and undesired outcomes” (Elsbach and Pratt 2007). 

This suggests that the literature cannot provide companies with reliable templates for the 

optimal design for their businesses, although there is certainly an implication that particular tasks are 

best carried out in specific conditions – often with respect to noise and privacy.  The lesson carried 

forward into the case study research is that optimal design is probably contingent on several variables 

to do with the make-up of the workforce, the tasks they carry out and the culture and nature of the 

organisation they work for. 

 Productivity 

Question: The measurement of individual productivity – often self-assessed or inferred – is 

the prevailing method used in workplace studies.  Is this a reliable technique that produces 

repeatable results and is it a predictor of firm-level performance? 
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The short answer to the above question is “no” although this needs to be qualified.  The 

literature certainly shows that the Tayloristic obsession with individual productivity is misplaced when 

considering knowledge workers in offices since the role of individuals is generally too complex to 

provide meaningful measurement.  Equally, self-assessed productivity has been repeatedly dismissed 

as lacking rigour or meaning; the only thing in its favour is ease of use, which can hardly recommend 

it as a scientific tool. 

The only metric that has some credibility is self-assessed satisfaction (through questionnaires) 

which has been used as a proxy for productivity, but should more properly be used as a measure in its 

own right since satisfaction is a reasonable gauge of employee morale, and this has been shown to 

correlate with firm-level performance (Grant 1998), with the obvious caveat that this does not 

necessarily indicate causation. 

 Change 

Question: What is known about how change of workplace can or should be used as part of 

a firm’s strategic toolkit? 

Again, the short answer is: “very little”.  Haynes et al. (2000), in their discussion of the value 

of corporate real estate, concluded that objective measures of the productivity of knowledge workers 

are generally too difficult to contrive because of complexity, or that measures of output are too tied 

up with quality to be reliable.  Instead they say that the most convincing cases of the impact of change 

of workplace are specific case studies and list several examples of results at firm level that were 

directly attributed to this type of event: 

• • A Missouri call centre that improved sale closing rates from 1 in 10 calls to 7 in 10 worth 

$3.6m/month. 

• • A Chicago-based company saw a 20% increase in revenue per employee. 

• • A Minnesota-based manufacturer experienced a 20% productivity improvement and 

turnaround in profitability. 

• • A large US food manufacturer saw 13 record quarters in a row after a renewal that included 

publicly dynamiting their old head office to underline the new start. 

 

Despite the fact that there are many documented cases of successful (and unsuccessful) 

workplace change projects, and that the potential for change is implicit (otherwise why study 

workplaces at all?), the use of workplace renewal has not been studied in detail. 
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 Moderators 

Question: What evidence is there that factors such as management processes – before, 

during and after transition to a new workplace - can have a moderating effect on the outcomes 

expected from the project? 

It is common sense that significant change in a business – such as relocation to a new 

workplace or change of working practices – is more likely to be successful if accompanied by a “people 

process” to win hearts and minds and prepare the organisation for change.  Researchers such as Rolfö, 

Laframboise and Van Diermen have all noted that projects seem to go well if employees are prepared 

for change, involved in the process, and feel that post-change issues are attended to.  However, 

research where similar projects have been conducted with and without these moderators does not 

appear to have been carried out.   
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2.7 From literature to reality 

The literature review has shown that the same workplace attributes can be associated with 

very different outcomes – albeit typically measured as worker satisfaction - suggesting that there are 

other factors at play and that the views of proponents such as Edwards et al. (1998) and Appel-

Meulenbroek et al. (2019) regarding the specificity of the individual-environment relationship are 

probably more realistic than the dominant architectural determinism (AD) model.  It seems that there 

is an underlying methodological problem whereby the interaction between workplace and workers is 

seen by academia in Tayloristic and deterministic terms which is at odds with the experience of 

practitioners who find that different organisations might achieve widely varying outcomes from the 

same underlying office design.  For instance, as shown in Section 2.3.1.1, open plan is often declared 

to be bad for workers in academic studies based on surveys of particular workplaces without stating 

what the workers do, whether negative reactions are offset by positive ones (decreased privacy offset 

by increased communication for instance (Fayard and Weeks 2007)) and how widely the results might 

be applied. 

Vischer (2008a) makes much of this point when arguing against ED and points out that, for 

instance, it is not unknown for a company moving into another organisation’s previously successful 

office might find it non-supportive of its new occupant’s activities for any number of reasons, even if 

the companies operate in the same industry sector.  Schriefer (2005) confirms this: “Workplace 

strategy does not have to include mobility, unassigned work areas, or any specific element.  It is 

important that the strategy adopted be designed to meet the particular needs of an organization”. 

The case study research that is presented in the remainder of this paper utilises these ideas 

by seeking to find results at the level of the organisation, and working with a more complex causality 

model which does not assume that common features of the workplace will have the same effect in 

different companies, but focuses rather on the change from one set of attributes to another and the 

manner in which this change was implemented. 
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3 Introduction to the Case Study Research 

It has been established in the preceding sections that greater knowledge of how workplace, 

or more precisely change of workplace, can affect the performance of knowledge worker businesses 

would be extremely valuable.  People and property are the two largest overheads for knowledge work 

companies, and they are interconnected in that property has been observed to have an impact on the 

performance of the workers who use it.  Although there has been an enormous amount of research 

into the workplace, a gap has been established for studies conducted at the level of the firm rather 

than the individual, specifically looking at how renewal of a workplace can be used as an agent of 

change in a business so that investment in such projects can be better judged. 

As discussed in several sections above, the method for previous workplace research has 

generally been to assess employee satisfaction with attributes of the workplace, either in a static 

manner (“how well does your workplace perform?”), or dynamic (“how has this change of attribute 

affected you?”).  It was concluded above that this method suffers from the unrealistic underlying 

assumption of an AD model, the methodological issue of focus on individual productivity, and does 

not necessarily provide results at firm-level. 

For instance, previous PhD-level workplace change research – such as it is - has invariably 

focused on a small number (one or two) case studies, typically utilising company-wide questionnaires 

(pre- and post- a change of workplace), giving an aggregated, employee-level response to the change 

but without firm-level perspective or analysis of company performance.  These studies seem also to 

be agenda-based, typically assessing the impact of a move to open plan working, or more latterly, 

some version of activity-based design.  This ignores the fact that dramatically altered working 

conditions are often not welcomed by those involved, therefore it is of little surprise that using 

questionnaires before and (not long) after, often concludes that the new workplace arrangements are 

less good than the original.  This is to lose sight completely of what the organisation was trying to 

achieve and whether, seen in the long run, these objectives were met. 

The case study research described in the following sections seeks to overcome these problems 

and provide practical guidance on workplace change to organisations by conducting a comparative 

cross case study and adopting a configurational approach. 
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3.1 Research Design 

I had decided at the outset to base my research on case studies of businesses that had 

undergone workplace change and investigate whether, and how, they had benefited.  In order to avoid 

the pitfalls of previous methods, four fundamental elements of research design had to be tackled: 

• decide the number of case studies that would be needed; 

• identify what outcomes at firm level (dependent variables) to include and how to measure them; 

• define the factors to include as independent variables (conditions) and how to assess them; 

• choose the analytical method to utilise in order to produce useful results. 

 

Deciding on the last element was key to unlocking the others.  The analytical method needed 

to be suitable for low n (in other words it was not going to be a statistical technique such as 

regression), be able to deal with multiple independent and dependent variables and combinations 

thereof; and focus on causality rather than correlation.  Thankfully there are a collection of techniques 

available that satisfy these requirements, broadly under the heading of Configurational Comparative 

Methods (CCM), and specifically Set-Theoretic Methods.  The following section briefly discusses the 

application of these methods to this research.  The principal tool, fsQCA, is described in considerably 

more detail in Appendix 15:  Example of fsQCA. 

 

 Use of Configurational Comparative Methods 

Set-theoretic analytical methods, a subset of configurational comparative methods (CCM), are 

suited to social science research where a small but significant number of case studies (10 < n < 100) is 

analysed to deduce which conditions, or combinations (conjunctions) thereof, are necessary or 

sufficient to create observed outcomes (Schneider and Wagemann 2012).  The best known of these is 

Qualitative Comparative Analysis, QCA (Ragin 2009), which has a freely available software tool to 

assist with the complexities of processing large numbers of permutations and combinations of 

conditions.  This research uses a version of QCA called fsQCA (Fuzzy Set Qualitative Comparative 

Analysis), as opposed to csQCA which uses binary data or Crisp Sets (Ragin 2009, 2000, 2006, Ragin, 

Strand, and Rubinson 2008, Ragin and Fiss 2008, Rihoux and Ragin 2008). 
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The method generally works by judging the degree to which cases show “membership” of 

various sets13 of the conditions and outcomes identified by the researcher.  In fsQCA parlance, a 

membership value of 1 means that the case is a full member of a set, and 0 that it is completely outside 

that set.  So, for instance, if in workplace research one had a set entitled “existing office is open plan”, 

a traditional law firm with all private offices might score 0 and not be a member of that set, whilst a 

call centre would score 1 and be a full member.  fsQCA allows partial membership, so using the same 

set definition, a workplace where only senior management had offices might score 0.7 and therefore 

be “more in than out”. 

 

Figure 21: fsQCA process 
 

QCA typically uses small samples and subjective values therefore it is unlike quantitative 

methods which – in order to be statistically significant - use large samples and objective, measurable 

parameters to test correlation and significance.  Instead QCA relies on the judgement of the researcher 

who - in order to choose suitable conditions - must have a sense of the causal mechanisms that might 

be at play in generating outcomes, be able to assign numerical scores to their presence or absence in 

each case study, likewise with outcome(s), and then include or discard potential set combinations 

based on their likely role (Figure 21). 

Set theory and QCA allow the researcher to decide whether a condition (or combination of 

conditions) is necessary or sufficient14 to cause the outcome of interest and the result is stated in that 

 
13 The method uses the concept of sets because when a case is identified as exhibiting a certain condition or outcome it 
becomes a member of the set of cases that are similar in that regard.  For instance, for the words (cases) CAT, DOG and 
MAT, the set (call it X) of words with middle letter “A” is X = {CAT, MAT}.  The set of words that can mean types of mammal 
(call it Y) is Y = {CAT, DOG}.  If the question is: which cases are members of both sets? the answer is only one: CAT (written 
as X*Y = {CAT}; this is logical “AND”, the intersection of the sets).  If the question is: which cases are members of either set? 
the answer is all three (written as X + Y = {CAT, DOG, MAT}; this is logical “OR”, the union of the sets).  Absence is indicated 
by the “NOT” operator “~”, so that ~X = {DOG} for instance. 
14 Sufficiency is demonstrated when members of a condition set also show the outcome – this does not imply that all 
members of the outcome set are members of the condition set.  Conversely, a necessary condition is one where all members 
of the outcome set are also members of the condition set – being necessary does not imply that all members of the 
condition set are also in the outcome set. 
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sense: that the condition (or combination) leads to the outcome, and might be just one of many routes 

to that outcome.  Therefore, the complete solution will typically be expressed as a number of 

configurational routes to an outcome together with statistics that indicate how much of the outcome 

is accounted for, and the proportion of cases exhibiting the conditions that are also members of the 

outcome set. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Configurational solutions found through QCA have two interesting properties: they are 

asymmetric in that the absence of conditions in a particular case does not mean that the outcome will 

not occur.  They also exhibit equifinality in that there are often several routes to an outcome and it’s 

possible that any or all of them are relevant in a specific case.  This makes the researcher’s role 

particularly important because interpretation is needed of the results, based on theory and other 

research, to identify how and why the causal routes may have led to the outcome for that case. 

 

 A causal model 

Once fsQCA was selected as the analytic tool, the overall shape of the research became clearer 

and other decisions more straightforward (Figure 23): 

 

Figure 23 - Outline design of the case study research 
 

Figure 22:  In set theory, condition A is sufficient for outcome Y in the left-
hand figure (because being in A automatically means being in Y) and 
necessary in the right (because you can’t be in Y without being in A) 
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In order to provide a structure for the case study research a model is suggested at this stage 

(Figure 24) which proposes that the outcome of interest – the business performing differently – can 

be caused by relocating to an office with different physical attributes (as assumed by traditional 

workplace studies), but – crucially – in a process moderated by circumstantial conditions and activities 

leading up to the relocation (input moderators) and during and after the move (output moderators). 

 

Figure 24:  The firm-level, moderated model, that is used to provide structure to the case study research 
 

The input moderators could, for instance, be: 

• Existing workplace context - the location and quality of the existing building, the age and state 

of repair of the accommodation, the layouts, design, equipment and facilities.  Also, the 

prevailing attitude towards the space and whether there are recognised issues amongst the 

workers. 

• Organisational context – the prevailing culture, management behaviour and perceived strategy.  

This also includes the narrative around the change, whether additional outcomes (beyond 

physical relocation) are expected and objectives the organisation has for positive results.  The 

prevailing culture of the business, the apparent enthusiasm that management has for the change 

in workplace, the perceived fairness of imposed changes, success with previous projects and a 

plethora of other implicit and explicit factors that affect the social-spatial contract between 

employer and employee are all enormously important in how successful the project will be 

(Myerson and Privett 2014). 

• Design – how the selection of the new building is conducted, the rationale that is presented to 

staff, how the specification of the new space is derived, who gets involved, how much they are 

consulted, how they are communicated with. 

• Transition – how the organisation is prepared to move and the communications around the 

event.  This will include internal and external information flows, including use of social media, 

training of staff in the way the new space will work, and contact with external actors such as 

clients. 
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Output moderators could be processes such as: 

• Change management used before and after the relocation to help understanding and adoption 

of the new space. 

• Operating policies – a wide range of variables including prevailing culture, how the space is 

allocated to individuals and groups, management involvement, booking systems, facilities for 

and attitudes towards recreation, the level of personal control and autonomy allowed (for 

instance of thermal comfort, or personalisation of space). 

• Post-occupancy – specific processes around facilities support, community activities, review and 

feedback, measurement (of utilisation for instance), and donwstream adaptation. 

 

There is reasonable evidence that this moderated model is a better representation of reality 

than AD: 

• The literature review showed that results for workplace attributes other than IEQ are mixed, 

indicating that there is more at play than AD would suggest. 

• Authors such as Vischer, Fayard and Weeks, and Schriefer have all proposed that AD is a poor 

model and that contingent design and management processes should be important. 

• Authors such as Rolfö, van Diermen and Beltman, Laframboise and de Bruyne have written about 

real cases where moderating factors were observed to assist in creating successful outcomes. 

• Practitioners, have long contended that design needs to be company specific and that 

management processes should be used to support transition to a new workplace (e.g. Chadburn 

et al, 2017). 

 

 Causal conditions 

The next step in the design of the case study research was to choose the causal conditions 

that would be assessed when investigating each company.  It was expected that no more than 30 cases 

could be recruited (31 were eventually recruited and interviewed), and there is a rule of thumb that 

the number of causal conditions should not be greatly more than one quarter of the number of cases 

– indicating a target of 8 for this research.  Apart from the theoretical guidance, there is the practical 

one that the number of rows in resulting truth tables is 2k where k is the number of conditions, and 

experience with fsQCA software showed that if there were twice as many conditions (16) each analysis 

took several hours to process, even using a powerful computer.  I set a target of 10 conditions but in 

the end used 13 assuming that some of them would prove to be “necessary” and therefore could be 
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excluded from sufficiency calculations; as proved to be the case for some outcomes.  However, full 

analysis of 31 cases and 13 conditions for just one outcome took around an hour to process on fsQCA. 

Before listing the putative causal conditions, the subject of calibration must be discussed.  

QCA’s method involves the assignment of subjective scores to conditions and outcomes and then, 

through a systematic analytic process, to deduce which conditions – or absence thereof – appear to 

be important for the outcome.  In deriving these relationships, the researcher must have suspicions 

about the causal mechanisms in order to decide which conditions to include (Schneider and 

Wagemann 2012) and be able to assign scores to factors that do not necessarily lend themselves to 

quantitative analysis.  It is important therefore to approach case studies with some preconceptions, 

and certainly to be explicit about assumptions being carried into the analysis phase: the outcome(s) 

under consideration, which conditions are suspected of being important and why, scoring methods, 

calibration and thereafter the parameters used in the fsQCA software. 

The researched conditions and outcomes are listed below and in the following sections.  

Selecting these variables, and calibrating the scores applied to them are interlinked activities: it is 

important to have some sense as to how variables will be assessed before deciding which ones to try 

to investigate, because it may be simply impractical to judge scores for some items.  The calibration 

method used here is broadly along the lines set out by Legewie (2017) who built upon the work of 

Basurto and Speer (2012).  Guiding principles are: 

• The same scale used for outcomes and conditions 

• Although literature recommends avoiding ambiguous scores of 0.5, it was felt that the workplace 

case studies often exhibited ambivalence, so a “neither in nor out” score was useful 

• It was tempting to choose a low band number (such as 4-band discussed above) to make scoring 

easier, but actually it was found in practice that this missed a lot of the nuances and failed to 

distinguish between cases that were obviously different.  Therefore an 11-number scale was 

selected (0.0 to 1.0 in steps of 0.1). 

• Membership criteria were established after conducting a small number of interviews once it 

became clear what criteria could be readily (and reliably) investigated. 

 

The calibration of conditions and outcomes are shown below: 
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Table 9:  Calibration of fuzzy scoring for condition variables used in this research 

Membership of set Score Criteria for a condition that can only be 
described in qualitative terms 

Criteria for a condition that can be described in 
objective quantitative terms (such as company 
size) 

Fully in 1.0 Strong evidence of detailed, comprehensive and 
well-run process 

Objectively at the top of range 

Almost completely in 0.9 Strong evidence of good processes with one or 
two lessons learned 

Equal increments 

Definitely in 0.8 Evidence of process – some gaps Equal increments 

Mostly in 0.7 Evidence of process - not comprehensive Equal increments 

More in than out 0.6 Something was done but it was selective at best Equal increments 

Neutral 0.5 If anything was done it was half-hearted Mid-range 

More out than in 0.4 Not clear whether a process was carried out Equal increments 

Mostly out 0.3 Suspect that little was done Equal increments 

Definitely out 0.2 Fairly certain nothing was done Equal increments 

Almost completely out 0.1 Strong evidence that nothing was done Equal increments 

Fully out 0.0 Certain that nothing was done/condition 
obviously absent 

Objectively at the bottom of range 

 

Table 10 lists the causal conditions that were eventually settled on after some practice 

interviews, discussion with colleagues, and issues raised by literature.  The conditions are grouped as 

circumstantial, processes (together these are input moderators), change of attributes and output 

moderators. 

 

Table 10:  The case study conditions that are used in the fsQCA process 

CODE CONDITION NOTES AND INDICATORS 

Input moderator: Circumstances 

LRG Large office It could be that significant outcomes are more likely to arise from smaller offices since the 
management task of dealing with fewer people is undoubtedly more straightforward.  For the 
purposes of this research an office of 500 people and above is considered “large” (1.0).  For 
convenience therefore the ranges are 0 to 30 scores 0.0 and for every additional 30 the score 
increases by 0.1.  180 scores 0.5 - which is neither “large” or “small” - and 200 scores 0.6 which 
is just membership of “large”.  From my experience this feels right. 

SIG Significant office (HQ 
or similar) 

It was suspected that for a unambiguously positive outcome the project would have to involve a 
significant office – probably the HQ.  Where the firm has several sites, it is likely that the relative 
dominance of the relocated office will be important in terms of the resources and planning 
expended during the project.  Also, secondary offices might be more likely to have solutions 
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CODE CONDITION NOTES AND INDICATORS 

imposed by head office.  For the purposes of scoring a company’s only office scores 1.0 and a 
minor office of a multi-national with several country offices would score 0.0. 

MTW Mobile, team workers Team workers as opposed to individual workers are possibly more likely to respond well to 
open, flexible workplaces.  The opposite (individual workers such as some lawyers and 
consultants) are potentially more likely to respond badly in these circumstances.  It is also 
possible that workers who spend a good deal of time out of the office would respond better to 
open, flexible arrangements than their counterparts.  The absence of this condition implies 
static, lone workers. 

ISS Significant issues with 
previous workplace 

Evidence that the previous workplace was known to be causing issues for the business; for 
instance, with staff morale or constraints on growth.  If these issues are fixed in the renewal 
project, it is reasonable to suppose that this will contribute to a good outcome.  It could also be 
that there is a greater impact on outcome if the firm has been in the same location for many 
years, not least because it is unlikely that any refurbishment has kept the office up to date.  
Score of 1.0 goes to projects where the previous workplace has been occupied for many years 
and has not kept up to date with the business.  Interviewees need to be very clear that it was 
essential that the firm relocated.  Score of 0.0 goes to situations where a company was forced 
to move through a lease event although they were happy where they were. 

Input moderator: Processes 

OBJ Clear objectives for 
the renewal 

Evidence that management understood the potential of the workplace renewal project and had 
a number of objectives or expectations, ideally supported by some kind of workplace strategy 
or analysis.  This is suspected to be necessary for a good result, otherwise the project is 
conducted without guiding principles.  A score of 1.0 goes to projects that demonstrate a 
considerable investment in workplace studies, inclusion of the workforce and research into 
available options.  A score of 0.0 goes to complete absence of this.  

DEC Inclusion of staff Evidence that the business had acted democratically: had examined its options and involved 
staff in decision-making about the new workplace and kept them informed throughout (score 
1.0).  It is thought that staff inclusion should lead to greater acceptance of changes, and – 
possibly – a better specification because it takes into account factors that management might 
not have considered.  Conversely, it could be that staff involvement “dumbs down” the solution 
and doesn’t allow the firm to be sufficiently radical with the specification of the new workplace.  
An autocratic project where a single person makes all the decisions and provides minimal 
information to the workforce scores 0.0. 

Change of attributes 

GEO Significant geographic 
move 

A measure of the degree of geographic locational movement involved in the project; for 
instance, the relocation of the office to another country could be seen to be extreme (score 
1.0), movement of a few miles moderate, and to a nearby building, negligible (score 0.0).  It 
might be that significant geographic movement creates positive opportunity, or it might be 
highly disruptive. 

BQU Significant change in 
building quality 

Workplace change projects involving relocation have two principal physical components: the 
new building (typically belonging to a landlord), and the new interior (typically created by the 
business).  Condition BQU is a subjective measurement of the change in quality of building (in 
contrast to IQU which is about the created interior) and should contribute to the outcome 
(particularly considering the strength of the literature around this set of attributes).  Score of 
1.0 goes to projects where the business has relocated from a low quality, poorly inter-
connected workplace (for instance over many floors) to an outstanding, high quality iconic 
building where the demise is highly connected (for instance on one floor).  Score of 0.0 goes to 
projects where the firm effectively swaps to an almost identical building. 

WKP Radical change in 
working practices 

The degree to which the structure of the new workplace is a radical departure from the old one; 
for instance, a change from people working in their own private offices to fully open plan.  
Literature suggests that this might act contrary to business improvement, particularly if the 
change is from cellular to open plan accommodation.  A change from private cellular offices to 
non-assigned, ABW scores 1.0.  Projects where there is no change in working practices score 
0.0. 

OFW New workplace tends As a further nuance to WKP, since much research centres on moves to open plan, and more 
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CODE CONDITION NOTES AND INDICATORS 

towards more open, 
flexible working 

latterly to ABW, it would be useful to study a condition for this factor, whether maintained or 
adopted.  Score of 1.0 goes to workplaces with fully non-assigned ABW assets, score of 0.0 goes 
to cellular individual offices. 

IQU Significant increase in 
quality of the interior 
and facilities 

As noted in BQU above, this is a measure of the increase of quality of the tenant’s fit out; not 
just in interior design terms, but this could include better meeting facilities or updated 
technology.  It is assumed that changes of this nature would improve staff morale and 
potentially be impressive to clients and potential new recruits and therefore will have a positive 
impact on business improvement. 

Output moderators 

CHG Change management 
used for the transition 

Evidence of a formal, systematic process used to prepare and assist staff in transitioning to the 
new office.  It is a reasonable assumption that – particularly in situations where there is a major 
shift in working practices – change management would assist in ensuring that the transition is 
painless and effective.  This will include evidence of a comprehensive communication process 
for staff, probably run by HR.  This could include simple newsletters but can extend to targeted 
social media, presentations, and reinforcement events such as moving-in parties (score 1.0).  
This is thought to assist in staff acceptance and anticipation of the positive aspects of the 
change.  Post-move events can “re-freeze” (Figure 19).  Absence of any of this scores 0.0. 

ECM Use of external 
communications 
during the process 

Evidence of a systematic communication process to external audiences (which will, of course, 
include internal audiences), typically run by Marketing and including extensive use of social 
media.  This is thought to assist in building market expectations and excitement about the 
change and be an important foundation for any brand repositioning (reboot) objectives. 

 

 

 Outcomes 

The stated objective of the thesis is to find how businesses can improve performance through 

change of workplace.  Improved performance could mean different things to different companies – 

for instance it might mean any one or combination of: sales growth, margin improvement, increased 

productivity (sales per head for instance), sales conversion rates, greater enquiry rates, more patents 

published, culture change, higher employee satisfaction, reputational enhancement, lower attrition 

rates, better talent acquisition, higher quality, reduced cycle times, greater customer satisfaction, and 

many others. 

I decided to define the principal outcome as overall business performance improvement (BPI 

in the table below) which could potentially be defined differently for each business depending on their 

circumstances and any objectives they set for their renewal project, however should be rooted in 

measurable performance (Table 11).  However, given the plethora of different dimensions of business 

performance, I also decided to define 5 other (sub) outcomes to see whether different condition 

configurations favoured particular performance improvement goals with the objective of being able 

to advise businesses that wanted to target a specific objective.  The outcomes had to be identifiably 
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different in their domains and have the potential of being measurable so that objective assessment 

could be made. 

 
Table 11:  Table of outcome variables used in fsQCA 

CODE CONDITION NOTES AND INDICATORS 

BPI 

 

Significant overall 
positive impact on the 
business 

This is the outcome that is central to this thesis and is calculated from an aggregation of the 
outcomes below together with opinion from the interviewee.  The calculation is a weighting of 
the sub-outcomes thus: 

𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 = 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅(𝑆𝑆𝑅𝑅𝑆𝑆(3 ∗ 𝐹𝐹𝐵𝐵𝑅𝑅, 2 ∗ 𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶,𝐹𝐹𝐶𝐶𝐹𝐹,𝐵𝐵𝑃𝑃𝑅𝑅,𝑅𝑅𝑃𝑃𝐵𝐵)/8,1) 

Thus, financial performance and culture change were deemed in this research to be three and 
two times as important as the other outcomes respectively.  The justification for this weighting 
is that financial performance must be the most important indicator for “for profit” businesses; 
merely feeling good about the new office is not sufficient.  Likewise, culture change, although 
broad in scope and difficult to quantify is an important outcome in that it is the most commonly 
cited objective in this research and a good barometer of morale.  A business that feels like a 
happier, more energetic place to work and which is achieving better financial results, is a 
business that can claim significant performance improvement. 

Nonetheless, the calculated BPI was used as a yardstick only.  The results of all the outcomes 
were discussed with the interviewees and their opinion sought on the validity of the scores.  
Adjustments were made accordingly, normally only ± 0.1 (and actually all in the positive 
direction in this research, the greatest difference being + 0.2 for FIN01 who felt strongly that 
their calculated score of 0.4 – non-membership of BPI – failed to reflect their conviction that the 
business was performing considerably better; we agreed on BPI of 0.6). 

FIN Significant financial 
performance 
improvement 

Sales, or revenue, is a key financial metric and probably the highest priority for corporates.  
Evidence is sought from published data together with explanations of assumed mechanisms.  
Ultimately profitability should be the highest priority, although most corporates seek sales first 
and margin second.  Workplace renewal can increase sales and reduce costs (or increase 
productivity) by making space work harder (reducing overhead), and/or generating workflow 
efficiencies.  It is also possible, and demonstrated by some of the case studies, to move into 
higher margin work using the same workforce by repositioning the business in the eyes of the 
clients. 

CUL 

 

Significant culture 
change 

Some companies seek to use workplace renewal events to catalyse culture change programmes 
and judging the success of these projects is important.  Anecdotal evidence is used combined 
with contributory factors such as obvious change in morale/satisfaction measures and company 
performance coupled with significant tangible change of the workplace itself. 

FCT 

 

Significant functional 
improvement 

Workplace renewal projects often have functional improvement as a key objective.  Evidence 
for this outcome is anecdotal with explanations of assumed mechanisms – for instance, closer 
proximity of departments has led to improved collaboration. 

PER 

 

Significant 
improvement staff 
satisfaction, retention 
and talent acquisition  

PER covers personnel factors such as satisfaction, retention and acquisition.  Literature’s main 
focus is on the impact of workplace at the individual level and successful projects should see 
improvement in staff morale – possibly measured by staff satisfaction surveys.  A workplace 
that is more pleasant to work in, coupled with a business that feels more successful, should 
result in lower attrition rates and better recruitment.   

REP Significant 
reputational 
improvement 

Dramatic improvements to a company’s physical manifestation (its workplace’s appearance, the 
building housing it and its location) coupled with obvious improvements in performance should 
lead to reputational enhancement; probably after some lag.  Evidence is sought from testimony 
and metrics such as client acquisition and social media activity. 

 

The calibration of outcomes uses the same 11 point schema as the condition scoring, but 

whereas the calibration of conditions was reasonably objective in that they were often categorizable 

or measurable, outcomes could be more subtle and rely almost entirely on the subjective judgement 
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of the interviewee who is just one person, albeit one that had a key role in the renewal project.  

Because of this subjectivity problem, other objective factors were included in the calibration process 

where possible; ideally when these are in some way measurable.  For instance, if the interviewee 

claimed financial performance improvement, the accounts of the company were analysed for some 

years before the renewal event and for the entire period thereafter to look for an obvious uptick in 

sales, margin or other cited criteria. 

 
Table 12:  Calibration of fuzzy scoring for outcome variables used in this research 

Membership of set 
"Strong positive 
outcome caused by 
project" 

Score Witness's rating of effect Witness statement of belief in 
causality: project leads to 
outcome 

Evidence 

Fully in 1.0 Game-changing positive effect Categorically due to project Incontrovertible (e.g. financial 
records) and logical (makes 
sense given what happened) 

Almost completely in 0.9 Very strong positive effect Strong assumption project 
caused it 

Strong and logical 

Definitely in 0.8 Things are a lot better than in 
the old place 

Seems most likely explanation Good and logical 

Mostly in 0.7 Things are certainly better Could be enabler rather than 
cause 

Good but path unclear 

More in than out 0.6 There's been an improvement Probably enabler, but 
important nonetheless 

Weakly in favour 

Neutral 0.5 Could be that things have 
improved 

Coincident, would have 
happened anyway 

Difficult to say - evidence 
points both ways 

More out than in 0.4 Possibly one or two aspects are 
better 

Coincident if anything Anecdotal at best 

Mostly out 0.3 Not sure whether things have 
improved 

Agnostic Very weak evidence of change 

Definitely out 0.2 Doubt whether much has 
changed 

Not sure No evidence of change 

Almost completely out 0.1 Witness sure that nothing has 
changed 

Nothing good came out of it Opinion of, and good reason to 
believe, no change 

Fully out 0.0 Evident that nothing happened 
– or worse 

This wasn’t something they 
were interested in anyway 

Evident there was no change 
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 Interview structure 

The next step in the research design was to create an interview process that would at least 

provide scores for the conditions and outcomes listed in the previous sections, but also some detail 

about the cases that would be useful in further analysis, particularly if some additional judgements 

were needed about fsQCA scoring sometime after the interview had occurred.  Providing scores for 

the fsQCA conditions and outcomes is necessarily a subjective exercise, but I wanted to try to build 

the scores for each variable from a number of observations or interview results to keep some 

consistency across cases and I decided to create some intermediate variables with low number ranges 

(typically -2 to +2 in units of 1) that could be tested with interviewees and then used to inform the 

scores given to the fsQCA variables and other analytic tools such as the “shift diagram” (Section 6.2). 

The intermediate variables are listed in Appendix 6:  Case study variables and are grouped as 

follows: company descriptors (such as size and sector), project descriptors (such as date, size and 

reason for the move), intrinsic attributes of the old and new spaces, extrinsic attributes of the old and 

new buildings, and moderators of the relocation process. 

 

Figure 25:  Case study interview through to scoring method 
 

Figure 25 shows the process that was used to investigate each case and derive values for the 

variables that were used in subsequent analysis.  For every company I carried out some desk research 

before the interview by looking at their website and finding accounts at Companies House if available.  

The interviewee was sent the question in Appendix 10 ahead of the interview to allow them to 

prepare.  I then travelled to the site of the new office if possible (not in two cases) and interviewed 

one or more members of the company’s senior management team during which we discussed the 

entire relocation process.  I used the fixed agenda (Appendix 10:  Interview structure) but an informal 

style in order to try to get some insight into the background and drivers of the project.  Appendix 11:  

Treatment and scoring of variables shows how I used the questions to inform the values of the 

intermediate and fsQCA variables. 
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I kept a list of the variables to hand during the interviews and asked the opinion of the 

interviewee for the score if appropriate.  I also requested tangible evidence where necessary – for 

instance if the interviewee claimed that sales had increased, we looked at the company’s accounts to 

confirm this; equally with metrics such as staff attrition rates.  Reputational scores were harder to 

validate and typically needed some contact with the company’s Marketing Department to provide 

evidence of social media engagement for instance. 
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3.2 Beyond fsQCA – the shift diagram 

With an eye to the objective for a process to be used by organisations considering a workplace 

relocation project, I felt that an additional analytical tool would be useful whereby a company might 

categorise its proposed relocation project in a way that would assist in deriving a strategy or series of 

tactics. 

Experience has shown that the relocation of a company’s offices involves change of two 

principal attributes: the location of the workplace, and the specification of the workplace.  These two 

dimensions are independent: the former is a macro-level choice – move to a new town, a different 

neighbourhood, a better building, an easier commute – the latter is a more complex series of micro-

decisions about the design of the new workplace within the chosen building.  There are important 

strategic choices with both, potentially emanating from quite different analyses, and probably 

implying emphasis on diverse moderating processes during their implementation. 

 

Figure 26:  Two dimensions of change in a workplace renewal project; henceforth 
known as the “shift diagram” 

 

Figure 26 shows my proposal for a 2x2 grid that broadly categorises the nature of a case’s 

relocation project.  The conditions listed in Section 3.1.3 do not explicitly give a measure of change in 

each dimension so the position of the case in the grid is a synthetic coordinate.  Referring to Appendix 

6:  Case study variables and Appendix 2:  Workplace Taxonomy, the calculation of the extrinsic 
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coordinate of the case on the grid is carried out by summing all the factors that are considered to be 

related to extrinsic factors and dividing by the maximum possible score (18): 

𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬 𝑬𝑬𝒔𝒔𝑬𝑬𝒔𝒔𝑬𝑬 = 𝐒𝐒𝐒𝐒𝐒𝐒(𝐈𝐈𝐈𝐈𝐈𝐈:𝐈𝐈𝐈𝐈𝐈𝐈)
𝟏𝟏𝐈𝐈

× 𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏%  Equation 1:  Calculation of the extrinsic shift 
coordinate 

 

Table 13:  Extrinsic variables used in the shift diagram calculation 

Code Description Scoring method 

IE3 Significance of geographic shift (judgement of researcher and interviewee) Score out of 8 

IE4 Perceived shift in building quality including IEQ -2 to +2 

IE5 Perceived shift in neighbourhood quality -2 to +2 

IE6 Perceived shift in commute ease/difficulty -2 to +2 

IE7 Perceived shift in location’s attractiveness to new staff -2 to +2 

IE8 Perceived shift in location’s attractiveness to clients/market -2 to +2 

 

Similarly, the intrinsic coordinate of the case on the grid is calculated by adding the scores of 

the factors that are related to intrinsic factors divided by the maximum possible score (19): 

𝑰𝑰𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬 𝑬𝑬𝒔𝒔𝑬𝑬𝒔𝒔𝑬𝑬 = ∆𝐓𝐓𝐓𝐓𝐓𝐓𝐓𝐓𝐓𝐓𝐓𝐓𝐒𝐒𝐓𝐓+𝟐𝟐×(𝐈𝐈𝐈𝐈𝐈𝐈>𝐈𝐈𝐈𝐈𝐈𝐈)+𝐒𝐒𝐒𝐒𝐒𝐒(𝐈𝐈𝐈𝐈𝐈𝐈:𝐈𝐈𝐈𝐈𝐈𝐈)
𝟏𝟏𝐈𝐈

× 𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏%  Equation 2: Calculation of the intrinsic 
shift coordinate 

 

Table 14:  Intrinsic variables used in the shift diagram calculation 

Code Description Scoring method 

∆T
ax

on
om

y II1 Original workplace taxonomy (see Appendix 2:  Workplace Taxonomy, Table 21:  
Workplace Taxonomy (Usher 2018)) 

3 letter code and 
numeric value 

II2 New workplace taxonomy (see Appendix 2:  Workplace Taxonomy, Table 21:  
Workplace Taxonomy (Usher 2018)) 

3 letter code and 
numeric value 

II3 Original number of floors Number 

II4 New number of floors Number 

II5 Perceived shift in the quality of the interior fit out -2 to +2 

II6 Perceived shift in configuration (such as adjacencies) -2 to +2 

II7 Perceived shift in connectedness (such as internal staircase) -2 to +2 

II8 Perceived shift in interior design -2 to +2 

II9 Perceived shift in facilities (such as provision of meeting rooms) -2 to +2 
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The shift diagram gives an interesting new perspective of workplace change projects and a 

means of gauging quickly the essential nature of a project: 

 

• Projects in box 1 have low levels of change (from the previous workplace) and therefore – one 

would assume – low risk of failure, but also modest aspirations for consequential improvement.  

These projects typically involve moving the business to a similar quality building near to the 

previous one and creating a space that is effectively a newer version of the old workplace. 

• Box 2 represents a move to an office in a nearby and similar location, but where a significant 

attribute change was implemented, for instance to the layout, design or operation of the 

workplace. 

• Box 3 changes both dimensions: a locational, extrinsic move coupled with a significant change in 

workplace design.  Projects of this nature are presumably the riskiest because of the level of 

change involved and the potential disruption to employees. 

• Box 4 holds the fundamentals of the way the workplace is designed but involves the relocation 

of the office to a significantly different location.  Note that this does not necessarily imply a move 

of many miles but could be to a nearby building that is dramatically different to the previous 

one, for instance from a poor quality low-rise to an iconic, new skyscraper. 

 

Considered in this way, it is proposed that it would be useful if a business contemplating a 

workplace renewal were able to identify the potential benefit of movement along these axes in order 

to specify the appropriate change matrix to apply.  This, of course, would presume knowledge that 

does not really exist in any systematic sense (as the literature review above showed): a predictive 

model for how altering workplace attributes will change behaviour.  However, it also seems 

reasonable to suppose that some changes of intrinsic attribute might be obviously beneficial and for 

which some analysis could be conducted: for instance, better spatial layouts, more meeting rooms, 

enhanced opportunities for privacy and focus.  Equally the geographic location of the existing 

workplace might be detrimental in terms of attracting the best staff, or being near customers, and 

relocation could create significant advantages; again, criteria that could be subjected to objective 

analysis.  Thus, in pursuit of an analytic process to assist businesses in their consideration of such 

projects, it should be useful to categorise the changes that the case study companies made in these 

dimensions and to find out whether they carried out any analysis to support these. 
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3.3 Further analysis 

One of the objectives for this research is to provide recommendations for the ideal periodicity 

of workplace renewal projects if such conclusions can be drawn.  In order to assess the role of time in 

the workplace two dates were recorded: when the relocation occurred, and how long prior to that 

had the business been resident in the old office.  The former date allowed an assessment of whether 

reported results tended to dull over time (evidence for a honeymoon period), and indeed how long it 

takes for positive effects to occur; the latter whether businesses are more likely to see positive results 

if they have been in the same office for many years.  This analysis is shown in Section 6.1. 

There are other factors not covered by fsQCA that this research examines in Section 6.  In 

order to provide practical guidance to relocating companies it would be useful to be able to draw 

conclusions about the optimum strategy for particular types of business since it is unlikely that the 

recipe for, say, a legal practice will be the same as for an IT company.  To that end information was 

gathered from each company through the interview process of its business sector, the pattern of visits 

by external actors to its offices, and its route to market.  The shift diagram is used in Sections 6.3.2 to 

6.3.5 see if patterns can be identified against these other variables. 

Other information was gathered during the interview process (see Appendix 10:  Interview 

structure) that is not explicitly analysed in this research although it sometimes provided some 

additional qualitative support for scoring judgements during the fsQCA process.  Variables such as the 

organisation of the project, the degree of outsourcing, the way the construction and furnishings were 

procured and any environmental considerations were investigated but when analysed there were 

insufficient data to provide any conclusions; nevertheless these are areas that could benefit from 

further research. 
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3.4 Recruitment of the cases 

The target number of case studies was thirty, since it was felt that this quantity would enable 

results to be quoted with some confidence and a spread of outcome types encountered (see rationale 

in Section 3.1.1). 

 The following selection criteria were identified: 

• Relocation (as opposed to refurbishment in-situ). 

• Office for knowledge workers housing between 30 and 1,000 people (representing perhaps 

4,000 ft2 to 80,000 ft2). 

• UK-based interviewee (although the project could be abroad). 

• Project completed within the last ten years. 

• Interviewee had to have a senior management role in the project and be aware of what has 

happened since, with access to key data if necessary. 

 

The recruitment method started with drawing up a long list (around 400 target companies) 

using a commercial property database with search criteria looking for new leases in the size range 

above in the last ten years.  The target companies were contacted by telephone, validated (down to 

around 100) and then asked whether they would like to participate in the research (see Appendix 5:  

Introduction Email).  Those that seemed amenable were re-validated and meetings or conference calls 

arranged.  Prior to the interviews, a questionnaire (Appendix 10:  Interview structure) was sent to 

them to allow the interviewees to prepare.  The interviews were conducted over an eight-month 

period from March to October 2019; detailed notes were taken and coded and summaries produced.  

The recruited companies represent the industries below (Table 15) and will henceforth be 

referred to by the underlined codes. 

Table 15:  The recruited case study companies and the size of their projects 

Company 
code 

Sector Number of 
people 

involved 

Company 
code 

Sector Number of 
people 

involved 

ACC01 Accounting and consultancy 
services 

230 IND01 Industrial 300 

ACC02 Accounting and consultancy 
services 

145 IND02 Industrial 80 

ANP01 Advertising and public relations 600 LEG01 Legal 50 

BUS01 Business services 400 LEG02 Legal 800 
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Company 
code 

Sector Number of 
people 

involved 

Company 
code 

Sector Number of 
people 

involved 

BUS02 Business services 400 LEG03 Legal 40 

CAR01 Construction and related 75 LEG04 Legal 220 

CAR02 Construction and related 1,000 MED01 Media 150 

ENG01 Entertainment and gambling 230 RTL01 Retail and consumer brands 150 

ENG02 Entertainment and gambling 270 RTL02 Retail and consumer brands 400 

FFX01 Financial – other 100 RTL03 Retail and consumer brands 90 

FIN01 Financial – insurance 120 SNT01 Shipping and travel 230 

FOB01 Financial – banking 90 SNT02 Shipping and travel 200 

FOB02 Financial – banking 250 TNT01 Technology and 
telecommunications 

300 

FPE01 Financial – investment 65 TNT02 Technology and 
telecommunications 

320 

FPE02 Financial – investment 40 TNT03 Technology and 
telecommunications 

180 

FPE03 Financial – investment 500    

 

These thirty-one case studies covered projects involving over 8,000 workers and around 

920,000 ft2 of office space.  The average project size affected 260 workers (median, 220).  There was 

a range of time periods involved with the oldest project conducted nearly nine years ago, and the 

most recent just over a year old (average 3.4 years).  20 of the firms were multi-site and 15 of them 

were multi-national, although by far the majority of projects (25) involved a headquarters building (for 

that country). 

The cases feature a good range of sizes (by number of employees involved) in line with the 

original selection criteria.  Figure 27 shows the proportion of projects fitting into the various employee 

number bands from 0 to 50 upwards.  The largest project, CAR02, involved 1,000 people, whereas 

FPE02 and LEG03 both affected only 40 people each. 
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Figure 27:  The distribution of project sizes by number of employees affected 

 

The cases exhibited a range of workplace taxonomies (Appendix 2:  Workplace Taxonomy) 

with OPA (assigned, open plan) being the dominant choice for businesses both before and after their 

respective projects.  The cases also demonstrated a trend towards relocating to non-assigned, activity-

based designs as shown below.  No projects involved a workplace that changed in the other direction 

- towards more cellular and private. 

 
 

Figure 28:  Workplace taxonomy trends to the right in the case studies, towards less assigned, more open 
and varied designs 
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A range of different worker types were also represented (Figure 29).  Although it could hardly 

be said that there was a single worker type in each company, there was mostly a fairly obvious 

dominant mode of working; this might of course stem from the original workplace design and so is 

not necessarily an entirely independent variable, however it seemed generally consistent with the 

understanding of what the predominant job type was in the company under study. 

 

Figure 29:  Worker types represented by the case studies (number of case studies shown after the type) 
 

The total amount of space occupied by the case study companies actually reduced between 

their original workplaces and the new ones.  This was because a few of the larger companies found 

themselves with legacy spaces that were too large for the population that used them.  10 reduced the 

amount of space they occupied and 21 increased it. 

The reasons that companies relocated their offices varied, but almost all of them included the 

desire to refresh the space (Figure 30).  Just over half had to carry out a move because they had a 

lease event that compelled them.  No projects represented a “disaggregation” where a company 

deliberately hives off part of the business elsewhere for configurational or organisational reasons.  

Most cases said that they had aimed to change the specification and configuration of the office, and 

21 out of the 31 used the project to change working practices whilst 16 made the boldest claim: to 

reboot the business. 

Key 

AFS 
Office-based, focused knowledge worker typically working 
alone in fee generating roles.  For example, lawyers and 
accountants. 

ATS Office-based technical knowledge/process such IT coding 
working in teams but carrying out intensive solo-work 

AFT Financial trader 

AOT 
Office-based process workers organised in teams for 
instance internal accounts department, but typically 
working on individual tasks 

CCT Mainly office-based creative roles working in teams; such 
as designers 

GPT Semi-mobile professionals such as architects and engineers 
working in teams 

NFT Mobile knowledge workers in fee generating roles such as 
management consultants 

MIX Mixed – no dominant type 
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Figure 30:  Reasons given by the case studies for their projects; they could pick several 
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4 The case studies ranked by performance 
improvement 

The intention of this section is to provide a summary of the important details from the case 

study interviews and any further investigations about the companies in question.  The sections that 

follow then analyse the results using fsQCA and other methods.  Below, all the cases are listed, 

grouped by overall outcome score (BPI) in descending order (alphabetic within each score group).  

Each case study is described in outline, highlighting where specific interventions are felt to have led 

to a firm-level outcome.  Where objective supporting data were provided or separately obtained (for 

instance, sales growth before and after), this is included graphically.   

Each case study is prefaced by a table and diagram to give some headline information and 

indication of how dramatic the project was in terms of the intrinsic and extrinsic shifts discussed in 

Section 6.2: 

 

Figure 31:  The table used at the head of each case study description below 
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4.1 Most successful cases: outcome score 0.9-1.0 

 Case study 1: FPE01 

Code FPE01 Sector Financial – investment 

Employees 65 Worker Office-based team workers such as technical sales and 

operations 

Size /ft2 9000 Style Fully open plan, assigned (1:1) desking 

Years 

since 

project 

5.4 Years 

since 

previous 

20.0 Greatest 

membership 

SIG OBJ 

BQU 

IQU 

Least 

membership 

LRG 

Outcomes 

BPI 1.0 FIN 1.0 CUL 0.8 FCT 0.4 PER 1.0 REP 1.0 

Key conditions for 

the outcome:  

Significant geographic move and dramatic improvement in building quality, moderated by high level of staff 

engagement. 

 

FPE01 manages investments for individuals and corporate investors.  The business was based 

for over twenty years in a commuter town outside London and chose to relocate to an iconic building 

in London in 2013; the relocation happened in 2014. 

The old office was unimpressive from a design point of view, but most significantly was felt to 

be poorly located if the business was ever to break out of its suburban image and become the 

significant fund management company that the directors felt it had the potential to be.  The choice of 

the new building was extremely bold and would significantly increase costs, however this was a 

calculated risk set against a carefully calibrated set of objectives. 

The new office was a much better interior design than the old, however the underlying 

method of working (OPA) was unchanged.  Of particular importance was the assumption that the new 

location would attract investors to meetings who would not previously have travelled to the old 

offices.  Believing this to be the case, the company created significantly more meeting space in the 

new offices, and very upmarket front-of-house. 

The expectations of the company have been more than borne out by performance since the 

relocation, and the directors are certain that these results are entirely predicated on the new office.  

It should be noted however, that the principal causal factor is thought to be the location, with the 

design of the offices having only a marginal effect.  Of particular note is the prediction that potential 

investors would attend meetings in the new location that they would not have done in the old: this 

turned out to be accurate, and the three institutional investors that had been recruited in the previous 
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thirty years, has, in the last five years, increased in number to one hundred and twenty-five.  As a 

result of this and general reputational enhancement, the company’s sales have increased 4-fold since 

the move. 

 

Figure 32:  Sales performance of FPE01 leading up to, and after the relocation in 2014 
 

 Case study 2: LEG02 

Code LEG02 Sector Legal 

Employees 800 Worker Office-based, focused knowledge worker typically working alone 

in fee generating roles.  For example, lawyers and accountants. 

Size /ft2 160000 Style Fully open plan, assigned (1:1) desking 

Years 

since 

project 

4.8 Years 

since 

previous 

20.0 Greatest 

membership 

LRG SIG 

OBJ BQU 

IQU 

Least 

membership 

MTW 

Outcomes 

BPI 1.0 FIN 0.8 CUL 1.0 FCT 1.0 PER 0.8 REP 1.0 

Key conditions for the 

outcome:  

Significant issues with the previous building, dramatic improvement in building quality, change of workstyle, 

moderated by high level of staff engagement and change management. 

 

LEG02 is a large international law firm that had occupied the same building in London for over 

twenty years; it has other buildings in the UK and other countries.  The old building suffered from poor 

environmental conditions, was in need of significant refurbishment, was fitted out with private offices 

for fee earners with open plan for support staff (whose numbers were diminishing because of changes 

in working practices) and was ranged over 6 floors that were effectively linked only by elevator.  The 

relocation was made possible by the termination of the lease on the old building. 
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The firm started planning for the relocation over three years before it happened and because 

of the long planning process was able to carry out extensive consultation and even to pilot new ways 

of working in regional offices beforehand.  It was decided early on that the classic model of fee earner 

offices would be discontinued in the new building and everyone was to be housed in open plan with 

assigned desks.  Because privacy is always an issue in law firms, it was agreed that the desk furniture 

would allow some degree of screening, with teams working in bays or pods of desks surrounded by 

varying heights of screens. 

The new building had not been previously occupied and was very well specified.  Although 

close to the previous building it feels significantly better located and allows easier commuting 

connections.  The accommodation in the new building ranges over three floors with a specially 

constructed staircase connecting them.  The fit out was very high quality with excellent facilities for 

meetings and conferences together with a staff restaurant and a wide range of specialist assets for 

focused and teamwork. 

Staff felt consulted through the process by early questionnaires and then seeking comments 

on pilot installations of furniture and proposed technology.  An online newsletter kept everyone 

informed of progress and employees were prepared for the relocation through blogs and direct 

contact with departmental representatives.  On the day of the move there were events held 

throughout the building to welcome staff, and post-occupancy issues were seen to be logged and 

attended to. 

The project has been an outstanding success with the firm successfully repositioning itself in 

a manner that has latterly allowed take-overs of, and mergers with, other firms that would probably 

not have been possible before.  Occupied space is down 20% on previously because the open plan 

desk arrangements are more efficient than cellular, and particularly because the old space became 

constrained by the number of rooms that could be built around the perimeter of the building, so the 

internal space – which had been occupied by support staff – became less and less utilised as working 

practices changed.  Collaboration through the practice is greatly enhanced by the connectedness of 

the space and the open plan arrangement.  Staff sentiment is almost without exception favourable to 

the change, and the firm has noted a significant improvement in the quality of candidates accepting 

job offers. 
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Figure 33:  LEG02 fee income as percentage of 2013’s results (relocation at the beginning of 2015) 
 

 Case study 3: RTL02 

Code RTL02 Sector Retail and consumer brands 

Employees 400 Worker Mixed – no dominant type 

Size /ft2 35000 Style Fully open plan, some assigned and some non-assigned 

Years 

since 

project 

3.8 Years 

since 

previous 

20.0 Greatest 

membership 

SIG OBJ 

BQU WKP 

IQU 

Least 

membership 

MTW 

DEC 

Outcomes 

BPI 1.0 FIN 0.9 CUL 0.8 FCT 0.8 PER 0.8 REP 1.0 

Key conditions for the 

outcome:  

Significant issues with the previous building, dramatic improvement in building quality, change of workstyle, 

external comms programme, moderated by staff engagement and change management. 

 

RTL02 is a major online retailer that relocated to a dramatically different building in 2016.  The 

business had, for the previous twenty years, occupied a series of connected, small offices that were 

poor quality in every respect, and certainly did not represent the burgeoning market position of the 

firm.  The company was already experiencing quite significant growth and the existing facilities were 

hampering expansion, and also – importantly – presenting a poor appearance to sources of 

investment. 

Management decided to invest in a bold project to relocate to a significantly different building 

with modern facilities and a fit out commensurate with a modern, online business.  The intention was 

that the firm would unlock growth by creating capacity, improve efficiency and communications 
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through better connectedness, improve recruitment and present a more impressive appearance to 

the investment community. 

The result has been extremely impressive, and this case study scores most highly across all 

outcome dimensions.  The business has more than doubled its sales in the two years since the move, 

together with attracting significant investment.  Management considers the relocation to have been 

key to this success. 

 

Figure 34:  RTL02 sales relative to 2016, the year of relocation 
 

 Case study 4: ACC01 

Code ACC01 Sector Accounting and consultancy services 

Employees 230 Worker Mixed – no dominant type 

Size /ft2 26500 Style Predominantly open with manager cubicles or similar 

Years since 

project 

8.8 Years 

since 

previous 

20.0 Greatest 

membership 

SIG ISS 

IQU 

Least 

membership 

GEO 

Outcomes 

BPI 0.9 FIN 0.7 CUL 0.9 FCT 1.0 PER 0.8 REP 0.6 

Key conditions for 

the outcome:  

Significant issues with the previous building, dramatic improvement in building quality, change of workstyle and 

increased connectivity, moderated by staff engagement and change management. 

 

ACC01 is a long-established accountancy firm that had resided in the same multi-storey 

building for twenty years or more prior to their move in 2011.  The old building had small floorplates, 

so the firm was ranged over six storeys and there was little intermingling of employees between floors.  
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Partners had their own private offices and everyone else sat in open plan.  The quality of the interiors 

and furnishing was poor. 

The relocation was obligated because of a lease termination and building redevelopment, but 

the partnership agreed that it was past time to carry out such a project if the firm was to attract new 

staff and fulfil its potential as a modern accountancy practice.  Almost every possible driver of a 

relocation project was ticked. 

The new building was nearby, but of significantly higher quality and the floor area required 

meant the firm could occupy only three storeys.  Even with the reduced number of storeys, it was felt 

that connectivity was key to the new headquarters and therefore a staircase was planned to connect 

all three floors with an “anchor” café area at the bottom to act as a magnet.  Considerable thought 

was also put into how to provide some level of privacy for partners (and in their minds, recognition of 

their status) whilst pursuing the further objective of being more open.  The solution was a mostly glass, 

door-less room for each partner.  These included careful use of acoustic materials to allow private calls 

and meetings to be conducted without people in the open plan areas eavesdropping. 

The result is a resounding success with wide recognition that the relocation was the catalyst 

and enabler of growth and significant reputational success.  The practice has almost doubled its 

turnover since 2011 and employs 50% more staff.  All metrics are improved with notable reduction in 

absenteeism (Figure 36). 

 

 

Figure 35:  ACC01 sales growth (2008 = 100%).  The relocation was in February 2011 
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Figure 36:  ACC01 sick days as a percentage of contracted days 
 

 Case study 5: FPE02 

Code FPE02 Sector Financial – investment 

Employees 40 Worker Mobile knowledge workers in fee generating roles such as 

management consultants 

Size /ft2 20000 Style Unassigned work settings for various activities, single zone 

Years 

since 

project 

5.4 Years 

since 

previous 

15.0 Greatest 

membership 

SIG OBJ 

WKP 

OFW IQU 

Least 

membership 

LRG 

Outcomes 

BPI 0.9 FIN 0.8 CUL 0.8 FCT 0.8 PER 0.6 REP 0.6 

Key conditions for 

the outcome:  

Significant issues with the previous building, dramatic change of workstyle suited to worker type, greatly improved 

interior design and facilities, moderated by staff engagement and change management. 

 

FPE02 is a long-established private equity firm based in London.  The company had occupied 

the old offices for several years and these were traditional in style with predominantly cellular 

accommodation for the senior members of staff.  It was felt that the offices presented a considerable 

hinderance to the effective operation of the firm because they hampered collaboration and had 

limited facilities beyond office space and meeting rooms. 

FPE02 conducted an in-depth workplace strategy exercise to identify how the firm might 

adopt a radically different workstyle in pursuit of its goal to increase collaboration significantly and 

stimulate a change of culture to a far more energetic, team-oriented business. 

The new offices are completely activity-based, with no assigned assets.  Members of staff have 

access to a wide range of different work settings, from private rooms to team areas, and many 
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different meeting facilities.  To encourage team building and wellness, each day begins with chef-

produced breakfast for the whole company and there is a fully equipped gymnasium on site. 

The results have been outstanding and achieved all the objectives set.  Apart from significant 

financial performance there has been a marked culture change and the firm has noted that 

recruitment and retention are also improved. 

 

Figure 37:  FPE02 sales and net profit performance relative to 2013 (relocation in 2014) 
 

 Case study 6: FPE03 

Code FPE03 Sector Financial – investment 

Employees 500 Worker Mobile knowledge workers in fee generating roles such as 

management consultants 

Size /ft2 60000 Style Fully open plan, some assigned and some non-assigned 

Years 

since 

project 

4.8 Years 

since 

previous 

6.0 Greatest 

membership 

SIG 

IQU 

Least 

membership 

ISS 

Outcomes 

BPI 0.9 FIN 0.8 CUL 0.8 FCT 0.8 PER 0.8 REP 1.0 

Key conditions for 

the outcome:  

Clear vision of use of the project, significant improvement in design and facilities, change of workstyle, powerful 

external communications, moderated by change management. 

 

FPE03 is a large fund management and private equity business based in London.  By 2014, 

through a series of acquisitions, the company found itself with several offices operating under 

different brands with significant variations in culture and performance.  Management decided to 

colocate the businesses under one roof in a large, new office that would exhibit the disruptive culture 
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that the firm wanted to project to the outside world (and therefore needed its workforce to 

experience). 

The project was completed in 2015.  The new office is radically different to the previous ones, 

demonstrating ABW with completely unassigned work settings.  The interior design is striking and 

entirely different to other businesses in the sector and is consistent with the firm’s market positioning 

as an industry disruptor. 

The results have been spectacular although the move to ABW caused a spike in attrition as 

some more conservative members of the workforce decided that the office was too radical for their 

preference.  The culture is now high-energy with very significant team spirit.  Financial results, which 

were already improving from 2014, have accelerated. 

 

Figure 38:  FPE03 sales performance relative to the relocation year, 2015 

 

 Case study 7: RTL01 

Code RTL01 Sector Retail and consumer brands 

Employees 150 Worker Mainly office-based creative roles working in teams; such as 

designers 

Size /ft2 30000 Style Fully open plan, some assigned and some non-assigned 

Years 

since 

project 

1.4 Years 

since 

previous 

25.0 Greatest 

membership 

SIG OBJ 

ECM 

IQU 

Least 

membership 

LRG 

Outcomes 

BPI 0.9 FIN 0.8 CUL 0.8 FCT 0.8 PER 0.8 REP 1.0 
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Key conditions for 

the outcome:  

Clear vision of use of the project, much better building, significant improvement in design and facilities, very 

powerful external communications, moderated by staff engagement and change management. 

 

RTL01 is a specialist company operating in fashion brand development and exploitation.  As a 

result, the company considers itself to be expert in the use of social media and other marketing tools 

and brought these skills to bear during its relocation in 2018. 

Prior to the move, the company occupied offices and facilities that it had been founded in 

some twenty-five years previously.  These did not reflect the direction that the firm had taken some 

ten years ago, and were a hinderance to operations, creativity and recruitment of talent.  The firm is 

based in a relatively rural part of the UK and so does not necessarily have access to the same talent 

pool as if it was based in London and therefore feels that it needs its workplace to be particularly 

impressive for potential recruits. 

The relocation project is notable not only for the dramatic interior design of the new offices, 

but also for the comprehensive marketing activity that was conducted throughout the implementation 

and after the move.  This was manifested in very significant social media coverage, staff presentations, 

PR through local news and television, and a programme of post-move events to generate further 

interest. 

It is too early to conclude whether the project has translated into financial success, but 

management is extremely confident that it will, given the renewed energy and engagement 

demonstrated by the workforce.  The project has received considerable media coverage and the 

company is now “spoilt for choice” when recruiting.  The managing director feels that the level of 

innovation and creativity is significantly enhanced. 
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4.2 Successful cases: outcome score 0.6-0.8 

 Case study 8: BUS02 

Code BUS02 Sector Business services 

Employees 400 Worker Office-based team workers such as technical sales and 

operations 

Size /ft2 23000 Style Unassigned work settings for various activities, with team zones 

Years 

since 

project 

1.8 Years 

since 

previous 

10.0 Greatest 

membership 

ISS BQU 

IQU 

Least 

membership 

GEO 

Outcomes 

BPI 0.8 FIN 0.6 CUL 0.8 FCT 1.0 PER 0.6 REP 0.6 

Key conditions for 

the outcome:  

Clear vision of use of the project, much better building, change of workstyle, significant improvement in design 

and facilities, very powerful external communications, moderated by staff engagement and change management. 

 

BUS02 is a publicly quoted, business services firm operating in low margin, challenging 

markets.  The company had suffered significant decline in recent years and was struggling to recruit 

and retain talented staff.  The business operated from three locations in the vicinity of the new 

building, all were of poor quality, offered inferior facilities and were not popular with staff.  Prior to 

the relocation there had been a change of senior management team, who were keen to reboot the 

business and send an important signal to the market. 

The relocation in 2018 was made possible by lease breaks.  The maximum driver score 

indicates the pressures on the business to undergo change and although the “safe” option would have 

been to conserve cost - renew existing leases and work the old offices harder - the new senior 

management team decided that a significant change was required and took a lease in a new, iconic 

building. 

 The new office space offers significantly better facilities in every way, is a very attractive 

design and benefits from a building that provides significantly enhanced IEQ.  However, the manner 

in which the office is configured and used is not greatly changed: OPA to ABZ which only attracts a 

score of 1.  Hence the intrinsic shift is only just in the upper sector, and the extrinsic is only midway to 

the right because the geographic location is close to the original offices. 

Staff were consulted (through questionnaire) prior to the project starting and kept informed 

during the transition.  Facilities management in the new office is considerably enhanced and 
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employees have an “app” to report and monitor issues.  Clients are now actively encouraged to come 

to the new offices.  As a result the moderator score is a high 70%. 

Results have been exceptional and suggest a very significant return on investment.  Because 

the business is large, with long-term contracts, there has been considerable inertia in performance 

uptick compared to smaller private companies, however it was evident from the move-in date that 

the new office had catalysed an energy in the business that had been previously absent.  Almost every 

outcome metric shows improvement, which management attribute directly to the relocation.  The 

business has returned to profit and after a further year of poor share price performance, the 

considerably improved results have, in 2019, translated into significant stock market movement: 

 

Figure 39:  BUS02 share price during 2019 shows significant improvement 
 

 Case study 9: CAR01 

Code CAR01 Sector Construction and related 

Employees 75 Worker Mainly office-based creative roles working in teams; such as 

designers 

Size /ft2 10000 Style Assigned desking, with range of alternative work settings 

Years 

since 

project 

3.5 Years 

since 

previous 

5.0 Greatest 

membership 

SIG Least 

membership 

GEO 

Outcomes 

BPI 0.7 FIN 0.6 CUL 0.6 FCT 0.4 PER 1.0 REP 0.6 

Key conditions for 

the outcome:  

Clear objectives, much improved interior design, moderated by staff engagement and change management. 

 

CAR01 is a company involved in the design and construction industry and employs people 

carrying out a range of activities from architecture through to project management.  The existing office 
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had become over-crowded to the extent of constraining growth, and its appearance was not 

conducive to recruitment or impressive to clients. 

The objectives for the project were to take on more space to allow headcount growth and the 

creation of staff facilities such as breakout areas, and to create an interior that could be a showcase 

for the company’s abilities; appealing both to future staff and clients. 

The new space was virtually in the same location and quality of building as the old one, so the 

extrinsic shift was effectively zero.  CAR01 decided to retain the existing OPA workplace type but 

added additional facilities for staff which could be considered to be part of an activity-based 

programme, hence a move to ALB (which carries the same score as OPA so does not add to intrinsic 

shift).  The intrinsic shift score is, however, still relatively high because of the significant increase in 

the quality of the space, the range of facilities and connectedness of teams. 

Moderators for the project were high at 90% because the company has a democratic culture 

and wanted to consult prior to implementation, and to allow its own architectural and construction 

teams to specify and create the new office.  The company also implemented enhanced post-occupancy 

services to ensure the new offices were kept in better repair and staff felt cared for. 

  The results of the project have fulfilled the objectives: the additional space has 

accommodated growth and the much-improved interior design has facilitated recruitment of talent 

whilst also playing an important role in securing new clients.  Staff who transitioned through the move 

are much more satisfied with the new offices, and the increased levels of positivity have proved 

infectious with joiners demonstrating that renewal events in the past can affect actors who encounter 

the organisation downstream. 

 

 Case study 10: FFX01 

Code FFX01 Sector Financial – other 

Employees 100 Worker Mixed – no dominant type 

Size /ft2 16000 Style Assigned desking, with range of alternative work settings 

Years 

since 

project 

1.4 Years 

since 

previous 

6.0 Greatest 

membership 

SIG 

IQU 

Least 

membership 

GEO 

Outcomes 

BPI 0.7 FIN 0.3 CUL 0.9 FCT 0.6 PER 0.6 REP 0.8 

Key conditions for 

the outcome:  

Much better building, significantly improved interior design, moderated by good external communications, staff 

engagement and change management. 
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FFX01 is a single-office, specialist financial trading business.  The business had occupied its 

previous premises for six years and had reached the conclusion that they needed more space for 

growth, but also wanted a significant reboot to signal to its staff, the market and future recruits that 

the firm was entering a new, exciting period of development. 

The company took 33% more space than it previously occupied in a significantly higher quality 

building close to its existing office.  The workstyle in the new building is similar to the old, so there 

wasn’t a dramatic shift in this intrinsic attribute however the new space is very significantly better 

designed than the previous; in keeping with the dynamic brand that the company wants to portray. 

The company was very clear about its objectives for the project, and although there was not 

a great deal of consultation with staff, management felt that it had a good understanding of what 

would make the workforce happy.  As a result, there are a number of facilities included in the new 

scheme, such as staff gym and high-quality café space, that have resulted in extremely good feedback 

from the workforce post-occupation. 

The project was also marked by a strong social media campaign aimed at both internal and 

external audiences that has had a marked effect on reputation (as judged by the company itself) and 

this has also translated into staff commendations through social media posts.  The result is a significant 

stir in the industry which management feel has “put the firm on the map” and there is a confident 

prediction that there will be a positive financial result in the fullness of time. 

 

 Case study 11: CAR02 

Code CAR02 Sector Construction and related 

Employees 1000 Worker Semi-mobile professionals such as architects and 

engineers working in teams 

Size /ft2 78000 Style Fully open plan, some assigned and some non-assigned 

Years 

since 

project 

1.8 Years 

since 

previous 

10.0 Greatest 

members

hip 

LRG 

OBJ 

MTW 

Least 

membership 

ISS GEO 

Outcomes 

BPI 0.6 FIN 0.3 CUL 0.6 FCT 0.6 PER 0.6 REP 0.8 

Key conditions for 

the outcome:  

Clear objectives, much improved interior design and building quality, professional external communications, 

moderated by staff engagement and change management. 
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CAR02 is a large consultancy practice operating in the property and construction sector, 

employing many technical specialists working in project teams and solely.  There is a high level of 

mobility of workers since they are often on sites and at client offices.  The old offices had a large 

number of desks (one per person), but very few alternative work settings.  The new office is 15% 

smaller but can accommodate significantly more tasks through a wide range of settings.  Desks are 

mostly unassigned, although some departments have allocated positions. 

It is less than two years since CAR02 relocated to its new London office so although the project 

was felt to be extremely successful on most dimensions, it is felt to be too early to decide whether 

there has been a positive, firm-level, impact, largely because empirical financial information is not yet 

available.  However, the business believes that there has been a marked improvement in outcomes 

related to functional improvement, culture, personnel issues and reputation.  Leesman Index surveys 

before and after the project demonstrate a high level of employee satisfaction with the new office, 

and the business believes that there has been significant reputational enhancement judging from 

metrics derived from social media.  The project scores high on the OBJ condition (clear objectives for 

the project) and ECM (external communications) which might explain the reputational improvement. 

 

 Case study 12: FIN01 

Code FIN01 Sector Financial – insurance 

Employees 120 Worker Office-based process workers organised in teams for instance 

internal accounts department, but typically working on 

individual tasks 

Size /ft2 13000 Style Inboard private offices for 1-10 people, with open plan 

desking 

Years 

since 

project 

3.2 Years since 

previous 

10.0 Greatest 

membership 

SIG Least membership LRG 

Outcomes 

BPI 0.6 FIN 0.2 CUL 0.4 FCT 0.6 PER 0.6 REP 0.6 

Key conditions for 

the outcome:  

Objectives set for the project, improved interior design and building quality. 

 

FIN01 is a single office insurance company based in London.  The firm had occupied its 

previous office space for ten years and decided to take advantage of a lease break to relocate to a 

higher quality building, but with less rented space since it was felt that utilisation in the old office was 

poor. 
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The project was considered successful because many of the “soft issues” that the company 

experienced in its old office were dealt with in the new.  The principal problems with the old space 

were: the design was overly hierarchical with private offices for managers and inboard, open plan for 

workers, facilities were out of date, the interior design did not match the brand positioning, there was 

a lack of staff breakout/informal meeting space. 

The project scores highly on people-related outcomes because staff are very happy with the 

new offices, and particularly with the quality of the new building where they occupy quite a high floor 

and therefore there is good quality of light and excellent views.  It cannot be said that the project has 

created a positive financial outcome because the evidence isn’t there, however, on balance this case 

study achieves 0.6 BPI because of the obvious successes in personnel and recruitment issues. 

 

 Case study 13: LEG04 

Code LEG04 Sector Legal 

Employees 220 Worker Office-based, focused knowledge worker typically working 

alone in fee generating roles.  For example, lawyers and 

accountants. 

Size /ft2 32000 Style Fully open plan, assigned (1:1) desking 

Years 

since 

project 

3.3 Years 

since 

previous 

15.0 Greatest 

membership 

SIG Least 

membership 

LRG 

MTW 

ECM 
Outcomes 

BPI 0.6 FIN 0.5 CUL 0.4 FCT 0.6 PER 0.6 REP 0.4 

Key conditions for 

the outcome:  

Clear objectives, issues with the previous building, improved interior design, significant change of workstyle. 

 

LEG04 is a medium-sized legal practice operating from a single office in London.  The previous 

office had been in a stand-alone building (LEG04 was the sole tenant) in an area that was considered 

to be a reasonable middle-ground for the portfolio of clients but was not particularly convenient for 

anyone.  The layout of the old workplace was traditional lawyer: fee earners in their own offices, often 

sharing with a trainee.  The firm had come to realise that the cellular layout was constraining growth 

(through inefficient use of space) and inhibiting cross-practice communications. 

The objectives for the project were to take on more space to allow headcount growth but also 

to move to open plan working to increase efficiency and improve communications.  The firm also 
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decided to relocate to another London postcode in order to be more conveniently located for what 

they considered to be their highest growth potential client group. 

The new office is ranged over only two floors (from the previous 5) with almost all personnel 

housed on a single floorplate and a newly installed staircase between the working floor and the 

meeting suite.  The firm has instigated open plan working with some of the accoutrements familiar to 

legal offices in the UK: mid-height privacy panels between desks, large “tall boy” filing units that 

provide some of the workstation delineation, and large computer screens at each desk.  The new 

meeting facilities are smart and functional, and the overall impression is of a higher quality interior to 

the old one.  

The project is deemed to be a success with less resistance to open plan working than the 

partners feared and a re-energised practice that is already demonstrating growth.  An important factor 

is the productivity of the space itself: a key metric is fee revenue per square foot occupied, which in 

the new building is 47% higher than the industry average. 

 

 Case study 14: RTL03 

 

Outcomes 

BPI 0.6 FIN 0.4 CUL 0.4 FCT 0.6 PER 0.6 REP 0.8 

Key conditions for 

the outcome:  

Issues with previous office, much improved interior design and building quality, good external communications, 

some staff engagement and change management. 

 

RTL03 is a creative agency and product designer working from a single office.  The company is 

ambitious and fast-growing and had only been in their previous building for three years when they 

decided that they should move in order to create expansion space and provide a setting that was far 

more consistent with their brand. 

Code RTL03 Sector Retail and consumer brands 

Employees 90 Worker Mainly office-based creative roles working in teams; such as 

designers 

Size /ft2 15000 Style Fully open plan, assigned (1:1) desking 

Years 

since 

project 

1.1 Years since 

previous 

3.0 Greatest 

membership 

SIG Least membership LRG 

WKP 
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In the old building the company had been spread over three floors which had a significant 

negative impact on cohesiveness and culture.  The old building was also of low quality with poor 

heating and cooling systems. 

The new space is completely different to the old: set out over a single floor the office is 

beautifully designed and makes a strong impression of the company’s capability and positioning.  

There was already a strong culture in the business so the impact of the new space in this area is 

(perhaps surprisingly) low, and the project is only a year old so financial impact is hard to judge.  

However there has been an undoubted reputational fillip given the amount of press and social media 

attention, which has resulted in notably more job applications and a sense that attrition rates have 

probably fallen although this is difficult to prove at this stage. 

 

4.3 Uncertain causality cases: outcome score 0.4-0.5 

 Case study 15: ENG02 

Code ENG02 Sector Entertainment and gambling 

Employees 270 Worker Mixed – no dominant type 

Size /ft2 28000 Style Fully open plan, assigned (1:1) desking 

Years 

since 

project 

1.5 Years 

since 

previous 

15.0 Greatest 

membership 

WKP Least 

membership 

ECM 

Outcomes 

BPI 0.5 FIN 0.2 CUL 0.6 FCT 0.4 PER 0.6 REP 0.5 

Key conditions for 

the outcome:  

Clear objectives, significantly improved interior design and change of workstyle. 

 

ENG02 is a large, multi-national business with its UK head office in London; which this project 

relates to.  The people working in this office do a wide range of jobs from sales and marketing to IT 

and therefore these is no dominant type. 

The business had occupied its previous offices for fifteen years and felt that they were no 

longer fit-for-purpose and in no way reflected the brand positioning and culture of the company.  The 

new office is slightly larger to accommodate the growth plans and set out as open plan 

accommodation with a good level of ancillary spaces for meetings and breakout; the old space had 

had quite a lot of cellular accommodation. 
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The project is seen as highly successful in that it achieved its objectives and is certainly 

significantly different to the previous space, bringing the environment up to date and providing much 

more appropriate accommodation for its workers with the needs of all the varied job types 

considered.  The ambiguous BPI outcome score has occurred because the company can’t point to any 

financial benefits and the other outcomes are only just on the positive side of 0.5.  However, the 

feeling is that the company would have suffered if it had stayed in the old office, if nothing else in 

terms of attrition and recruitment, and that the new office has injected significant energy into the 

business. 

 

 Case study 16: ENG01 

Code ENG01 Sector Entertainment and gambling 

Employees 230 Worker Office-based technical knowledge/process such IT coding 

working in teams but carrying out intensive solo-work 

Size /ft2 20000 Style Fully open plan, assigned (1:1) desking 

Years 

since 

project 

2.6 Years 

since 

previous 

25.0 Greatest 

membership 

ISS Least 

membership 

ECM 

Outcomes 

BPI 0.4 FIN 0.2 CUL 0.6 FCT 0.6 PER 0.8 REP 0.0 

Key conditions for 

the outcome:  

Issues with previous office, much improved interior design and building quality, change of workstyle. 

 

ENG01 is a multi-national business in the entertainment sector with a mostly technical 

workforce operating from its head office in London.  Prior to the project the company had been in the 

same, poorly located, building for twenty-five years and had taken on further space in a better location 

in order to attract appropriately skilled workers. 

The project was driven by a new senior management team who wanted to signal a change to 

the workforce and to correct certain functional issues with the split-site arrangement.  The new office 

provides much better connectivity for staff and has been well received by management and workers.  

This case study scores slightly less on BPI than ENG02 – which is otherwise a similar project in scope – 

largely because of the low reputation outcome score.  This is the judgement of the respective 

interviewees.  Both cases fall in the same general category of uncertain outcome: generally positive 

but unsure whether this was caused by the project or simply enabled. 
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 Case study 17: FOB02 

Code FOB02 Sector Financial – banking 

Employees 250 Worker Financial trader 

Size /ft2 32000 Style Fully open plan, non-assigned desking 

Years 

since 

project 

4.8 Years since 

previous 

30.0 Greatest 

membership 

ISS 

WKP 

Least membership GEO 

DEC 

Outcomes 

BPI 0.4 FIN 0.0 CUL 0.4 FCT 0.4 PER 0.8 REP 0.0 

Key conditions for 

the outcome:  

Significant issues with previous office, much improved interior design, change of workstyle. 

 

FOB02 is the London branch of a major European bank.  It had occupied the same building for 

over thirty years but through various phases of restructuring had found itself with far too much space 

in a building that was dated and unpopular.   The project in 2015 had the objectives of “right-sizing” 

the space for the organisation, bringing the London office up to date, and injecting some much-needed 

energy into the business. 

The bank had been the sole tenant in the previous building, occupying some 90,000 ft2.  There 

was considerable reluctance to move to a multi-tenanted building, but analysis showed that the 

workforce only needed around 30,000 ft2 and that implied a shared building.  In the end rationality 

prevailed and a lease was taken on 32,000 ft2 in a multi-tenanted building close to the previous one. 

The new office was deliberately designed to provide better facilities and more up-to-date 

ways of working.  There was some resistance to this from managers who enjoyed their own offices 

but were being asked to move to open plan, however there was compensation in enhanced facilities.  

The project scores high for moderators since this there was considerable early analysis and 

strategic planning, staff engagement in decision making, excellent communications (newsletters, site 

tours and presentations), and drinks parties both at the beginning of the fit out (empty site) and on 

completion. 

The project achieved its aims in terms of significantly reducing the rented area occupied by 

the bank whilst re-energising the workforce.  Because this is a branch office – albeit a major one – 

the results do not make a large impact at firm level, but certainly do at country level.  Nearly five 

years on, it is felt that the positive impact of the project has worn off although the space is still a 

powerful recruitment tool and some of the facilities that were introduced – such as the large café 

space – are well utilised. 
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 Case study 18: IND01 

Code IND01 Sector Industrial 

Employees 300 Worker Office-based technical knowledge/process such IT coding 

working in teams but carrying out intensive solo-work 

Size /ft2 40000 Style Fully open plan, assigned (1:1) desking 

Years 

since 

project 

2.4 Years 

since 

previous 

8.0 Greatest 

membership 

SIG Least membership WKP 

Outcomes 

BPI 0.4 FIN 0.2 CUL 0.2 FCT 0.6 PER 0.6 REP 0.4 

Key conditions for 

the outcome:  

Clear objectives and Improved interior design. 

 

IND01 designs scientific products at its UK head office which houses many job types from 

engineering design through to accounting.  This range of roles had demanded a number of specialist 

work settings which have been developed over the years, however there was a commonality of usage 

in the original building: open plan with assigned desking.  This philosophy was maintained into the 

new building given that it was felt that the arrangements were appropriate to the respective tasks. 

IND01 had been in the same building for 12 years and the business was suffering from lack of 

space for growth and specialist equipment and needed a significant technology upgrade.  Relocation 

was felt to be the most pragmatic option. 

The project was perceived as a refresh by the company rather than a relaunch.  The lack of 

radical change means that there is no expectation of a marked improvement in performance; however 

there is definitely an opinion that remaining in the old building would have harmed the business.  The 

most positive outcome is functional.  This was to be expected since it was the area that had the most 

focus during the design and specification phase. 
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 Case study 19: SNT02 

Code SNT02 Sector Shipping and travel 

Employees 200 Worker Office-based technical knowledge/process such IT coding 

working in teams but carrying out intensive solo-work 

Size /ft2 22000 Style Unassigned work settings for various activities, with team 

zones 

Years 

since 

project 

2.3 Years 

since 

previous 

2.0 Greatest 

membership 

OFW Least 

membership 

DEC 

Outcomes 

BPI 0.4 FIN 0.3 CUL 0.3 FCT 0.6 PER 0.4 REP 0.2 

Key conditions for 

the outcome:  

Much improved interior design, perhaps undermined by lack of staff engagement. 

 

SNT02 is a fast-growing, multinational, online travel business with the UK head office in 

London.  The company had only occupied its previous space for two years but had already outgrown 

the office.  The company set clear objectives for the new, enlarged space to provide a wide range of 

work settings suiting their mostly technical workforce.  It was also important to provide a space that 

was consistent with the company’s brand. 

 The project was notable for specifying a considerable change in workstyle whilst not involving 

personnel in design decisions and providing little change management.  Although the project achieved 

its objectives functionally and the new space certainly looks good, there is a sense that there was a 

lack of buy-in to the changed workstyle, and the company appears to find the operation of ABW space 

rather challenging. 
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4.4 Almost certainly not positive or causal: outcome score 
0.1-0.3 

 Case study 20: ANP01 

Code ANP01 Sector Advertising and public relations 

Employees 600 Worker Mainly office-based creative roles working in teams; such 

as designers 

Size /ft2 45000 Style Fully open plan, some assigned and some non-assigned 

Years 

since 

project 

4.8 Years since 

previous 

10.0 Greatest 

membership 

LRG 

SIG 

Least 

membership 

GEO 

Outcomes 

BPI 0.3 FIN 0.3 CUL 0.5 FCT 0.2 PER 0.0 REP 0.0 

Key conditions for 

the outcome:  

Improved interior design but lack of engagement. 

 

ANP01 is a multi-site company (not multinational) with a large central London office.  The 

company had occupied the old offices for ten years and felt that they were holding the business back 

through dated design and poor layouts. 

The project effectively specified a like-for-like replacement office updated with modern 

interior design.  The new offices were well received by staff but, nearly five years on, it is thought that 

this effect has worn off, and that workers who had not experienced the old office do not find the 

workplace particularly impressive. 

 

 Case study 21: IND02 

Code IND02 Sector Industrial 

Employees 80 Worker Office-based process workers organised in teams for 

instance internal accounts department, but typically 

working on individual tasks 

Size /ft2 9000 Style Fully open plan, assigned (1:1) desking 

Years 

since 

project 

3.8 Years 

since 

previous 

12.0 Greatest 

membership 

OBJ 

OFW 

Least 

membership 

LRG 

GEO 

WKP 
Outcomes 

BPI 0.3 FIN 0.0 CUL 0.2 FCT 0.6 PER 0.2 REP 0.4 
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Key conditions for 

the outcome:  

Clear objectives but not necessarily realised. 

 

IND02 is a very large industrial company with offices in several countries and around the UK.  

The London office which was relocated is the UK headquarters and is relatively small compared to the 

large number of employees globally.  The office operates the holding company and as such houses 

very senior management and typical head office functions such as Treasury and Legal. 

The relocation nearly 4 years ago came after 12 years in the same space.  The company 

decided to take advantage of a lease termination to move to better designed space in a higher quality 

building.  Otherwise there was little ambition to change the way the office operated: it was already 

open plan and had a friendly, democratic culture.  Nevertheless, the firm was clear about what it 

wanted from the project (hence the high OBJ score) and considers it to have been a success and a 

necessary move.  The low BPI stems from an inability to ascribe particular outcomes to the project 

itself; certainly nothing financial. 

 

 Case study 22: MED01 

Code MED01 Sector Media 

Employees 150 Worker Office-based process workers organised in teams for 

instance internal accounts department, but typically 

working on individual tasks 

Size /ft2 20000 Style Fully open plan, assigned (1:1) desking 

Years 

since 

project 

4.2 Years 

since 

previous 

5.0 Greatest 

membership 

OBJ 

OFW 

Least 

membership 

LRG 

GEO 

ECM 
Outcomes 

BPI 0.3 FIN 0.2 CUL 0.2 FCT 0.5 PER 0.2 REP 0.2 

Key conditions for 

the outcome:  

General absence of conditions. 

 

MED01 is a print media business that had occupied central London offices for five years when 

it was obliged to relocate because of a landlord-exercised lease break.  The project was undoubtedly 

considered to be an inconvenience and few objectives were set other than ensuring that certain 

functional shortcomings were improved and that everyone was moved to open plan. 
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The project therefore had modest ambitions, and these were largely fulfilled.  There was little 

employee engagement in the design process, limited change management and only a basic 

communication campaign during implementation. 

 Case study 23: TNT01 

Code TNT01 Sector Technology and telecommunications 

Employees 300 Worker Office-based, focused knowledge worker typically 

working alone in fee generating roles.  For example, 

lawyers and accountants. 

Size /ft2 25000 Style Assigned desking, with range of alternative work settings 

Years 

since 

project 

1.1 Years 

since 

previous 

20.0 Greatest 

membership 

ISS Least 

membership 

GEO 

Outcomes 

BPI 0.3 FIN 0.0 CUL 0.4 FCT 0.6 PER 0.2 REP 0.0 

Key conditions for 

the outcome:  

Significant issues with old building, radical but perhaps inappropriate change of workstyle. 

 

TNT01 is a multi-national software business with a large London office and a small number of 

regional UK offices.  The company had been located in the same building in London for many years 

and had several concurrent leases on non-contiguous floors so that the offices felt out-of-date and 

disconnected.  The poor state of the offices created significant issues for the development of the 

business and particularly recruitment of new IT workers. 

The company set a specific objective to move to ABW despite the fact that the workforce 

tended to work at desks with significant IT equipment – in other words these are not roles that 

typically benefit from alternative setting except for collaboration because they need multiple screens 

and powerful computers.  The desking in the new office is non-assigned, which can work even with 

significant workstation specialisation, but the company dramatically reduced the number of 

conventional desks in their move in order to provide varied work settings. 

The result has been mixed.  Undoubtedly the move to a single floor plate and contiguous office 

space has significantly improved communications and the sense of the organisation.  Equally the 

investment in improved breakout facilities and other staff-centric features is appreciated.  However 

there is a real sense that the solution that has been imposed on the workforce is not entirely 

appropriate to their activities and that creates frustrations.  
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 Case study 24: TNT02 

Code TNT02 Sector Technology and telecommunications 

Employees 320 Worker Office-based process workers organised in teams for 

instance internal accounts department, but typically 

working on individual tasks 

Size /ft2 35000 Style Fully open plan, assigned (1:1) desking 

Years 

since 

project 

3.7 Years 

since 

previous 

5.0 Greatest 

membership 

SIG Least 

membership 

WKP 

Outcomes 

BPI 0.3 FIN 0.4 CUL 0.2 FCT 0.4 PER 0.2 REP 0.0 

Key conditions for 

the outcome:  

Issues with previous building but otherwise general absence of conditions. 

 

TNT02 is a large multinational technology business with a significant UK head office in London.  

The company had serious issues with its old offices since they were too small, were configured in a 

way that made the business feel fragmented, and the design and embedded technology was already 

out of date only five years after taking occupation. 

The relocation was to a better building with a much more appropriate interior design than the 

previous.  The impact of the project seems, however, to be uncertain in that the business has no 

convincing metrics – or even opinions – about the role of the relocation in company performance.  

This might be influenced by the fact that the office, although large, is part of a network of multinational 

offices, many of which are as big or bigger.  Isolating the role of this local office is therefore felt to be 

difficult.  
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 Case study 25: LEG03 

Code LEG03 Sector Legal 

Employees 40 Worker Office-based, focused knowledge worker typically 

working alone in fee generating roles.  For example, 

lawyers and accountants. 

Size /ft2 11000 Style Individual private offices for fee earners/partners, 

others open plan 

Years 

since 

project 

2.4 Years 

since 

previous 

10.0 Greatest 

membership 

SIG Least 

membership 

LRG 

ECM 

Outcomes 

BPI 0.2 FIN 0.0 CUL 0.0 FCT 0.5 PER 0.0 REP 0.4 

Key conditions for 

the outcome:  

General absence of conditions. 

 

LEG03 is the UK office of a US legal practice employing 40 people and based in central London.  

The firm had occupied the same premises for ten years and was obliged to relocate at the end of the 

lease around two and a half years ago. 

In specifying the project, the management team decided that the existing way of working for 

fee earners – private offices – should be retained.  The only enhancements that were included in the 

brief were better client meeting facilities and improved interior design of the reception. 

The project seems to have been considered as an inconvenience more than anything and the 

firm notably had no real objectives beyond those mentioned above and didn’t involve many people in 

design decisions.  The lack of ambition for change results in the logical consequence that little change 

was observed.  That doesn’t mean that the project was a failure since the firm is quite successful and 

doesn’t feel the need for a radical shake-up.  The interviewee is content with the results but couldn’t 

point to positive outcomes other than some functional improvement through enhanced facilities. 
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 Case study 26: SNT01 

Code SNT01 Sector Shipping and travel 

Employees 230 Worker Office-based team workers such as technical sales and 

operations 

Size /ft2 16000 Style Unassigned work settings for various activities, with team 

zones 

Years 

since 

project 

5.8 Years 

since 

previous 

12.0 Greatest 

membership 

GEO 

MTW 

Least 

membership 

ECM 

Outcomes 

BPI 0.2 FIN 0.2 CUL 0.0 FCT 0.6 PER 0.0 REP 0.0 

Key conditions for 

the outcome:  

Very significant geographic move but otherwise general absence of conditions. 

 

SNT01 is a multi-national travel business which found itself with a workforce split between 

European countries through a legacy acquisition and decided that it should consolidate in one 

location. 

This case study has the highest score for geographical shift because an office was closed in 

one country and the workers transferred (if they wished) to another.  This is the most disruptive 

possible relocation event and, in my experience, can quite often result in the loss of almost all the 

workforce from the closed office. 

SNT01 wanted to offer relocation packages to all its staff and roughly half accepted and 

moved.  The new office already existed but was expanded and refitted to accommodate the incoming 

personnel and the recruitment that necessarily followed. 

The results of the project are positive for the functional outcome since the proximity of the 

workers assists operationally, and there has been a financial benefit in slightly lower overheads.  

Otherwise there have been integration issues and it cannot be said that the project achieved a positive 

outcome overall. 
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 Case study 27: TNT03 

Code TNT03 Sector Technology and telecommunications 

Employees 180 Worker Office-based technical knowledge/process such IT coding 

working in teams but carrying out intensive solo-work 

Size /ft2 16000 Style Fully open plan, assigned (1:1) desking 

Years 

since 

project 

4.5 Years 

since 

previous 

8.0 Greatest 

membership 

SIG Least 

membership 

ECM 

WKP 

Outcomes 

BPI 0.2 FIN 0.0 CUL 0.3 FCT 0.6 PER 0.0 REP 0.0 

Key conditions for 

the outcome:  

General absence of conditions. 

 

TNT03 is a large multi-national technology business that underwent the relocation of its UK 

head office in 2015.  The project had to be carried out because of a lease event but was otherwise 

effectively a refresh of the existing offices whereby the improved interior design and more considered 

layouts meant a reasonable intrinsic shift, but working practices were not changed and the project 

was not leveraged to relaunch the business to either the workforce or clients. 

The outcome score is low because it cannot be claimed that there was a significant impact on 

the business, instead the project is seen as a competent refresh with the attendant benefits that 

brings.  It is notable that there was little communication during the course of the project, low staff 

engagement and no recognisable change management process.  This was seen as appropriate because 

the business has international corporate standards which must be applied (and therefore the 

workforce should not be consulted), and since the level of change was low it was not considered 

necessary to do much more than provide information about moving dates and arrangements.  
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 Case study 28: ACC02 

Code ACC02 Sector Accounting and consultancy services 

Employees 145 Worker Mobile knowledge workers in fee generating roles such as 

management consultants 

Size /ft2 23000 Style Individual private offices for fee earners/partners, others open 

plan 

Years 

since 

project 

3.3 Years 

since 

previous 

10.0 Greatest 

membership 

SIG Least 

membership 

BQU 

CHG 

ECM 
Outcomes 

BPI 0.1 FIN 0.0 CUL 0.0 FCT 0.5 PER 0.0 REP 0.0 

Key conditions for 

the outcome:  

General absence of conditions. 

 

ACC02 is a management consultancy firm whose fee earners are often absent from the office 

on client sites.  The previous offices were in reasonable repair and in a good quality building.  They 

were configured to give private offices to all management and fee earning staff. 

The relocation in 2016 was made possible by a lease break and was mainly driven by a need 

to downsize because part of the business had been closed some years previously and the business 

was left with about 25% too much space.  Otherwise there was little ambition to change the way the 

company worked beyond upgrading facilities and furnishings.  Of particular importance were the 

client-facing meeting rooms since these were a key component of new business generation. 

The new building was nearby, and brand new but not of significantly higher quality.  The 

floorplate sizes didn’t allow the firm to occupy fewer floors than previously, although most fee earning 

was able to be concentrated in a way that hadn’t been possible before.  The new offices were fitted 

out to a considerably higher quality than the previous. 

The outcome score of 0.1 looks low but given the modest ambition for the project in terms of 

change, the company is pleased with the results.  The project is considered to be a success in that the 

cost reduction objectives were met, and the company perceives that the look of the new offices is 

much more consistent with their high-end market positioning.  There is some evidence of improved 

ability to recruit the relatively scarce experts that they seek, and there has been sales growth since 

the move, although this could be coincidental. 
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  Case study 29: BUS01 

Code BUS01 Sector Business services 

Employees 400 Worker Office-based, focused knowledge worker typically working 

alone in fee generating roles.  For example, lawyers and 

accountants. 

Size /ft2 30000 Style Fully open plan, some assigned and some non-assigned 

Years 

since 

project 

3.4 Years 

since 

previous 

7.0 Greatest 

membership 

LRG 

SIG 

OFW 

Least 

membership 

DEC 

CHG 

ECM 
Outcomes 

BPI 0.1 FIN 0.0 CUL 0.2 FCT 0.2 PER 0.0 REP 0.2 

Key conditions for 

the outcome:  

General absence of conditions. 

 

BUS01 is a multinational business services group operating in the UK from a single large office 

in London.  The company had been in the same space for seven years and had found that growth was 

seriously constrained, to the point where they had to take overflow offices in a nearby coworking 

centre.  The business conducted the move in a rather piecemeal fashion, relocating people when 

leases ended or operations allowed.  The design was somewhat dictated by the US parent company 

and is utilitarian: functional but uninspiring. 

The project scores low on all outcomes but is seen as successful by the management who 

point to the fact that growth is no longer constrained and that there is evidence of improved culture 

due to the increased amount of informal collaboration space.  

  Case study 30: FOB01 

Code FOB01 Sector Financial – banking 

Employees 90 Worker Office-based, focused knowledge worker typically working 

alone in fee generating roles.  For example, lawyers and 

accountants. 

Size /ft2 11000 Style Fully open plan, assigned (1:1) desking 

Years 

since 

project 

2.1 Years 

since 

previous 

6.0 Greatest 

membership 

SIG Least 

membership 

GEO 

BQU 

CHG 
Outcomes 

BPI 0.1 FIN 0.0 CUL 0.2 FCT 0.2 PER 0.2 REP 0.0 

Key conditions for 

the outcome:  

Issues with old building but objectives not set and realised.  Otherwise general absence of conditions. 
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FOB01 is a business engaged in specialist corporate banking.  It was obliged to relocate at a 

landlord break in its lease and took the opportunity to take 10% more space and modernise the offices. 

The objectives set for the project were functional: number of desks and meeting rooms, with 

some guidelines for look and feel.  The results are adequate, and the business is perfectly satisfied 

that the relocation was carried out without disruption, on time and on budget.  No positive outcomes 

in terms of performance were identifiable. 

 

  Case study 31: LEG01 

Code LEG01 Sector Legal 

Employees 50 Worker Office-based, focused knowledge worker typically working 

alone in fee generating roles.  For example, lawyers and 

accountants. 

Size /ft2 7500 Style Fully open plan, non-assigned desking 

Years 

since 

project 

3.5 Years 

since 

previous 

3.0 Greatest 

membership 

OFW Least 

membership 

LRG BQU 

CHG ECM 

Outcomes 

BPI 0.1 FIN 0.0 CUL 0.0 FCT 0.4 PER 0.0 REP 0.0 

Key conditions for 

the outcome:  

Change in working practices not necessarily supported by adequate staff buy-in. 

 

LEG01 is a medium sized UK-wide legal practice with four regional offices.  The case study 

relates to an office move in a city in the north of England.  The project was driven by a desire to have 

a better-quality working environment whilst also reducing costs by housing more people in the same 

floor area.  To do this LEG01 changed operating arrangements to non-assigned desking.  The other 

significant changes were functional: better specified meeting facilities and a range of “agile” assets 

such as focus booths.  The firm had previously noted that many of its public sector clients had adopted 

non-assigned desking. 

LEG01 consulted with staff through an online questionnaire, but otherwise does not believe 

in devolving decision making employees (“they are not experts and their references for interior design 

are residential”).  Staff were kept informed throughout the implementation of the project.  

Apparently, when the firm has previously allowed employees to get involved in project decisions, 

there have been problems and a “dumbing down” of objectives. 
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The principal aim of the project to reduce costs (property is LEG01’s 2nd largest cost) was 

achieved with 25% more fee earners accommodated in the same floor area.  There is anecdotal 

evidence that staff satisfaction is higher. 
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5 Case study analysis: conditions and outcomes using 
fsQCA 

The raw scores for all the variables discussed previously are shown in Appendix 12:  fsQCA and 

other variables - results.  This section analyses the results of fsQCA, and the following sections 

summarise these findings together with the qualitative results from the case study investigations.  The 

analysis that follows is under the headings of Outcomes and Conditions.  In the former, each outcome 

and absence of that outcome is presented with the fsQCA analysis showing those condition 

configurations which are necessary or sufficient for that outcome.  Under the Conditions section, all 

thirteen are discussed in the light of the fsQCA results presented below. 

 

5.1 Outcomes 

Appendix 14:  Case membership gives a detailed list, organised by outcome, of those cases 

that are members of sufficient condition sets, highlighted to show where these cases do not share 

membership of the outcome sets.  This is an important part of the analysis since non-membership can 

sometimes be more telling of causal conditions than membership; it is discussed in more detail in 

Section 5.2.13. 

The outcomes (and their absences) are discussed one-by-one in the subsections below.  In 

each case a table is presented which shows the fsQCA solution for that outcome.  The tables look like 

the one presented in Figure 40 below. 

 

Figure 40:  Example fsQCA solution for the outcome of interest 
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The solutions presented are the most parsimonious according to fsQCA software.  This means 

that the solution configurations have been reduced through use of the Quine-McCluskey algorithm 

(see Appendix 15:  Example of fsQCA) to their simplest possible form by eliminating configurations 

that contain redundant terms or are functional duplicates.  The solutions are the Sufficient Conditions 

for the outcome (where a given proportion of the condition membership are also members of the 

outcome).  The conditions can act by themselves, or in conjunction with others; in these cases the * 

operator is used to indicate the Boolean conjunction AND.  The complete solution is a list of all the 

sufficient conditions linked by the Boolean conjunction OR (shown as +).  Where relevant, the 

Necessary Conditions are listed in the analysis (where every member of the outcome set is a member 

of the necessary condition set). 

 

Figure 41:  The distinction between necessary and sufficient conditions 
 

There are other metrics presented in the fsQCA analysis: 

• The Solution Coverage indicates the proportion of memberships in the outcome that are 

explained by the overall solution (the combination of all the various configurations that may lead 

to the outcome using the OR logical conjunction).  In other words, this measure shows the 

degree to which the outcome is explained by the condition configurations. 

 

Figure 42:  Coverage measures the amount of the outcome explained by the condition 
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• Consistency in relation to a sufficient configuration measures the proportion of the 

configuration membership that exhibit the outcome.  The Solution Consistency is the proportion 

of membership of any of the solution configurations that are members of the outcome.  In other 

words, this is a measure of the quality of the solution and indicates how likely the conditions are 

to lead to the outcome. 

 

Figure 43:  Consistency measures the proportion of the condition set that explains the outcome 
 

• Raw Coverage is the proportion of memberships in the outcome that can be explained by a 

particular sufficient condition configuration (the amount of the outcome set that is overlapped 

by the condition).  This is a measure of how much of the outcome can be explained by that 

condition whereas Unique Coverage is the proportion of memberships in the outcome that are 

explained by that configuration and no other.  Unique coverage numbers in this study are 

typically low where there is more than one sufficient condition, indicating that the various routes 

to the outcome show a significant degree of overlap; in effect we cannot tell which condition 

configuration is responsible for the outcomes in each case.  This also demonstrates one of the 

foundations of this approach, that of equifinality. 

 

Figure 44:  Unique coverage measures the contribution of a single solution set 
compared to the overall solution 
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 BPI: Significant positive impact on the business 

The main outcome variable is BPI: significant positive impact on the business - caused or, at 

least enabled15 - by the project.  The 31 case studies showed an average score of 0.51 for this outcome, 

with 14 of them scoring above 0.5 and therefore being members of the set of cases that exhibited a 

qualifying positive outcome.  Of these 8 (26%) scored 0.8 or higher and could be considered to be very 

successful cases where the interviewee was in little doubt that the positive change emanated from 

the project and would not have occurred without it.  No company reported a negative outcome, but 

obviously 17 of them scored at 0.5 or below and therefore could be considered not to be members of 

the set of positive outcomes (16 members of the set displaying absence of the outcome since 0.5 is 

neither in nor out). 

 
Figure 45:  The distribution of outcome scores BPI (0.5 is neither in nor out) 

 

To attempt to identify conditions that demonstrate sufficiency the data matrix shown in 

Appendix 12:  fsQCA and other variables - results was loaded into the fsQCA software and processed 

as discussed in Appendix 15:  Example of fsQCA.  Appendix 13:  fsQCA matrix of sufficient conditions, 

shows the headline results of the fsQCA processing of the data tables for all the outcomes.  When 

analysing BPI it became evident early in the process that not only was the number of conditions being 

considered making computations extremely slow, but also it was producing complex solutions that 

were effectively individual (unique) condition sets, but then relatively trivial parsimonious paths. 

 
15 Being enabled by the project means situations where the workplace change was needed to allow some other trend to 
proceed – for instance the company was experiencing growth but was impeded in this by the constraints of the existing 
space.  Moving office in this case provides more capacity and the company experiences a positive outcome.  Being caused is 
where there was no prior trend (but obviously potential) and the change triggers some kind of process that leads to a 
positive outcome. 
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A review of early results revealed that one or more conditions seemed to be necessary for the 

overall outcome (BPI) as opposed to sufficient; and therefore, should be excluded from the stage one 

analysis (Rihoux and Ragin 2008, p110).  Having clear objectives for the project supported by 

systematic analysis (OBJ) is one of these. 

 

Figure 46:  A graph of BPI vs OBJ shows that OBJ is a necessary condition for the outcome (all cases are 
below and right of y = x line) 

 

Figure 46 shows why this is: every case shows a higher membership score of OBJ than BPI, 

indicating that BPI is a subset of OBJ and therefore that the condition is necessary for the outcome, 

and every path must include it.  OBJ can therefore be excluded from the fSQCA analytic search for 

sufficiency.  Similarly, SIG (significant office) and IQU (significant improvement in quality/facilities) are 

necessary conditions – see Figure 47. 

Figure 47:  Conditions IQU and SIG are both necessary for the outcome BPI because membership scores for 
them exceed those for BPI in every case 
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All fsQCA solutions for conditions leading to the presence of the outcome BPI must include 

these conditions and therefore be of the form: OBJ*IQU*SIG*(set of sufficient conditions)  BPI. 

The analysis of sufficient conditions yields different results depending on the consistency cut-

off selected.  0.9 yields conditions BQU + DEC+ CHG (Appendix 13:  fsQCA matrix of sufficient 

conditions), whereas 0.8 yields MTW*OFW and WKP.  Whilst there is no strict rule for consistency cut-

off - other than the general recommendation that it should be greater than or equal to 0.8 for fsQCA 

– a higher level is more discriminatory.  The conclusion then for presence of the outcome BPI – 

significant positive firm-level impact of the project – is that these condition paths can lead to the 

outcome: 

 

fsQCA parsimonious solution for outcome BPI: Significant positive impact on the business 

Solution coverage 0.97 Solution consistency 0.93 
  

    

    

Raw 
coverage 

Unique 
coverage Consistency   Key 

  

Sufficient conditions BQU 0.91 0.09 0.92  BPI Significant positive impact on 
the business 

  DEC 0.77 0.03 1.00   BQU Significant change in building 
quality 

  CHG 0.84 0.01 1.00   CHG Change management used in 
the transition 

  MTW*OFW 0.77 0.01 0.87   DEC Inclusion of staff in decision 
making 

  WKP 0.72 0.01 0.77   IQU Significant improvement in 
quality/facilities 

            MTW Worker suits ABW 

Necessary conditions OBJ*SIG*IQU         OBJ Clear objectives for the 
renewal 

            OFW Solution is open and flexible 

            SIG Significant office (HQ or 
similar) 

            WKP Radical change in working 
practices 

 

The conclusion is that the most important outcome, BPI, can be reached through a number of 

paths, all of which are predicated on the necessary conditions that clear objectives have been set for 

the project, the office is significant for the firm and the new workplace is significantly higher quality 

than the old.  This overall business improvement outcome has several conditions that seem to be 

sufficient, and significant change of building quality (BQU) is one of the most important based on 
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coverage and consistency, however ENG01 and TNT01 are both members of BQU but not of BPI.  

Examining the other condition scores for these cases it transpires that they both score low on DEC and 

CHG (the people-centric policies) and also opted for significant change of workstyle (WKP) without 

necessarily having a workforce that was suited to the new regime (MTW). 

The other cases that are members both of BQU and BPI exhibit membership of DEC or CHG or 

both.  In this respect BQU is perhaps redundant, but it is clearly an important component of the recipes 

that these cases have concocted: focus on people issues is fundamental to a good result, but there 

needs to be something to tell them and BQU is that story for the successful cases. 

MTW*OFW is a conjunctural condition that is sufficient for BPI but again has two members 

who are not members of that outcome, SNT01 and ANP01.  Examination of these cases shows the 

same story as above, neither of them are members of CHG or DEC, so although they had appropriate 

workforces for a flexible solution and implemented such a workstyle, they failed to prepare the users 

adequately or involve them in decision making and therefore did not benefit from the same business 

improvement that other members of those conditions enjoyed. 

 

 ~BPI: No significant positive impact on the business 

~BPI is the absence of BPI and is the outcome where there was insufficient evidence to 

conclude that a positive result had been achieved through the implementation of the renewal project.  

This is not as strong as situations where a bad outcome had been experienced; undoubtedly this 

happens occasionally, but none of the cases exhibited it.  The decision was therefore made early on 

to calibrate all outcomes and conditions from definitely present (1.0) down to definitely absent (0.0) 

rather than using a score of 0.0 to indicate the opposite of score 1.016. 

More cases are members of ~BPI than BPI (Figure 45).  Because set theoretic methods allow 

asymmetric solutions, the absence of an outcome is not necessarily caused by the absence of the 

conditions that are necessary or sufficient for the outcome itself, however in the table below it turns 

out that this is largely the case for BPI. 

The condition ~DEC is sufficient for ~BPI but has two members that are not members of the 

outcome set, FIN01 and FPE03; both these are members of BPI itself.   Closer examination sheds some 

 
16 Refer to Appendix 15:  Example of fsQCA where presence and absence of conditions can be opposites, such as stable 
versus unstable 
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light on why these projects might have succeeded despite not involving staff in decision making: they 

both have higher scores for CHG (change management) whereas other members of ~DEC do not.  The 

conclusion therefore is that it can be sufficient to keep staff informed and engaged rather than 

necessarily involved in design decisions for the project. 

~BQU is a further condition for ~BPI but one case, LEG04, is a member of the former but not 

the latter (i.e. is a successful project).  Analysis shows that this is because the case shows a significant 

score for IQU which perhaps compensates for the low BQU (this firm actually transitioned to a similar, 

good quality building so although BQU is low the building itself was perfectly acceptable to staff).  It is 

also worth noting that LEG04’s membership of BPI is largely down to the positive financial outcome, 

which itself emanated from lower occupancy costs subsequent to a significant workstyle change. 

fsQCA parsimonious solution for outcome ~BPI: No positive impact on the business 

Solution coverage 1.00 Solution consistency 0.76 
  

    

    

Raw 
coverage 

Unique 
coverage Consistency   Key 

  

Sufficient conditions ~IQU 0.63 0.00 1.00  ~BPI No positive impact on the 
business 

  ~CHG 1.00 0.00 0.85   ~IQU Insignificant change in quality or 
facilities 

  ~DEC 1.00 0.00 0.81   ~CHG No change management used in 
the transition 

  ~BQU 0.92 0.00 0.91   ~DEC No inclusion of staff in decision 
making 

            ~BQU No change in building quality 

 

The solution has 100% coverage and these are important conclusions: that improved quality 

of the new office, use of change management, user involvement in the process and increased quality 

of the building all seem to be critical since their absence appears to lead to situations where there is 

no overall positive outcome whilst their presence is either necessary or sufficient for a firm-level 

positive result. 

 

 FIN: Significant positive financial outcome 

FIN is a positive financial outcome directly attributable to the project.  It is a difficult outcome 

to claim convincingly because it requires some evidence.  It is also a firm-level measure, and an office 
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that is part of a large, multi-site company is unlikely to be able to claim that its relocation has created 

a significant financial benefit.  In fact, only 9 of the cases are members of FIN (score over 0.5). 

Another suspicion is that evidence for financial benefit would take some time to become clear: 

it’s unlikely, for instance, that one could claim this within a year of the move because results have 

probably not yet come through and certainly won’t be published. 

 

Figure 48:  Examining whether financial results depend on length of time in the new workplace (linear 
regression, R = 0.31, R2 = 0.10) 

 

To test this a graph of FIN against time was plotted (Figure 48) looking for a pattern, as time 

passes, of rising or indeed falling outcomes (some cases might need some time to definitively say that 

there was no financial benefit).  The graph appears to show this pattern with two diverging groups 

either side of the trend line. 

Analysis similar to that for BPI shows that the same conditions are necessary for FIN (OBJ, SIG, 

and IQU).  Otherwise the fsQCA result is different: 
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fsQCA parsimonious solution for outcome FIN: Significant financial impact 

Solution coverage 0.79 Solution consistency 0.77 
  

    

    

Raw 
coverage 

Unique 
coverage Consistency   Key 

  

Sufficient conditions ~LRG*ECM 0.57 0.07 0.73  FIN Significant financial impact 

  ISS*ECM 0.73 0.22 0.78   ~LRG Not a large office 

            ECM External communications 
programme 

Necessary conditions OBJ*SIG*IQU         ISS Significant issues with previous 
workplace 

            OBJ Clear objectives for the renewal 

            SIG Significant office (HQ or similar) 

            IQU Significant improvement in 
quality/facilities 

 

The solution covers 80% of the outcome with a somewhat lower consistency indicating that 

this is not as robust as the solution for BPI.  The result is interesting though: ECM features in both 

conjunctions showing that companies that decide to make the project something that they want to 

tell the outside world about, seem to be more likely to show a positive financial result.  Logically, the 

conjunction with ~LRG makes sense as it must be harder to claim that a large office achieves a positive 

financial outcome.  The other conjunction is with ISS; again, this perhaps should be expected since 

where a company has significant issues with its old workplace, it is probably more likely to find that a 

well-specified new workplace will lead to demonstrable results.  RTL03 is an anomaly – a member of 

ISS*ECM but not of FIN – this seems to be simply because not enough time has passed to make a 

judgement on this class of outcome (just over a year). 

 

 ~FIN: No positive financial outcome 

21 companies, or two thirds of the sample, are members of ~FIN in that they were unable to 

say with certainty that they had experienced a positive financial outcome.  This does not mean that 

they did not suspect that they had seen financial benefit, and this was taken into account when 

assessing BPI. 

The fsQCA solution for ~FIN is: 
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fsQCA parsimonious solution for outcome ~FIN: No financial improvement outcome 

Solution coverage 0.97 Solution consistency 0.79 
  

    

    

Raw 
coverage 

Unique 
coverage Consistency   Key 

  

Sufficient conditions ~GEO 0.84 0.09 0.79  ~FIN No financial improvement 
outcome 

  ~ECM 0.84 0.10 0.91   ~GEO Insignificant geographic move 

  ~ISS*WKP 0.32 0.00 0.90   ~ECM No external communications 
programme 

            ~ISS No issues with the previous 
workplace 

            WKP Radical change in working 
practices 

 

This is a very interesting result with coverage of 97%.  ~GEO is possibly an artefact of the 

samples although it makes some sense that a move to a building close to the old one might make less 

of an impact than a more significant move.  ~ECM is the flipside of ECM being sufficient for FIN; it 

makes sense that companies that do not communicate about the project are probably less ambitious 

for it.  FPE02 is an exception to this in that it has seen a significant financial uplift despite being a 

member of ~ECM.  This is because the company did not use the relocation itself as a marketing event 

– in fact were quite secretive about it - but they have seen a major business boost from the way the 

new office works and its attraction to talented personnel. 

Very interesting is ~ISS*WKP which has 90% consistency; it means that companies that did 

not have issues with the old office yet imposed a radical change in working practice were likely not to 

experience a positive financial outcome. 

 

 CUL: Significant culture change 

Experience and theory would suggest that culture change is likely to occur where there is a 

clear objective to catalyse such a result set at the outset of the project.  Indeed, it is possible that 

culture change might only be recognised in cases where that outcome was set as an objective in the 

first instance.  It is therefore reasonable to test to see whether OBJ is a necessary condition for CUL 

(Figure 49) and, with one outlier only, it turns out to be the case and hence can be excluded from tests 

for sufficiency. 
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Figure 49:  Testing to see whether OBJ is a necessary condition for CUL 
 

fsQCA parsimonious solution for outcome CUL: Significant culture change 

Solution coverage 0.99 Solution consistency 0.66 
  

    

    

Raw 
coverage 

Unique 
coverage Consistency   Key 

  

Sufficient conditions BQU 0.91 0.00 0.83  CUL Significant culture change 

  DEC 0.77 0.00 0.90   BQU Significant change in building 
quality 

  CHG 0.85 0.00 0.92   CHG Change management used in the 
transition 

  IQU 0.99 0.06 0.66   DEC Inclusion of staff in decision 
making 

            IQU Significant improvement in 
quality/facilities 

Necessary conditions OBJ         OBJ Clear objectives for the renewal 

 

CUL is therefore similar to BPI in the list of necessary and sufficient conditions, and perhaps 

this is to be expected.  Notably a significant improvement in quality and facilities could almost be 

classed as a necessary condition, but its consistency is only 66%, meaning that a third of cases that are 
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members of IQU do not experience significant culture change whilst 99% of cases with culture change 

have IQU as a positive condition.  This contrasts with DEC and CHG – both user-focused conditions – 

which are not necessary for CUL but where the consistency of each is very high; meaning that cases 

that focus on these people issues appear to be likely to achieve culture change. 

Notable cases that showed membership of some or all these conditions and yet not CUL itself 

were TNT01 and RTL03.  The former because there was a marked change in workstyle that was 

inappropriate for the workforce, the latter because a culture change was not sought, merely a much 

better workplace. 

 

 ~CUL: No culture change 

fsQCA parsimonious solution for outcome ~CUL: No culture change outcome 

Solution coverage 0.97 Solution consistency 0.70 
  

    

    

Raw 
coverage 

Unique 
coverage Consistency   Key 

  

Sufficient conditions ~ECM 0.93 0.17 0.83  ~CUL No culture change outcome 

  ~ISS 0.68 0.00 0.84   ~ECM No external communications 
programme 

  GEO 0.42 0.00 0.73   ~ISS No issues with the previous 
workplace 

  MTW*WKP 0.41 0.00 0.66   MTW Worker suits ABW 

            WKP Radical change in working 
practices 

 

The solution coverage for these conditions is 97%, whilst the consistency is somewhat lower 

at 70%; albeit this is higher than the 66% shown for the presence of CUL.  There are conditions here 

that make logical sense: lack of an external communications programme tends to mean that the 

company has not made as much of their move as they could.  Experience suggests that in cases where 

change messages are delivered through multiple channels – both internal and external – staff are far 

more likely to be carried along. 

Lack of issues with the previous building is also a logical sufficient condition for absence of 

culture change because users are more likely to respond very positively to a change of workplace when 

they were demotivated by the previous office.  GEO is interesting – it suggests that projects that 
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involve a significant geographic change do not achieve culture change and perhaps this is predictable 

given that these situations often create more stresses for those involved.  The MTW*WKP condition 

is perhaps not predictable, even contrary to expectation given that businesses often expect a radical 

change of workstyle to be a precursor to culture change; and MTW-type workers should be most 

amenable to this.  It might be that those workers are already used to flexibility and are not impressed 

by getting more of it; however, the coverage and consistency are low so this might be an artefact of 

the sample. 

 

 FCT: Significant functional improvement 

fsQCA parsimonious solution for outcome FCT: Significant functional improvement 

Solution coverage 1.00 Solution consistency 0.73 
  

    

    

Raw 
coverage 

Unique 
coverage Consistency   Key 

  

Sufficient conditions BQU 0.78 0.00 0.89  FCT Significant functional 
improvement 

  CHG 0.70 0.00 0.94   BQU Significant change in building 
quality 

  DEC 0.63 0.00 0.93   CHG Change management used in the 
transition 

  IQU 0.94 0.01 0.79   DEC Inclusion of staff in decision 
making 

  MTW 0.74 0.00 0.84   IQU Significant improvement in 
quality/facilities 

  SIG*OBJ 0.89 0.00 0.84   ~ISS No issues with the previous 
workplace 

  SIG*WKP 0.66 0.00 0.94   ~LRG Not a large office 

  ~LRG*~ISS*~WKP 0.44 0.01 0.89   MTW Worker suits ABW 

  ~LRG*~OBJ*~ISS 0.37 0.00 0.93   OBJ Clear objectives for the renewal 

      SIG Significant office (HQ or similar) 

      WKP Radical change in working 
practices 

 

Outcome FCT looks for evidence that the new workplace functions better than the old: for 

instance, in configuration, adjacencies, connectedness and facilities.  This outcome is the least that 

businesses should expect from a workplace renewal project and two thirds of the cases definitely 
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claimed this, with a further 10% on the fence as to whether it was the project or something else that 

has created additional functionality.  Only 9 cases scored below 0.5 for this outcome. 

The fsQCA solution looks complicated.  IQU is the condition that scores highest for coverage, 

however it turns out not to be necessary; configurational improvements alone – such as fewer floors 

- can create functional improvements.  The conditions that have highest consistency are the people 

factors: CHG and DEC.  It is interesting to see that MTW is a sufficient condition, perhaps indicating 

that more mobile, flexible workers are better able to take advantage of configurational improvements. 

SIG*OBJ and SIG*WKP indicate that it can be sufficient for a significant office move to 

demonstrate FCT if there are clear objectives for the project or a dramatic change of working practices.  

Otherwise the two conditions that include ~LRG might be artefacts; they could indeed be true for this 

sample but do not seem to be generalisable and are certainly not actionable. 

Case FPE01, which has a very successful overall outcome (BPI = 1.0) is not a member of FCT 

but has scores above 0.5 for almost all the condition paths that lead to FCT since many of these are 

shared with other positive outcomes.  FPE01 did not exhibit significant functional improvement 

because there were no major issues with its previous office (ISS) and very minor changes to working 

practices in the new office.  The high score in BPI was attained because the new location and enhanced 

interior design created so much benefit.  CAR01 is another case that has membership of several of the 

condition sets, but not of FCT; again, because function was not targeted, yet the company experienced 

an overall positive outcome because of the improvement in office quality with consequent 

improvements in personnel and reputational factors. 

 

 ~FCT: No functional improvement 

fsQCA parsimonious solution for outcome ~FCT: No functional improvement outcome 

Solution coverage 0.99 Solution consistency 0.63 
  

    

    

Raw 
coverage 

Unique 
coverage Consistency   Key 

  

Sufficient conditions ~BQU 0.87 0.01 0.74  ~FCT No functional improvement 
outcome 

  ~CHG 0.95 0.01 0.70   ~BQU No change in building quality 

  ~DEC 0.93 0.00 0.65   ~CHG No change management used in 
the transition 
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fsQCA parsimonious solution for outcome ~FCT: No functional improvement outcome 

Solution coverage 0.99 Solution consistency 0.63 
  

    

    

Raw 
coverage 

Unique 
coverage Consistency   Key 

  

  ~IQU 0.65 0.00 0.89   ~DEC No inclusion of staff in decision 
making 

            ~IQU Insignificant change in quality or 
facilities 

 

No functional improvement seems to occur from the same absences as no overall 

performance improvement: lack of quality improvement of building or interior, no user involvement 

in design and no change management used.  The latter two show the greatest coverage and overall 

the solution set shows 99% coverage although relatively low consistency; indicating that it’s possible 

to not do these things and still get functional improvement; although 90% of ~IQU lies in ~FCT, so 

simply moving departments around without providing a better design of workplace will probably not 

be enough. 

 

 PER: Significant improvement in personnel factors 

fsQCA parsimonious solution for outcome PER: Significant improvement in personnel factors 

Solution coverage 0.98 Solution consistency 0.64 
  

    

    

Raw 
coverage 

Unique 
coverage Consistency   Key 

  

Sufficient conditions BQU 0.87 0.00 0.80  PER Significant improvement in 
personnel factors 

  CHG 0.81 0.00 0.89   BQU Significant change in building quality 

  DEC 0.74 0.00 0.88   CHG Change management used in the 
transition 

  IQU 0.98 0.00 0.66   DEC Inclusion of staff in decision making 

  SIG*OBJ 0.93 0.00 0.71   IQU Significant improvement in 
quality/facilities 

            OBJ Clear objectives for the renewal 

            SIG Significant office (HQ or similar) 
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PER covers a range of personnel factors such as the satisfaction of staff, unplanned absence, 

attrition and recruitment.  It’s broadly-based but can be supported by evidence such as longitudinal 

employee surveys (e.g. Leesman Index), sickness records and turnover.  The satisfaction aspect to this 

outcome is the measure that is the preoccupation of the vast majority of academic studies covered in 

the literature review. 

The sufficient conditions are the same as for overall business performance improvement, 

which gives some weight to the argument that employee satisfaction and business performance are 

correlated (Section 2.2); although causation cannot be assumed – it could be that business 

performance improvement enhances staff morale rather than the converse. 

For significant offices it appears that the sufficient condition has an AND conjunction with OBJ 

– clear objectives for the project – with good coverage and reasonable consistency. 

 

  ~PER: No improvement in personnel factors 

fsQCA parsimonious solution for outcome ~PER: No positive personnel outcome 

Solution coverage 0.94 Solution consistency 0.74 
  

    

    

Raw 
coverage 

Unique 
coverage Consistency   Key 

  

Sufficient conditions ~BQU 0.81 0.00 0.88  ~PER No positive personnel outcome 

  ~CHG 0.91 0.00 0.85   ~BQU No change in building quality 

  ~DEC 0.91 0.00 0.80   ~CHG No change management used in 
the transition 

  ~IQU 0.55 0.00 0.97   ~DEC No inclusion of staff in decision 
making 

  ~ISS*~GEO 0.61 0.00 0.85   ECM External communications 
programme 

  ~ISS*~WKP 0.36 0.00 0.83   GEO Significant geographic move 

  GEO*WKP 0.32 0.00 0.73   ~GEO Insignificant geographic move 

  MTW*ECM*WKP 0.30 0.00 0.65   MTW Worker suits ABW 

            WKP Radical change in working 
practices 

            ~WKP The renewal did not involve a 
significant change of workstyle 
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The absence of improvement of personnel factors seems to stem from the absence of the 

main sufficient conditions for PET itself – in that sense it displays symmetry – but also some interesting 

conjunctural conditions.  ~ISS*~GEO and ~ISS*~WKP seem to be coincidental artefacts that point to 

~ISS being the prime condition for this outcome.  This of course makes sense – if there were few issues 

with the last workplace it is likely that there will be less reported improvement.  GEO*WKP confirms 

the riskiness of a project that combines a significant geographic move with a radical change of 

workstyle – there are cases where this combination has produced good results, but several where it 

hasn’t. 

 

  REP: Significant reputational improvement 

fsQCA parsimonious solution for outcome REP: Significant reputational improvement 

Solution coverage 0.74 Solution consistency 0.60 
  

    

    

Raw 
coverage 

Unique 
coverage Consistency   Key 

  

Sufficient conditions BQU*~WKP 0.52 0.00 0.79  REP Significant reputational 
improvement 

  CHG*~WKP 0.49 0.00 0.82   BQU Significant change in building 
quality 

  DEC*~WKP 0.47 0.00 0.79   CHG Change management used in the 
transition 

  ECM*~WKP 0.45 0.00 0.80   DEC Inclusion of staff in decision 
making 

  ~ISS*BQU 0.47 0.00 0.82   ECM External communications 
programme 

  ~ISS*CHG 0.46 0.00 0.85   ~ISS No issues with the previous 
workplace 

  ~ISS*DEC 0.43 0.00 0.81   IQU Significant improvement in 
quality/facilities 

  ~ISS*ECM 0.40 0.00 0.83   GEO Significant geographic move 

  ~ISS*IQU 0.52 0.00 0.64   MTW Worker suits ABW 

  MTW*~GEO*ECM 0.50 0.05 0.76   OBJ Clear objectives for the renewal 

  MTW*~WKP 0.51 0.00 0.63   SIG Significant office (HQ or similar) 

  OBJ*~WKP 0.55 0.00 0.62   ~WKP The renewal did not involve a 
significant change of workstyle 

  OBJ*MTW*~ISS 0.48 0.00 0.69       

  SIG*OBJ*~ISS 0.50 0.00 0.67       
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fsQCA parsimonious solution for outcome REP: Significant reputational improvement 

Solution coverage 0.74 Solution consistency 0.60 
  

    

    

Raw 
coverage 

Unique 
coverage Consistency   Key 

  

  ~WKP*IQU 0.58 0.01 0.65       

 

REP is a measure of reputational improvement.  This is a harder outcome to judge and to find 

empirical support for, so interviewees tended to answer subjectively and anecdotally: “we get much 

more interest from institutional investors now we’re in the new office”, “clients are impressed when 

they do the tour”, “our rating on Glassdoor has improved”. 

This outcome has the longest list of sufficient conditions, and interestingly its absence has the 

shortest.  All the sufficient conditions listed above are conjunctural, many with ~WKP which seems to 

suggest that not radically changing the workplace is a good thing.  The first four conditions above are 

the same as for some of the other improvement outcomes, but all need the conjunction AND ~WKP 

to be sufficient.  This might be that the companies that sought reputational improvement tended to 

do it through significant change of quality of building and fit out rather than radical change of 

workstyle.  In this regard the ECM and OBJ conditions are important because they show that the 

company had a plan to enhance reputation through the project and operated a parallel 

communications programme to maximise its effect. 

 

  ~REP: No reputational improvement 

fsQCA parsimonious solution for outcome ~REP: No positive reputational outcome 

Solution coverage 0.85 Solution consistency 0.82 
  

    

    

Raw 
coverage 

Unique 
coverage Consistency   Key 

  

Sufficient conditions ~ECM 0.85 0.85 0.82  ~REP No positive reputational outcome 

            ~ECM No external communications 
programme 
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The route to having no reputational improvement seems to be to keep quiet about the 

project: a reassuringly predictable condition. 
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5.2 Conditions 

Appendix 13:  fsQCA matrix of sufficient conditions contains a list of all the sufficient conditions 

against the various outcomes.  In the following subsections the conditions are discussed in more detail 

and other means of analysis used if appropriate.  Conditions are revisited in Section 7.3 where practical 

outcomes are discussed. 

 

 Significant improvement of building quality: condition BQU 

Significant improvement of building quality is an important condition and features by itself in 

four out of six of the outcomes with high coverage and consistency.  This will be a very encouraging 

result for the real estate industry, it means that companies that have moved to buildings of 

significantly greater quality than their old one have seen real, firm-level performance enhancement, 

with better overall results and specific improvement in functional, cultural and personnel factors.  The 

implications are that there can be a measurable return on the investment in additional rent (assuming 

that there is additional rent; it might be that the company takes less space and the upgrade is actually 

cost neutral). 

 

 Use of change management: condition CHG 

It has been a mantra of my business for many years that projects seeking the most successful 

outcomes should be accompanied by change management programmes.  These can range from 

internal communications such as newsletters and presentations to comprehensive training.  The best 

examples we’ve encountered have clear objectives for how the project will reposition the business, 

and have designed a detailed, multi-media approach to communicating these to staff.  It is reassuring 

to see that CHG features as an important sufficient condition in several outcomes, and its absence is 

associated with poor outcomes. 

 

 Users involved in decision-making: condition DEC 

It might be expected that projects that involve high scores for CHG will also do so for DEC; this 

might indicate a democratic culture in the organisation.  Figure 50 shows that there is a clear 
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correlation between the inclusion of employees in project decision making and use of change 

management.  Furthermore, the colour-coding in that graph shows how BPI outcomes are dispersed 

and that higher scores are undoubtedly achieved for projects with have greater values for these 

personnel-centred conditions. 

In any event DEC exactly shadows CHG in the outcome conditions that it is sufficient for and 

similarly with ~DEC, its absence. 

 

Figure 50:  There is significant correlation of DEC with CHG, also displaying a distinct effect on BPI (linear 
regression R = 0.91, R2 = 0.83) 

 

 Use of external communications: condition ECM 

Many years ago, external communications around renewal projects were limited to change of 

address notifications.  We observe now that companies that have set an objective of repositioning the 

business with their clients and other external agencies, use extensive social media campaigns to raise 

awareness of the project and celebrate its success after the event.  ECM would be expected to be an 

important condition for reputational outcome and indeed it does feature in some of the condition 

configurations for that outcome, although not as a sole condition. 
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Interestingly, the absence of ECM features more prevalently than its presence.  The absence, 

by itself, is a sufficient condition for lack of financial results, no improved reputational outcome and 

absence of culture change.  The conclusion must be that creating some public drama around the 

project is important (if the firm wants significant performance results), probably both for the external 

and internal audiences. 

 

 Significant geographic change: condition GEO 

GEO was calibrated so that any score over 0.5 indicated a move that was significant enough 

to cause potential disruption, since workers would have to change the way they commuted.  The high 

score for GEO is even more extreme: a move that requires the workers to relocate if they wish to 

continue to work in that office.  The most extreme case studied was SNT01 who moved their office to 

another country. 

GEO proves to be a sufficient condition for ~CUL (absence of culture change).  This might be 

expected given that high scores for GEO probably implies significant difficulty creating a coherent 

culture change programme since staff may actually choose not to relocate, or at least will find that 

the challenges of the move make them less open to the desired culture change. 

In summary, GEO and its absence do not feature prominently in the sufficient conditions 

matrix.  The conclusion seems to be that using a significant geographic move to create a positive 

outcome is not an easy thing to do.  It might well be that relocating to an area that is better for 

customers, for instance, seems strategically logical, but the risks that come with that in terms of 

disruption might overwhelm any positive outcomes. 

 

 Significant change in interior design/facilities: condition IQU 

IQU is a broad measure of the degree of increase in quality of the interior design, provision of 

facilities and cohesiveness of the new space.  The latter measure acknowledges that “connectedness” 

is a powerful feature of the configuration of space with impact on culture and collaboration (see, for 

instance, Case study 4: ACC01).  IQU is the condition whose components are the subject of most of 

the literature review, but it should be noted that IQU does not include any judgement about the 

workstyle incorporated in the new workplace: a new, predominantly cellular office can score just as 
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highly as an ABW style workplace; it is the change in perceived quality that is being judged.  This means 

that a mismatch of workstyle and worker type will probably score low on IQU since the perception will 

be that there has not been an increase in workplace quality, despite the fact that a lot of money might 

have been invested. 

IQU features as a sufficient condition for FCT, CUL and PER as well as being a necessary 

condition for BPI and FIN as discussed previously and shown in Figure 47.  It is therefore the single 

most important condition for the creation of positive outcomes for workplace renewal projects.  Its 

absence is also sufficient for the lack of positive outcomes.  This is reassuring for the workplace design 

industry since it reinforces their assertion that investment in workplace leads to real benefits for 

organisations.  This does not, however, support the use of the word “productivity” in relation to 

interior design since the case study evidence in this research was that none of the interviewees was 

able to claim productivity improvements from their projects. 

 

 Issues with the previous office: condition ISS 

ISS is a condition that is not actionable by relocating businesses; whether or not management 

and workers have significant issues with the previous workplace is a pre-existing condition but might 

of course be an influential factor in deciding to carry out the project.  Experience and theory suggest 

that ISS should feature as a condition that has a strong influence on project success since it would 

seem likely that positive outcomes emanate from significant change from a situation that was not 

comfortable for the firm.  This condition does not appear very often in positive outcome 

configurations in the fsQCA analysis although its absence does figure in the lack of positive outcomes.  

It is therefore worth using graphical methods to examine whether there seems to be a pattern that 

fsQCA is not finding. 

Figure 51 shows that an overall positive outcome does seem to vary with the issues condition, 

albeit the association is weak and not sufficiently over the 45o line to claim as sufficient.  What does 

appear to be true however is that there is an upward trend and in general it is possible to surmise that 

the more issues there were with the old workplace the more likely it is that the organisation will 

experience a positive outcome (assuming of course that the project is conducted appropriately). 

Figure 53 also shows that ISS varies with time in the previous workplace – the longer that time, 

the more likely it is that there will be problems.  Interestingly, within only five years ISS can have risen 

to a score of 0.7; this could be important to judging the optimum period for renewal projects. 
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The good news for companies without significant issues with their current space but seeking 

to use a renewal event to achieve a positive outcome is that ISS is not a necessary condition and there 

are plenty of examples – SNT02, FPE03, FFX01 and FPE01 for instance – that achieved very high scores 

for overall improvement without starting with significant issues with the old office. 

 

 

Figure 51:  BPI shows an upward trending variation with ISS (linear regression, R = 0.53, R2 = 0.29) 
 

 Office size: condition LRG 

There was a suspicion at the outset that size of project would correlate with outcome in some 

way since it seems intuitive that when projects involve a large number of people it might be harder to 

win hearts and minds, and less likely that the project would be seen as a causal factor in change.  

However, Figure 52 seems to show that there is no relationship – or if there is it involves other factors.  

LRG does not feature in any of the condition sets for any of the outcomes.  ~LRG (offices below 180 

people) features in conjunctions sufficient for outcomes FIN and FCT suggesting that smaller offices 

can, in the right conditions, be beneficial if seeking positive outcomes.  In summary though, it appears 

that the size of office is not a very influential condition (independent variable) which is encouraging 

for firms considering a workplace renewal project since this is clearly not something that is actionable. 
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Figure 52:  BPI plotted against number of employees 
 

 Worker suits activity-based working: condition MTW 

MTW stands for mobile team worker since this collection of attributes should theoretically 

best suit flexible, activity-based design.  At the other end of this spectrum is a static, lone worker – 

particularly someone involved in work that requires focus and concentration – where the flexibility to 

use different settings is of little benefit and the openness of an ABW office is actually counter-

productive. 

MTW is a condition that is sufficient by itself for an outcome of improvement in function, 

probably indicating that this type of worker makes ready use of changes to workstyle.  Since almost 

all projects tended to move along the workstyle spectrum from left to right (Figure 28) the new 

workplaces should on average be more preferable to MTW workers, as the QCA analysis seems to 

indicate. 

MTW also features in conjunction with several other conditions in creating positive outcomes.  

Importantly, the most important BPI outcome has a path via MTW*OFW: ABW style worker moving 
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to an ABW environment.  This finding crucially supports the proposition that not every worker will 

benefit from ABW and is central to the idea of contingent design. 

Interestingly, MTW seems to work negatively in conjunction with WKP (significant change of 

workstyle) where it might have been predicted that the results would be positive.  The negative 

outcomes are in CUL (culture) and PER (personnel factors), both “soft”, user-centric measures.  The 

reasons can only be supposed at and warrant more research.  It could be that these projects have 

gone too far in trying to exploit the flexibility of the workforce and maximise the use of the space.  

Such environments can become too intense and impersonal: even MTW workers have feelings of 

territoriality and need for social networks. 

 

  Clear objectives were set for the project: condition OBJ 

OBJ is the condition that tests whether the company set out clear objectives for the renewal 

project.  The highest scoring cases exhibited comprehensive upfront studies to understand what the 

business needed in terms of space and what employees wanted, pilot studies where change of 

workstyle was indicated, a careful plan to exploit the project, including parallel control processes and 

moderating activities such as employee involvement and reorienting. 

OBJ is a necessary condition for BPI and FIN and is therefore of great importance.  Those 

projects that deliberately set out to achieve results and invested in the other discretionary conditions 

discussed above needed to have a high score in OBJ for the case to show a positive overall outcome. 

OBJ appears in conjunction with other conditions as sufficient for REP (reputational 

improvement).  This should be expected since it was those businesses that had a plan and set of 

objectives for their relocation that deliberately targeted reputational improvement.  

 

  Solution is open and flexible: condition OFW 

OFW is a condition variable that indicates how close to ABW the new workplace is at the 1.0 

end of the scoring spectrum, and to individual private offices at the 0.0 end.  There is no value 

judgement implied in these scores.  The measure was introduced as a condition to test whether open, 

flexible solutions did well or badly, since the vast majority of research in this area is to do with the 

open/cellular debate. 
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The result is that OFW only features as a causal condition in conjunction with MTW where 

MTW*OFW is shown to be a sufficient condition for BPI.  This result is important as noted above.  It 

shows that an open, flexible solution is sufficient for a positive outcome only in conjunction with 

worker types that are suited to that workstyle.  The symmetrical condition ~MTW*~OFW might, for 

similar reasons, also produce a positive result but my experience is that such a condition combination 

is unlikely to occur in cases where there is a sufficiently positive change to merit a BPI score of over 

0.5, although the result might be quite satisfactory to the users. 

 

  The office is significant: condition SIG 

SIG is the condition that measures how significant the office is for the firm.  This is included to 

test whether the relative dominance of the office for the company has any effect on the outcomes, 

with a suspicion that minor offices will receive less attention and may have solutions imposed by head 

office without investment in user engagement or contingent design. 

SIG turns out to be an important condition.  It is necessary for outcomes BPI and FIN and 

features as a sufficient conjunctural condition in several positive outcome sets and with OBJ it is a 

causal path for half of the positive outcomes. 

 

  Radical change of working practice: condition WKP 

Radical change in working practice occurs where a company moved significantly in terms of 

workplace taxonomy shown in Appendix 2:  Workplace Taxonomy.  High scores typically occurred 

where a business had occupied space in a traditional, semi-cellularised way and had moved to an ABW 

environment.  WKP was a sufficient route for BPI and in conjunction with SIG was sufficient for FCT.  

However, this condition featured far more in its absence than presence, so had very mixed results.  
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6 Further analysis 

This section groups additional, non-fsQCA analysis of the case studies.  The first factor that is 

considered is the time that a business stays in a location; it is noted that leases can be of varying 

lengths and it would be useful to understand if there is an ideal periodicity of workplace renewals.  

Thereafter the shift diagram is re-examined and validated as a viable tool for contextualising 

workplace change projects with several different methods explored, including a further analysis of the 

fsQCA variables.  The shift diagram is then used to look at company sector and outcomes. 

 

6.1 Time 

A stated objective of this research is to examine how the effects of a successful relocation 

project might diminish over time (Figure 1) and to recommend a renewal periodicity that businesses 

might consider if they wanted to use workplace change repeatedly as a means to refresh their 

organisations (or parts thereof). 

The case study research looked at time in two ways: how long the business had been in the 

previous location and the build-up of any pressures or issues; and the length of time in the new 

location and whether there seemed to be a diminishing of any positive effect.  The former measure 

was analysed by seeing if there was any link between the length of time in the old office and the 

strength of the outcome results.  

Section 5.2.7 examined the role of condition ISS (issues with the previous workplace).  This 

showed that there was a definite upward trend: the worse the issues the more likely to achieve a 

positive result.  Figure 53 shows that ISS also appears to be trend upwards over time, which would fit 

with the experience of most people with their office space since it is hard to maintain and adapt a 

physical space to keep it feeling modern and new.  These two pieces of analysis suggest that there will 

probably be a link between outcome and time in the old space mediated by the build-up of issues. 
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Figure 53:  ISS varies with time in the previous workplace (linear regression, R = 0.64, R2 = 0.41) 
 

The possibility of a link between outcome and time in the old space is investigated in Figure 

54 and it shows that a relationship exists, albeit that the data points are quite dispersed: the 

relationship is not strong or predictive.  What is clear though is that - for the case studies examined – 

they were much more likely to see a very positive result if they had been in the old space for a 

significant period (over 15 years).  For companies that have been in their existing spaces for less time 

than this the outcome was mixed, but it is entirely possible to achieve a very positive outcome even 

after a relatively short time in the previous space: five years or less.  However, there are many cases 

that achieved less than 0.5 BPI that had been in their existing space for between five and ten years.  

Closer analysis shows that these companies tended to have lower ISS scores than the more successful 

projects providing evidence here that it is possible to remain in an office for ten years and not suffer 

a build-up of issues, and indeed that relocating in these circumstances might not achieve the positive 

results that are expected.  Equally though it is clearly possible to relocate – like SNT02 – with no 

negative sentiment about the old office and still achieve a good result. 
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Figure 54:  BPI vs time in the old workplace (circle diameter proportional to ISS) 
 

 

The second, time-related analysis looked at whether the length of time in the new office 

meant that the effects of the move had worn off.  One of the first things to look at was whether 

interviewees seemed to report less positive results after a period of time, even if the results had been 

good.  The purpose of this analysis was to test if the interviewees themselves saw the project less 

favourably as time went on.  The graph below looked at financial outcome vs time since the move and 

shows a weak positive relationship (R2 = 0.10) but certainly does not demonstrate that reported results 

become worse over time. 
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Figure 55:  Outcome FIN vs time since the renewal event (linear regression, R = 0.31, R2 = 0.10) 
 

Comparing reported outcomes with data in the public domain showed very little difference 

between interview results and actual measures where these were available.  This was reassuring in 

that it confirmed that interviewees were realistic about project outcomes.  The next step was to ask 

their opinion on diminishing returns and to look at any empirical evidence.  Where an opinion was 

expressed the interviewees felt that the “honeymoon” period for a workplace renewal lasted up to 

two years, but the positive effects could easily persist for another two or three.  From my experience 

of dealing with other organisations’ offices over nearly three decades: once a workplace is over five 

years old it probably needs a cosmetic refresh to stop it looking tired.  At ten years old it would require 

a more invasive refurbishment since engineering systems, IT and even furniture have probably 

become outdated or worn out.  Relocation is a much easier way of carrying out this level of change. 

At an attrition rate of 15% pa an organisation will be down to 50% of the pre-transition staff 

(and 50% post-) after only four years.  Joiners will have a different relationship to the office to those 

who were involved in the original move, and if, for instance, the previous premises were really poor, 

it is only the pre-transition workforce that will appreciate the upgrade. 

The empirical evidence from the case studies shows no clear picture.  FPE01 is, in many 

respects, the most successful case study because of its transformational results post-move.  Five years 
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later however, sales have plateaued, the business believes that the novelty of its relocated position 

has definitely worn off, and by far the majority of its staff were never located in the old premises and 

therefore, for them, the current offices are standard.  Their problem is that they cannot repeat the 

same trick because the current location is undoubtedly optimum. 

The conclusion from the time-based analysis above and the interviews is that the impetus 

given to existing staff by a renewal has almost certainly dissipated after two to three years although 

the benefits of creating an excellent workplace should continue for several years and the qualities of 

the chosen building should persist beyond that. 

If an organisation is undergoing rapid change then it might need to move again within a short 

period of time to take on additional space.  However, it seems generally that five years is a natural 

rhythm for renewal and companies might consider benefiting from the positive outcomes that an 

event can provide assuming that they are in a position to do so.  Tenants are normally constrained on 

timing and moving mid-lease can be problematic; therefore, companies are normally advised to 

incorporate suitable breaks prior to signing a lease.  The financial costs of renewal can be neutral 

depending on market conditions since there are usually inducements from the receiving landlord in 

terms of rent-free periods and cash. 

 

Figure 56:  Workplace change diagram revisited with a timeline 
 

Where a company chooses or is obligated to stay for ten years or more it is likely that the 

pressure to refurbish the workplace will grow during that time as discussed above.  The life of 

mechanical systems is around twenty-five years at which point a building would need to be vacated 
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for major refurbishment or redevelopment; this places an upper bound on residency in a particular 

location. 

The market, seems to understand these effects and the average (by floor area) commercial 

office lease length is about seven years (MSCI and Parker 2016) with a definite downward trend; 

although by far the most commonly written leases are now in the range of one to four years, showing 

that companies seek considerable flexibility in their space commitments.  Indeed, I know through my 

close association with the coworking industry, that even large corporates such as the big four 

accounting practices might take small spaces (for up to 100 people) on flexible leases in coworking 

centres in order to create change conditions deliberately, energise that team and expose them to 

other companies.  These big businesses have worked out that changing environment is a useful trick 

but one that is often difficult to implement within a large corporate real estate portfolio; use of pre-

fitted, flexible office space can be very effective. 
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6.2 Validation of the shift diagram 

Every case study in Section 4 included a small diagram to show its position on a diagram that 

was introduced in Section 3.1.5 (Figure 26); one that I’ve called the “shift diagram”.  This section 

examines the shift diagram idea in more detail to see whether it can be used to provide a way of 

categorising the previous results.  If so, it might create an easily understood tool to contextualise the 

nature of a relocation project, and hopefully provide an aid to strategic planning.  The concept is that 

every workplace change event that involves relocation can be considered as a mix of change of 

intrinsic, workplace attributes (stemming from the design of the new space) and a change of extrinsic, 

locational attributes (stemming from the choice of building and location).  The hypothesis is two-fold:  

• that significant improvement requires significant shift (intrinsic, extrinsic or both); 

• that a project’s position on the diagram (or proposed position when considering a future project) 

might say something about the mix of moderators that are effective for movement to that box 

(Figure 26). 

 

 BPI vs intrinsic and extrinsic shift 

Literature would tend to suggest that any change of performance would correlate with 

movement along the intrinsic axis only since the premise is that it is the physical workplace 

environment that affects the way people behave.  Indeed, this thesis agrees with the idea that change 

of environment can catalyse behavioural change and Figure 57 below shows that there appears to be 

a positive relationship between business performance improvement (BPI) and the intrinsic shift metric 

defined earlier in this document.   

Although there is a considerable spread of results there is a fairly clear pattern, reinforced by 

linear regression (R = 0.69, R2 = 0.47): low levels of shift are mostly associated with smaller BPI scores 

indicating that in order to experience significant business improvement, companies typically make a 

noticeable change in the intrinsic direction.  The one exception with low intrinsic shift but high BPI is 

FPE01, but this might be explained by the extrinsic shift for this case (extrinsic shift is represented by 

the circle diameters on this graph). 
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Figure 57:  BPI vs intrinsic shift (circle diameters relative to extrinsic shift), dotted line is linear regression 
trend (R = 0.69, R2 = 0.47) 

 

A similar exercise can be carried out for the extrinsic shift metric (Figure 58).  The spread of 

results is wider than for intrinsic (R = 0.51, R2 = 0.26), but a similar pattern emerges of low BPI being 

associated with low shift numbers.  The outliers in the low shift range from 15% to 35% seem to have 

high intrinsic shift based on the circle diameters. 

 

Figure 58:  BPI vs extrinsic shift (circle diameters relative to intrinsic shift), dotted line is linear regression 
trend (R = 0.51 R2 = 0.26) 
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A conclusion that might be drawn from the two graphs above is that neither tells the whole 

story because of the outliers in both; which seem to be partly accounted for by greater shift in the 

other dimension.  Therefore, the next step must be to try to combine the two shift numbers and look 

for an association with BPI. 

 

 BPI vs overall shift 

Figure 59 combines intrinsic and extrinsic shift by creating a value for overall shift: the 

Pythagorean distance from the origin of the 4-square grid to the point representing the intrinsic and 

extrinsic shifts (square root of the sum of the squares of the two shift numbers).   

𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑬𝑬𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶 𝑬𝑬𝒔𝒔𝑬𝑬𝒔𝒔𝑬𝑬 =
�𝑰𝑰𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝟐𝟐+𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝟐𝟐

√𝟐𝟐
× 𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏%                     Equation 3:  Formula for overall shift 

 

It appears from the graph that it is generally true that the larger the change, the greater the 

potential positive outcome; the graph shows a linear regression line that is a good fit to the data (R = 

0.73, R2 = 0.53), but with outliers on either side of the line – especially for greater values of shift.  It is 

also noticeable that combining the measures in this way pulls some of the outliers on other graphs 

towards trend (for instance FPE01). 

 

Figure 59:  Outcome BPI vs overall shift (linear regression, R = 0.73, R2 = 0.53) 
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Figure 60:  BPI vs overall shift for successful (≥ 0.5) cases.  Circle diameters are proportional to BPI. 
 

Focusing on the successful projects (where BPI ≥ 0.5) in Figure 60 it can be seen more clearly 

that no project is a member of BPI when its overall shift is less than around 33% and even with this 

successful group, there is a clear positive correlation indicating that on average the greater the overall 

shift the better the outcome. 

 

 The shift diagram revisited  

An alternative way of looking at this relationship is to use the shift diagram directly - as used 

in the case studies – to plot each case as a point on it (calculations for coordinates has been described 

previously) and to represent each case as a circle whose diameter is a relative representation of the 

value of the outcome.  This is done for BPI in Figure 61 and exhibits successes (the larger circles) and 

(relative) failures17, but the first point to note is that almost all of the least successful cases are in the 

bottom left-hand quadrant (box 1) – indeed there are only two cases in this quadrant that are 

members of BPI (>0.5) – CAR01 and FIN01, both of whom aspired only to create a much nicer office 

for their workers rather than impose radical change. 

 
17 Note that none of the cases, with the possible exception of SNT01, actually failed in the sense that the company wished 
that it had not carried out the project.  Every case succeeded in relocating the workers, or at least their jobs, to a different 
location.  If they failed it was that the respective business did not see a firm-level improvement in some factors that other 
project exhibited. 
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Figure 61:  Intrinsic vs extrinsic shift.  Diameter reflects relative BPI success outcome (largest 
diameter = BPI score of 1.0, smallest is BPI 0.1) 

 

   

The most successful projects lie in quadrants 2, 3 and 4 (numbering clockwise).  These can be 

described thus: quadrant 2 involves significant change of the workplace itself with a modest change 

of locational attributes; cases in 4 featured a significant change of location but low level of change to 

the workplace style; and those in box 3 change both design and location. 

The initial test of whether there is a discernible shift pattern in business improvement seems 

to be passed.  The conclusion is that companies seeking overall improvement have to make a move 

into boxes 2, 3 or 4 by making a significant change in their workplace design, locational attributes or 

both. 

It is reasonable to conclude from the foregoing that the idea of plotting projects on a two-

dimensional landscape has some merit.  When looking back at the case studies the results are variable 

because the companies conducted their projects unsystematically; if they had good results it was 

1 

2 3 

4 
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because they were careful with their analysis and planning and understood that their employees 

needed to feel part of the process.  Those that had poorer results seemed to do fewer of these things. 

The further from the origin of the shift diagram that a business plans to move, the bigger the 

risk it takes because it is moving into relatively uncharted waters; for instance, introducing new 

working practices or moving to a different geographic location.  Companies should expect rewards for 

taking risks and it is hoped that the shift diagram might prove to be a useful tool to contextualise the 

type of risk that is being taken and the appropriate conditions or moderators to utilise in order to 

improve the prospects of success.  Considered like this the diagram can be redrawn thus: 

 

 

Figure 62:  The shift diagram redrawn with the boxes 
named for the dominant strategy 

 

The dominant strategies in each box could be described like this (numbering clockwise from 

bottom left): 

Box 1.  Refine: this is the box representing the lowest shift distance and implies, at 

best, a fine-tuning of the business’s current workplace in terms of 

both design and location. 

Box 2.  Re-engineer: this is the box representing high intrinsic and low extrinsic shift.  

Projects in this box are ones where the organisation seeks significant 
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change in the configuration, design and operation of the office 

through the relocation. 

Box 3.  Reinvent: this is the box representing the greatest shift in both intrinsic and 

extrinsic attributes.  Projects in this box propose to change 

everything and therefore represent the greatest risk: but 

presumably companies do this when they expect a high return from 

significant change to both location and design. 

Box 4.  Reposition: this is the box representing high extrinsic and low intrinsic shift.  

Projects in this box are ones where the organisation seeks significant 

change in the location and (probably) type of building whilst the 

essence of the way the office looks, and works, will not be greatly 

changed.  The word “Reposition” is obviously used in corporate 

strategy and its choice is deliberate in this context because the 

intention of cases in this box tends to be a literal repositioning of the 

business not just physically in space but also in the way it is viewed 

by its employees and external actors by virtue of the choice made 

over the new location. 

 

Reconsidering the case studies in this context, 13 of the 31 (42%) were in box 1, 8 in box 2, 7 

in box 3 and 3 in box 4.  However, as the previous BPI analysis suggests, the outcomes show a different 

distribution with only 15% of cases in box 1 being members of BPI (significant business improvement 

score greater than 0.5), whereas for the other boxes the proportions are 63%, 71% and 67% 

respectively; adding considerable weight to the idea that the more successful outcomes occur with 

significant change in either or both dimensions. 
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6.3 The shift diagram and fsQCA variables 

 

Figure 63:  Showing the effect of box position on an outcome variable 
 

Figure 63 shows that the shift diagram can be used to demonstrate how the scores of fsQCA 

variables range across the different boxes (the figure explains how the scores are calculated, the 

colours reflect the magnitude of the box score, from blue for low numbers, through white for mid-

range, up to red for high values).  This type of diagram is called the “proportionate shift diagram” later 

in the thesis. 

The significant features of Figure 63 are: 

• In the top part of the figure (all cases), box 1 has a low value indicating that this box contains 

relatively unsuccessful cases. 

• In the bottom part of the figure (successful cases only), box 1 still has the lowest score indicating 

that even amongst the successful cases the degree of performance improvement is lowest 

where there is little intrinsic or extrinsic shift. 

• The most successful cases sit in box 2 in both diagrams, possibly showing that it is easier to get 

good results from a significant change to the design of the workplace rather than including or 

using extrinsic shift. 

• Box 3 does not show a greater success level than boxes 2 and 4 in the lower diagram, indicating 

perhaps that these projects are difficult because they significantly change both intrinsic and 

extrinsic attributes. 
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The same analysis can be conducted for all the fsQCA outcome variables and this will be 

examined in more detail in the next section: 

 

Figure 64:  Proportionate shift diagrams for the outcome variables (two diagrams for each variable: the left 
hand one is all cases and the right is those where scores for that variable were greater than 0.5).  The figures 
are the totals of the fsQCA scores for that outcome for all the cases in that square, divided by the maximum 
possible 
 

A similar approach can be taken for the fsQCA condition variables as shown in Figure 65: 

 

 

 

 

Figure 65:  Proportionate shift diagrams for the fsQCA condition variables 
 

71% 64% 83% 74% 49% 49% 74% 73% 71% 56% 82% 70%

28% 63% 65% 85% 15% 50% 60% 100% 23% 57% 55% 85%

75% 66% 87% 66% 65% 66% 60% 57% 54% 60% 72% 100%

44% 53% 56% 60% 23% 53% 53% 80% 22% 60% 60% 90%

PER (ALL) REP (ALL)

FIN (FIN>0.5) CUL (CUL>0.5)

FCT (FCT>0.5) PER (PER>0.5) REP (REP>0.5)

BPI (ALL) BPI (BPI>0.5) FIN (ALL) CUL (ALL)

FCT (ALL)

76% 64% 75% 64% 80% 80% 88% 92% 86% 79% 90% 86% 58% 54% 65% 60%

48% 33% 25% 15% 77% 93% 100% 100% 50% 73% 70% 95% 41% 70% 45% 65%

MTW (ALL) MTW (BPI>0.5)LRG (ALL) LRG (BPI>0.5) SIG (ALL) SIG (BPI>0.5) OBJ (ALL) OBJ (BPI>0.5)

81% 66% 77% 68% 28% 46% 30% 50% 73% 69% 78% 70% 54% 49% 62% 58%

40% 40% 60% 40% 18% 63% 15% 45% 24% 63% 55% 85% 22% 57% 45% 75%

BQU (ALL) BQU (BPI>0.5) DEC (ALL) DEC (BPI>0.5)ISS (ALL) ISS (BPI>0.5) GEO (ALL) GEO (BPI>0.5)

64% 56% 73% 64% 55% 59% 57% 72% 78% 67% 77% 64% 73% 69% 70% 66%

21% 50% 55% 65% 17% 53% 35% 80% 21% 37% 40% 25% 55% 73% 50% 65%

OFW (ALL) OFW (BPI>0.5)CHG (ALL) CHG (BPI>0.5) ECM (ALL) ECM (BPI>0.5) WKP (ALL) WKP (BPI>0.5)

90% 86% 97% 86%

46% 77% 70% 100%

IQU (ALL) IQU (BPI>0.5)
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 Does strategy change with target outcome? 

Companies embarking on a corporate relocation project may not distinguish between 

different outcomes; they generally will want to improve as many aspects of the business as they can 

with their investment.  The case study companies largely were no different in this regard: three of 

them (FPE01, RTL01 and RTL02) had a very clear idea of what they wanted to achieve and a highly 

targeted strategy to do it.  The others that actively sought improvement tended to focus on their 

people and outward-facing appearance in a more general sense. 

Referring back to Figure 64 in the previous section, the patterns for each outcome are similar, 

but there are differences that are worth highlighting: 

• When considering all the cases (left-hand diagram for each variable), box 1 gives noticeably poor 

results, although somewhat better for functional improvement.  The results improve in the right-

hand diagram, but this is still the worst performing box. 

• Box 2 on average produces the best results taken across all cases (look at the top left box in the 

top row for each outcome), in other words a move to box 2 seems to produce results for less 

risk. 

• Box 3 seems to feature cases that were most uniformly successful because there is less change 

between the top and bottom rows. 

• Box 4 (relatively few cases, so least reliable) shows significant movement between rows 

indicating that this box has worked well for some but not at all well for others. 

 

When considering the very successful cases (outcomes > 0.8) it is possible to produce a 

composite shift diagram indicating where the “centre of gravity” of these cases lie for each outcome 

(Figure 66).  This shows, for instance, that the average position of the most successful BPI cases sits 

on the boundary between boxes 2 and 3).  Financial outcome is an outlier showing that significant 

extrinsic shift has been exhibited by the cases that saw the greatest improvement in their financial 

(sales) results.  This is because exceptional financial improvement (amongst the case studies) needed 

an external sales component as well as an internal people one. 

Personnel is a box 1 outcome for the cases that showed the greatest success in this area, 

although as noted above box 1 actually produces low personnel scores on average.  The conclusion is 

that where personnel issues (morale, attrition, sickness, recruitment) are specifically targeted, it is 

possible (in fact probably easier) to get very good results in box 1 by moving to an office that is simply 
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a much better version of the old one and in a similar location.  A box 1 project does not risk personnel 

stresses by imposing new working arrangements or moving to a different geographic area. 

 

Figure 66:  A composite of the cases exhibiting the most successful outcomes in the six categories (scores 
over 0.8) 

 

 Does it matter what type of company it is? 

It would seem to be common sense that companies in varying industrial sectors might choose 

different strategies for workplace renewal. For instance, a firm of lawyers will almost certainly think 

differently about workplace design and appropriate location to a company predominantly employing 

IT coders.  However, literature makes very little of what their research cases actually do, so there is 

little available evidence to assist businesses in this regard. 

Given the small sample size, subdivision into sectors makes generalisation somewhat 

problematic, but combined with some of the qualitative information gleaned from the case studies it 

is possible to perceive patterns.  It’s also relevant that companies can be in the same industrial sector 

but have very different drivers; for instance one fund management business might deal remotely with 

just a few large investors, whereas another – ostensibly performing the same function – might need 

to have face-to-face contact with a large number of intermediaries (such as IFAs).   
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To try to capture these differences, three categories are considered below: broad sector, 

client type and visit pattern.  These are explained in more detail below. 

 

 Broad sector 

The case studies have been assigned to the sectors listed in Appendix 7:  Industry Sectors but, 

as mentioned above, these categorisations do not necessarily tell the right story about what the 

primary mode of operation of the various companies actually is, which may influence the way they 

use office space.  Having examined the case study companies in detail, the following categories for 

“broad sector” have been established: 

• Financial to encompass all the various finance sectors, noting that their modes of operation may 

well differ.  Note that none of the case study companies are involved in retail banking or have 

trading operations which would require different broad categories. 

• Professional to include all the businesses that earn their revenue through fees and whose 

workers are experts with direct client contact. 

• Services which is the group of companies that provide repetitive work to their clients under 

contract, often with low personal contact. 

• Creative to encompass those companies whose primary output is creative work, either for fees 

or as part of product design; these are grouped together because I’ve observed that creatives 

tend to work in teams often in stimulating environments (cluttered and noisy). 

• Internet to include those cases that earn their living by selling goods or services over the internet 

and therefore have a remote relationship with their clients and typically a technical workforce. 

• Industrial is the group of companies that trade (typically manufactured) products through 

traditional distribution channels (rather than internet). 

 

The shift diagram for this categorisation is shown below: 
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Figure 67:  Shift diagram for broad sectors 
 

The diagram shows groupings that have been outlined in the following diagram to highlight 

the principal domains of the broad sectors. 

 

Figure 68:  Shift diagram for groups of broad sectors 
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Figure 68 shows how different broad sectors have clustered on the shift diagram.  Prevalent 

strategies seem to be: 

• Financial – two distinct clusters, one favouring intrinsic shift and the other extrinsic.  The former 

used a dramatic change of working environment to catalyse culture change and re-energise their 

businesses.  The latter repositioned themselves very literally in the eyes of their clients, advisers 

and intermediaries to drive sales.  There were no differences in visit patterns or routes to market 

for these two clusters, and the most successful strategy in terms of driving sales was extrinsic 

shift. 

• Professional – the fee earning firms that have used workplace change successfully have seen the 

benefit of limited extrinsic change – typically to higher quality buildings and better 

neighbourhoods for their clients - but have not moved so far that they risk their staff.  They have 

driven performance through more open, collaborative workstyles, higher quality and better 

equipped spaces, coupled with effective people programmes. 

• Services – these companies typically seek value since their margins are always under pressure, 

but the case studies couldn’t go as far as moving to lower rent locations; in fact, they typically 

traded up, but tried to create space efficiencies whilst doing so.  The successful projects 

implemented schemes which sought to energise staff through good quality space replete with 

positive messaging, a spread of task-oriented facilities and generous (for the sector) recreational 

and breakout spaces.  They also implemented the most aggressive desk-sharing regimes with up 

to four people per work setting in one firm. 

• Creative – these businesses tended to keep their existing workstyles but dramatically changed 

the appearance of their spaces in keeping with their desire to be, and to be seen as, creative.  

They could not risk stressing staff by high extrinsic shifts, nor was it worth their while moving to 

expensive iconic buildings: their focus had to be on providing the “coolest” spaces for their 

creative workforces. 

• Internet – these businesses are interesting in that the successful ones implemented the greatest 

change to their workplaces intrinsically and extrinsically.  They did the former to provide the 

most effective space to their highly technical workforces who, with their relatively new practices 

of scrums and sprints, need quite specialised environments.  They also had to move 

geographically to be in locations where they could recruit such people, and one company in 

particular needed to impress investors.  Their workforces are highly skilled, but large and with a 

high attrition rate – so losing some in a geographic move was not seen as a problem, making 

these businesses more risk tolerant than other broad sectors. 

• Industrial – this reflected the most mature industries and was the least ambitious group; they 

also achieved the lowest outcome scores.  They all sit in box 1 (refine) where their relocation 

objectives were to minimise disruption and provide a somewhat better-quality space than the 
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previous one.  They saw no real benefit to trying to catalyse change in their workforces or 

relocate to get closer to clients. 

 
 Route to market 

Another way of cutting the case studies is into sets of client types to see if this adds further 

granularity.  The four identified types from the case studies were business-to-business (B2B), business-

to-consumer (B2C), mixed (for instance lawyers who have private clients as well as companies), and 

intermediaries (where the company’s sales are mediated by an advisor or broker who they have direct 

contact with – for instance an IFA or insurance broker). 

 

Figure 69:  Shift diagram for client type (or route to market) 
 

The shift diagram above shows that there is no dominant pattern for any of the groups.  It is 

worth noting that companies that conduct their business through intermediaries favour strategies that 

will attract these to their new offices: in the case of FPE01 it was by moving to an iconic building, for 

FPE03 it was by creating a dramatic space. 
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 Visit pattern 

The final recasting of case study sets is by visit pattern, which attempts to characterise the 

businesses by the frequency of visits to their premises by the groups that they are most interested in; 

shown in the previous section.  These were divided into four: never, rare, occasional and frequent.  

The internet companies were examples of the first of these. 

 

Figure 70:  Shift diagram for visit patterns 
 

Companies that never have customer visits can potentially be bold about location if their 

workforces are tolerant.  RTL02 is an example whereby it has high scores for intrinsic, extrinsic and 

outcome; it was unconstrained by customer visit pattern.  Companies with frequent visits have to be 

more careful about extrinsic shifts and therefore cluster on the left side of the diagram, but in the case 

of FPE01 they started at a building whose location caused low visit frequency and deliberately moved 

to one that would encourage high frequency – a strategy that worked extremely well.  Otherwise there 

is no discernible pattern; the clustering of rare visit patterns on the left-hand side is felt to be an 

artefact of the sample (companies that had low ambitions for their relocations, mainly industrial) and 

not generalisable. 
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7 Practical outcomes 

The preceding sections contain a great deal of analysis of the case study research, 

demonstrating that there seem to be necessary and sufficient conditions in workplace relocation 

projects to cause outcomes that are significantly beneficial to the firms involved.  The findings have 

so far been presented through discussions of the case studies themselves (Section 4), the fsQCA 

variables (Section 5) and further analysis of time-related issues and use of the shift diagram to examine 

factors such as business sector (Section 6). 

This section attempts to provide some practical considerations for businesses that are 

contemplating a workplace renewal project, drawing on the findings of the previous sections.  Firstly, 

Section 7.1 looks at the corporate relocation process itself in order to set a context for the activities 

and planning that a company might be conducting leading up to, during and after the renewal of its 

offices, together with the types of driver that tend to initiate such a project.  Thereafter Section 7.2 

contains a summary of the fsQCA findings together with the further analysis of Section 6 and includes 

a set of general recommendations based on the findings.  This section is followed by a more detailed 

examination of the actual strategies adopted by the case study companies in pursuit of specific 

outcomes. 

In Section 7.3, the conditions are revisited using the proportionate shift diagram tool to see 

how the target box in the diagram might affect the way a condition is or isn’t involved in the desired 

outcomes.  Lastly, in Section 7.4, the question of whether there is a “Goldilocks zone” on the shift 

diagram is explored and whether companies should be aiming for a specific recipe of intrinsic and 

extrinsic shift to maximise their chances of achieving performance improvement. 
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7.1 The drivers of corporate relocation 

Notwithstanding the findings of the previous subsection, from my experience and through 

interviewing the case study companies it seems that businesses typically consider relocating their 

offices to coincide with lease events that allow them to vacate without having to worry about 

subletting or otherwise disposing of the old space.  In my personal experience, the exceptions to this 

are where other factors become dominant – for instance, a significant change in staff numbers, 

acquisition, merger or disposal, drive to cut costs or new senior management wanting to catalyse 

change. 

The typical steps - from the management’s point of view - in a corporate relocation process 

are shown below in Figure 71 (which assumes that step 1 returns a “go” decision). 

 

Figure 71:  The steps in a relocation project 
 

The normal pattern is that twelve months or more before a lease break or expiry, companies 

initiate a review process to assist in their deliberations of whether to relocate or stay in the existing 

space, assuming that the latter is an option.  Almost any period of lease can be negotiated but a 

common commercial office lease length is ten years with a break at five.  Therefore, tenants might 

carry out a stay or go assessment towards the end of the fourth year to inform their decision of 

whether to exercise the break.  If the business does not exercise at this point it will probably be in that 

location for a further six years.   

When a company considers whether it should relocate it is subject to competing pressures to 

stay or go (Figure 72).  On the stay side are the natural concerns about risk and cost, and the very real 

attachment that companies develop for their locations.  On the go side there is sometimes a 

compelling single reason such as the end of a lease that cannot be renewed or a chronic shortage of 

space due to recent growth, but more typically there is a list of items that could add up to a persuasive 

case to relocate, with no single issue sufficient on its own. 
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Figure 72:  The tension between stay versus go when reviewing options 
 

Conventionally, the review looks inward and outward.  The inward part tends to examine the 

headcount plan with respect to the capacity and utilisation of the current space, and to assesses the 

general status and suitability of that space.  The outward-looking part typically evaluates similarly 

sized offices on the market and the financial implications of taking a new lease.  Depending on the 

stage in the real estate rental cycle, lease commitments can look more or less expensive, and the costs 

of moving and fitting out might even be neutral, in which case that might provide an additional 

incentive.  If a company has a particularly strong covenant it can find that it is cheaper to move than 

to stay because of the financial inducements offered by the receiving landlord. 

 
Figure 73:  Reasons given by the case studies for their projects; they could pick several 

 

The drivers for a corporate relocation are many and varied and every company finds itself 

uniquely placed in terms of their circumstances.  They may, for instance, be in a period of rapid growth 
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or shrinkage which might obligate a move, but, more probably, they will have been in an existing 

location for a number of years and be wondering whether the business could benefit from relocating.  

Their relationship to the real estate they occupy will probably be complex, and laden with sentimental 

considerations – “we’ve always been here” – so carrying out an objective evaluation is difficult. 

Figure 73 is a reminder from the case study section of this thesis of the reasons that the 

interviewees gave for their projects.  Half of them were obliged to move because of a lease event, but 

nearly all cited “refresh” as a reason (or at least an explicit objective), two-thirds had to move (or take 

advantage of a lease event) to create growth space, whilst four companies had the opposite problem 

and needed to reduce their footprint.  Gratifyingly, more than half the case study companies set other 

objectives to do with the quality and layouts of their offices, showing that they understood the 

potential of relocation to improve these attributes.  Over half agreed that “reboot” was what they 

wanted – the most extreme description of a relocation event.  In order to see how these reasons 

correlated with shift strategy and get an indication of what drove the successful cases, the diagram 

below can assist: 
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Figure 74:  Proportionate shift diagrams showing the reasons companies gave for their relocations 
(disaggregation not included because it had an overall score of zero) 

 

Figure 74 recasts the previous figure using the proportionate shift diagram technique 

developed in the previous section.  Key features are: 

• Obligation – as previously noted, over half the companies surveyed were obliged to move.  

However, none of the box 4 companies were in that position – significant extrinsic change by 

itself could be a more discretionary action, not imposed on the business but taken as a strategic 

choice.  Figures for successful cases are low compared to some of the other factors, perhaps 

indicating that when a company has to move it puts less effort into extracting performance 

benefits. 

• Refresh – the most common objective predictably shows high scores generally, but interestingly 

not every box 1 or 4 case gave this reason; only the successful ones. 

• Growth – companies that gave this reason seem to do best in boxes 2 and 4. 

• Shrinkage – the only successful cases were in box 1; possibly indicating that where this is the 

trajectory there are other issues to deal with – changing too much creates additional instability. 

Obligation (ALL) Refresh (ALL) Growth (ALL) Shrinkage (ALL) Colocation (ALL)

63% 29% 100% 100% 75% 71% 13% 14% 50% 43%

69% 0% 92% 67% 46% 100% 15% 0% 8% 33%

Obligation (BPI>0.5) Refresh (BPI>0.5) Growth (BPI>0.5) Shrinkage (BPI>0.5) Colocation (BPI>0.5)

67% 40% 100% 100% 100% 80% 0% 0% 50% 20%

50% 0% 100% 100% 50% 100% 50% 0% 0% 0%

Integration (ALL) Disaggregation (ALL) Cost (ALL) Configuration (ALL)

13% 29% 50% 14% 100% 100% 50% 86%

8% 33% 15% 0% 46% 67% 15% 67%

Integration (BPI>0.5) Disaggregation (BPI>0.5) Cost (BPI>0.5) Configuration (BPI>0.5)

17% 20% 33% 0% 100% 100% 67% 80%

0% 0% 50% 0% 100% 50% 50% 100%

Working practices (ALL) Specification (ALL) Signalling (ALL) Reboot (ALL)

100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 88% 86%

38% 33% 69% 67% 15% 67% 8% 67%

Working practices (BPI>0.5) Specification (BPI>0.5) Signalling (BPI>0.5) Reboot (BPI>0.5)

100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

50% 50% 100% 100% 50% 100% 50% 100%
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• Colocation – these are cases where multiple offices are combined.  Successful cases were mostly 

box 2: these projects introduce a high level of change and companies seem to take the 

opportunity to be quite radical in the workplace solution they implement. 

• Integration – this is where the existing accommodation created a “siloed” business and the 

company sets the objective of achieving a better integrated space.  This was a rare driver; 

successful projects lie in boxes 2 and 3. 

• Cost – this was generally not a significant objective, but where it was, it appears that boxes 1 

and 2 are where successful cases have been implemented. 

• Configuration – all the successful cases in boxes 1, 2 and 3 cited this as an objective, but in box 

4 the figure is 50% (of a small number), probably because the level of intrinsic change in this box 

is low. 

• Location – reassuringly, successful cases in box 4 all included this as one of their reasons to move.  

Interestingly, cases in low extrinsic shift boxes (1 and 2) also listed location occasionally, but 

clearly decided not to act on it. 

• Working practices – all companies in boxes 2 and 3 sought to change their working practices; 

this is predictable given that these boxes are for high intrinsic change. 

• Specification – all successful cases listed this as an objective, regardless of the box their case is 

in. 

• Signalling – this is where the company wanted to send out a signal to its staff and the market 

that it was changing in some way; few companies in box 1 wanted to do this but all those in 

boxes 2 and 3 did.  Where box 1 companies listed this factor, they tended to be more successful. 

• Reboot – the most ambitious objective was very rarely listed by box 1 companies, but when they 

did, the case was more likely to be successful.  Successful cases in boxes 2, 3 and 4 all gave reboot 

as one of their reasons to move. 
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7.2 Strategies 

The fsQCA section examined each of the outcomes and conditions and their respective roles.  

A reminder of the variables and their codes is shown below (the codes will be used extensively in the 

coming sections) and overleaf in Figure 75 is a complete summary of the fsQCA solutions for the 

presence of the outcomes. 

Table 16:  The fsQCA variables and codes 
CODE DESCRIPTION CATEGORY CODE DESCRIPTION CATEGORY 

CONDITIONS 

LRG Large office Context IQU Significant improvement in 

quality/facilities 

Intrinsic 

SIG Significant office (HQ or similar) Context OFW Solution is open, flexible Intrinsic 

MTW Worker suits ABW Context WKP Radical change in working practices Intrinsic 

ISS Significant issues with previous 

workplace 

Context DEC Inclusion of staff in decision making Moderator 

GEO Significant geographic move Extrinsic CHG Change management used for the 

transition 

Moderator 

BQU Significant change in building quality Extrinsic ECM External comms Moderator    
OBJ Clear objectives for the renewal Moderator 

OUTCOMES 

BPI Significant positive impact on the 

business 

    

FIN Significant financial impact 
    

CUL Significant culture change 
    

FCT Significant functional improvement 
    

PER Significant improvement in personnel 

factors 

    

REP Significant reputational improvement 
    

 

The most significant conclusion that can be taken from the fsQCA analysis is the set of 

necessary conditions for financial and overall improvement and the sufficient conditions that feature 

most often in the outcomes.  The conjunction of setting clear objectives for the project, coupled with 

a significant improvement in the workplace itself (intrinsic qualities) and the office being significant 

for the company, together are necessary for financial and overall performance outcomes.  Setting 

objectives and creating a significant improvement are clearly within a company’s control, making an 

office significant is less so, but overcoming the issues associated with not being a significant office are 

felt to be achievable. 
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Figure 75:  A summary of the necessary and sufficient conditions for the various outcomes found through 
fsQCA with visual indicator of their coverage and consistency 
 

Moving to a building of significantly better quality, involving staff in decision making and 

running a change management process all feature frequently as sufficient conditions for most of the 

outcomes, if not by themselves, in conjunction with others.  In other words, based on the fsQCA 

findings, the most practical general advice to a business considering a workplace renewal project is: 

OUTCOME NECESSARY CONDITIONS SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS RAW UNIQUE CONSISTENCY
BPI OBJ*SIG*IQU BQU    

DEC    
CHG    
MTW*OFW    
WKP    

FIN OBJ*SIG*IQU ~LRG*ECM    
ISS*ECM    

CUL OBJ BQU    
DEC    
CHG    
IQU    

FCT BQU    
CHG    
DEC    
IQU    
MTW    
SIG*OBJ    
SIG*WKP    
~LRG*~ISS*~WKP    
~LRG*~OBJ*~ISS    

PER BQU    
CHG    
DEC    
IQU    
SIG*OBJ    

REP BQU*~WKP    
CHG*~WKP    
DEC*~WKP    
ECM*~WKP    
~ISS*BQU    
~ISS*CHG    
~ISS*DEC    
~ISS*ECM    
~ISS*IQU    
MTW*~GEO*ECM    
MTW*~WKP    
OBJ*~WKP    
OBJ*MTW*~ISS    
SIG*OBJ*~ISS    
~WKP*IQU    
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• Carry out a workplace utilisation assessment and strategy report, consider the potential 

improvement goals that a renewal could achieve, and set clear and achievable objectives for the 

project (OBJ). 

• Ensure that the new office is subjectively significantly better than the old (IQU).  Note that this 

does not necessarily mean moving to open plan or cellularised space; the research found little 

evidence for determinism with the exception of the conjunction of an open plan layout (OFW) 

with mobile team workers (MTW) which was sufficient for overall performance improvement (in 

conjunction with the necessary conditions). 

• Given the evidence that the offices should have high corporate significance (SIG), if this is not 

the case then try to ensure that it is treated as if it has. 

• Move to a building of significantly higher quality than the old (BQU).  Indeed, the best results 

seem to stem from moves to iconic buildings, often skyscrapers where the views provide light 

and quality of views for staff and act as a draw to clients and intermediaries. 

• Involve staff in decision making in some respect (DEC), at least to the extent that they feel 

informed and that their opinions have been sought. 

• Run a change management process (CHG) to keep staff informed, prepared for the move and 

trained in any new ways of working or cultural adjustments they may have to make. 

• If the objectives include some element of influencing external audiences – for instance by 

characterising the renewal as a relaunch of the business, or seeking to attract new external 

actors to the office – then run an external communications programme in parallel with the 

project. 

 

In further analysis (Section 6) it was also concluded that businesses should consider renewing 

their offices every five years so long as the office in question is not large; renewal every ten years in 

any event is indicated.  It was also found that the shift diagram could be an effective tool for 

contextualising a workplace change project, and that there is a correlation of degree of shift with 

positive performance change.  Section 6 also examined the dominant strategies of businesses by 

sector, route to market and visit pattern, noting a variety of successful approaches. 

The remainder of this section considers how the case study companies have targeted specific 

outcomes through the lens of the tools and findings developed for this thesis, and lastly examines the 

condition variables and their roles.  It is hoped that these subsections will provide useful insights for 

companies considering workplace change projects. 
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 Financial improvement 

The maths can be compelling if, through investment in better accommodation, sales can be 

increased using the same workforce; even though the rent may increase.  Table 17 shows an example 

for a business that sees a 5% increase in sales when it moves to a building that increases its occupancy 

costs by 20% (figures based on a real company).  In this scenario, the business grows its net margin 

from 9.9% to 12.8%; an almost 30% increase and undoubtedly a firm-level business performance 

improvement. 

Table 17:  Potential leverage of rent on sales and margin 

 Ratios/head1 Building 1 Building 2 

SALES2                148,280            22,241,951             23,354,048  

Payroll                107,450            16,117,498             16,117,498  

Marketing                    2,244                  336,596                  336,596  

Buildings3                  11,008              1,651,221               1,981,465  

Financial                    4,721                  708,101                  708,101  

I.T.                    3,708                  556,227                  556,227  

Professional                    1,492                  223,814                  223,814  

Communications                    2,904                  435,659                  435,659  

Net profit              2,212,835               2,994,688  

Net margin   9.9% 12.8% 

1Assume 150 heads    
2Assume sales increase by 5% in the new building  
3Assume revenue building costs increase by 20% in the new building 

 

The question for companies is how this might be achieved.  Case studies in this thesis reported 

financial improvement in two modes: improved sales performance or reduced costs; interestingly, not 

both.  In the context of workplace renewal, the former comes about when some alchemy consisting 

of the blend of new office design and location makes the business more attractive to customers or the 

workforce more successful at winning or doing work, or all of these.  The latter (cost saving) largely 

stems from space efficiencies, or reduced rent (and possibly payroll) by moving to a cheaper location.  

It should be noted that productivity in terms of producing more is a by-product of selling more.  None 

of the cases studied in this research targeted cost reduction by moving somewhere cheaper, but 

several sought efficiencies through consolidation or change of operational practice by moving to non-

assigned workstations and thus reducing the overall space requirement (servicing the same number 

of people with less space). 
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Section 5.1.3 showed that positive financial outcomes were predicated on clear objectives, a 

significant office and significant increase in the quality of the workplace (necessary conditions).  It was 

also shown that external messaging during the project was important, and offices of fewer than 200 

people, and/or where there were significant issues with the old office, were more likely to see a 

positive financial outcome. 

The shift diagrams shown in Figure 66 and Figure 76 also show clearly that in order to achieve 

a financial payback, the renewal project had to involve significant change - of workplace design, 

location or both - with a distinct bias towards locational change for the most financially successful 

projects.  In Figure 76 the proportionate shift diagrams on the right hand side show that for all cases 

it is better to target a move to boxes 2, 3 or 4, and that for successful projects box 4 provides the 

greatest financial return on average (with a health warning that the number of projects in this box is 

low). 

  

Figure 76:  Main chart: financial outcome shown as diameters of circles on the shift diagram; right hand 
chart: proportionate shift diagrams 

 

Section 5.1.3 showed that financial improvement is predicated on the necessary conditions 

OBJ*SIG*IQU (clear objectives AND significant office AND significant improvement in interior quality).  

There were two sufficient routes, ~LRG*ECM (office smaller than 200 people AND external 

communications) and ISS*ECM (issues with the old office AND external messaging).  Absence of 
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external messaging was a sufficient condition for ~FIN (lack of financial improvement).  The prevalent 

role of ECM is consistent with the ways that the successful case study companies achieved financial 

improvement; typically, through external gains (more sales) rather than internal (lower costs). 

The noteworthy strategies used by the case study companies are: 

• Move to a location and building that in themselves make potential customers change their 

assessment of you and attracts them to visiting and transacting (FPE01). 

• Invest in a stunning workplace that attracts staff and customers, probably changing working 

practices in the process to improve collaboration (LEG02).  Invest heavily in communications 

during the process and involve staff throughout. 

• Dramatically change working practices to create a fundamental shift in the business culture and 

level of collaboration in the office to catalyse improved workforce performance, and potentially 

intrigue customers who see a genuine point of difference (ACC01, FPE02 and FPE03). 

• Do all the above and reinforce with strong messaging to internal and external audiences (RTL01 

and RTL02). 

 

 Culture change 

It is often the case that businesses want to change the culture of the organisation in support 

of a wider change process.  In my experience this often coincides with new senior management who 

seek to reposition the business or transform the way that the company operates.  Relocating office 

can provide a powerful catalyst for such a process.  

Figure 66 and Figure 77 show that the most successful culture change outcomes are typically 

skewed to the left side of the shift diagram (low locational change) and the upper quadrant (high 

intrinsic attribute change).  Section 5.1.5 shows that having clear objectives for the project is a 

necessary condition for culture change success and then sufficient conditions include significant 

change of building quality, employee inclusion in decision making, use of change management, and 

significant improvement of interior quality.  These necessary and sufficient conditions are reassuringly 

logical: catalysing the change of group behaviour should require careful planning and a significant 

alteration of environment combined with appropriate people processes. 

It is interesting to note that a significant geographic move was sufficient for the absence of 

cultural change and this again might be predictable since the greater the distance of the relocation, 

the more likely it is that current employees will leave.  Whereas it might seem that starting over with 

a new workforce would allow the desired culture to be imposed from the start, in reality this proves 
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very difficult to plan for and control.  Hence one of the worst outcomes was for SNT01 who 

experienced the highest attrition rate during the process but did not achieve their desired culture at 

the end of the project. 

 

  

Figure 77:  Main chart: culture change outcome shown as diameters of circles on the shift diagram; right 
hand chart: proportionate shift diagrams 

 

Section 5.1.5 found that the routes to culture change included the necessary condition OBJ 

(clear objectives for the renewal), and four sufficient conditions: BQU (significant improvement in 

building quality), DEC (inclusion of staff in decision making), CHG (use of change management) and 

IQU (significant improvement in interior).  ECM (external messaging) does not appear as a sufficient 

condition, but its absence is sufficient for the absence of culture change.  These conditions are 

reassuringly predictable in that they heavily feature staff communications and engagement, and show 

that success is predicated on significant quality improvement. 

The principal modes of achieving a positive culture change outcome seemed to be: 

• Breaking down silos created by the old space and connecting people by making it far easier to 

get around and providing some focal congregation points (ACC01, BUS02, RTL02). 
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• Creating a dramatically different interior that provides powerful messaging about the company’s 

values through its layouts and design (LEG02, FFX01, FPE02, RTL01, RTL02). 

• Moving to a neighbourhood and/or building that is so different to the previous that it repositions 

the business in the minds of the staff and external actors (BUS02, FPE01, RTL02). 

• Change the workstyle dramatically – for instance from cellular to open plan – to force people to 

behave differently (ACC01, FPE02, FPE03, LEG02). 

 

 Functional improvement 

Functional improvement should be the least that is expected from a relocation event in that 

the business would have some experience of what aspects of its previous space do or don’t work and 

it would at least seek to put right any shortcomings.  Indeed in Figure 78 it is clear from the circle 

diameters that functional improvement is on average the most successful outcome for these 

relocation projects, regardless of which quadrant the case resides in, although the weighted average 

position for the most successful functional improvement outcomes is in quadrant 2 (Figure 66).  

  

Figure 78:  Main chart: functional improvement outcome shown as diameters of circles on the shift diagram; 
right hand chart: proportionate shift diagrams 
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Section 5.1.7 indicated that there are many routes to functional improvement, including most 

of the sufficient conditions discussed for the previous outcomes but includes others such as having a 

workforce that scores high on MTW (mobile team workers) or being a significant office and making a 

dramatic change of workstyle.  Small offices (fewer than 200 workers) that did not have issues with 

the previous office managed to create functional improvement if they didn’t radically change their 

workstyle. 

Perhaps more significant are the sufficient routes to absence of functional improvement: 

~BQU (no improvement in building quality), ~CHG (absence of change management), ~DEC (staff not 

involved in decision making) and ~IQU (no significant improvement in the interior quality).  In 

summary though, these conditions are largely artefacts of the sample and it is clear that so long as the 

business had carried out a thorough analysis of its existing space and set out sensible plans for the 

new office, it should see some functional improvement.  In this regard, all case study companies 

wanted and expected to see functional improvement from their relocations, but where they simply 

trusted that a new office would achieve that without investing in the moderators above, they were 

disappointed with the results. 

Principal modes of improvement among the case studies are: 

• Reducing spatial divisions (typically number of floors) and connecting working spaces, possibly 

with attractors such as break out spaces (ACC01). 

• Making the workstyle more open to encourage collaboration (ACC01, FPE02, LEG02). 

• Change to activity-based working with a range of work settings to suit the task needs of workers 

(BUS02, FPE02, FPE03). 

• Create a space that includes functional area that didn’t exist in the old office (BUS02, RTL01). 

 

 Improvement of personnel factors 

Personnel factors are empirical metrics such as surveyed staff satisfaction, attrition rates, 

unplanned absence, and the subjective assessment of the ability of the company to recruit the 

appropriate talent in the new location relative to the old. 

Figure 79 shows how evenly spread this result is and that it can be a box one outcome (CAR01) 

since it doesn’t necessarily require the company to relocate any distance or radically change its 

working practices; significantly upgrading the office is enough to make staff re-evaluate their 

relationship with the company and feel more cared for. 
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Section 5.1.9 shows that improvement in personnel factors stems from the usual multi-route 

shown by other outcomes: enhanced building quality and interior design, and facilities improvement.  

In successful cases, these are accompanied by “soft conditions”: involvement of users in decision 

making and use of change management.  For significant offices there is a conjunction with setting clear 

objectives, but it is also noteworthy that the absence of improvement of personnel factors is indicated 

by the absence of issues with the old building; companies have a much better chance of making their 

people happy if they were unhappy with the old place.  A less successful outcome is also predicted 

when the relocation is geographically significant as in the case of STN01, because the disruption to 

staff is too great. 

 

  

Figure 79:  Main chart: personnel factors improvement outcome shown as diameters of circles on the shift 
diagram; right hand chart: proportionate shift diagrams 

 

Section 5.1.9 showed that BQU, CHG, DEC and IQU were sufficient conditions for improvement 

in personnel factors in common with other beneficial outcomes.  A further sufficient condition was 

the conjunction SIG*OBJ (significant office AND clear objectives).  It appears from the latter that 

having clear objectives alone (which is necessary or sufficient for many of the other outcomes) is not 

enough; the office also needs to be significant for the business to experience improvement in 
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personnel factors.  ~BQU, ~CHG, ~DEC and ~IQU are all sufficient for absence of PER; in that sense this 

outcome displays symmetry. 

Routes to this outcome are varied but include: 

• “De-siloing” the business by reducing the number of floorplates and providing strong physical 

connections to encourage movement and collaboration (ACC01). 

• Redesigning the space in a way that feels more consistent with the firm’s culture and 

demographics of its staff (CAR01, RTL01). 

• Consolidating a number of disparate locations, and providing a new, modern office in a much 

better part of the city makes staff feel prouder of their workplace and certainly improves their 

experience (ENG01). 

• Moving from a long-standing office with many issues to a well-designed new facility with much 

better recreational spaces (FOB02, LEG02). 

• Moving to a very prestigious building from substandard old offices makes staff feel valued 

(RTL02). 

• High scores for improvement in personnel factors were achieved fairly uniformly across all four 

boxes for the successful cases, but notably when considering all cases box 1 did not fare so well: 

the conclusion being that when the change is limited to a refresh, the effect on workers is limited 

(see further analysis of this point below). 

 

 Reputational improvement 

Reputational improvement is the most difficult outcome to validate but one that interviewees 

tended to have a ready view on.  It represents improvement in the reputation of the firm by all 

audiences – both internal and external – and is typically judged by the sense that the firm has of its 

own standing, possibly backed-up with some empirical evidence such as survey data.  

The shift diagram shows that reputational improvement is not a box one outcome, but both 

intrinsic and extrinsic movement can lead to this result.  Section 5.1.11 provides a long list of sufficient 

conditions reinforcing the conclusion that there are many routes to improving reputation, although 

most of them included the condition ~WKP indicating that radical change of workstyle perhaps brings 

risks that can be counterproductive, or that projects that focus on changing ways of working are less 

concerned with reputation and more with internal efficiencies.  Most telling perhaps is the condition 

~ECM for the absence of reputational improvement: an external communications package seems to 

be essential. 
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Section 5.1.11 showed a very long list of sufficient conditions for this outcome, none of which 

was convincing in terms of coverage and consistency.  More pertinent, ~ECM was solely sufficient for 

the absence of REP, so at least case study companies needed to ensure that they used an external 

communications campaign in support of their projects if they wanted to see reputational 

improvement. 

  

Figure 80:  Main chart: reputational improvement outcome shown as diameters of circles on the shift 
diagram; right hand chart: proportionate shift diagrams 

 

Notable cases exhibiting this outcome showed a spectrum of routes: 

• Relocation of a business with perhaps a solid but unexciting reputation to a prestigious, modern 

building, fitted out to a high standard with a wide range of agile work settings, extensive 

technology and messaging and excellent staff facilities; a dramatic change of perception for 

clients, staff and recruits (CAR02). 

• A significant geographic move to a landmark building completely changes client perception and 

opens up new sales channels (FPE01). 

• Dramatic change of workstyle from very conservative, traditional, cellular to technology-based, 

flexible, open and team-oriented brings a new credibility allowing significant growth, both 

organic and acquisitive (LEG02, RTL02). 
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• Creation of new, highly creative facilities for businesses involved in design-related industries to 

reinforce their own brand messaging bringing new client opportunities, but also providing a 

magnet for new talent and inspiring the original workforce (RTL01, RTL03). 

• There is a similar pattern for reputational outcome, and a notable high score for successful cases 

in box 4 where the new location can be used to signal a relaunch of the business. 

 
 Overall business performance improvement, revisited 

Section 6.2.2 looked at the fsQCA variable BPI (business performance improvement) when 

validating the shift diagram.  Below the chart is revisited with the accompanying proportionate 

diagrams. 

   

Figure 81:  Main chart: overall business improvement outcome shown as diameters of circles on the 
shift diagram; right hand chart: proportionate shift diagrams 

 

Since BPI is largely an amalgam of the other outcomes (with weightings - principally favouring 

financial and culture change outcomes – and minor adjustments based on the interviews) the results 

are in many respects covered in the preceding subsections.  It is worth noting however that box 1 

again produces poor results, and even its cases that are members of BPI (CAR01 and FIN01) have 

relatively low scores.  Box 2 is again the safe destination in that the average BPI for all cases is high, 
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whereas it is more variable in boxes 3 and 4.  The strategies that the successful cases used have been 

covered previously. 

Section 5.1.1 found that OBJ*SIG*IQU was a necessary conjunction for overall business 

improvement, and graphical tests showed that this was conclusive with no exceptions among the case 

studies.  Thereafter there were five sufficient routes: BQU (building quality), DEC (staff involvement), 

CHG (change management), WKP (radical change in working practices) and the conjunction 

MTW*OFW (staff suited to flexible working AND implementation of a more flexible environment).  On 

the other hand, absence of IQU, CHG, DEC or BQU were all sufficient routes to membership of ~BPI 

(lack of business improvement). 

 

 

Figure 82:  Cases where BPI ≥ 0.8 (percentages are the numbers of such cases in each quadrant divided by 
the total number of cases in that quadrant) 

 

Figure 82 isolates the most successful projects (BPI ≥ 0.8) and shows that none of these cases 

were in box 1.  The numbers are low, so taking percentages is perhaps not reliable, however it is the 

case that 56% of the box 2 cases satisfy the condition (BPI ≥ 0.8), 33% of box 3 and 33% of box 4.  A 

reminder of their strategies: 
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• Box 1 (low intrinsic/low extrinsic): 

o No cases of BPI ≥ 0.8. 

• Box 2 (high intrinsic/low extrinsic): 

o ACC01 consolidated from six floors to three and installed a communication staircase to ensure 

connectivity where previously they had suffered from operating in silos.  They also changed the way 

they worked and provided a significantly better workplace that pleased staff and impressed clients.  Fee 

income doubled over seven years and personnel metrics such as average sick days improved 

significantly. 

o FPE02 is a private equity firm that decided to create outstanding, but highly flexible offices when it 

relocated.  Staff have no fixed workstations but benefit from a wide array of different settings 

depending on what they’re doing (ABW).  Workers are extremely well looked after with on site catering 

and a fully equipped gym.  Sales and profits have doubled in five years. 

o FPE03 is a fund management business that consolidated several offices into one building and decided 

to support their disruptive brand by creating an extraordinary ABW office with a very particular interior 

design.  There was fall-out as some staff felt the changes were too dramatic, but the effects on talent 

and client acquisition were profound.  Sales almost tripled in three years. 

o BUS02 is a services business that consolidated a number of offices into a new, iconic building where 

they installed a state-of-the-art ABW workplace.  They kept staff engaged and informed throughout 

and ran a highly effective external communications campaign.  Share price up 30%. 

o LEG02 moved from an old building with significant legacy issues to a high-profile new one and adopted 

a radical change in working practices having successfully piloted and refined in other offices.  They ran 

an exemplary communications and engagement campaign throughout the process.  Growth of 15% in 

fee income in three years for little increased cost. 

• Box 3 (high intrinsic/high extrinsic):   

o RTL02 relocated to an iconic building from very poor premises in a move that their staff and investors 

found surprising and impressive.  This gave them significant credibility with money markets, allowed 

them to recruit the talent they needed, and dramatically improved communications and functioning.  

Sales more than doubled in two years.  

o RTL01 is involved in fashion brands and relocated from long-occupied, inappropriate premises to a 

dramatic new environment, perfectly reflecting their brand.  They are exemplary in their use of social 

media and other communications tools to engage staff and clients.  Their project has gained wide 

recognition and media coverage.  Too early for financial results, but talent and client acquisition have 

improved considerably. 

• Box 4 (low intrinsic/high extrinsic):  

o FPE01 relocated to an iconic building in order to financial intermediaries (its route to market) to its 

offices, and to alter profoundly its brand positioning with these IFAs and the ultimate investors.  Sales 

increased fivefold in 5 years. 
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7.3 Conditions, revisited 

Lastly, the fsQCA conditions are revisited, with their proportionate shift diagrams and notes 

about activities carried out by the successful case study companies.  The conditions are organised as 

they were first presented in Table 10. 

 

 Input moderators: Company circumstances 

When a company first considers a relocation project there are certain conditions that it starts 

with.  These are the input moderators suggested in Table 10. 

 

7.3.1.1 LRG: Large office 

 

Case study companies with large offices (> 200 people) were far more successful in box 2 than 

elsewhere.  This is probably predictable: high extrinsic shift for a large office would present significant 

difficulties (boxes 3 and 4) whilst it has already been established that box 1 rarely produces significant 

improvement. 

 

7.3.1.2 SIG: Significant office 

 

Being a significant office is a necessary condition for business performance improvement (BPI) 

and financial performance improvement (FIN).  Case study companies that relocated offices that were 

not significant tended to treat them in a formulaic manner (corporate playbook).  In every case of this 

nature interviewed, the project had been run by people who were not based in that office.  More 

research is required, but it is possible given the role of conditions such as DEC (staff involved in 
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decision making) and CHG (use of change management) that giving more ownership to the relocating 

office staff might make projects of this nature more likely to succeed. 

 

7.3.1.3 MTW: Mobile, team workers 

 

Having workers that work in teams and have the potential to be flexible in the sense that they 

could work in multiple locations in the office, could lead companies to believe that they could 

successfully impose radical changes of workstyle (condition WKP).  However, it turned out that this 

conjunction was sufficient to cause negative outcomes in culture change and personnel factors.  The 

impression from the interviews was that in these situations the companies went too far, hadn’t 

adequately analysed what their workers really needed to do their jobs, and had failed to carry the 

workforce with them. 

On the other hand, MTW*OFW (conjunction with a move towards more open flexible space) 

was an important causal route for BPI.  In these situations, management had successfully identified 

the potential of the workforce to work more collaboratively and flexibly if the space allowed and had 

designed the new offices accordingly with excellent results.  MTW features highly in box 4 indicating 

perhaps that this type of workforce is more accepting of extrinsic change because their flexibility can 

extend to working in other locations than the office. 

 

7.3.1.4 ISS: Significant issues with previous workplace 

 

It would seem to be common sense that the more issues a business has with its existing 

workplace, the better result it should see in a relocation.  The case studies showed that there was 

some truth in this (Figure 51), and the longer that a company had occupied an office the greater the 

likelihood of significant issues with the old workplace (ISS), (Figure 53).  However, there were examples 

(SNT02, FPE03, FFX01 and FPE01) where the outcome was high BPI even with low ISS.  From the 
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interviews the conclusion was that overcoming problems with a workplace doesn’t necessarily lead to 

measurable performance improvement, but equally the situation could not be allowed to continue; 

relocation becomes essential. 

 

 Input moderator:  Process 

Once a company has decided that it should move its office there are a number of actions it 

might take.  These are the input process moderators identified in Table 10. 

 

7.3.2.1 OBJ: Clear objectives for the renewal project 

 

Setting clear objectives for the project is a necessary condition for BPI and FIN.  The 

proportionate shift diagrams show how important this condition is for success in every box.   

The test for membership of this condition involved a number of different criteria, so it is worth 

looking at what the most successful companies tended to do: 

• When proposing a project in box 1 they were seeking to understand what aspects of the existing 

office could be improved.  Staff questionnaires were used to highlight areas of the workplace 

that weren’t working well, and some analysis carried out of the use of facilities such as meeting 

rooms.  Objectives were set based on these findings, but these were typically limited to low risk 

functional improvement.  

• A move to box 2 implies high intrinsic shift whereby the company implements a significant 

change to the interior environment, probably including a different way of working such as 

introducing ABW.  Successful companies used the box 1 methods but also wanted to know how 

the office was used and the potential for the introduction of new ideas.  Therefore, alongside 

questionnaires, utilisation studies were carried out, reference sites visited, and pilot studies 

conducted.  Objectives were set in terms of the design of the new office, utilisation, systems and 

procedures.  The most successful cases knew what targets they wanted to achieve in all these 

areas. 

• A move to box 4 (extrinsic shift) involves different considerations and risk profile to box 2 

projects because a significant geographic move can result in real problems for the company (e.g. 
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SNT01); including high attrition rates and issues for clients.  The successful cases committed 

resources to identifying the optimum location, then carrying out analysis of the risk of moving 

there.  Objectives were carefully set for leveraging the new location with clients and other 

external actors and ensuring that “distance shock” didn’t result in unplanned attrition.  

• A move to box 3 has been concluded previously as the riskiest type of project since it involves 

both high intrinsic and extrinsic shift.  The most successful cases carried out all the activities 

listed for boxes 2 and 4 and had a clear understanding of the way the project fitted their general 

business plan. 

 

7.3.2.2 DEC: Inclusion of staff in decision making 

 

Section 5.2.3 demonstrated that involving staff in decision making and employing change 

management processes (CHG) were closely correlated, indicating that the businesses that used one 

tended to use the other.  It was also shown that the most successful projects scored highly for DEC 

(and therefore CHG), and that the worst performing projects did not use these people processes (~DEC 

is sufficient for ~BPI).  However, the proportionate diagrams above also show that DEC is not the only 

route to success (relatively low scores compared to some necessary conditions such as OBJ), and many 

companies that were members of BPI (> 0.5) scored moderately for DEC. 

Examples of practices that resulted in high DEC scores were: 

• Use of staff questionnaires before the project started. 

• Staff representatives were included in the project steering group. 

• Preliminary designs were shared, and feedback sought. 

• Pilot studies of new working arrangements were conducted, and staff involved in tests. 

• Staff were involved in testing and choosing furniture products. 

• Meeting room names chosen by poll or competition. 

• Design elements were inspired or originated by employees (for instance a giant collage of 

people’s holiday snaps). 

• Staff were given some options to bespoke their personal area. 

• A project website was produced that included feedback and comments capability. 

 

54% 49% 62% 58%

22% 57% 45% 75%

DEC (ALL) DEC (BPI>0.5)
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 Change of attributes 

The next group of conditions are those to do with the changes in physical attributes that the 

projects created. 

 

7.3.3.1 GEO: Significant geographic move 

 

The condition GEO was scored according to measured distance from the old office to the new 

and adjusted for commuting; with a score of 1.0 given where the move was between countries (in one 

case, SNT01).  The condition formed a weighted component of extrinsic shift (so was higher in boxes 

3 and 4) but was not particularly associated with success.  Cases did much better if they got into those 

boxes through moves to better neighbourhoods and buildings that were not so geographically distant 

from their old office.  GEO was a sufficient condition for ~CUL (no positive culture change from a 

significant geographic move). 

In the more successful projects with GEO > 0.5, emphasis had been put on detailed planning 

and risk assessment, and significant investment made in cushioning the possible impact of staff 

disruption and inconvenience caused by more difficult commutes: for instance by offering relocation 

packages, paying for season tickets for the first year and interest free loans thereafter.  Effort was also 

made to make the new location seem more attractive by providing gym membership and obtaining 

discount deals from local retailers. 

 

7.3.3.2 BQU: Significant change in building quality 

 

Section 5.2.1 showed that BQU is an important sufficient condition for several of the 

outcomes, featuring as the highest scoring route for BPI at 91% coverage and 92% consistency and 

was exactly symmetrical in this regard, the same measurements of ~BQU were sufficient for ~BPI; in 

28% 46% 30% 50%

18% 63% 15% 45%

GEO (ALL) GEO (BPI>0.5)

73% 69% 78% 70%

24% 63% 55% 85%

BQU (ALL) BQU (BPI>0.5)
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other words, in order for a case to display significant business performance improvement, it almost 

certainly had to include a move to a better building.  High scores on BQU were obtained for buildings 

that, compared to the old buildings, were: 

• Generally higher specification in terms of IEQ. 

• In a better neighbourhood (judged by rent and commuting possibilities). 

• More impressive in some respect (for instance a new skyscraper, or very high-quality finishes). 

• More likely to attract clients and talent by virtue of location or quality. 

• Tenanted with a better mix of other companies. 

• Configured in a more suitable way – for instance by allowing occupancy on fewer floors or 

providing shallower floorplates and more access to daylight. 

 

7.3.3.3 WKP: Radical change in working practices 

 

Section 5.2.13 concluded that WKP had very mixed results, featuring as a sufficient condition 

for BPI, but also in its absence as part of sufficient conjunctions for a positive outcome, and its 

presence for negative outcomes.  WKP features strongly in box 2 as might be expected and shows that 

high intrinsic shift typically includes significant change of working practices.  Successful cases that 

scored high for WKP tended to have done more analysis and planning (OBJ) and focused on people 

issues (DEC and CHG).   

 

7.3.3.4 OFW: New workplace tends towards more open, flexible working 

 

OFW was included as a condition to add to the debate about the value of open plan working.  

The higher the score the more open and unassigned the accommodation.  The lower the score the 

more cellular and assigned. 

78% 67% 77% 64%

21% 37% 40% 25%

WKP (ALL) WKP (BPI>0.5)

73% 69% 70% 66%

55% 73% 50% 65%

OFW (ALL) OFW (BPI>0.5)
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Figure 28 showed that on average, all the cases trended towards more open, flexible 

arrangements.  The proportionate shift diagrams also show a relatively high level of membership. 

However, as confirmed in section 5.2.11, OFW did not feature highly in causal solutions; the conclusion 

being that in many respects it didn’t matter what the new layout was, so long as the moderator scores 

were high.  The only time OFW appears as a route (to BPI) is in conjunction with MTW (mobile, team 

worker), which does suggest that there is an advantage in giving this type of worker an open, flexible 

environment.  Again, successful cases with high OFW scored high on OBJ, DEC and CHG. 

 

7.3.3.5 IQU: Significant increase in quality of the interior and facilities 

 

IQU was discussed in Section 5.2.6.  It is one of the most important conditions being necessary 

for BPI and FIN and sufficient for all the others apart from reputation improvement.  The proportionate 

shift diagrams show that it features strongly in almost every box and scored 1.0 in almost every 

successful case in boxes 2 and 4.  This is also the condition that companies typically have the most 

control and discretion over - in every case studied in this thesis the companies paid for the design and 

fit out of their new space; they did not inherit from someone else or move to pre-fitted space (both 

of which are increasing features of the real estate market in 2019/2020). 

In order to achieve high IQU, companies had to do more than spend a lot of money on their 

fit out.  Firstly, the condition is relative to the old office, so the investment has to improve upon the 

old, but it also has to be consistent with other factors or the subjective judgement of the interviewee 

is likely to be coloured by negative feedback from users.  Therefore, where companies had high scores 

for OBJ, DEC and CHG – and BQU since there is a spillover effect from the building itself – reports 

about the quality of the new office tended to be glowing.  Where these other conditions were not 

met, the feedback was far less positive, even if the quality of the new office seems objectively high. 

 

 Output moderators 

These are the processes that run alongside or after the relocation project itself. 

90% 86% 97% 86%

46% 77% 70% 100%

IQU (ALL) IQU (BPI>0.5)
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7.3.4.1 CHG: Change management used for the transition 

 

It was noted in Section 5.2.2 and in several of the condition descriptions above that use of 

change management processes was associated with greater success.  This condition exactly shadows 

DEC in that the companies that did one, did the other.  Activities that gave a high score for CHG 

included:  

• Conspicuous involvement and buy-in of senior management. 

• Briefing sessions so that staff understood how the new space was supposed to work, and what 

was expected of them when they move there.  In particular, where there was a move to more 

flexible arrangements, staff were expressly given permission to utilise them – including 

recreational facilities.  Companies that were more autocratic in style tended to do poorly with 

this. 

• Excellent communications throughout the process including project websites. 

• Successful box 3 and 4 projects also looked at client interaction processes and prepared for 

them. 

• Move packs were prepared for staff describing how the new office worked, but also (in the best 

cases) including vouchers for local shops and restaurants. 

• Opening parties. 

• Orientation sessions post-move and rapid attention to any issues.  The best cases and highest 

CHG scores did some or all of these: 

o Installed a highly responsive facilities management system, possibly enabled through a dedicated app.  

The case studies showed that where workers felt that the organisation was supportive and quick to 

attend to issues, the scores accumulated under personnel factors were higher. 

o Post-occupancy staff surveys such as the Leesman Index with results discussed at board level. 

o Continuous assessment of empirical data by monitoring access control data, occupancy and 

environmental sensors (if these are fitted), energy and other engineering metrics. 

o Monitor staff attrition rates, unplanned absence and recruitment and took exit and entry polls. 

 

64% 56% 73% 64%

21% 50% 55% 65%

CHG (ALL) CHG (BPI>0.5)
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7.3.4.2 ECM: Use of external communications during the process 

 

Section 5.2.4 discussed the role of ECM noting that it did not feature strongly, but that ~ECM 

was sufficient for ~FIN, ~REP and ~CUL; in other words, not having a strong external communications 

campaign tended to have negative effects.  For some businesses this was appropriate in that they 

didn’t want to make a show of their relocation projects.  However, the most successful cases all made 

extensive use of external communications with the most recent projects using social media to 

reinforce other messaging and instilling excitement and pride in the workforce, and repositioning in 

the minds of target clients and intermediaries.  

 

  

55% 59% 57% 72%

17% 53% 35% 80%

ECM (ALL) ECM (BPI>0.5)
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7.4 Is there a Goldilocks zone? 

When presented with a four-square grid of the nature of the shift diagram, it is tempting to 

suppose that following a diagonal line upwards and to the right (y = x) is in some way desirable.  This 

research has concluded that to obtain significant business performance improvement, projects 

definitely need to be in any box other than number 1.  Figure 82 suggests that box 2 is the most 

attractive target – more cases went in this direction than boxes 3 and 4, and the success rate was 

higher.  However, the question should be asked whether it can be concluded that box 2 is best, or 

whether Figure 59’s suggestion that the higher the overall shift the better is correct (which would 

indicate that a move to the top right-hand corner is the best because this distance is greatest). 

 

 

Figure 83:  Banded shift diagram - the bands show the total shift value as a 
percentage of the maximum Pythagorean distance from the origin, the white 

dots are the positions of the cases, and the figures in circles are the average BPI 
scores of the cases in those bands 

 

Figure 83 presents the shift diagram in bands of distance from the origin with the average BPI 

score for the cases in those bands.  This figure supports the distance-from-origin hypothesis, but also 

shows clearly how box 2 is the dominant strategy so that the sample size for greater distances (in box 
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3) is very small – in fact there is only one case in the 80-100% band; if the case that sits on the border 

is included as well, the average would fall from 1.0 to 0.7, thus it cannot be claimed that this is reliable. 

Figure 66 seems to indicate that there is a “Goldilocks zone” in the middle of the shift diagram, 

but the reality – as shown above – is that cases did not tend to target this area, it’s an artefact of the 

averaging process.  Instead, as Figure 81 shows, the most the successful cases reside in boxes 2, 3 or 

4 and not in the centre of the diagram.  Thus, rather than seeking a single zone where success is 

located, the case studies have shown that, rather like with interior design, a contingency approach is 

required where the optimum amalgam of attribute changes for a particular company is singular to it 

and its circumstances.  Businesses tend towards intrinsic shift because it’s easier to administer, but 

there are several examples of cases that had high extrinsic shifts and for whom the results were very 

good.  It’s also true that there was more variability of results in boxes 3 and 4 supporting the argument 

that risks increase in these directions. 

 

Figure 84:  The shift diagram with dominant strategic modes indicated by the sizes of the arrows 
 

Figure 84 above reproduces the shift diagram in the light of these observations with the 

strategic modes shown as arrows whose sizes represent the relative numbers of cases in the sample 

studied in this thesis.  Since this is a representation of actual cases rather than a theoretical approach, 

we cannot tell whether the strategies adopted were optimum or not.  It is rather like Abraham Wald’s 

observations about American bombers18 – we’re only seeing the evidence of the cases in front of us 

 
18 See, for instance, https://blogs.dnvgl.com/software/2017/11/thinking-outside-of-the-box/. 

https://blogs.dnvgl.com/software/2017/11/thinking-outside-of-the-box/
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(with Wald’s bombers, the ones that came home).  However, there is a degree of consistency in the 

results – particularly box 2 – which should give confidence in this representation.  It can be concluded 

that it is entirely possible to achieve outstanding performance improvement by committing to a 

significant change in workplace attributes, so long as those changes have been carefully calibrated, 

aligned with the company’s objectives, and are implemented in a manner that wins the hearts and 

minds of those who will be most affected. 
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8 Conclusions 

This research has attempted to understand how workplace change can be used to improve 

business performance for companies employing knowledge workers.  In so doing a large amount of 

literature has been reviewed and case study research conducted using tools that have not previously 

been applied in this field.  Furthermore, some practical guidelines have been suggested to assist 

organisations to use the workplace change event to best effect. 

The subject matter covered in this work is of great importance to businesses.  A very significant 

proportion of the output of modern economies comes from knowledge workers based in offices.  

Companies can periodically change the workplaces of their employees through relocation or 

refurbishment and these events carry with them the potential to affect the way their workers behave, 

individually and en masse, with consequential implications for the performance of the overall 

business.   

The case study research contained in this thesis uses a novel approach.  It takes a relatively 

large number of cases (n = 31) and looks at results at the level of the firm rather than the individual.  

By using configurational comparative methods to analyse these results, and by including process and 

circumstantial conditions, the research is able to find configurations that are necessary or sufficient 

for successful outcomes. In answer to the first overarching research question posed in the 

Introduction - can workplace change be used to improve business performance? – the answer is 

“Yes”.  This research found examples of companies that have been able to extract significant value 

from workplace renewal events, some quite remarkably, but equally others who have not – even 

though they may have moved to very similar accommodation to the more successful cases.  The key 

to whether or not a relocation beneficially changed the performance of a business seems to lie in the 

combination of conditions that existed or were created before, during, and after the event.  Many of 

these conditions can be identified as moderators that appear to be as, or even more important than 

the physical manifestation of the new office, leading to the moderated model of workplace renewal 

(Figure 85).  Thus, the answer to the second question – what factors are influential in achieving 

beneficial results? – is far more complex than previous workplace research would like to believe and 

does not lie in a defined formula for a productive office based on spatial arrangements and interior 

design, regardless of the nature of the business. 
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Figure 85:  The moderated renewal model is proposed in this thesis as a counter to the conventional Tayloristic 
assumptions of literature 

 

Previous research has implicitly assumed an architectural deterministic model and has 

focused on Tayloristic principles despite the known shortcomings of the notion of knowledge worker 

productivity and historic failure of studies such as Hawthorne.  Yet not one of the case study 

companies mentioned productivity unless asked and none felt that this was a useful concept except, 

rarely, when considering the productivity of space rather than people.  Management certainly does 

recognise that their workers are influenced by the design of their workplace and by its location, but 

other than their own instincts as human beings they do not believe that the tools exist to predict how 

people will react to specific design details or workplace arrangements.  Making their people happy (or 

at least happier) was often the main aim of case study companies that wanted to see good results 

from their workplace renewal programmes.  Indeed, the most successful cases all included a 

significant change to the quality of the working environment – a broad condition that covered 

everything from interior design to provision of facilities.  Observations on site found no particular 

commonality of features apart from good quality and designs that were consistent with the brand and 

culture. 

This is consistent with literature in the sense that the review in this thesis shows that there 

are few attributes of the physical environment that can be shown to affect everyone in a similar way, 

and these are factors relating to physical comfort and safety.  Higher-level qualities that promote 

psychological wellbeing, creativity, team working, focus, and any of the other behaviours that 

businesses desire, are not found to correlate consistently with physical attributes and seem to be 

contingent on circumstances.  Hence practitioners cannot rely on research that, for instance, 

recommends one spatial arrangement, colour scheme, style of furniture, combination of facilities or 

any of the plethora of workplace features that are studied; and businesses are left to use their instincts 

to specify renewal projects. 
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For instance, one of the most researched areas of workplace is the subject of spatial 

arrangements.  Different ways of laying space out have been found in literature to influence the level 

of interaction between workers and there is a strong correlation between the probability of 

communication and proximity.  However, different office fit out philosophies - such as open plan vs 

cellular - have not been found to be consistently good or bad, leading to the conclusion in this thesis 

that their use should be contingent on context; this was supported by the case studies since no 

correlation between work-style and success was found.  Nonetheless, a particular system - activity-

based design (ABD or ABW) - has become extremely popular for new fit outs because it appears to 

support the variety of tasks that workers need to carry out during a day and encourage collaboration, 

whilst providing efficiencies in utilisation.  The case studies found support for use of ABW only where 

the workforce clearly suited that way of working; otherwise the imposition of this type of non-

territorial, flexible working style could be detrimental to morale. 

Change of location was found to be a crucial factor in the success of workplace renewal 

projects.  All the successful cases featured a move to a better building than the old one, and the most 

positive outcomes were achieved when this was combined with a geographic move to an area that 

was better for staff, clients or both.  The use of iconic buildings such as skyscrapers was noted by some 

of the cases as particularly beneficial for the quality of the space, prestige, attraction for clients and 

credibility with investors.  The cost of these locations can be high, but perhaps not in relation to the 

benefits.   

 

Figure 86:  The shift diagram is proposed in the thesis as a 
means of categorising the nature of a renewal 
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This and previous observations led to the proposal that the degree to which renewal projects 

represented a real change for the organisation could be seen more usefully by using a 2x2 grid with 

extrinsic (locational) change on one axis and intrinsic (design) change on the other.  Positioning on this 

grid was shown in the case study analysis to correlate with successful outcomes. 

The hierarchical significance of the relocated office for the organisation was found to be very 

important, but it didn’t necessarily have to involve the company’s headquarters to be a successful 

project.  When the office was not significant, the outcome was much more likely to be poor, probably 

because the project did not receive the attention it deserved, and solutions were imposed.  Consistent 

with this, it was found that the most successful projects were carefully planned. involved staff in 

decision making and employed change management processes and extensive communications 

programmes; the most recent cases featuring sophisticated social media campaigns that spoke to both 

internal and external audiences. 

There is strong evidence gathered during the case studies for positive outcomes being more 

likely where staff were engaged from the outset with some input into design decisions and transition 

and change management processes were involved.  The best examples had comprehensive 

programmes to keep staff informed through the project, trained in the use of the new facilities, 

reoriented if necessary, inspired through information campaigns – especially social media - and 

welcomed to the new office with information packs and parties. 

Literature suggests that post-occupancy evaluation is a useful way of providing improvement 

for a changed workplace, and to learn lessons for the next project.  A correlation has been established 

in academic research between attendance to workplace issues (facilities management) and perceived 

productivity.  The case studies found that the more successful outcomes tended to feature 

management philosophies consistent with workstyle (for instance, strict supervisory management 

protocols are not consistent with flexible arrangements such as ABW), and attentive facilities support 

organisations. 

In summary, the fsQCA process found that the overarching outcome “significant overall 

business improvement” needed three “necessary” conditions: setting clear objectives for the renewal 

(supported by analysis), moving to a significantly better-quality workplace (interior fit out), and the 

office itself being significant to the organisation (in the hierarchical sense).  Thereafter there are 

several conditions that can provide “sufficient” routes to this outcome: significantly better-quality 

building, staff involved in decision making, use of change management, a radical change of working 
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practice (appropriately implemented), and the combination of a mobile, team-oriented workforce and 

a move to a more ABW-style office.  

Lastly, the case study research set out to find out whether there is an ideal periodicity of 

workplace renewal events and concluded that there are diminishing returns from such projects.  Even 

at low attrition rates, most organisations will find that within five years or so half the workforce of an 

office have joined since the relocation event and will therefore be less influenced than those who 

went through the transition.  This combined with the fact that the office will simply age in terms of its 

state of repair, equipment and interior design means that there is a shelf life for renewal projects.  The 

implication for smaller businesses - particularly in dynamic sectors - is that five years is a sensible 

period for workplace renewal projects since the payback from the level of upheaval and investment 

should compensate.  For offices housing many hundreds or thousands of workers the natural inertia 

in the business makes such projects harder to implement so frequently, but the thesis concludes that 

most companies should renew their significant offices within ten years. 
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8.1 Theoretical contribution 

This thesis presents a very broad, cross-disciplinary review of literature including the most 

recent papers at the time of writing; to my knowledge, this is the most comprehensive presentation 

of workplace research literature available.  In considering the literature referenced in this thesis the 

concept of worker productivity has been criticised for misrepresenting what businesses actually think 

about their workers’ performance, and indeed how people rate themselves.  The use of self-assessed 

satisfaction as a metric for anything other than how the person feels at the time of answering (rather 

than productivity over a long period) is also called into question; certainly, inferences of worker 

performance leading to firm-level results from such surveys must therefore be treated with great 

scepticism.  Companies that wish to take the pulse of the organisation through satisfaction 

questionnaires should, of course, continue to do so, but they must also recognise that they are taking 

a snapshot of the morale of the respondents, in a specific location, at a moment in time – it may have 

little to do with the physical environment of those workers and everything to do with management 

style or culture.  Therefore, it is probably a poor indicator of individual performance and even worse 

for business outcomes; although there is a correlation between company success and employee 

morale. 

The literature review suggested – mainly through its lack of consensus - that there might be 

no optimum design of workplace.  This research has demonstrated that this is likely to be true: design 

seems to be contingent on the organisation, its culture, management style, workers and their tasks.  

It concludes that it is not reasonable to suppose that a particular type of workplace is always good or 

bad for every organisation.  Thus, for instance, the relentless campaign to show that open plan 

working is bad, should end; open workstyle is good for some companies and bad for others. 

The concept, developed for this research, of specifically studying firm-level workplace 

effectiveness is novel; historically it has always been done by inference from worker satisfaction.  In 

particular, research into how change events can translate into firm-level outcomes through a number 

of causal routes has not been conducted previously.  This approach has been made possible by the 

use of set-theoretic methods to analyse the cases and this I believe is an extremely important 

innovation.  It points the way to an alternative to user surveys and allows assessment of results at 

firm-level with a focus on causality.   

The idea of moderation by factors outside of the physical attributes of space is not entirely 

new but has been overlooked in the past by researchers who seem more intent on applying an 

environmentally deterministic model to the workplace.  This research has shown beyond doubt that 
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the roles of employee involvement and change management used through the process are critical to 

achieving the best outcomes, and that culture, management style, social context, business success, 

growth and change all affect morale far more than environment. 

This thesis introduced the two-dimensional grid to represent the scope of a workplace change 

in intrinsic and extrinsic attributes and suggested that different outcomes might be sought and 

experienced depending on where the project sat on this grid.  This positioning also suggests where 

the company should focus resources in planning and executing a renewal event. 
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8.2 Practical contribution 

This research studied 31 cases of workplace change and almost half of them showed an 

unequivocally beneficial outcome at firm level, and half of those classed as very positive.  Thus, this 

thesis has demonstrated to practitioners that workplace renewal can, in certain instances, catalyse or 

enable significant change in business performance. 

Furthermore, the thesis shows in considerable detail which causal conditions seem to be 

necessary, sufficient or both to create desired outcomes, and goes on to suggest a process for 

workplace renewal; from making the stay or go decision through to relocating the office and 

implementing post-occupancy support. 

Nonetheless, it has also been shown in the research that a mismatch between the appearance 

and inherent messaging of a space, compared to what workers actually experience, will be seen as 

cynicism rather than a nudge to change behaviour.  Therefore, workplace renewal as a change agent 

has to “work with the grain” along with other management initiatives.  This reinforces the previously 

stated conclusion that workplace is not AD: where there is consistency of design and message it 

reinforces, otherwise it attenuates.  

The critical lessons for practice are: 

• Realise that workplace is a strategic tool and should be considered as a potential means to 

develop a competitive advantage, to overcome a weakness or guard against a threat. 

• Use this research to ascertain when business conditions are such that relocating should be 

seriously considered as a tool to assist with other programmes. 

• Understand the potential scope of a project represented by the workplace change two-

dimensional grid and plan the project accordingly. 

• Ensure that the objectives for the relocation are fully supported by analysis, comprehensively 

set out and communicated. 

• Where significant change is desired in the organisation and its performance, and for workplace 

renewal to play its part, there must be a major shift in intrinsic or extrinsic attributes, or both. 

• Projects are much more likely to be successful if they include staff engagement and change 

management processes. 

• The optimum renewal cycle seems to be around five years, but it varies considerably between 

businesses and offices.  Companies should understand their own dynamics and appreciate what 

workplace change can or cannot accomplish for them. 
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8.3 Suggestions for further research 

The novel nature of the principal methods used in this research – namely studying workplace 

at firm level and utilising set-theoretic analytical tools – together with some of the gaps in the 

literature review suggest many potential areas for follow-on research: 

 Study of moderating dynamic factors and their individual roles 

The model developed and shown in Figure 24 provides a reasonable explanation of how 

workplace change is moderated by input and output processes including user involvement in design, 

change management used in the transition and attentive post-occupancy services.  Further research 

is required to establish the relative importance of these moderating processes and whether others 

exist. 

 Develop a management toolkit for running a workplace change process 

This thesis has suggested a process to improve stay versus go decision-making and the 

planning and execution of workplace change projects.  The recommendations, however, are relatively 

generic and based on the findings of the 31 case studies which inevitably present a narrow view of all 

the sectors and workstyles that exist in organisations that employ knowledge workers.  Considerably 

more work is indicated in refining and building on the findings of this research.  Equally, as more cases 

are studied, the process suggested in this thesis could be proceduralised; for instance, an app could 

be devised that steers a business through the stay or go review and suggests guiding principles for the 

relocation. 

 Examining the link between utilisation and ABW assets 

An area of workplace design that needs urgent attention is the specification of ABW 

alternative work settings.  If corporates want their new office to be ABW-based, they typically have 

no empirical evidence to brief designers other than, possibly, a workplace survey.  Equally the 

designers have no rules of thumb for the number or capacity they should provide of fixed desks, phone 

boxes, focus booths, libraries, huddle spaces, scrum rooms, townhalls, breakouts, meeting rooms, 

quiet rooms and any other flexible assets.  Research is urgently required to help with these design 

choices by looking at the requirements of different types of business and how these are (and aren’t) 

satisfied by various configurations. 
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 Developing a “contingency theory” for workplace design 

The lack of consensus in literature for what makes an effective workplace points to the idea 

that there is no optimum layout or design for all organisations.  The case study research supported 

this conclusion by finding that there were several, highly successful workplace change events that had 

very different workplace design philosophies.  The idea of contingent design was therefore proposed; 

the implication being that each organisational situation merits an optimum design, or at least a 

workstyle philosophy.  Research into this idea would need to look at the working arrangements of 

many organisations and relate them to variable such as workforce activities, company culture and 

demographics.  Furthermore, an assessment would need to be made in each case as to how successful 

a workstyle is for a particular situation.  A study of this nature would have to be broad, to encompass 

sufficient variety, and deep, to tease out the detail behind the case studies.  The results would be 

extremely valuable to the design community. 

 Wider research into correlations of firm-level outcomes with employee 
self-assessment 

It has been noted several times through this thesis that the principal method for carrying out 

workplace research is to survey worker satisfaction in different situations.  Whilst it is acknowledged 

in literature that this method is not ideal, it is credited with being easy and consistently applied.  There 

is also evidence of correlation between workforce morale and company performance; although there 

seems to be no proof of the direction of the causal arrow.  Since employee satisfaction is here to stay 

as a method, there should be research carried out into the usability of this metric as a proxy for 

company performance.  One method might be to take a widely used survey such as Leesman and 

conduct in-depth case study research into the companies whose workers are being questioned to see 

whether their results are in any way correlated with satisfaction, and how senior management feel 

that the two influence each other. 

 Investigate the effect of relocating to cowork 

A recent trend that in many respects confounds much of the literature is the take-up of 

coworking space.  Such offices are characterised by being very busy, having little opportunity to find 

quiet space, and being occupied at densities that – were these corporate offices – would be unheard 

of.  Yet these types of facilities are widely used and rapidly growing in popularity. 
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Research needs to be carried out as to why workers can flourish (or not) in a coworking setting 

when all the attributes of such spaces should mitigate against worker satisfaction and are the very 

antithesis of what the workplace industry has been preaching in terms of what makes a productive 

environment. 

 Refurbishment versus relocation 

This thesis has focused on relocation as a mechanism for workplace renewal.  This was largely 

because it was much easier to identify case studies of this nature, but also because of an instinct that 

the most dramatic results would be found where the company had moved office, rather than simply 

refurbished it. 

Many companies find themselves constrained to stay in their location by virtue of their tenure 

of the real estate or the size of the business; therefore, refurbishment is their only option.  Further 

research is required to examine how effective such projects can be compared to relocations, and how 

best to conduct them – given that it’s impossible to achieve the same “big bang” drama of a relocation: 

finishing work on a Friday and starting the following Monday in a completely different place. 

 Impact of “flex” workplace products 

The rise of coworking has brought a new tenancy variant: “flex”.  This is a situation whereby 

a landlord or a workplace operator – possibly a coworking business such as Wework or a specialist 

such as Knotel – fits out a space, and then lets it to a corporate on a shorter lease than normal.  The 

reason that companies avail themselves of this type of product is flexibility: they do not have to deploy 

their own capital and they have the option to relocate earlier than if they took a conventional lease.  

There are variants on these products where some added value “activation” layers are added meaning 

that the operator provides services such as concierge, food, and visiting speakers. 

There is anecdotal evidence that although these spaces are largely generic, often created in 

advance of knowing the tenant, they can be very successful.  Research should be carried out where 

corporates that have both directly leased and flex space in their portfolios, are studied to understand 

whether there are differences in performance of the different offices and why this might arise.  Further 

research could be carried out to look at situations where offices have been moved from one flex space 

to another to see whether there has been a change in performance; this would give greater insight 

into the role of change in itself and optimum periodicity. 
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 Study time effects through longitudinal case studies 

The time-based analysis in this thesis has hinted at the possibility of an optimum periodicity 

for workplace change – possibly by industry or business type - but the evidence was largely anecdotal 

and inferred from other data.  Optimum lease length is of great interest to the real estate industry and 

should be the primary driver for corporates negotiating new leases.  Because there has been no 

previous research in this area, parties to leases have always negotiated without evidence. 

A series of longitudinal studies is suggested where panels of companies are recruited and 

tracked over several years, with key business performance, space utilisation and personnel metrics 

recorded over time including workforce satisfaction, unplanned absence, attrition and recruitment.  

Some of these companies will relocate during the period of the study and these change events will 

provide invaluable data to support the research presented in this thesis. 

  Outcomes of importance to organisations 

In this research five distinct firm-level outcomes were examined with a sixth composite one.  

These outcomes were selected by me at the outset and questions were directed to try to apply a 

metric to these in each case.  Further research could be conducted to see whether these are really 

outcomes that are considered relevant by companies in the sense that they feel able to set objectives 

against them and measure the results. 

  Studies of data-driven interventions 

The case study research points to data collection post-occupancy as something that 

companies could do to provide some downstream tuning of the new workspace.  There is very little 

research available on the use of data to influence design decisions either before – to brief the new 

design (see 8.3.3) – or after – to adapt in the light of actual usage.  It would be enormously helpful to 

the design industry to have evidence of how utilisation statistics can drive specification and data of 

this nature might, in the end, drive automated space planning and optimisation tools.  

  Develop means of increasing perceived control through technology 

It was noted during the literature review (2.3.1.4) that territoriality is a significant stressor for 

office occupiers and that the drift towards ABW implied less ownership.  This loss can be somewhat 

mitigated by providing control over one’s surroundings, but literature does not provide examples of 

how this can be achieved.  Technology is now available that can potentially give users significantly 
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more control over their environment – even if it’s just voting for different conditions in a shared space 

- and other aspects of the workplace.  There is no available research in this area. 

  Standardisation of space taxonomy, worker types and industries 

A very significant issue for researchers in this field is the lack of agreed terms to describe 

different workplace designs and other variables related to their users and use.  A standard set of 

descriptors which is more nuanced than those suggested in Appendix 2 must be achievable and 

without it the industry will always struggle to produce robust results.  In line with workplace taxonomy 

there needs to be a similar table for worker types, activities and industries.  If there were agreed codes 

for all these then cross-referencing between studies becomes straightforward. 

  Use of set theoretic methods  

The process of using set-theoretic methods (specifically fsQCA) is novel for this type of 

research, possibly because it’s unusual to be able to gather detailed information on so many case 

studies, but in any event,  this is a method that should be more widely used for this type of research.  

In addition, to my knowledge, there has been no study that has considered so many independent 

variables, including location and building quality. 

Workplace studies lend themselves to low n analytic methods and hopefully this will be an 

approach that is adopted more widely in future.  Further research is required to identify a robust set 

of conditions and standardised calibration techniques to allow cross-comparison between studies.  

The ideal would be for a large, public domain database to be gathered by an academic or institution 

such as the RIBA. 
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8.4 To conclude 

Churchill stated that we are shaped by our buildings (1943) and it is a persistent and beguiling 

idea that our moods, focus, cognition, energy, attentiveness, interactions, even productivity are 

algorithmically set by the shape, colour, illumination, temperature, and landscape of the buildings we 

work in, according to some mathematical relationship which we will eventually divine.  In fact, this 

research has shown that although place is undoubtedly a powerful component of organisation, the 

picture for how human behaviour is influenced by physical environment is far more complex than the 

AD community proposes.  Nevertheless, the fact that performance at firm level can be materially 

affected by relocating part or all of a company from one office to another is inarguable, and this 

research has shown that the outcomes of such projects are not necessarily unpredictable. 

With workplace renewal, organisations have a powerful tool in their strategic toolkit to bring 

about rapid change if they have a clear understanding of what can be achieved through its use.  Where 

analysis has been thorough, planning comprehensive, and the workforce properly engaged, workplace 

change can achieve more, and accomplish it faster, than any amount of reorganisation and 

reorientation carried out in the same location. 
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Appendix 1:  Focus and scope of literature 

 

Figure 87:  Workplace and research trends over the last 100 years 
 

Appel-Meulenbroek et al. (2018) carried out an inter-disciplinary review of workplace 

research papers.  The tables below show a summary of the number of papers written on the various 

subject areas. 
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Table 18:  Number of original papers on workplace issues - Appel-Meulenbroek et al (2018) 
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Appendix 2:  Workplace Taxonomy 

The permutations and combinations of work settings in an office for knowledge workers are 

numerous, making it difficult to use phrases such as “open plan” as reliable descriptors of workplaces 

between organisations – particularly if they are in different countries.  For instance, in the USA, 

furniture cubicles have often been described as open plan in the literature because they are not 

enclosed (cellular) offices, whereas in Europe the same words mean something completely different 

(Figure 88). 

 

Figure 89 shows how difficult it can be to classify a particular office.  The plan shows an ABW 

arrangement, but occupants, if asked, would probably claim that the scheme is “open plan with hot 

desking”. 

 

Figure 89:  ABW space plan showing a range of settings (WFG, 2019) 
 

Figure 88:  Open plan in the USA (left) vs Europe (right) 
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A schema used by Haynes et al. (2017) and Danielsson and Bodin (2008b) uses these 

categories to describe the physical layout: 

Table 19:  Simple workplace taxonomy (Haynes 2017) 

Office layout Description Characteristics 

Enclosed private Single person office Room for single occupant, containing equipment and amenities 

Enclosed shared 2-5 person office Office shared by 2-5 people 

Open-plan cubicle Cubicle Cubicle with high partitions 

Open-plan team 6-10 person office Larger shared room, desks with lower partitions 

Open-plan More than 11 person office Open plan office with no partitions or limited partitions 

 

Danielsson and Bodin (2008a) use a somewhat expanded taxonomy for their study of health 

outcomes: 

Table 20:  Workplace types used for questionnaires (Danielsson & Bodin 2008) 

Office layout Description Characteristics 

Cell office Single person office Room for single occupant, containing equipment and amenities 

Shared room office 2-3 person office  

Small open plan 4-9 person room  

Medium open plan 10-24 person office  

Large open plan >24 people per room  

Flex office No assigned workstations, 
dimensioned for 70% 
occupancy 

Usually a large open plan office that includes backup spaces that enable 
concentrated work, private phone calls, meetings etc 

Combi office Team oriented version of the 
flex office 

 

 

Usher (2018b) provides a table of workplace types based on degree of cellularisation, 

assignment policy and underlying philosophy (Table 21).  This analysis is not necessarily easy to use 

because it doesn’t always describe the overall scheme, often just a subset, and conflates operating 

policies with layouts.  However, for the purposes of this thesis it is the most comprehensive list and is 

utilised in the case studies with two necessary additions.  Scores have been added by me to allow a 

measurement to be derived to indicate how significant a change is for those involved.  For instance, 

moving from a TFC environment to OPA (which is quite common for law firms) scores 5 – 2 = 3. 
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Table 21:  Workplace Taxonomy (Usher 2018) and additions from WFG. 

Ref Score19 Genre Sub-genre Description 

TIC 1 Traditional Individual Cellular Individual private offices for all staff 

TFC 2 Traditional Fee earner Individual private offices for fee earners/partners, others open 
plan 

TMC 2 Traditional Mixed Cellular Private offices for all staff, from 1-10 people 

TMM 2 Traditional Mixed, Manager-centric Perimeter private offices for 1-10 people, with open plan desking 

TME 3 Traditional Mixed, Employee-centric Inboard private offices for 1-10 people, with open plan desking 

SOC 3 Semi-open Mixed, semi-enclosed US-style open plan: some privacy when sitting 

OPC 4 Open Mixed, managers semi-
enclosed Predominantly open with only managers in cubicles or similar 

OPA 5 Open Assigned Fully open plan, assigned (1:1) desking with low or no dividers 

OTF 5 Open Trading Floor Fully open plan, assigned (1:1) specialist desking 

OPH 7 Open Hotdesk (or Ratio) Fully open plan, non-assigned desking 

OPM 6 Open Mixed Fully open plan, some assigned and some non-assigned 

ALB 6 Agile Landscape (Bürolandschaft) Assigned desking, with range of alternative work settings 

ABZ 7 Agile Activity-Based, zoned Unassigned work settings for various activities, with team zones 

ABF 8 Agile Activity-Based, free range Unassigned work settings for various activities, single zone 

ALG 8 Agile Lounge Range of unassigned work settings, no formal desks 

ASC 8 Agile Scrum Arranged for assigned scrums (8-12), with supporting agile space 

FCW 8 Flexible Co-work Private shared offices, access to shared space and amenities 

 

 

  

 
19 Score out of 8 indicates how close to non-territorial the workplace is with unassigned, multi-setting ABW-style offices 
scoring 8, and cellular, individual rooms for sole workers scoring 1.  These scores are also translated into a fsQCA condition 
score for OFW. 
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Appendix 3:  Components of Indoor Environment 
Quality 

Indoor Environment Quality (IEQ) is, generally, the set of all the physical attributes of the 

workplace that occupants experience when inside their building.  For the purposes of this research I 

consider spatial arrangements (the provision and configuration of furniture and walls) and interior 

design (colours, patterns, materiality and messaging) separately.  In my terms then, IEQ is the set of 

attributes of the workplace that directly affect the bodies of the occupants through their senses and 

health and are objectively measurable (for instance temperature, air velocity, noise level, brightness).  

Despite their measurable nature they also tend to be subjective (everyone’s experience and tolerance 

is different) and are experienced at an individual level.  Sailer (2014) makes a similar distinction to 

mine because she considers spatial arrangement to be akin to an organisational affordance, 

experienced at the collective level. 

Vischer (2005a) lists a number of categories that form a reasonable basis for IEQ attributes: 

Table 22: Functional comfort dimensions (Vischer 2005) 

Comfort Category Qualities highlighted by occupants (positive and negative) 

Air quality Air freshness 

Air movement 

Ventilation comfort 

Feeling warm 

Thermal comfort Feeling cold 

Temperature shifts 

Drafts 

Feeling warm 

Spatial comfort 

 

Subcategories: 

Workstation/furniture comfort 

Collaborative workspace 

Amount of space 

Furniture comfort 

Work and personal storage 

Worksurface dimensions 

Places to meet visitors 

Places to work together 

Privacy Hearing others and being overheard 

Seeing others and being seen 

Telephone privacy 
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Comfort Category Qualities highlighted by occupants (positive and negative) 

Lighting quality 

 

Subcategories: 

Daylighting 

Visual comfort 

Lights too bright 

Glare 

Proximity to windows 

Light from windows 

Not enough light 

Office noise control Noise distractions 

General background noise 

Voices and equipment noise 

Building noise control Air systems noise 

Noise from outside the building 

Buzzing lights 

 

Kim and de Dear (2012) add: 

• Adjustability of furniture 

• Cleanliness – both of the general building and the specific workplace 

• Maintenance 
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Appendix 4:  Worker expressed preferences 

There have been a very large number of studies over the years which use questionnaires to 

assess the priorities that workers ascribe to attributes of the workplace.  Some of these, such as the 

Leesman Index (www.leesmanindex.com), are ongoing cumulative databases providing rich sources 

of data and important benchmarking capability. 

 For  instance, the most important workplace qualities ranked in order of importance by Brill 

et al. (2001) from their large survey (n = 13,000): 

Table 23:  Most important workplace qualities (Brill et al. 2000) 

Rank Quality Enabled by attribute group 

1 Ability to work alone, distraction free. Spatial arrangement 

2 Support for ad hoc meetings. Spatial arrangement 

3 Support for formal meetings. Spatial arrangement 

4 Comfort, including ergonomics and sufficient personal 
space. 

Spatial arrangement 

5 Ability to work side-by-side and drop-in on others. Spatial arrangement 

6 Proximity to co-workers and ease of locating them. Spatial arrangement 

7 Space set aside for good break areas. Spatial arrangement 

8 Access to necessary technology. Interior Design and Equipment 

9 Good lighting and access to daylight. IEQ 

10 Temperature control and good air quality. IEQ 

 

The much larger Leesman Index (2018) survey (n = 299,486) publishes similar findings for the 

top ten most important activities for sampled workers: 

Table 24:  Most important workplace activities (Leesman 2018a) 

Rank Activity Enabled by attribute group 

1 Individual focused work, desk based Spatial arrangement 

2 Planned meetings Spatial arrangement 

3 Telephone conversations Spatial arrangement/Equipment 

4 Informal, un-planned meetings Spatial arrangement 

5 Collaborating on focused work Spatial arrangement 

http://www.leesmanindex.com/
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Rank Activity Enabled by attribute group 

6 Relaxing / taking a break Spatial arrangement 

7 Reading Spatial arrangement 

8 Individual routine tasks Spatial arrangement 

9 Audio conferences Spatial arrangement/Equipment 

10 Thinking/creative thinking Spatial arrangement 

 

Leesman also ranks the physical features that are most important to workers; 

Table 25:  Most important workplace physical features (Leesman 2018a) 

Rank Physical features Part of attribute group 

1 Desk Interior Design and Equipment 

2 Chair Interior Design and Equipment 

3 Small meeting room Spatial arrangement 

4 Temperature control IEQ 

5 Natural light IEQ 

6 Noise levels IEQ 

7 Personal storage Interior Design and Equipment 

8 Large meeting room Spatial arrangement 

9 Air quality IEQ 

10 Office lighting IEQ 
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Appendix 5:  Introduction Email 

The following communication was sent out to interviewees who had previously been 

contacted by telephone: 
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Appendix 6:  Case study variables 

In order to create the value sets for these conditions for each case, a large number of 

dimensions were examined.  The purpose of looking at these dimensions as opposed to simply scoring 

the conditions, is to provide the potential to look in more detail “inside” a condition that seems to be 

important; it also allows a somewhat more objective means of scoring (calibrating).  The independent 

variables that were assessed alongside the fsQCA conditions listed in 3.1.5 are set out on the following 

pages. 

Table 26:  Independent variables beyond the fsQCA conditions used in the case studies 

Code Description Value 

 Company descriptors  

IC1 Code used to identify case studies 3 letters 2 digits 

IC2 Industry sector (see Appendix 7:  Industry Sectors) 3 letter code 

IC3 Number of employees involved in the move Number 

IC4 Dominant worker type (see Appendix 9:  Worker types) 3 letter code 

IC5 Multi-site firm True/False 

IC6 Multi-national firm True/False 

IC7 Time since last significant workplace change event Number 

 Project descriptors  

IP1 Year and month of the project (yymm) 4 digits 

IP2 Project involves head quarters True/False 

IP3 Original occupied area (sq ft) Number 

IP4 New occupied area (sq ft) Number 

 Items below are potential rationales for relocation, more than one could be chosen 
hence they are separated into independent fields - see Appendix 8:  Rationale for 
relocation 

 

IPR1 Obligation True/False 

IPR2 Refresh True/False 

IPR3 Growth or shrinkage True/False 

IPR4 Shrinkage True/False 

IPR5 Colocation or integration True/False 

IPR6 Integration True/False 
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Code Description Value 

IPR7 Disaggregation True/False 

IPR8 Cost True/False 

IPR9 Configuration True/False 

IPR10 Location True/False 

IPR11 Specification True/False 

IPR12 Working practices True/False 

IPR13 Signalling True/False 

IPR14 Reboot True/False 

 Intrinsic attributes  

II1 Original workplace taxonomy (see Appendix 2:  Workplace Taxonomy, Table 21:  
Workplace Taxonomy (Usher 2018)) 

3 letter code 

II2 New workplace taxonomy (see Appendix 2:  Workplace Taxonomy, Table 21:  
Workplace Taxonomy (Usher 2018)) 

3 letter code 

II3 Original number of floors Number 

II4 New number of floors Number 

II5 Perceived shift in the fit-out quality -2 to +2 

II6 Perceived shift in configuration (such as adjacencies) -2 to +2 

II7 Perceived shift in connectedness (such as internal staircase) -2 to +2 

II8 Perceived shift in interior design -2 to +2 

II9 Perceived shift in facilities (such as provision of meeting rooms) -2 to +2 

 Extrinsic attributes  

IE3 Significance of geographic shift Score out of 8 

IE4 Perceived shift in building quality including IEQ -2 to +2 

IE5 Perceived shift in neighbourhood quality -2 to +2 

IE6 Perceived shift in commute ease/difficulty -2 to +2 

IE7 Perceived shift in location’s attractiveness to new staff -2 to +2 

IE8 Perceived shift in location’s attractiveness to clients/market -2 to +2 

 Moderators  

IM1 Workplace strategy review conducted 0.0 – 1.0 steps of 0.1 

IM2 Employees involved in design 0.0 – 1.0 steps of 0.1 
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Code Description Value 

IM3 Change management process employed 0.0 – 1.0 steps of 0.1 

IM4 Employees kept informed during project 0.0 – 1.0 steps of 0.1 

IM5 Post-occupancy process upgrade 0.0 – 1.0 steps of 0.1 

 

Other (independent variable) questions covered during the interviews are not suitable for the 

assignment of a fixed range of responses, however where important or contextually relevant, these 

are highlighted in the interview summaries presented in following sections. 

Intermediate variables 

To derive some statistics from the independent variables, the following intermediate 

calculations are carried out and presented with the case studies: 

Table 27:  Intermediate variables calculated from the independent set of variables 

Code Variable 
name 

Method of calculation Notes 

NYR Years Decimal years from the project to September 2019 Maximum value is 10 for this sample 

NDA Delta area Percentage change in occupied space Percentage of original area 

NDR Drivers Count number of “yes” for 13 driver types (not including 
IPR1) and expressing as a percentage of 10 (there are some 
drivers that can’t be “yes” at the same time, such as 
shrinkage and growth 

Maximum 100% 

NIS Intrinsic shift Change of taxonomy score (always positive) II1 -> II2, plus 2 if 
there was a reduction in number of floors II3 -> II4, plus the 
sum of the scores for variables II5 – II9; all expressed as a 
percentage of the maximum possible score of 19 

Maximum 100%.  This combined score 
gives a sense of the level of change that 
the workers were subjected to 

NES Extrinsic shift IE3 score 0 for same postcode up to 8 for a international 
geographic move (subjective score derived from IE1 and IE2) 
plus sum of scores for IE3 – IE7 all expressed as a percentage 
of the maximum possible score of 18 

Maximum 100%.  This combined score 
gives a sense of the level of locational 
change that the workers and external 
actors experienced 

NPS Overall shift Calculated dependent variable indicating the total distance 
moved across the 4 square box.  Pythagorean formula is 
square root of NIS2 + NES2 divided by square root of 2 

Maximum 100% would be a shift to the 
top right-hand corner of the 2-
dimensional, 4 square box diagram 

NMR Moderators Sum of IM1 to IM5 expressed as a percentage of the 
maximum possible score of 5.0 

Maximum 100%.  This combined score 
gives a sense of how involved, informed 
and supported the employees felt 
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Dependent variables 

The dependent variables we’re interested in are those that indicate some change in 

performance of the business.  For the purposes of this research they fall into four main categories: 

financial, personnel, functional and reputational and are shown below in Table 28; fsQCA outcome 

scores relate to these.  Scores are subjective but where possible have been supported by evidence 

from – for instance – management or published accounts. 

Table 28:  Dependent outcome variables identified for the case studies 

Code Description Value 

DF Financial factors: 

Values assigned if evidence available of a firm-level outcome as 
a result of the change event – for instance uptick/downtick in 
metrics following event date and/or strong subjective 
judgement of interviewee: eg “we have seen a significant 
increase in pitch conversion rate since the move because staff 
have much better collaboration facilities now”. 

Value -2 for significant adverse, -1 for moderate adverse, +1 for 
moderate favourable, +2 for significant favourable. 

Value 0 if no evidence or not mentioned.   

 

DF1 Sales performance 

DF2 Cost of sales performance  

DF3 Overhead performance 

DF4 Productivity 

DF5 Growth 

DP Personnel factors: 

DP1 Attrition rate 

DP2 Recruitment 

DP3 Unplanned absence 

DP4 Reported morale or satisfaction 

DO Functional: 

DO1 Communications 

DO2 Collaboration 

DO3 Innovation 

DO4 Creativity 

DS Reputational 

DS1 Market share 

DS2 Brand positioning 

DS3 Reputation 

DS4 Employee sentiment such as Glassdoor 

DS5 Other such as patent rate, awards 
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Appendix 7:  Industry Sectors 

These are the sectors used in the case study analysis (they are not all represented): 

Table 29:  Industry codes used for the case studies 

Code Description 

ACC Accounting and consultancy services 

ANP Advertising and public relations 

BUS Business services 

CAR Construction and related 

EAE Energy and exploration 

ENG Entertainment and gambling 

FOB Financial – banking 

FIN Financial – insurance 

FPE Financial – investment 

FFX Financial – other 

IND Industrial 

LEG Legal 

MED Media 

PAH Pharmaceutical and healthcare 

PRP Property 

PUB Public sector, education and charity 

RTL Retail and consumer brands 

SOC Serviced offices and coworking 

SNT Shipping and travel 

TNT Technology and telecommunications 
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Appendix 8:  Rationale for relocation 

In my experience there are several common reasons why organisations relocate offices.  The 

table below shows these with codings used in the case studies.  Note that it is not unusual for 

companies to have two or more reasons to move. 

Table 30:  Possible reasons for relocation 

Code Title Description 

IPR1 Obligation The lease is expiring (or in some cases nearing a break20) and will not continue because the landlord 
won’t consent to it and the lease was signed “outside the Act21” or the building is going to be 
redeveloped. 

IPR2 Refresh The space that the organisation occupies is old and tired and it is easier to move than to refurbish. 

IPR3 Growth The organisation needs more space than it currently occupies.  In times of economic growth, the 
predominant driver is to obtain more space for increasing headcount.  In times of stress the inverse 
occurs (below). 

IPR4 Shrinkage The organisation needs less space than it currently occupies. 

IPR5 Colocation The organisation has been operating from more than one location and it makes financial or 
operational sense to reduce the number of offices and bring workers together. 

IPR6 Integration The organisation has been acquired or merged with another and it makes financial or operational 
sense to reduce the number of offices and bring workers together. 

IPR7 Disaggregation The reverse of the above whereby a business unit is moved out of a shared location for operational, 
marketing, growth or disposal reasons. 

IPR8 Cost Financial considerations are key to any relocation decision (see also by Kämpf-Dern and Pfnür 
(2014)), but can be the sole driver; in which case the method is typically to secure lower rent (per 
unit area), or reduce the occupied space by changing working practices22. 

IPR9 Configuration There are situations where the way the existing space is configured (number of floors or shape of 
floorplates) is recognised as a hindrance to the operations of the business and that a move to a 
more appropriate shape or size of building would be advantageous. 

IPR10 Location Where a relocation is to a significantly different geographic location this is often to move closer to 
markets or talent pools.  It could also be to improve the commute for the existing workforce or 
simply for the benefit of senior management. 

IPR11 Specification The existing location might be lacking in quality or engineering capability, or (more rarely) the 
reverse where the existing office is seen as over-specified for the business. 

IPR12 Working practices It is not uncommon for businesses to conclude that they should change working practices for 
operational reasons (often to break down barriers), and that the easiest way to achieve this is to 
relocate to a redesigned workplace. 

 
20 A break clause in a business lease allows the tenant (and landlord in a “mutual” break) to end the lease early, as long as 
certain conditions are met. 
21 The Act referred to is The Landlord and Tenant Act 1954 which gives business tenants automatic renewal when a lease 
expires. 
22 For instance, many large corporate occupiers have changed their person/desk ratio from the traditional 1:1 (each worker 
is allocated a desk), to 1.2:1 (1 desk for every 1.2 workers) or more.  This was originally called “hot desking” but in recent 
years has become one of the foundations of ABW. 
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Code Title Description 

IPR13 Signalling There have been many instances in our experience where management wishes to communicate 
internally (and sometimes externally) that things have changed.  Relocation is a useful and powerful 
tool in support of change (often accompanied by re-engineering of working practices). 

IPR14 Reboot Typically, a combination of many of the above and often following a change of senior management, 
relocation can be one of the most effective ways of relaunching a business. 
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Appendix 9:  Worker types 

For the purposes of the case study analysis, the dominant worker type in the office should be 

identified if possible.  Most offices contain several departments and teams so it is not always practical 

or representative to single out any one worker type as being dominant in that workplace, however 

there are often cases – for instance in legal firms – where there is undoubtedly a majority of a 

particular type, and this should be noted. 

Table 31:  Worker type codes used in the case studies 

Code Mobility23 Score for MTW24 Description 

AFS Anchor 0.3 Office-based, focused knowledge worker typically working alone in fee generating 
roles.  For example, lawyers and accountants. 

ATS Anchor 0.4 Office-based technical knowledge/process such IT coding working in teams but 
carrying out intensive solo-work 

AFT Anchor 0.4 Financial trader 

AST Anchor 0.6 Telesales 

AOT Anchor 0.3 Office-based process workers organised in teams for instance internal accounts 
department, but typically working on individual tasks 

CCT Connector 0.6 Mainly office-based creative roles working in teams; such as designers 

CST Connector 0.8 Office-based team workers such as technical sales and operations 

GOS Gatherer 0.9 Semi-mobile sales – could be working alone when out of the office 

GPT Gatherer 1.0 Semi-mobile professionals such as architects and engineers working in teams 

NFT Navigator 0.9 Mobile knowledge workers in fee generating roles such as management 
consultants 

MIX Mixed 0.5 Mixed – no dominant type 

 

  

 
23 Generic types according to (Greene, Haynes, and Myerson 2011) 
24 MTW is one of the fsQCA conditions used in this research.  It represents my judgement as to how well that worker type is 
suited to operating in a non-assigned ABW style open office environment.  A high score goes to workers who are used to 
working anywhere, but still need to collaborate with colleagues and therefore will use the office as a hub.  Such workers are 
typically quite mobile and used to working in teams.  A low score goes to people who typically work alone and feel that they 
need significant privacy to do their jobs well.  Lawyers and other specialist knowledge workers can occupy this space.  
People who are used to open plan but need specialist equipment (such as financial traders) get relatively low scores because 
they are somewhat tethered to their workstations. 
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Appendix 10:  Interview structure 

The introduction and questionnaire on the following pages were sent out to case study 

interviewees in advance of meetings so that they could prepare some of the answers. 

 

PhD research project: How should organisations use change of workplace to improve 

performance? 

Researcher: Toby Benzecry (CEO of Workplace Futures and WBS PhD researcher). 

This research is part of a PhD project looking at how the process of relocating (or 

refurbishing) a workplace can be used to catalyse wider change in the organisation and to try to 

derive a method to make the results of such a project more predictable.   Change of workplace is 

known to affect the behaviour of the people who work at the company and has the potential to alter 

the perception of the business by its clients, other external actors, and future recruits. The problem 

is that when designing a workplace change project, it is hard to predict with any certainty what the 

effects will be.   For instance, it is not uncommon for senior management to use a relocation event 

to impose new ways of using the office space on the workforce – such as moving from private offices 

to open plan, or from assigned-desking to non-assigned (hot) – only to find that problems with 

employee acceptance of such changes seem to negate the efficiency gains they thought they’d 

achieve. 

This research seeks to examine how workplace change projects are typically carried out: the 

analysis that is done up front to devise a strategy, how the specification of the new space is arrived at, 

whether the workforce was involved in decision making, the communications strategies used, any 

change management processes run in parallel, whether staff are trained or in some other way 

prepared for the new office and what post-occupancy processes were put in place. Along with this the 

intention is to judge whether there have been any changes in the way the business has performed 

since the project – and that can be ascribed to the project - and how “sticky” these appear to be. 

The main method for this part of the research is to interview people who took a leading role 

in a workplace change project and who are in a position to comment on its implementation, and on 

what has happened since. The interview is structured around a standard set of questions; however, 

the actual conversation normally ranges well beyond these. The standard questions are set out 

below to give you a chance to prepare any factual information, and to think about the qualitative 

issues involved. 

Thank you for your time, I really appreciate it. 

Toby Benzecry 
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Section 1: Organisational Background 

1. Which one of these best describes your business's industry sector? 

• Accounting and consultancy services • Financial - insurance • Property 

• Advertising and public relations • Financial - investment • Public sector, education and charity 

• Business services • Financial - other • Retail and consumer brands 

• Construction and related • Industrial • Serviced offices or co-working operator 

• Energy and exploration • Legal • Shipping and travel 

• Entertainment and gambling • Media • Technology and telecommunications 

• Financial - banking • Pharmaceuticals and healthcare  
 

2. Is it a multi-national business? If so, where is head office? 

3. How many people does the organisation employ worldwide and specifically in the country where 

the case study office is based? 

4. If this is a multi-site business, describe the distribution of offices worldwide and specifically in the 

country where the case study office is based. 

5. Was there an organisational context when the project was carried out that I should be aware of 

(eg, new leadership, diversification, consolidation, expansion etc)? 

6. Who deals with property matters in the business? Who do they report to? 

7. Are there corporate standards on the use of office space, look and feel etc? 

8. How would you describe the prevailing culture of the business? Democratic, autocratic etc? 

9. When the project was carried out, roughly how long had it been since this part of the organisation 

had previously had a significant change to the workplace? 

 

Section 2: Background to the project 

10. What was the nature of the project (eg, relocation of a single office, refurbishment, more than one 

office consolidated into one etc)? 

11. What were the key dates for the project (eg, when was it initiated, when was the new building 

selected (in the case of relocation), when was it completed)? 

12. What triggered the project (eg, lease expiry, some other pressure in the business)? 

13. Who managed the project and describe the team involved including external 

consultants/contractors? 

14. How many people were affected by the project? 

15. What sort of jobs are these people doing? Is there a prevailing demographic? 
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16. Describe the building(s) involved, before and after. 

17. If the project was a relocation: 

• How did you decide that relocating was the right thing to do? 

• How did you decide how much space you needed? 

• How did you choose the new building? 

18. If the project was a refurbishment, what made you decide to refurbish rather than move? 

19. What floor areas are/were involved (eg, in the case of relocation: how much space was occupied 

before the move, and how much after)? 

20. What is/was the tenure of the building(s) in question (eg, leasehold, freehold, serviced etc)? 

21. What’s the nature of the demised space (eg, how many floors, area on each floor, if multi-floor 

how are they connected etc)? 

22. Is the new workplace in a multi-tenanted building? If so what type of businesses are the other 

tenants? 

 

Section 3: Objectives of the project 

23. Were there specific objectives set for the new space (eg, culture change, allow greater/less 

occupancy, present a new image, improve communications, aid in recruitment/retention, be more 

efficient, reduce costs etc)? 

24. Who decided on these objectives, how and why? 

25. What analysis was carried out in support of these objectives? 

26. Were any success criteria put in place by which the project could be measured? 

27. Was the project supposed to coincide with any other organisational changes? 

28. Were there any environmental considerations or objectives included in the scope? 

 

Section 4: Scope of the project 

29. Describe how the project was managed – who was involved etc? 

30. How did you procure design and construction? 

31. What were the principal changes between the previous workplace and the new one? For instance: 

• Geography (significantly different location) • Operating philosophy (hot desk, activity based etc) 

• Type/quality of building   • Front of house facilities 
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• Location within the building/configuration • Meeting rooms 

• Quality of the fit out   • Break out spaces 

• Aesthetics of the fit out   • Technology 

• Amount of space overall   • Recreational spaces 

• Occupation density   • Private spaces 

• Type of accommodation   • Branding and messaging 

• Department groupings and adjacencies • Biophilia (inclusion of natural elements) 

• Building services (air conditioning etc) 

 

32. How were these changes decided on? 

33. What analysis was done to support design decisions? 

34. Who was involved in design decisions? 

35. Would you say that the project was influenced more by budget than design intent? 

36. Did the project team reference other projects when considering this one? 

37. If the project involved changing the way people used the office, were any pilots or workplace 

studies carried out? 

 

Section 5: Implementation 

38. Describe how the implementation was managed. 

39. Did you buy new furniture as well as construction work? How did you decide what to buy? 

40. Was the project delivered successfully in terms of time, budget and quality? 

41. What parts of the implementation gave the biggest problems? 

42. Did you feel that any part of this was rushed? 

43. How was the move itself organised? 

 

Section 6: Communications and staff involvement 

44. Has the organisation regularly surveyed employees in the past and if so did these surveys feed into 

the design process? 

45. Were employees specifically questioned about what they’d like to see in the new space prior to the 

design process starting? 
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46. Were staff given the opportunity to provide feedback to the project team during design 

development? 

47. Were staff involved in any design decisions? 

48. Describe how staff were kept informed of the project. 

49. Were there visits to the new space prior to the move date? 

50. Were staff prepared or trained for use of the new space? 

51. Was there any kind of change management process? 

52. How were staff organised for the move? 

53. Did you publicise what you were doing outside the organisation?  Describe. 

54. Have staff been surveyed post-move (POE)? 

55. How have you dealt with any teething problems? 

 

Section 7: Achievements and lessons learned 

56. How has the project measured up to the objectives set for it? How have you measured this? 

57. Can the business point to any changes in overall performance that can be attributed to the project 

and what’s the evidence for this? 

For instance: 

• Sales performance • Cost of sales performance  

• Overhead performance • Productivity 

• Growth • Attrition rate 

• Recruitment • Unplanned absence (sickness) 

• Reported morale or satisfaction • Communications 

• Collaboration • Innovation 

• Creativity • Market share 

• Brand positioning • Reputation 

• Employee sentiment such as Glassdoor • Other such as patent rate, awards 

 

58. Which aspects of the project have proved to be successful and which haven’t? 

59. What aspects have staff been pleased with and what have they complained about? 
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60. What would you have done differently if you could go back and do it again? 

61. How did the external consultants/contractors perform? 

62. Do you think that staff were engaged appropriately during the process? What would they say? 

63. What feedback have you had from external parties such as customers? 

64. Do you think that any positive effects have diminished over time? How long do you think the 

honeymoon period lasts? 

65. How frequently do you think that projects of this nature should be carried out? 

66. Do you believe that people embrace change or resist it? 
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Appendix 11:  Treatment and scoring of variables 

The table below shows a list of all the independent, intermediate and dependent variables 

used in the case studies indicating how their values were derived in the subsequent analysis.  Where 

the value is derived from the questionnaire in Appendix 10:  Interview structure the question 

number(s) used is given, e.g. Q3 for question 3.  Sometimes the “value derived from” column includes 

the word “chat” – this indicates that the value was judged from one or more question answers with 

some additional, qualitative conversation around that subject.  Where the word “interrogation” is 

used the additional information was requested in a more structured way, typically by asking for 

tangible evidence. 

Variable Code Description Value derived from 

IC1 Code used to identify case studies Q1 

IC2 Industry sector  Q1 

IC3 Number of employees involved in the move Q14 

IC4 Dominant worker type  Q15 

IC5 Multi-site firm Q2, Q3, Q4 

IC6 Multi-national firm Q2 

IC7 Years since previous event Q9 

IP1 Year and month of the project (yymm) Q11 

IP1a Years since this event TODAY - IP1 

IP2 Project involves head quarters Q2, Q3, Q4 

IP3 Original occupied area (sq ft) Q19 

IP4 New occupied area (sq ft) Q19 

IC8 Client type Q1 + chat 

IC9 Client visit pattern Q1 + chat 

IC10 Revenue model Chat 

IC11 Composite code 1st letters of IC8, IC9, IC10 

   

IPR1 Obligation Q12 

IPR2 Refresh Q12 

IPR3 Growth Q12 

IPR4 Shrinkage Q12 

IPR5 Colocation Q12 

IPR6 Integration Q12 

IPR7 Disaggregation Q12 

IPR8 Cost Q12 

IPR9 Configuration Q12 
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Variable Code Description Value derived from 

IPR10 Location Q12 

IPR11 Specification Q12 

IPR12 Working practices Q12 

IPR13 Signalling Q12 

IPR14 Reboot Q12 

   

II1 Original workplace taxonomy Q31 + chat 

II2 New workplace taxonomy  Q31 + chat 

II3 Original number of floors Q21 + chat 

II4 New number of floors Q21 + chat 

II5 Shift in quality of the fit out Q31, Q58, Q59 + interrogation 

II6 Shift in configuration (such as adjacencies) Q31, Q58, Q59 + interrogation 

II7 Shift in connectedness (such as internal staircase) Q31, Q58, Q59 + interrogation 

II8 Shift in interior design Q31, Q58, Q59 + interrogation 

II9 Shift in facilities (such as provision of meeting rooms) Q31, Q58, Q59 + interrogation 

IE3 Significance of locational shift (out of 8) Q31, Q58, Q59 + interrogation 

IE4 Perceived shift in building quality inc. IEQ Q31, Q58, Q59 + interrogation 

IE5 Perceived shift in neighbourhood quality Q31, Q58, Q59 + interrogation 

IE6 Perceived shift in commute ease/difficulty Q31, Q58, Q59 + interrogation 

IE7 Perceived shift in location’s attractiveness to new staff Q31, Q58, Q59 + interrogation 

IE8 Perceived shift in location’s attractiveness to 
clients/market Q31, Q58, Q59 + interrogation 

   

ΔA Delta area Calculated 

ΔI Intrinsic shift Calculated 

ΔE Extrinsic shift Calculated 

ΔO Overall shift Calculated 

   

LRG Large office Derived from IC3 

SIG Significant office (HQ or similar) IC5, IC6, IP2 

OBJ Clear objectives for the renewal Q23, Q24, Q25, Q26, Q27, Q28 

MTW Worker suits ABW IC4 + chat 

ISS Significant issues with previous workplace Q12, Q16, Q23, Q26, Q28, Q31, Q32, Q56, Q58, Q59 

GEO Significant geographic move Q16 + chat 

BQU Significant change in building quality Q12, Q16, Q21, Q22, Q28, Q31, Q32, Q56, Q58, Q59 

DEC Inclusion of staff in decision making Q44, Q45, Q46, Q47, Q62 

CHG Change management used for the transition Q48, Q49, Q50, Q51, Q52 

ECM External comms Q53 

WKP Radical change in working practices Calculated from score lookup for II1 and II2 
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Variable Code Description Value derived from 

OFW Solution is open, flexible Observation (description in two cases) 

IQU Significant improvement in quality/facilities Q10, Q12, Q19, Q23, Q24, Q26, Q31, Q33, Q37, Q62, 
Q66 

   

BPI Significant positive impact on the business Q56, Q57, Q58, Q59, Q60, Q63, Q64 + interrogation 

FIN Significant financial impact Q56, Q57, Q58, Q59, Q60, Q63, Q64 + interrogation 

CUL Significant culture change Q56, Q57, Q58, Q59, Q60, Q63, Q64 + interrogation 

FCT Significant functional improvement Q56, Q57, Q58, Q59, Q60, Q63, Q64 + interrogation 

PER Significant improvement in talent acquisition Q56, Q57, Q58, Q59, Q60, Q63, Q64 + interrogation 

REP Significant reputational improvement Q56, Q57, Q58, Q59, Q60, Q63, Q64 + interrogation 

   

CHK BPI Synthetic score Weighted average all outcomes 
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Appendix 12:  fsQCA and other variables - results 

 

Table 32:  Independent case study variables 
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IC1 IC2 IC3 IC4 IC5 IC6 IC7 IP1 IP1a IP2 IP3 IP4 IPR1 IPR2 IPR3 IPR4 IPR5 IPR6 IPR7 IPR8 IPR9 IPR10 IPR11 IPR12 IPR13 IPR14 

ACC01 ACC 230 MIX 0 0 20 1102 8.8 1 20,000 26,500 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 

ACC02 ACC 145 NFT 1 1 10 1608 3.3 0 30,000 23,000 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 

ANP01 ANP 600 CCT 1 0 10 1501 4.8 1 45,000 45,000 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

BUS01 BUS 400 AFS 1 1 7 1606 3.4 1 20,000 30,000 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 

BUS02 BUS 400 CST 1 0 10 1801 1.8 1 23,000 23,000 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

CAR01 CAR 75 CCT 0 0 5 1605 3.5 1 4,500 10,000 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 

CAR02 CAR 1000 GPT 1 1 10 1801 1.8 1 90,000 78,000 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 

ENG01 ENG 230 ATS 1 1 25 1704 2.6 1 40,000 20,000 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

ENG02 ENG 270 MIX 1 1 15 1805 1.5 1 25,000 28,000 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 

FFX01 FFX 100 MIX 0 0 6 1806 1.4 1 12,000 16,000 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 

FIN01 FIN 120 AOT 0 0 10 1609 3.2 1 15,000 13,000 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 
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Table 32:  Independent case study variables 
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IC1 IC2 IC3 IC4 IC5 IC6 IC7 IP1 IP1a IP2 IP3 IP4 IPR1 IPR2 IPR3 IPR4 IPR5 IPR6 IPR7 IPR8 IPR9 IPR10 IPR11 IPR12 IPR13 IPR14 

FOB01 FOB 90 AFS 0 0 6 1710 2.1 1 10,000 11,000 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

FOB02 FOB 250 AFT 1 1 30 1501 4.8 0 90,000 32,000 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 

FPE01 FPE 65 CST 1 1 20 1406 5.4 1 9,000 9,000 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 

FPE02 FPE 40 NFT 0 0 15 1406 5.4 1 20,000 20,000 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 

FPE03 FPE 500 NFT 0 0 6 1501 4.8 1 40,000 60,000 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 

IND01 IND 300 ATS 0 0 8 1706 2.4 1 35,000 40,000 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 

IND02 IND 80 AOT 1 1 12 1602 3.8 0 8,000 9,000 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

LEG01 LEG 50 AFS 1 0 3 1605 3.5 0 7,500 7,500 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 

LEG02 LEG 800 AFS 1 1 20 1501 4.8 1 200,000 160,000 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

LEG03 LEG 40 AFS 1 1 10 1706 2.4 0 10,000 11,000 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

LEG04 LEG 220 AFS 0 0 15 1608 3.3 1 28,000 32,000 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 

MED01 MED 150 AOT 1 1 5 1509 4.2 0 20,000 20,000 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

RTL01 RTL 150 CCT 0 0 25 1806 1.4 1 25,000 30,000 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 

RTL02 RTL 400 MIX 1 0 20 1602 3.8 1 25,000 35,000 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
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Table 32:  Independent case study variables 
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IC1 IC2 IC3 IC4 IC5 IC6 IC7 IP1 IP1a IP2 IP3 IP4 IPR1 IPR2 IPR3 IPR4 IPR5 IPR6 IPR7 IPR8 IPR9 IPR10 IPR11 IPR12 IPR13 IPR14 

RTL03 RTL 90 CCT 0 0 3 1810 1.1 1 10,000 15,000 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 

SNT01 SNT 230 CST 1 1 12 1402 5.8 1 16,000 16,000 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 

SNT02 SNT 200 ATS 1 1 2 1707 2.3 1 18,000 22,000 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 

TNT01 TNT 300 AFS 1 1 20 1810 1.1 1 25,000 25,000 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 

TNT02 TNT 320 AOT 1 0 5 1603 3.7 1 32,000 35,000 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 

TNT03 TNT 180 ATS 1 1 8 1505 4.5 1 12,000 16,000 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 
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Table 33:  Intermediate case study variables 
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IC1 II1 II2 II3 II4 II5 II6 II7 II8 II9 IE3 IE4 IE5 IE6 IE7 IE8  ΔA  ΔI  ΔE   ΔO 

ACC01 TFC OPC 6 3 1 1 2 2 2 0 2 1 0 1 1 33% 63% 28% 49% 

ACC02 TFC TFC 2 2 0 0 -1 2 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 -23% 11% 6% 8% 

ANP01 OPM OPM 3 3 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0% 16% 6% 12% 

BUS01 OPM OPM 2 2 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 50% 16% 6% 12% 

BUS02 OPA ABZ 3 1 1 1 2 2 1 0 2 2 0 2 2 0% 58% 44% 52% 

CAR01 OPA ALB 1 1 0 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 122% 47% 0% 33% 

CAR02 OPC OPM 8 2 1 2 2 2 2 3 2 1 2 1 1 -13% 68% 56% 62% 

ENG01 TMC OPA 6 3 2 2 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 2 2 -50% 79% 78% 78% 

ENG02 TMC OPA 4 1 1 2 2 2 2 5 2 0 0 1 0 12% 74% 44% 61% 

FFX01 OPA ALB 1 1 1 2 0 2 2 2 2 1 1 2 2 33% 42% 56% 49% 

FIN01 TMM TME 2 2 1 2 2 1 1 0 2 0 0 1 1 -13% 42% 22% 34% 

FOB01 OPA OPA 1 1 1 0 0 2 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 10% 21% 6% 15% 

FOB02 TME OPH 4 2 0 1 1 2 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 -64% 63% 6% 45% 

FPE01 OPA OPA 1 1 1 0 0 2 2 6 2 2 1 2 2 0% 26% 83% 62% 
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Table 33:  Intermediate case study variables 
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IC1 II1 II2 II3 II4 II5 II6 II7 II8 II9 IE3 IE4 IE5 IE6 IE7 IE8  ΔA  ΔI  ΔE   ΔO 

FPE02 TMM ABF 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 1 1 1 1 1 0% 95% 28% 70% 

FPE03 OPC OPM 4 2 2 2 1 2 2 0 1 0 0 1 1 50% 68% 17% 50% 

IND01 OPA OPA 2 2 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 14% 32% 17% 25% 

IND02 OPA OPA 1 1 1 0 1 2 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 13% 21% 17% 19% 

LEG01 OPA OPH 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 21% 0% 15% 

LEG02 TFC OPA 6 3 2 2 2 2 2 0 2 1 1 1 1 -20% 79% 33% 61% 

LEG03 TFC TFC 1 1 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 10% 16% 0% 11% 

LEG04 TFC OPA 6 2 1 2 2 1 1 3 1 1 1 2 1 14% 63% 50% 57% 

MED01 OPC OPA 2 2 1 1 1 2 1 2 2 0 0 0 0 0% 37% 22% 30% 

RTL01 OPC OPM 3 1 2 2 2 2 2 3 2 2 1 2 2 20% 74% 67% 70% 

RTL02 TMC OPM 10 2 2 2 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 2 2 40% 84% 78% 81% 

RTL03 OPA OPA 3 1 2 2 2 2 1 3 2 0 1 1 2 50% 58% 50% 54% 

SNT01 OPA ABZ 1 2 1 0 0 1 1 8 0 1 1 1 0 0% 26% 61% 47% 

SNT02 OPA ABZ 3 2 2 1 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 2 0 22% 68% 67% 68% 
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Table 33:  Intermediate case study variables 
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IC1 II1 II2 II3 II4 II5 II6 II7 II8 II9 IE3 IE4 IE5 IE6 IE7 IE8  ΔA  ΔI  ΔE   ΔO 

TNT01 OPC ALB 3 1 2 2 2 2 1 1 2 0 0 1 1 0% 68% 28% 52% 

TNT02 OPA OPA 2 2 1 1 0 0 1 1 2 0 1 1 0 9% 16% 28% 23% 

TNT03 OPA OPA 2 2 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 33% 21% 6% 15% 
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Table 34:  fsQCA case study conditions and outcomes 
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IC1 LRG SIG OBJ MTW ISS GEO BQU DEC CHG ECM WKP OFW IQU BPI FIN CUL FCT PER REP 

ACC01 0.70 1.00 0.90 0.50 1.00 0.20 0.90 0.70 0.80 0.70 0.60 0.40 1.00 0.90 0.70 0.90 1.00 0.80 0.60 

ACC02 0.40 1.00 0.30 0.90 0.40 0.10 0.00 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.10 0.10 0.50 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.50 0.00 0.00 

ANP01 1.00 1.00 0.40 0.60 0.30 0.00 0.30 0.20 0.20 0.40 0.10 0.70 0.50 0.30 0.30 0.50 0.20 0.00 0.00 

BUS01 1.00 0.70 0.40 0.30 0.20 0.30 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.10 0.70 0.30 0.10 0.00 0.20 0.20 0.00 0.20 

BUS02 1.00 0.80 0.80 0.80 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.50 0.70 0.80 0.60 0.90 1.00 0.80 0.60 0.80 1.00 0.60 0.60 

CAR01 0.20 1.00 0.80 0.60 0.60 0.00 0.50 0.60 0.60 0.50 0.40 0.70 0.80 0.70 0.60 0.60 0.40 1.00 0.60 

CAR02 1.00 0.60 1.00 1.00 0.40 0.40 0.70 0.60 0.60 0.90 0.60 0.70 0.70 0.60 0.30 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.80 

ENG01 0.70 0.50 0.70 0.40 1.00 0.50 0.90 0.40 0.40 0.20 0.90 0.60 0.90 0.40 0.20 0.60 0.60 0.80 0.00 

ENG02 0.80 0.50 0.80 0.50 0.60 0.40 0.50 0.50 0.40 0.00 0.90 0.60 0.80 0.50 0.20 0.60 0.40 0.60 0.50 

FFX01 0.20 1.00 0.90 0.50 0.40 0.00 0.70 0.70 0.50 0.70 0.40 0.70 1.00 0.70 0.30 0.90 0.60 0.60 0.80 

FIN01 0.30 1.00 0.60 0.30 0.60 0.30 0.60 0.30 0.50 0.20 0.40 0.30 0.60 0.60 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.60 0.60 

FOB01 0.20 1.00 0.40 0.30 0.70 0.00 0.00 0.10 0.00 0.20 0.10 0.60 0.30 0.10 0.00 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.00 
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Table 34:  fsQCA case study conditions and outcomes 
 

CONDITIONS OUTCOMES 
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IC1 LRG SIG OBJ MTW ISS GEO BQU DEC CHG ECM WKP OFW IQU BPI FIN CUL FCT PER REP 

FOB02 0.70 0.40 0.80 0.40 1.00 0.30 0.40 0.30 0.40 0.50 1.00 0.90 0.70 0.40 0.00 0.40 0.40 0.80 0.00 

FPE01 0.10 1.00 1.00 0.80 0.40 0.90 1.00 0.80 0.80 0.90 0.10 0.60 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.80 0.40 1.00 1.00 

FPE02 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.90 0.70 0.30 0.70 0.90 0.90 0.30 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.90 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.60 0.60 

FPE03 1.00 1.00 0.90 0.90 0.30 0.50 0.60 0.40 0.70 0.80 0.60 0.70 1.00 0.90 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 1.00 

IND01 0.90 1.00 0.60 0.40 0.30 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.30 0.20 0.10 0.60 0.60 0.40 0.20 0.20 0.60 0.60 0.40 

IND02 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.30 0.20 0.10 0.30 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.10 0.60 0.50 0.30 0.00 0.20 0.60 0.20 0.40 

LEG01 0.10 0.20 0.60 0.30 0.10 0.20 0.00 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.60 0.90 0.30 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.40 0.00 0.00 

LEG02 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.30 1.00 0.40 1.00 0.70 0.90 0.80 0.90 0.60 1.00 1.00 0.80 1.00 1.00 0.80 1.00 

LEG03 0.00 0.40 0.20 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.20 0.10 0.20 0.00 0.10 0.10 0.40 0.20 0.00 0.00 0.50 0.00 0.40 

LEG04 0.60 1.00 0.70 0.30 0.70 0.50 0.40 0.50 0.50 0.30 0.90 0.60 0.70 0.60 0.50 0.40 0.60 0.60 0.40 

MED01 0.40 0.30 0.60 0.30 0.50 0.20 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.50 0.30 0.20 0.20 0.50 0.20 0.20 

RTL01 0.40 1.00 1.00 0.60 0.70 0.60 0.80 0.70 0.80 1.00 0.60 0.70 1.00 0.90 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 1.00 
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Table 34:  fsQCA case study conditions and outcomes 
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IC1 LRG SIG OBJ MTW ISS GEO BQU DEC CHG ECM WKP OFW IQU BPI FIN CUL FCT PER REP 

RTL02 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.50 0.90 0.70 1.00 0.50 0.70 0.70 1.00 0.70 1.00 1.00 0.90 0.80 0.80 0.80 1.00 

RTL03 0.20 1.00 0.60 0.60 0.70 0.30 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.70 0.10 0.60 0.90 0.60 0.40 0.40 0.60 0.60 0.80 

SNT01 0.70 0.80 0.30 0.80 0.40 1.00 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.00 0.60 0.90 0.30 0.20 0.20 0.00 0.60 0.00 0.00 

SNT02 0.60 0.50 0.50 0.40 0.20 0.20 0.40 0.10 0.30 0.30 0.60 0.90 0.80 0.40 0.30 0.30 0.60 0.40 0.20 

TNT01 0.90 0.70 0.70 0.30 0.90 0.10 0.70 0.30 0.30 0.50 0.60 0.70 0.70 0.30 0.00 0.40 0.60 0.20 0.00 

TNT02 1.00 1.00 0.50 0.30 0.70 0.20 0.30 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.10 0.60 0.50 0.30 0.40 0.20 0.40 0.20 0.00 

TNT03 0.50 1.00 0.50 0.40 0.30 0.40 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.10 0.10 0.60 0.20 0.20 0.00 0.30 0.60 0.00 0.00 
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Appendix 13:  fsQCA matrix of sufficient conditions 

Table 35:  Conditions sufficient for the outcome (* means logical AND, ~ means absence or logical NOT).  
Table produced from Parsimonious Solutions from fsQCA 

 

  

 
25 Consistency cut-off of 0.9 as opposed to 20 consistency cut-off 0.8 

 OUTCOMES 

CONDITIONS BPI ~BPI FIN ~FIN FCT ~FCT REP ~REP CUL ~CUL PER ~PER 

BQU ●25    ●    ●  ●  

BQU*~WKP       ●      

CHG ●19    ●    ●  ●  

DEC ●19    ●    ●  ●  

DEC*~WKP       ●      

ECM*~WKP       ●      

GEO          ●   

GEO*WKP            ● 

IQU     ●    ●  ●  

ISS*ECM   ●          

MTW     ●        

MTW*~GEO*ECM       ●      

MTW*~WKP       ●      

MTW*ECM*WKP            ● 

MTW*OFW ●20            

MTW*WKP          ●   

OBJ*~WKP       ●      

OBJ*MTW*~ISS       ●      

SIG*OBJ     ●    ●  ●  

SIG*OBJ*~ISS       ●      

SIG*WKP     ●        

WKP ●20            

~BQU  ●    ●      ● 

~CHG  ●    ●      ● 

~DEC  ●    ●      ● 

~ECM    ●    ●  ●   

~GEO    ●         

~IQU  ●    ●      ● 

~ISS      ●    ●   

~ISS*~GEO            ● 

~ISS*BQU       ●      

~ISS*CHG       ●      

~ISS*ECM       ●      

~ISS*WKP    ●        ● 

~LRG*~ISS*~WKP     ●        

~LRG*~OBJ*~ISS     ●        

~LRG*ECM   ●          

~WKP*IQU       ●      
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Appendix 14:  Case membership 

Below are cases that have greater than 0.5 membership score in the sufficient condition (for the outcome in the heading) on 
the left.  The bracketed numbers are (membership score in condition, membership score in outcome).  Bold cases are where 
the outcome score is below 0.5; in other words where the case is a member of the condition but not the outcome the 
condition is supposed to be sufficient for. 
 
OUTCOME: BPI (0.9) 
 
BQU:  BUS02 (1.0,0.8), FPE01 (1.0,1.0), LEG02 (1.0,1.0), RTL02 (1.0,1.0), ACC01 (0.9,0.9), ENG01 (0.9,0.4), RTL01 (0.8,0.9), 

CAR02 (0.7,0.6), FFX01 (0.7,0.7), FPE02 (0.7,0.9), TNT01 (0.7,0.3), FIN01 (0.6,0.6), FPE03 (0.6,0.9), RTL03 (0.6,0.6) 
 
DEC:  FPE02 (0.9,0.9), FPE01 (0.8,1.0), ACC01 (0.7,0.9), FFX01 (0.7,0.7), LEG02 (0.7,1.0), RTL01 (0.7,0.9), CAR01 (0.6,0.7), 

CAR02 (0.6,0.6), RTL03 (0.6,0.6) 
 
CHG:  FPE02 (0.9,0.9), LEG02 (0.9,1.0), ACC01 (0.8,0.9), FPE01 (0.8,1.0), RTL01 (0.8,0.9), BUS02 (0.7,0.8), FPE03 (0.7,0.9), 

RTL02 (0.7,1.0), CAR01 (0.6,0.7), CAR02 (0.6,0.6), RTL03 (0.6,0.6) 
 
OUTCOME: BPI (0.8) 
 
WKP:  FOB02 (1.0,0.4), FPE02 (1.0,0.9), RTL02 (1.0,1.0), ENG01 (0.9,0.4), ENG02 (0.9,0.5), LEG02 (0.9,1.0), LEG04 (0.9,0.6), 

ACC01 (0.6,0.9), BUS02 (0.6,0.8), CAR02 (0.6,0.6), FPE03 (0.6,0.9), LEG01 (0.6,0.1), RTL01 (0.6,0.9), SNT01 (0.6,0.2), 
SNT02 (0.6,0.4), TNT01 (0.6,0.3) 

 
MTW*OFW:  FPE02 (0.9,0.9), BUS02 (0.8,0.8), SNT01 (0.8,0.2), CAR02 (0.7,0.6), FPE03 (0.7,0.9), ANP01 (0.6,0.3), CAR01 (0.6,0.7), 

FPE01 (0.6,1.0), RTL01 (0.6,0.9), RTL03 (0.6,0.6) 
 
OUTCOME: ~BPI 
 
~IQU:  TNT03 (0.8,0.8), BUS01 (0.7,0.9), FOB01 (0.7,0.9), LEG01 (0.7,0.9), SNT01 (0.7,0.8), LEG03 (0.6,0.8) 
 
~CHG:  ACC02 (1.0,0.9), BUS01 (1.0,0.9), FOB01 (1.0,0.9), LEG01 (1.0,0.9), ANP01 (0.8,0.7), IND02 (0.8,0.7), LEG03 (0.8,0.8), 

SNT01 (0.8,0.8), TNT02 (0.8,0.7), TNT03 (0.8,0.8), IND01 (0.7,0.6), MED01 (0.7,0.7), SNT02 (0.7,0.6), TNT01 (0.7,0.7), 
ENG01 (0.6,0.6), ENG02 (0.6,0.5), FOB02 (0.6,0.6) 

 
~DEC:  BUS01 (1.0,0.9), ACC02 (0.9,0.9), FOB01 (0.9,0.9), LEG01 (0.9,0.9), LEG03 (0.9,0.8), SNT02 (0.9,0.6), ANP01 (0.8,0.7), 

IND02 (0.8,0.7), SNT01 (0.8,0.8), TNT02 (0.8,0.7), TNT03 (0.8,0.8), FIN01 (0.7,0.4), FOB02 (0.7,0.6), MED01 (0.7,0.7), 
TNT01 (0.7,0.7), ENG01 (0.6,0.6), FPE03 (0.6,0.1), IND01 (0.6,0.6) 

 
~BQU:  ACC02 (1.0,0.9), FOB01 (1.0,0.9), LEG01 (1.0,0.9), BUS01 (0.9,0.9), LEG03 (0.8,0.8), SNT01 (0.8,0.8), TNT03 (0.8,0.8), 

ANP01 (0.7,0.7), IND01 (0.7,0.6), IND02 (0.7,0.7), MED01 (0.7,0.7), TNT02 (0.7,0.7), FOB02 (0.6,0.6), LEG04 (0.6,0.4), 
SNT02 (0.6,0.6) 

 
OUTCOME: FIN 
 
~LRG*ECM:  FPE01 (0.9,1.0), RTL01 (0.8,0.8), FFX01 (0.7,0.3), RTL03 (0.7,0.4), ACC01 (0.6,0.7) 
 
ISS*ECM:  BUS02 (0.8,0.6), LEG02 (0.8,0.8), ACC01 (0.7,0.7), RTL01 (0.7,0.8), RTL02 (0.7,0.9), RTL03 (0.7,0.4) 
 
OUTCOME: ~FIN 
 
~GEO:  ANP01 (1.0,0.7), BUS02 (1.0,0.4), CAR01 (1.0,0.4), FFX01 (1.0,0.7), FOB01 (1.0,1.0), ACC02 (0.9,1.0), IND02 (0.9,1.0), 

TNT01 (0.9,1.0), ACC01 (0.8,0.3), IND01 (0.8,0.8), LEG01 (0.8,1.0), MED01 (0.8,0.8), SNT02 (0.8,0.7), TNT02 (0.8,0.6), 
BUS01 (0.7,1.0), FIN01 (0.7,0.8), FOB02 (0.7,1.0), FPE02 (0.7,0.2), LEG03 (0.7,1.0), RTL03 (0.7,0.6) 

 
~ECM:  ACC02 (1.0,1.0), BUS01 (1.0,1.0), ENG02 (1.0,0.8), LEG01 (1.0,1.0), LEG03 (1.0,1.0), SNT01 (1.0,0.8), TNT03 (0.9,1.0), 

ENG01 (0.8,0.8), FIN01 (0.8,0.8), FOB01 (0.8,1.0), IND01 (0.8,0.8), IND02 (0.8,1.0), MED01 (0.8,0.8), TNT02 (0.8,0.6), 
FPE02 (0.7,0.2), LEG04 (0.7,0.5), SNT02 (0.7,0.7), ANP01 (0.6,0.7) 

 
~ISS*WKP:  CAR02 (0.6,0.7), FPE03 (0.6,0.2), LEG01 (0.6,1.0), SNT01 (0.6,0.8), SNT02 (0.6,0.7) 
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OUTCOME: FCT 
 
MTW:  CAR02 (1.0,0.6), ACC02 (0.9,0.5), FPE02 (0.9,0.8), FPE03 (0.9,0.8), BUS02 (0.8,1.0), FPE01 (0.8,0.4), SNT01 (0.8,0.6), 

ANP01 (0.6,0.2), CAR01 (0.6,0.4), RTL01 (0.6,0.8), RTL03 (0.6,0.6) 
 
BQU:   BUS02 (1.0,1.0), FPE01 (1.0,0.4), LEG02 (1.0,1.0), RTL02 (1.0,0.8), ACC01 (0.9,1.0), ENG01 (0.9,0.6), RTL01 (0.8,0.8), 

CAR02 (0.7,0.6), FFX01 (0.7,0.6), FPE02 (0.7,0.8), TNT01 (0.7,0.6), FIN01 (0.6,0.6), FPE03 (0.6,0.8), RTL03 (0.6,0.6) 
 
DEC:  FPE02 (0.9,0.8), FPE01 (0.8,0.4), ACC01 (0.7,1.0), FFX01 (0.7,0.6), LEG02 (0.7,1.0), RTL01 (0.7,0.8), CAR01 (0.6,0.4), 

CAR02 (0.6,0.6), RTL03 (0.6,0.6) 
 
CHG:  FPE02 (0.9,0.8), LEG02 (0.9,1.0), ACC01 (0.8,1.0), FPE01 (0.8,0.4), RTL01 (0.8,0.8), BUS02 (0.7,1.0), FPE03 (0.7,0.8), 

RTL02 (0.7,0.8), CAR01 (0.6,0.4), CAR02 (0.6,0.6), RTL03 (0.6,0.6) 
 
IQU:  ACC01 (1.0,1.0), BUS02 (1.0,1.0), FFX01 (1.0,0.6), FPE01 (1.0,0.4), FPE02 (1.0,0.8), FPE03 (1.0,0.8), LEG02 (1.0,1.0), 

RTL01 (1.0,0.8), RTL02 (1.0,0.8), ENG01 (0.9,0.6), RTL03 (0.9,0.6), CAR01 (0.8,0.4), ENG02 (0.8,0.4), SNT02 (0.8,0.6), 
CAR02 (0.7,0.6), FOB02 (0.7,0.4), LEG04 (0.7,0.6), TNT01 (0.7,0.6), FIN01 (0.6,0.6), IND01 (0.6,0.6) 

 
SIG*OBJ:  FPE01 (1.0,0.4), FPE02 (1.0,0.8), LEG02 (1.0,1.0), RTL01 (1.0,0.8), RTL02 (1.0,0.8), ACC01 (0.9,1.0), FFX01 (0.9,0.6), 

FPE03 (0.9,0.8), BUS02 (0.8,1.0), CAR01 (0.8,0.4), LEG04 (0.7,0.6), TNT01 (0.7,0.6), CAR02 (0.6,0.6), FIN01 (0.6,0.6), 
IND01 (0.6,0.6), RTL03 (0.6,0.6) 

 
SIG*WKP:  FPE02 (1.0,0.8), RTL02 (1.0,0.8), LEG02 (0.9,1.0), LEG04 (0.9,0.6), ACC01 (0.6,1.0), BUS02 (0.6,1.0), CAR02 (0.6,0.6), 

FPE03 (0.6,0.8), RTL01 (0.6,0.8), SNT01 (0.6,0.6), TNT01 (0.6,0.6) 
 
~LRG*~ISS*~WKP:  IND02 (0.8,0.6), LEG03 (0.7,0.5), TNT03 (0.7,0.6), ACC02 (0.6,0.5), FFX01 (0.6,0.6), FPE01 (0.6,0.4) 
 
~LRG*~OBJ*~ISS:  LEG03 (0.7,0.5), ACC02 (0.6,0.5), SNT01 (0.6,0.6) 
 
OUTCOME: ~FCT 
 
~ISS:  LEG01 (0.9,0.6), BUS01 (0.8,0.8), IND02 (0.8,0.4), SNT02 (0.8,0.4), ANP01 (0.7,0.8), FPE03 (0.7,0.2), IND01 (0.7,0.4), 

LEG03 (0.7,0.5), TNT03 (0.7,0.4), ACC02 (0.6,0.5), CAR02 (0.6,0.4), FFX01 (0.6,0.4), FPE01 (0.6,0.6), SNT01 (0.6,0.4) 
 
~IQU:  TNT03 (0.8,0.4), BUS01 (0.7,0.8), FOB01 (0.7,0.8), LEG01 (0.7,0.6), SNT01 (0.7,0.4), LEG03 (0.6,0.5) 
 
~CHG:  ACC02 (1.0,0.5), BUS01 (1.0,0.8), FOB01 (1.0,0.8), LEG01 (1.0,0.6), ANP01 (0.8,0.8), IND02 (0.8,0.4), LEG03 (0.8,0.5), 

SNT01 (0.8,0.4), TNT02 (0.8,0.6), TNT03 (0.8,0.4), IND01 (0.7,0.4), MED01 (0.7,0.5), SNT02 (0.7,0.4), TNT01 (0.7,0.4), 
ENG01 (0.6,0.4), ENG02 (0.6,0.6), FOB02 (0.6,0.6) 

 
~DEC:  BUS01 (1.0,0.8), ACC02 (0.9,0.5), FOB01 (0.9,0.8), LEG01 (0.9,0.6), LEG03 (0.9,0.5), SNT02 (0.9,0.4), ANP01 (0.8,0.8), 

IND02 (0.8,0.4), SNT01 (0.8,0.4), TNT02 (0.8,0.6), TNT03 (0.8,0.4), FIN01 (0.7,0.4), FOB02 (0.7,0.6), MED01 (0.7,0.5), 
TNT01 (0.7,0.4), ENG01 (0.6,0.4), FPE03 (0.6,0.2), IND01 (0.6,0.4) 

 
~BQU:  ACC02 (1.0,0.5), FOB01 (1.0,0.8), LEG01 (1.0,0.6), BUS01 (0.9,0.8), LEG03 (0.8,0.5), SNT01 (0.8,0.4), TNT03 (0.8,0.4), 

ANP01 (0.7,0.8), IND01 (0.7,0.4), IND02 (0.7,0.4), MED01 (0.7,0.5), TNT02 (0.7,0.6), FOB02 (0.6,0.6), LEG04 (0.6,0.4), 
SNT02 (0.6,0.4) 

 
OUTCOME: CUL 
 
BQU:  BUS02 (1.0,0.8), FPE01 (1.0,0.8), LEG02 (1.0,1.0), RTL02 (1.0,0.8), ACC01 (0.9,0.9), ENG01 (0.9,0.6), RTL01 (0.8,0.8), 

CAR02 (0.7,0.6), FFX01 (0.7,0.9), FPE02 (0.7,0.8), TNT01 (0.7,0.4), FIN01 (0.6,0.4), FPE03 (0.6,0.8), RTL03 (0.6,0.4) 
 
DEC:  FPE02 (0.9,0.8), FPE01 (0.8,0.8), ACC01 (0.7,0.9), FFX01 (0.7,0.9), LEG02 (0.7,1.0), RTL01 (0.7,0.8), CAR01 (0.6,0.6), 

CAR02 (0.6,0.6), RTL03 (0.6,0.4) 
 
CHG:  FPE02 (0.9,0.8), LEG02 (0.9,1.0), ACC01 (0.8,0.9), FPE01 (0.8,0.8), RTL01 (0.8,0.8), BUS02 (0.7,0.8), FPE03 (0.7,0.8), 

RTL02 (0.7,0.8), CAR01 (0.6,0.6), CAR02 (0.6,0.6), RTL03 (0.6,0.4) 
 
IQU:  ACC01 (1.0,0.9), BUS02 (1.0,0.8), FFX01 (1.0,0.9), FPE01 (1.0,0.8), FPE02 (1.0,0.8), FPE03 (1.0,0.8), LEG02 (1.0,1.0), 

RTL01 (1.0,0.8), RTL02 (1.0,0.8), ENG01 (0.9,0.6), RTL03 (0.9,0.4), CAR01 (0.8,0.6), ENG02 (0.8,0.6), SNT02 (0.8,0.3), 
CAR02 (0.7,0.6), FOB02 (0.7,0.4), LEG04 (0.7,0.4), TNT01 (0.7,0.4), FIN01 (0.6,0.4), IND01 (0.6,0.2) 

 
SIG*OBJ:  FPE01 (1.0,0.8), FPE02 (1.0,0.8), LEG02 (1.0,1.0), RTL01 (1.0,0.8), RTL02 (1.0,0.8), ACC01 (0.9,0.9), FFX01 (0.9,0.9), 

FPE03 (0.9,0.8), BUS02 (0.8,0.8), CAR01 (0.8,0.6), LEG04 (0.7,0.4), TNT01 (0.7,0.4), CAR02 (0.6,0.6), FIN01 (0.6,0.4), 
IND01 (0.6,0.2), RTL03 (0.6,0.4) 

 
OUTCOME: ~CUL 
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~ECM:  ACC02 (1.0,1.0), BUS01 (1.0,0.8), ENG02 (1.0,0.4), LEG01 (1.0,1.0), LEG03 (1.0,1.0), SNT01 (1.0,1.0), TNT03 (0.9,0.7), 
ENG01 (0.8,0.4), FIN01 (0.8,0.6), FOB01 (0.8,0.8), IND01 (0.8,0.8), IND02 (0.8,0.8), MED01 (0.8,0.8), TNT02 (0.8,0.8), 
FPE02 (0.7,0.2), LEG04 (0.7,0.6), SNT02 (0.7,0.7), ANP01 (0.6,0.5) 

 
~ISS:  LEG01 (0.9,1.0), BUS01 (0.8,0.8), IND02 (0.8,0.8), SNT02 (0.8,0.7), ANP01 (0.7,0.5), FPE03 (0.7,0.2), IND01 (0.7,0.8), 

LEG03 (0.7,1.0), TNT03 (0.7,0.7), ACC02 (0.6,1.0), CAR02 (0.6,0.4), FFX01 (0.6,0.1), FPE01 (0.6,0.2), SNT01 (0.6,1.0) 
 
GEO:  SNT01 (1.0,1.0), FPE01 (0.9,0.2), RTL02 (0.7,0.2), RTL01 (0.6,0.2) 
 
MTW*WKP:  FPE02 (0.9,0.2), BUS02 (0.6,0.2), CAR02 (0.6,0.4), FPE03 (0.6,0.2), RTL01 (0.6,0.2), SNT01 (0.6,1.0) 
 
OUTCOME: PER 
 
BQU:  BUS02 (1.0,0.6), FPE01 (1.0,1.0), LEG02 (1.0,0.8), RTL02 (1.0,0.8), ACC01 (0.9,0.8), ENG01 (0.9,0.8), RTL01 (0.8,0.8), 

CAR02 (0.7,0.6), FFX01 (0.7,0.6), FPE02 (0.7,0.6), TNT01 (0.7,0.2), FIN01 (0.6,0.6), FPE03 (0.6,0.8), RTL03 (0.6,0.6) 
 
DEC:  FPE02 (0.9,0.6), FPE01 (0.8,1.0), ACC01 (0.7,0.8), FFX01 (0.7,0.6), LEG02 (0.7,0.8), RTL01 (0.7,0.8), CAR01 (0.6,1.0), 

CAR02 (0.6,0.6), RTL03 (0.6,0.6) 
 
CHG:  FPE02 (0.9,0.6), LEG02 (0.9,0.8), ACC01 (0.8,0.8), FPE01 (0.8,1.0), RTL01 (0.8,0.8), BUS02 (0.7,0.6), FPE03 (0.7,0.8), 

RTL02 (0.7,0.8), CAR01 (0.6,1.0), CAR02 (0.6,0.6), RTL03 (0.6,0.6) 
 
IQU:  ACC01 (1.0,0.8), BUS02 (1.0,0.6), FFX01 (1.0,0.6), FPE01 (1.0,1.0), FPE02 (1.0,0.6), FPE03 (1.0,0.8), LEG02 (1.0,0.8), 

RTL01 (1.0,0.8), RTL02 (1.0,0.8), ENG01 (0.9,0.8), RTL03 (0.9,0.6), CAR01 (0.8,1.0), ENG02 (0.8,0.6), SNT02 (0.8,0.4), 
CAR02 (0.7,0.6), FOB02 (0.7,0.8), LEG04 (0.7,0.6), TNT01 (0.7,0.2), FIN01 (0.6,0.6), IND01 (0.6,0.6) 

 
SIG*OBJ:  FPE01 (1.0,1.0), FPE02 (1.0,0.6), LEG02 (1.0,0.8), RTL01 (1.0,0.8), RTL02 (1.0,0.8), ACC01 (0.9,0.8), FFX01 (0.9,0.6), 

FPE03 (0.9,0.8), BUS02 (0.8,0.6), CAR01 (0.8,1.0), LEG04 (0.7,0.6), TNT01 (0.7,0.2), CAR02 (0.6,0.6), FIN01 (0.6,0.6), 
IND01 (0.6,0.6), RTL03 (0.6,0.6) 

 
OUTCOME: ~PER 
 
~IQU:  TNT03 (0.8,1.0), BUS01 (0.7,1.0), FOB01 (0.7,0.8), LEG01 (0.7,1.0), SNT01 (0.7,1.0), LEG03 (0.6,1.0) 
 
~CHG:  ACC02 (1.0,1.0), BUS01 (1.0,1.0), FOB01 (1.0,0.8), LEG01 (1.0,1.0), ANP01 (0.8,1.0), IND02 (0.8,0.8), LEG03 (0.8,1.0), 

SNT01 (0.8,1.0), TNT02 (0.8,0.8), TNT03 (0.8,1.0), IND01 (0.7,0.4), MED01 (0.7,0.8), SNT02 (0.7,0.6), TNT01 (0.7,0.8), 
ENG01 (0.6,0.2), ENG02 (0.6,0.4), FOB02 (0.6,0.2) 

 
~DEC:  BUS01 (1.0,1.0), ACC02 (0.9,1.0), FOB01 (0.9,0.8), LEG01 (0.9,1.0), LEG03 (0.9,1.0), SNT02 (0.9,0.6), ANP01 (0.8,1.0), 

IND02 (0.8,0.8), SNT01 (0.8,1.0), TNT02 (0.8,0.8), TNT03 (0.8,1.0), FIN01 (0.7,0.4), FOB02 (0.7,0.2), MED01 (0.7,0.8), 
TNT01 (0.7,0.8), ENG01 (0.6,0.2), FPE03 (0.6,0.2), IND01 (0.6,0.4) 

 
~BQU:   ACC02 (1.0,1.0), FOB01 (1.0,0.8), LEG01 (1.0,1.0), BUS01 (0.9,1.0), LEG03 (0.8,1.0), SNT01 (0.8,1.0), TNT03 (0.8,1.0), 

ANP01 (0.7,1.0), IND01 (0.7,0.4), IND02 (0.7,0.8), MED01 (0.7,0.8), TNT02 (0.7,0.8), FOB02 (0.6,0.2), LEG04 (0.6,0.4), 
SNT02 (0.6,0.6) 

 
~ISS*~GEO:  IND02 (0.8,0.8), LEG01 (0.8,1.0), SNT02 (0.8,0.6), ANP01 (0.7,1.0), BUS01 (0.7,1.0), IND01 (0.7,0.4), LEG03 (0.7,1.0), 

ACC02 (0.6,1.0), CAR02 (0.6,0.4), FFX01 (0.6,0.4), TNT03 (0.6,1.0) 
 
~ISS*WKP:  CAR02 (0.6,0.4), FPE03 (0.6,0.2), LEG01 (0.6,1.0), SNT01 (0.6,1.0), SNT02 (0.6,0.6) 
 
GEO*WKP:  RTL02 (0.7,0.2), RTL01 (0.6,0.2), SNT01 (0.6,1.0) 
 
MTW*ECM*WKP:  BUS02 (0.6,0.4), CAR02 (0.6,0.4), FPE03 (0.6,0.2), RTL01 (0.6,0.2) 
 
OUTCOME: REP 
 
OBJ*~WKP:  FPE01 (0.9,1.0), CAR01 (0.6,0.6), FFX01 (0.6,0.8), FIN01 (0.6,0.6), IND01 (0.6,0.4), IND02 (0.6,0.4), MED01 (0.6,0.2), 

RTL03 (0.6,0.8) 
 
MTW*~WKP:  ACC02 (0.9,0), FPE01 (0.8,1.0), ANP01 (0.6,0), CAR01 (0.6,0.6), RTL03 (0.6,0.8) 
 
BQU*~WKP:  FPE01 (0.9,1.0), FFX01 (0.6,0.8), FIN01 (0.6,0.6), RTL03 (0.6,0.8) 
 
~ISS*BQU:  CAR02 (0.6,0.8), FFX01 (0.6,0.8), FPE01 (0.6,1.0), FPE03 (0.6,1.0) 
 
DEC*~WKP:  FPE01 (0.8,1.0), CAR01 (0.6,0.6), FFX01 (0.6,0.8), RTL03 (0.6,0.8) 
 
~ISS*DEC:  CAR02 (0.6,0.8), FFX01 (0.6,0.8), FPE01 (0.6,1.0) 
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CHG*~WKP:  FPE01 (0.8,1.0), CAR01 (0.6,0.6), RTL03 (0.6,0.8) 
 
~ISS*CHG:  FPE03 (0.7,1.0), CAR02 (0.6,0.8), FPE01 (0.6,1.0) 
 
ECM*~WKP:  FPE01 (0.9,1.0), RTL03 (0.7,0.8), FFX01 (0.6,0.8) 
 
~ISS*ECM:  FPE03 (0.7,1.0), CAR02 (0.6,0.8), FFX01 (0.6,0.8), FPE01 (0.6,1.0) 
 
~WKP*IQU:  FPE01 (0.9,1.0), RTL03 (0.9,0.8), CAR01 (0.6,0.6), FFX01 (0.6,0.8), FIN01 (0.6,0.6), IND01 (0.6,0.4) 
 
~ISS*IQU:  SNT02 (0.8,0.2), FPE03 (0.7,1.0), CAR02 (0.6,0.8), FFX01 (0.6,0.8), FPE01 (0.6,1.0), IND01 (0.6,0.4) 
 
SIG*OBJ*~ISS:  FPE03 (0.7,1.0), CAR02 (0.6,0.8), FFX01 (0.6,0.8), FPE01 (0.6,1.0), IND01 (0.6,0.4) 
 
OBJ*MTW*~ISS:  FPE03 (0.7,1.0), CAR02 (0.6,0.8), FPE01 (0.6,1.0) 
 
MTW*~GEO*ECM:  BUS02 (0.8,0.6), CAR02 (0.6,0.8), RTL03 (0.6,0.8) 
 
OUTCOME: ~REP 
 
~ECM:  ACC02 (1.0,1.0), BUS01 (1.0,0.8), ENG02 (1.0,0.5), LEG01 (1.0,1.0), LEG03 (1.0,0.6), SNT01 (1.0,1.0), TNT03 (0.9,1.0), 

ENG01 (0.8,1.0), FIN01 (0.8,0.4), FOB01 (0.8,1.0), IND01 (0.8,0.6), IND02 (0.8,0.6), MED01 (0.8,0.8), TNT02 (0.8,1.0), 
FPE02 (0.7,0.4), LEG04 (0.7,0.6), SNT02 (0.7,0.8), ANP01 (0.6,1.0) 
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Appendix 15:  Example of fsQCA 

For those unfamiliar with the method, this appendix presents a short example of the use of 

fsQCA and commonly available software by solving, first longhand and then using the software, the 

set example used by Schneider and Wagemann (2012) of South American countries exhibiting stable 

democracies: 

Table 36:  Example data matrix used by Schneider and Wagemann 
(2012), the fuzzy scores are subjectively ascribed by the researcher, any 

score over 0.5 denotes “more in than out” 

Row Country V E P S 

1 Argentina 0.8 0.9 1.0 0.1 

2 Peru 0.7 0.0 0.0 0.4 

3 Bolivia 0.6 1.0 0.1 0.3 

4 Chile 0.3 0.9 0.2 0.6 

5 Ecuador 0.9 0.1 0.3 0.4 

6 Brazil 0.2 0.8 0.9 0.7 

7 Uruguay 0.9 0.2 0.8 0.8 

8 Paraguay 0.2 0.3 0.7 0.9 

9 Colombia 0.2 0.4 0.4 1.0 

10 Venezuela 0.9 0.7 0.6 0.3 

      

Conditions 
    

V Violent upheavals in the past 
  

E Ethnically homogeneous populations 
 

P Pluralistic party systems 
   

Outcome 
    

S Stable democracy 
   

 

The next step is to construct a truth table (Table 37) listing all the possible logical AND 

combinations of the three conditions known as primitive expressions (there are 2k of these where k is 

the number of conditions; so in this case 23 = 8).  The score in the table for each case against these 

primitive expressions is the minimum of the individual conditions (since the AND operator uses the 

minimum, whereas OR uses the maximum).  The NOT operator (shown as ~) is one minus the score.  
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For example, the primitive expression of V AND E AND NOT P (written VE~P) for Chile scores the 

minimum of 0.3, 0.9 and 1 – 0.2 = min (0.3, 0.9, 0.8) = 0.3. 

 

Table 37:  Truth table constructed from the data matrix; bold numbers are the maxima for the country rows 

Country VEP VE~P V~EP V~E~P ~VEP ~VE~P ~V~EP ~V~E~P 

Argentina 0.8 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.1 0.0 

Peru 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 

Bolivia 0.1 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.4 0.0 0.0 

Chile 0.2 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.7 0.1 0.1 

Ecuador 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.7 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 

Brazil 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.8 0.1 0.2 0.1 

Uruguay 0.2 0.2 0.8 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 

Paraguay 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.7 0.3 

Colombia 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.6 

Venezuela 0.6 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 

 

The bold numbers in the truth table above show the primitive expression that the country in 

that row shows the greatest membership of.  The next step is to assess the role of these combined 

conditions in the outcome, S.  To do this we calculate the consistency of these conditions using Ragin’s 

formula: 

𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 (𝑓𝑓𝐶𝐶𝑓𝑓 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝐶𝐶 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝐶𝐶𝑑𝑑) =  
∑min (𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖 ,𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖)

∑𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖
 

Equation 4:  Formula for consistency of a 
condition for fuzzy set data 
 

The main body of the table below shows the minimum of each cell in the previous table (Xi) 

versus the outcome, S, for that row (Yi): 

 

Table 38:  Calculation of consistency 

Country VEP VE~P V~EP V~E~P ~VEP ~VE~P ~V~EP ~V~E~P 

Argentina 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 

Peru 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 

Bolivia 0.1 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.3 0.0 0.0 

Chile 0.2 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.6 0.1 0.1 
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Country VEP VE~P V~EP V~E~P ~VEP ~VE~P ~V~EP ~V~E~P 

Ecuador 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 

Brazil 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.7 0.1 0.2 0.1 

Uruguay 0.2 0.2 0.8 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 

Paraguay 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.7 0.3 

Colombia 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.6 

Venezuela 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 

A = Σmin(X, Y) 1.60 1.70 2.20 1.90 2.10 2.00 1.80 1.70 

B = ΣX 2.60 2.10 2.20 2.50 2.30 2.20 1.80 1.70 

Consistency = A/B 0.62 0.81 1.00 0.76 0.91 0.91 1.00 1.00 

 

 

Figure 90:  Consistency is the proportion of sufficient condition X that overlaps with outcome Y 
 

A threshold needs to be set for consistency that is of interest; typically, 0.8 for fuzzy set data 

but could be higher depending on circumstances.  At a threshold of 0.8, six condition combinations 

appear to be sufficient for the outcome: 

 VE~P + V~EP + ~VEP + ~VE~P + ~V~EP + ~V~E~P  S 

It should be noted at this stage that set theoretic methods are founded on the concept of 

equifinality, meaning that the outcome could be achieved through any one, combination or all of the 

primitive expressions that show adequate consistency; as in the expression above.  However, it is 

usually the case that these expressions include logical pathways that are effectively duplicated.  The 

next step is to simplify the “complete solution” above by pairwise logical minimisation: primitive 

expressions are excluded or simplified because the OR operator makes certain conditions redundant.  
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For instance, if two expressions were VE~P and VEP then P is effectively redundant since its presence 

or absence leads to the same result; therefore, these would be combined into the simpler (more 

parsimonious) VE.  The method used by most commonly used software is the Quine–McCluskey26 

algorithm. 

Using a longhand version of the algorithm the conditions above can be simplified: 

 

Figure 91:  Minimisation of conditions using Quine-McCluskey 
 

The solution is therefore minimised to the prime implicants: E~P + ~EP + ~V + ~V~P  S 

This is not as parsimonious as the solution can be.  One further step can remove redundant 

prime implicants by examining, in tabular fashion, whether they are in fact duplicates.  Table 39 shows 

how this is done by listing the original primitive expressions as the header row, and the prime 

implicants as the left column.  An x is placed in each cell where the prime implicant covers the primitive 

expression above.  Table 39 shows that ~V~P is effectively redundant because the primitive 

expressions it accounts for are already covered by ~V (although it might be argued that the additional 

~P adds some deeper understanding of the solution as a specific path). 

Table 39:  The elimination of prime implicants 

 
VE~P V~EP ~VEP ~VE~P ~V~EP ~V~E~P 

E~P x 
  

x 
  

~EP 
 

x 
  

x 
 

~V 
  

x x x x 

~V~P 
   

x 
 

x 

 

 
26 Wikipedia 2019: “The Quine–McCluskey algorithm (or the method of prime implicants) is a method used for minimization 
of Boolean functions that was developed by Willard V. Quine and extended by Edward J. McCluskey. It is functionally 
identical to Karnaugh mapping, but the tabular form makes it more efficient for use in computer algorithms, and it also 
gives a deterministic way to check that the minimal form of a Boolean function has been reached. It is sometimes referred 
to as the tabulation method.” 
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The fully minimised solution is now: 

E~P + ~EP + ~V  S 

The final step is to calculate some statistics to indicate how consistent the solution and its 

parts are (equifinality means that the outcome could occur through any or all of these, or indeed 

through other, not identified conditions since the above expression might not cover all outcomes), 

and how well they cover the outcome.  The first step, consistency, has been explained above for the 

original primitive expressions.  Exactly the same procedure is used for the implicants above together 

with the overall expression.  Lastly, the coverage of the implicants and solution are calculated.  The 

formula for this is similar to consistency: 

𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑓𝑓𝑑𝑑𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 (𝑓𝑓𝐶𝐶𝑓𝑓 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝐶𝐶 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝐶𝐶𝑑𝑑) =  
∑min (𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖,𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖)

∑𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖
 

Equation 5:  Calculation of coverage of 
sufficient conditions for fuzzy set data 

 
 

Coverage indicates how much of the outcome seems to be accounted for by the implicant or 

solution terms (whereas consistency is a measure of the proportion of members of the implicant that 

are also members of the outcome).  There are two measures of coverage of interest: raw (the total 

coverage due to the path of that specific prime implicant), and unique (the coverage uniquely due to 

the path of the specific prime implicant – this is different to raw because there may be path overlap 

between different implicants).  For example, if the solution is A + B + C  Y, then the raw coverage is 

calculated as in Equation 5 for implicants A, B and C individually (cov(A) for instance), but unique 

coverage for A is cov(A + B + C) – cov(B + C).  Thus, the entire solution for the South American 

democracy cases is: 

Table 40:  fsQCA solution for the South American stable democracy (fuzzy set) data 

Path Description Consistency 
Raw 
Coverage 

Unique 
Coverage Members 

E~P Ethnically homogenous and 
not pluralistic 

0.72 0.42 0.00 Bolivia, Chile 

~EP Not homogenous but 
pluralistic 

1.00 0.53 0.15 Uruguay, Paraguay 

~V No history of violent 
upheavals 

0.91 0.71 0.24 Chile, Brazil, Paraguay, Colombia 

E~P + ~EP + ~V Any combination of the 
above 

0.82 0.91 0.91 Bolivia, Chile, Brazil, Paraguay, Colombia, 
Uruguay 
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Use of fsQCA software 

The software used here is fsQCA V3.1b.  Having downloaded and installed the program, the 

values in Figure 92:  Data matrix loaded into fsQCAare loaded (either directly or via a csv file produced 

in Microsoft Excel): 

 

Figure 92:  Data matrix loaded into fsQCA 
 

Choose the menu option Analyze/Truth Table Algorithm to produce a truth table Figure 93:  

Truth table produced from the example data matrix:  

 

Figure 93:  Truth table produced from the example data matrix 
 

Select Edit/Delete and code to calculate outcomes and delete redundant rows.  Finally, 

choose the option Standard Analyses and use the default option (all conditions present or absent).  

http://www.socsci.uci.edu/%7Ecragin/fsQCA/software.shtml
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This produces the following result (“parsimonious” result extracted from longer report) which is in 

accordance with the manual calculation performed previously: 

 

Figure 94:  Extract from results page in fsQCA 
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